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PREFACE

It has been noted that the construction industry is the “engine” that drives the
national economy. Estimates of the of the total annual construction volume
in the United States range as high as a trillion (1,000,000,000,000) dollars
annually. Recent problems generated by a downturn in the real estate and
construction markets have triggered a period of financial turmoil and govern-
ment intervention to shore up economies worldwide. Financial management
of construction revenues and cash flow in this sector obviously has a major
role to play in world markets and economic stability in general.

Financial management and the measurement of financial activity in the
construction industry is unique, in that, most revenues aregenerated in the
context of projects that are designed and constructed. That is, the basic pro-
duction unit of this gigantic industry is theproject. This is in contrast to other
industries, which produce units such as automobiles and electrical appliances
or services to individuals such as medical care or foodservice. The number
of projects that even a large contractor has at any given point is substantially
smaller than the number of cars, refrigerators, or patientsthat businesses in
the other industries produce or service. Moreover, the timeframe involved in
realizing a construction project ranges from a few weeks up to several years,
compared to the few days, hours, or minutes typical of production or service
activity in other industries. As will be discussed in this text, the small number
of unique projects and the extended period of time required for the comple-
tion of each one place special requirements on the accounting and financial
management systems typical of the construction industry.

This book takes advantage of experience gained from using a previous text
by one of the coauthors, both in the classroom and as a professional refer-
ence. This original book by Halpin, entitledFinancial and Cost Concepts for

xi
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xii PREFACE

Construction Management, was also published by John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
(Wiley, 1985). The stated objective of that text was “to present both company
and project levels of revenue and expense management in an introductory but
integrated format. . . .” The Halpin text emphasized how financial activity
at the project site is collected and reported to the company level to provide
data for financial reporting, control, and management purposes. The present
book draws upon the strengths of this original text by reflecting present-day
practice and adding information regarding business taxation, project control,
engineering economy, and financial forecasting.

The audience for the present book is primarily practitionersand students
who may have a strong technology and engineering background, but rela-
tively limited training in the areas of financial management and accounting.
It is hoped that this book will help these individuals to become more aware of
the way in which fiscal topics and the ebb and flow of revenues and expenses
impact the generation of income and profit. In addition, for those individuals
who are familiar with conventional accounting methods in manufacturing
and service industries, this book will, hopefully, provideinsights into how
the project format of construction changes the way in which financial man-
agement is exercised in this large and specialized industry.

Chapters 1 to 4 provide an introduction to company-level financial manage-
ment and accounting topics such as financial reporting, analysis of financial
data, and the rudiments of the accounting procedures required to generate
company Balance Sheets, Income Statements, and summary documents.

Chapter 5 addresses the importance of cost control systems and the estab-
lishment of cost accounts at the project level. Chapter 6 looks at the issues
involved in forecasting cash flow and controlling overhead aswell as concepts
such as breakeven analysis.

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with the way in which borrowing, interest, and the
time value of money influence financial decision making. Chapter 9 presents
an introductory treatment of taxation and its impact on company operations
and fiscal management.

The appendices provide support material covering the structure of a typical
Chart of Accounts, the flow of various types of transactions through a con-
struction accounting system, and tables required for mathematical analysis of
transactions in which interest and time value of money must be considered.

Each chapter has been designed to be as self-contained as possible. Many
college construction programs resort to the use of multiplegeneric courses
in accounting, engineering economy, and other similar topics to address the
subject matter covered here. It is hoped that the relative autonomy of each
chapter provides teaching flexibility and adequate subject coverage within the
context of a single-course format.

Review questions and exercises are included at the end of each chapter.
They emphasize open ended thinking and reasoning rather thanmechanical
responses. The most common keywords found, even in numericalquestions,
arewhy, explain, anddiscuss. It is hoped this approach will promote freeform
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responses and a better understanding of the chapter’s content. The
construction-specific nature of the book is designed to provide a practice-
oriented context to support better understanding of the generic (e.g., account-
ing, etc.) subject matter.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

THE BIG PARADOX

“A construction manager is like an Olympic decathlon athlete who must show
great competence in a multitude of areas ranging from design of construction
operations to labor relations.”*

Notwithstanding the multi-faceted nature of construction management,
construction professionals are forced to focus heavily on the technical side
of their work. Each project is a unique technological and organizational
puzzle. A construction manager is in a race against time and money to
reach targets relating to cost and required completion deadlines. Surpris-
ingly, business objectives such as making a profit often take a back seat to
the complex interplay of technology and organization. Bringing a project in
on time and at bid price is like landing a jet fighter on an aircraft carrier in
heavy seas.

Financial and business issues are often foreign to the interests of the field
personnel who are locked in combat, on a day by day basis, with the solution
of practice oriented problems in the field. It is almost as if making a profit
is a secondary issue—a necessary evil. And yet, without profit, businesses
fail. Small mistakes in judging the financial landscape often lead to big
losses.

*Halpin, Daniel W., (2006), Construction Management, 3rd Edition, John Wiley and Sons, Inc. New York.
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2 INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT?

Financial management concerns all the decisions involving money that a
company must take every day. Some financial choices, such as deciding
to stop building condominiums in order to free up resources, can have a
substantial impact on a company. Others may be of much smaller scope,
such as deciding to take advantage of vendor discounts available by paying
invoices in a timely fashion. Regardless of size or impact, financial decisions
can be made using a rational analysis of relevant factors just on the basis
of intuition. A main proposition of this book is that rational and informed
decisions will prevail in the long run over intuitive but uninformed choices.

Financial management finds its way into almost every corner of human
activity (think of how many things in life involve money). It would be nearly
impossible to address all the issues within its scope. Taxes, for example,
are of relevance for almost everyone. Computing a project’s profit to date,
however, is much more relevant for a construction professional than to a
stock trader. Optimizing a stock portfolio, on the other hand, is of little direct
significance in construction, but it is of utmost importance for a stock trader.
Consequently, this book—like any other specialty-focused book—is a subset
of all the topics that we could address in financial management. Its topics are
not only a collection of standard areas found in most construction oriented
financial textbooks but are also a selection of what, in the judgment of the
authors, will be useful to you throughout your career.

As a construction professional, you need to know accounting fundamentals,
project-related financial matters, and company-level financial issues. Each one
of these three areas has a substantial impact on your ability to succeed in your
career. Let us take a bird’s-eye view of these topics with some attention to the
issues that they comprise.

First Stop: Financial Accounting

Financial accounting involves the capture of information regarding the pur-
chase and sale of effort and products (e.g., TV sets, bicycles, real estate,
construction of concrete footers, etc.). The information of interest is the rev-
enue derived from sale and the expense involved in producing work and
products for sale. The history of accounting is as old as commerce in society.
It led to early forms of mathematics so that a system of measures could be
used to keep track of value and the transfer of value between individuals.
Businesses exist to produce a profit, and accounting allows for the determi-
nation of whether a profit or loss is occurring because of the activities of a
given business activity.

Records of purchase and sale offer interesting insights into the operations
of society from the time of ancient civilizations up to the present day. We
encounter references to bookkeeping or accounting in classical stories such
as Charles Dickens famous A Christmas Carol. Bob Cratchit, one of the main
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WHAT IS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT? 3

characters, is the bookkeeper for the firm of Marley and Scrooge. We see him
sitting at a high desk writing figures into a ledger book using a quill pen.

Financial records maintained by historical figures tell us a great deal about
their life and times. By studying accounting records from the eighteenth cen-
tury, we can determine how founding fathers such as Washington, Jefferson,
and John Adams faired financially throughout their brilliant and hectic ca-
reers. We can determine whether Mozart was really as poor as he is often
portrayed (Actually, he had an annual income most of his adult life on the
order of $250,000.)

We, as individuals, become involved in accounting at an early age as we
receive and spend money from parents, aunts, and uncles. At some point, we
open a bank account and must deal with a checkbook. We learn to study and
reconcile bank statements, comparing how much we have deposited to how
much we have spent.

Accounting is founded upon the acquiring, storing, and analyzing of fi-
nancial information. This implies extensive record keeping and data man-
agement. The data captured by accounting systems, when properly displayed
and analyzed, tell us something about the financial position or health of a
business entity (e.g., Blockbuster Construction Co.) or an individual (e.g.,
Sarah Smith). Let us take a first look at the main components of financial
accounting, which will be addressed in detail in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.

In order to summarize financial activities at a point in time (i.e., December
31, 2010), one report has become the cornerstone document used worldwide
to provide a picture of the financial position of a person or a business activity.
This report will be described and discussed in great detail in Chapter 2.
Suffice it to say, —the balance sheet—attempts to capture a snapshot of
financial position at a point in time. This snapshot is expressed in terms of
assets and liabilities.

Assets are financial entities that have value and are controlled or owned by
a firm or individual. Assets are what you have or own. Your bank account, car,
and CD player are assets. Even if you owe money on your car or furniture, they
are still considered your assets as long your ownership can be established.

Liabilities are what you owe or are committed to pay based on agreements
and commitments with other parties. If you borrow money to buy your car
and the loan is still not paid off, the amount you owe is a liability. All of
this derives broadly from the idea of property, ownership, and legally binding
commitments (sometimes formalized as written contracts). Commitments are
also referred to as obligations.

The document that attempts to capture and reflect assets held and the
obligations of a company or person is called a balance sheet. The balance
sheet structure is a reflection of the basic equation of financial accounting.
Simply stated, it indicates what a person or company has or owns and what
debts or obligations are pending against what is owned. What is owned is
referred to as assets. When one subtracts the obligations pending from what
one owns, we have calculated the net value or (in financial terms) net worth
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4 INTRODUCTION

of the person or company. This can be calculated at any point in time. The
balance sheet is a detailed report of what one owns and what one owes at any
given point in time. A detailed discussion of the balance sheet and its structure
will be presented in the Chapter 2. Chapter 3 centers on the interpretation
of financial information, and Chapter 4 covers the mechanics of creating
financial reports.

Why Construction Accounting Is Different from Accounting in Other
Business Sectors*

Worldwide construction is the largest economic sector of the global econ-
omy. Construction ranks number two in the amount of economic activity
contributed to the gross national product (GNP) of the United States. It is the
largest U.S. industry that focuses on the production of a physical product as
opposed to provision of a service (e.g., the health care industry.) The dollar
volume of the industry is on the order of one trillion (1,000 billion) dollars
annually. The process of realizing a constructed facility such as a road, bridge,
or building, however, is quite different from what is involved in manufacturing
an automobile, a computer, or a cell phone.

Manufactured products are typically designed and produced without a
designated purchaser. In other words, products (e.g., automobiles or TV sets)
are produced and then presented for sale to any potential purchaser. The
product is produced on the speculation that a purchaser will be found for
the item produced. A manufacturer of bicycles, for instance, must determine
the size of the market, design a bicycle that appeals to the potential purchaser,
and then manufacture the number of units that market studies indicate can
be sold. Design and production are done prior to sale. In order to attract
possible buyers, marketing and advertising are required and are an important
cost center.

Many variables exist in this undertaking, and the manufacturer is “at risk”
of failing to recover the money invested once a decision is made to proceed
with design and production of the end item. The market may not respond to
the product at the price offered. Units may remain unsold or sell at or below
the cost of production (i.e., yielding no profit). If the product cannot be sold
so as to recover the cost of manufacture, a loss is incurred and the enterprise
is unprofitable. When pricing a given product, the manufacturer must not
only recover the direct (labor, materials, etc.) cost of manufacturing but also
the so-called indirect and general and administrative (G&A) costs such as
the cost of management and the implementation of the production process
(e.g., legal costs, marketing costs, supervisory costs, etc.) Finally, unless the
enterprise is a “nonprofit,” the desire of the manufacturer is to increase the

*This and the following section is taken with permission from Construction Management by Daniel W.
Halpin, published by John Wiley and Sons, 2006.
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WHAT IS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT? 5

value of the firm. Therefore, profit must be added to the direct, indirect, and
G&A costs of manufacturing.

Manufacturers offer their products for sale either directly to individuals
(e.g., by mail order or directly over the Web), to wholesalers who purchase
in quantity and provide units to specific sales outlets or to retailers who sell
directly to the public. This sales network approach has developed as the
traditional framework for moving products to the eventual purchaser. (See if
you can think of some manufacturers who sell products directly to the end
user, sell to wholesalers, and/or sell to retail stores.)

In construction, projects are sold to the client in a different way. The process
of purchase begins with a client who has need for a facility. The purchaser
typically approaches a design professional to more specifically define the
nature of the project. This leads to a conceptual definition of the scope of
work required to build the desired facility. Prior to the age of mass production,
purchasers presented plans of the end object (e.g., a piece of furniture) to a
craftsman for manufacture. The craftsman then proceeded to produce the
desired object. For example, if King Louis XIV desired a desk at which
he could work, an artisan would design the object, and a craftsman would
be selected to complete the construction of the desk. In this situation, the
purchaser (King Louis XIV) contracts with a specialist to construct a unique
object. The end item is not available for inspection until it is fabricated. That
is, since the object is unique, it is not sitting on the showroom floor and must
be specially fabricated.

Because of the “one of a kind” unique nature of constructed facilities,
this is still the method used for building construction projects. The purchaser
approaches a set of potential contractors. Once an agreement is reached
among the parties (e.g., clients, the designer, etc.) as to the scope of work
to be performed, the details of the project or end item are designed and
constructed. The purchase is made based on a graphical and verbal description
of the end item, rather than the completed item itself. This is the opposite
of the speculative process, where the design and manufacture of the product
are done prior to identifying specific purchasers. For instance, it would be
hard to imagine building a bridge without having identified the potential buyer.
(Can you think of a construction situation where the construction is completed
prior to identifying a buyer?)

Who Is at Risk?

The nature of risk is influenced by this process of purchasing construction.
For the manufacturer of a refrigerator, risk is related primarily to being able
to produce units at a competitive price. For the purchaser of the refrigerator,
the risk involves mainly whether the appliance operates as advertised.

In construction, since the item purchased is to be produced (rather than
being in a finished state), there are many complex issues that can lead to
failure to complete the project in a functional and/or timely manner. The
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Manufacturing
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Construction
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Design

Final
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Commitment to Purchase
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Figure 1.1 Manufacturing vs. construction timeline.

number of stakeholders and issues that must be dealt with prior to project
completion lead to a complex level of risk for all parties involved (e.g., the
designer, constructors, government authorities, real estate brokers, etc.). A
manufactured product is, so to speak, “a bird in the hand.” A construction
project is a “bird in the bush.”

The risks of the manufacturing process to the consumer are somewhat like
those incurred when a person goes to the store and buys a music CD. If the
recording is good and the disk is serviceable, the risk is reduced to whether
the customer is satisfied with the musical group’s performance. The client
in a construction project is more like a musical director, who must assemble
an orchestra and do a live performance, hoping that the performance and the
final effect will be pleasing. The risks of a failure in this case are infinitely
greater. A chronological diagram of the events involved in the manufacturing
process versus those in the construction process are shown schematically in
Figure 1.1.

Projects: The Output of the Construction Process

Another aspect that greatly influences the way in which construction is ac-
counted for relates to the project format used for delivering the completed
product. As noted previously, the construction industry is generally focused
on the production of a single unique end product. That is, the product of
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the construction industry is a facility that is usually unique in design and
method of fabrication. It is a single “one-off” item that is stylized in terms
of its function, appearance, and location. In some cases, basically similar
units are constructed, as in the case of town houses or fast-food restaurants.
But even in this case, the units must be site adapted and stylized to some
degree.

Mass production is typical of most manufacturing activities. Some man-
ufacturing sectors make large numbers of similar units or batches of units
that are exactly the same. A single item is designed to be fabricated many
times. Firms manufacture many repetitions of the same item (e.g., telephone
instruments, thermos bottles, etc.) and sell large numbers to achieve a profit.
In certain cases, a limited number or batch of units of a product is required.
For instance, a specially designed transformer or hydropower turbine may be
fabricated in limited numbers to meet the special requirements of a specific
client. This production of a limited number of similar units is referred to as
batch production.

Mass production and batch production are not typical of the construction
industry. Since the industry is oriented toward the production of single unique
units, the format in which these one-off units is achieved is called project
format. Both the design and production of constructed facilities are realized
in the framework of a project.

Construction projects are completed over extended time periods. Even
simple construction projects require many weeks or months to complete and
can often extend over more than one year. This means that the client typically
makes partial or progress payments to the constructor over the life of the
project. Therefore, construction is paid for in a “pay as you go” format as
opposed to the payment of a single amount at the time ownership is transferred.
This requires a totally different method for recognizing the value transferred
payment by payment. Methods used to account for the sale of manufactured
products (e.g., refrigerators) are not applicable when dealing with projects
delivered to the client over an extended period of time. A different form of
accounting is needed, and that project form of accounting is a major focus of
this text.

PROJECT-LEVEL CONTROLS

Since projects are the main business units for any construction company, a
fundamental raison d’être for financial management, as applied in the con-
struction industry, is the development and use of appropriate controls at the
project level. We will address the financial planning and control at the project
level in Chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 emphasizes the planning and control
of operations. How can we know whether a project is ahead of or behind
schedule, and over or under its budget? We will use the concepts of earned
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value, scheduled value, and actual value to anchor the simple and ingenious
principles applied in modern cost control and analysis. Chapter 6 centers on
the estimating of the cash requirements for a project. A contractor can execute
a million dollar project with much less than one million dollars invested in the
project at any given time. The progress payments paid by the project owner
to the contractor, as well as the trade credit that a contractor can procure,
serve to reduce the cash requirements needed to build the project. As noted
above, the project is sold month by month to its owner as the construction
proceeds.

TIME VALUE OF MONEY

No enterprise can survive the modern business environment without a very
good grasp of the concepts and techniques related to the time value of money.
At the most obvious level, the company must be able to estimate the payments
that it will make to repay borrowed money. But, many other, more subtle
issues can be equally important. Determining the attractiveness of a business
scheme, comparing several alternatives, and finding the true cost of a business
proposition when interest is considered are examples of the immediate and
critical usefulness of these techniques. Chapter 7 addresses the time value of
money, using the techniques of engineering economy.

ENTREPRENEURIAL ISSUES

No text on construction financial management would be complete with-
out including information about two crucial aspects of the construction
business—the financing process and tax issues. Chapter 8 is about construc-
tion loans and credit. How does a company get the financial resources to
execute a contract? The role and cost of lines of credit and term loans are
critical to the success of a project. How an entrepreneur procures the money to
build the project will be examined. This aspect is sometimes underestimated
by contractors. The financial merits and attractiveness of a project are of great
importance to the contractor. Money is, after all, a cascading resource. If the
source of money runs dry at the entrepreneur’s level, the contractor and ev-
eryone working under him will suffer the consequences. The policy of paying
suppliers in a timely manner to receive discounts on the invoiced amounts
will also be discussed.

Chapter 9 offers an introduction to tax issues affecting the typical contrac-
tor. On one hand, there are opportunities to save money paid in taxes when
there is an understanding of the rationale and implementation of the current
tax system. On the other hand, the lack of such knowledge can result in missed
opportunities at best and imprudent decisions at worst.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. What attracted you to the construction industry? Discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of a career in construction. List in descending order
what you like the most about this industry. Develop a similar list with the
factors that you dislike.

2. Write a one-page review of the financial challenges for a major ongoing
construction project or for a current issue in the construction industry
involving the management of finances. You can use sources such as the
Engineering News Record (ENR), a magazine available in most college
and public libraries. A great deal of information is also available on the
Internet, including a free, limited version of ENR.

3. Contrast the effort of building a car and building a residential unit. Which
one requires more initial capital? What kinds of resources are involved?
What are the main differences in their management needs?

4. Would the cost of residential construction benefit from a greater use of
prefabricated building components? Why is it that prefabrication is not
more widely used in this industry?

5. Interview a construction professional, and report the financial controls
that he or she currently uses. In that person’s opinion, how could these
controls be used more effectively?

6. This chapter discusses some important differences between the manu-
facturing and construction industries. Can you think of issues that are
common to both industries?
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CHAPTER 2

UNDERSTANDING FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

It is common to talk of “the bottom line” of an action as its ultimate outcome.
This everyday expression comes straight from the accounting world. It refers
to the last line of a company’s Income Statement, which usually contains the
amount of its profit. The bottom line sums up the performance of a company’s
management in the same way that a competition score reflects an athlete’s
or team’s performance. No athlete can be successful without a good under-
standing of their game’s scoring system. For the same reason, a construction
manager needs to know how his or her performance—the bottom line—
is being tallied up.

Accounting is about tallying up a company’s performance as reflected by
its bottom line. We will discuss here the information required to keep score
in the construction game, how the scoreboard looks, and what tricks of the
trade are useful to make sense of the score. As in sports, the world of business
needs the feedback provided by tracking scores to decide whether current
performance is effective and to change strategies if necessary.

More formally, accounting can be defined as the process of recording,
summarizing, and communicating financial data. Each one of these three
primary functions has enormous importance for anyone concerned with a
company’s performance. Lenders want to know whether the company can
be reasonably expected to pay back all loans; investors gauge the company’s
potential to generate profit, especially compared to other possible investment
possibilities; the company owners need to keep track of the actions taken on
their behalf by its managers; and the government wants to know the company’s
bottom line to tax it accordingly.

11
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WHY SHOULD YOU CARE ABOUT ACCOUNTING?

Let’s use flying an airplane as an analogy to managing a company. As you
fly though a cloud bank, you may be flying upside down without realizing it.
The plane’s instruments let you know where you are, how fast you are flying,
and your altitude and attitude (i.e., whether you are level, turning, banking,
or upside down). It is very important to know where you are so that you can
plan for where you are going. Without an accounting system, from a financial
point of view, you have no “instruments” and you are flying blind.

So that the instruments are reliable, consistency is crucial. That is, the
definition of what is up, down, sideways, the basis for measuring air speed,
the definition of altitude (i.e., above the terrain, above sea level, etc.) must
be consistent and reliable. Therefore, definitions play a key role in keeping
score financially. If a debit means one thing in Akron, Ohio, and a different
thing in Denver, the definitions are not consistent and we have chaos.

With millions of companies involved in a wide variety of businesses, it is
remarkable that conceptually a single system can keep track and report the
finances of them all. It is amazing that, in concept, the accounting used in the
United States is applicable, with minimal variations, throughout the world. A
construction company uses essentially the same accounting principles used
by a car manufacturer, the corner grocery store, or a school PTA. The major
differences relate to the type of product or service and the framework (i.e., in
terms of time, etc.) within which the product or service is delivered.

GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Modern accounting is the result of a long evolution and trial-and-error process
that began centuries ago. The set of principles known as Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP) synthesize the assumptions underlying all
modern accounting. In the United States, the Financial Accounting Stan-
dards Board (FASB) translates these principles into actionable rules. FASB
is a private institution, but its statements, bulletins, and other pronounce-
ments carry such weight that any formal financial document is virtually
guaranteed to follow its rules. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and a
few other government agencies also provide accounting rules. The IRS and
FASB resolve any potential contradiction in their rules before they need to be
followed.

There are many Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. The following
informal summary includes the most important for a beginner accountant,
with a very brief explanation of their meaning.

Conservatism. An accounting system should recognize losses as soon as
they are foreseeable but recognize gains only when they are certain.
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Consistency. Accounting methods and reports should not change from
period to period. If a change is implemented, its effect on the interpretation
of the financial status of the company must be disclosed.

Acquisition cost principle. Assets should be valued in the accounting
system at their actual, initial cost.

Revenue realization principle. Revenue can be recorded when the sale
takes place and there is a reasonable expectation of collecting the money
involved in the sale.

Matching principle. The revenues and expenses of any transaction must be
reported in the same Income Statement. This is the very basis of double-entry
accounting.

Full disclosure principle. Financial reports must be complete and explicit
enough as to avoid confusion or mislead its users.

Materiality principle. Any transaction significant enough to influence the
judgment of a reasonable person making a financial decision must be included
in an appropriate report.

The unified environment offered by GAAP as translated into rules by
FASB provides an unambiguous system for analyzing a company’s finances.
A clear-cut set of rules is extremely important because crafty mangers can
be tempted to tweak the accounting system to paint their company in an
undeserved favorable light. A notable case was that of Enron Corporation
in the late 1990s and early 2000s. To convince investors and shareholders
that the company was in good financial health, some of its managers cre-
ated a number of illegal schemes such as “selling” their losing ventures to
phantom companies that would not appear in the company financial state-
ments. This scheme worked largely because the company was able to make
its external auditors—essentially, their financial police—look the other way.
As soon as an accounting review was performed by concerned investors, the
ongoing misdeeds were detected. The system, after all, did work even in this
particularly appalling case.

CASH AND ACCRUAL BASES: TWO WAYS TO LOOK AT ACCOUNTING

Let’s consider further the metaphor of accounting as a scoring system. Every
sport—particularly if it is widely practiced—will have some latitude in its
rules, depending on who is playing. Rules for Little League baseball would
not make sense for professional adult leagues. Similarly, accounting has rules
for small companies that would be as inappropriate for a large corporation as
for a big-leaguer to appear in the roster of a T-ball team. We will see these size
accommodations in income recognition, taxation, and other practical aspects
of accounting. The first one is considered here: When should we account for
money? The answer is “When money or value is transferred from one person,
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group, or financial entity to another.” The question now becomes “When
should we recognize the transfer of money?”

CASH BASIS OF ACCOUNTING

Let’s discuss when and how money or value (measured in terms of money) is
transferred from point to point. Consider a contract situation where money is
received from a client as a progress payment. The client makes payments over
the life of the project. When the payment is received, the contractor can pay
expenses that have occurred in construction of the project. A small contractor,
perhaps with no permanent employees, may feel that there’s no reason to
complicate money matters. The contractor would base his accounting on the
simple relationship:

Profit to date = Money received to date − Money paid out to date

When we compute the profit to date with this formula, we are using the
Cash basis of accounting. The Cash basis considers only money actually
received or paid. If we will receive an amount of money tomorrow, then we
will wait until tomorrow before factoring it into our accounting. Similarly, we
will account for any payment made only when we physically write the check
paying it. Someone looking at our financial statements right now would not
be able to know how much we owe or are owed.

The Cash basis is relatively common in the construction industry, since
many companies have a small volume of work and lack the resources
to implement an accounting system on a more sophisticated basis. Of
802,349 construction-related companies operating in 2004, the U. S. Census
Bureau (2004 Economic Census, NAICS 23) reports that 645,669 (80.5%)
had 9 or less employees. For these small companies, the simplicity of
checkbook-balancing accounting—which is, in essence, the Cash basis of
accounting—can be attractive.

A substantial problem with using the Cash basis in the context of the
construction industry is due to the slow and uneven rate at which clients pay
contractor’s progress payment requests. Profit to date will appear smaller if the
money received to date doesn’t account for uncollected bills, and will appear
disproportionately large in the period when delayed payments are received.
Moreover, even small contractors usually make purchases or receive services
on credit. Profit to date would be inflated by delaying payments to suppliers
or other creditors. These biases make the profit computed using the formula
above nearly useless. A contractor can be needlessly panicked or dangerously
overconfident because of these unbalanced results.

There are other problems with the Cash basis. For example, a company may
purchase materials and place them in inventory for weeks or months. Using
the Cash basis, this inventory could reflect negatively on the company’s profit
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for months. There could be a long time between the moment the company
pays for these materials and the moment it receives a progress payment from
the project’s owner for their installation. The payment occurs only after these
materials have been satisfactorily incorporated into the project.

ACCRUAL BASIS OF ACCOUNTING

The alternative formula most widely used looks similar to the Cash formula.
However, it is fundamentally different:

Profit to date = Money earned to date − Cost to date

An accounting system based on the preceding formula is using the Accrual
basis of accounting. Money or value is recognized at the time at which the
responsibility for payment is incurred. In this basis, money earned is the
money that we have either received or can expect to receive. Cost to date is all
the money that we have either paid or can expect to pay. Profit to date is much
more accurately reflected in an Accrual basis, because its computation does
not depend on the fortuitous date when an invoice is paid or a progress payment
is received. The point in time of interest is the point at which responsibility
is incurred. If you receive a valid invoice, you have the responsibility to pay
it at the time of receipt. A check may be sent later, but responsibility to pay
is incurred immediately.

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requires U.S. companies with average
annual revenues (invoices to clients) of more than one million dollars to
use, with some exceptions, the Accrual basis for tax purposes. Some small
companies do choose to use the Cash basis to save on taxes, as opposed to
just for its simplicity. That would be the case, for example, of a construction
company with a large amount of uncollected invoices or billings. Since the
uncollected billings would not count for profit purposes, the company would
pay less tax than if its accounting used the Accrual basis.

Financial statements following the Cash basis do not have Accounts
Receivable or Accounts Payable, since expectations to receive money, in
the case of Accounts Receivable, or promises to pay debts, in the case of Ac-
counts Payable, are not considered in the Cash approach. Only actual transfer
of cash is of interest. As a result, the Cash basis would make job costing
extremely difficult.

Imagine how unreliable the as-built unit cost of, say, a cubic yard of rein-
forced concrete would be using the Cash basis. Invoices for some components
(such as formwork and reinforcement) might have been paid but others (for ex-
ample, concrete) might still be unpaid. The Cash basis would indicate that all
unpaid components cost nothing, and the resulting unit cost would be totally
inaccurate. Any practical job cost system assumes that funds will eventually
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be disbursed for their payment, and therefore, their cost is considered as soon
as they are used, not when cash payment is received.

Because of its limited ability to reflect real-world financial transactions,
this book will only discuss the Cash basis in the broadest terms. Emphasis
will be placed instead on the Accrual basis of accounting.

ACCOUNTS

The building blocks of any accounting system are its accounts. We can imagine
an account as a labeled sheet of paper where we record and keep track of how
much the company owns, owes, receives and spends related to a particular
topic. An account is a tally of how much we have spent or taken in for an
activity center (e.g., paving, slab on grade, etc.) Typical account titles are:

Cash
Accounts Receivable – John Q. Dalton
Accounts Receivable – Jane Q. White
Fixed Assets – Equipment – CAT D8 ID 4356
Accounts Payable – My Supplier, Inc.
Owners’ Equity – Common Stock
Cost of Materials - Concrete

We need to keep track of how much we owe to My Supplier, Inc., and
therefore we keep track of the cost of our purchases and our payments to this
supplier. The amount that we currently owe to My Supplier, Inc. is the balance
of the account. To be useful, an account must focus on a single financial issue.
It would not make sense to have an account called Inventory and Accounts
Receivable. Although it is important to know the value of materials in stock
and how much the company has in outstanding billings, the sum of these
two items (that is, the balance of this strange account) would be of no use. It
would be a veritable case of apples and oranges. Deciding how each account
is defined and how many accounts to maintain for good financial control are
key issues in establishing a functional accounting system. Again using the
airplane analogy, depending on the size and complexity of the aircraft, only
a few (a small one-engine plane) or many instruments (a Boeing 767) are
required.

ACCOUNT HIERARCHY

An accounting system monitors all account balances and summarizes this
financial information at several levels. The balances of the individual ac-
counts for Mr. Dalton and Ms. White, mentioned in the previous section, are
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consolidated in an account called “Accounts Receivable” (This account is
frequently referred to by its acronym, A/R). An accounting system always
has broad-scope1 accounts whose balances consist of the sum of the balance
of similar, more detailed accounts. In this case, the account “Accounts Re-
ceivable” has two subaccounts, A/R John Q. Dalton, and A/R Jane Q. White.
In turn, each of these two subaccounts could have its own subaccounts,
for example “A/R John Q. Dalton – Project A” and “A/R John Q. Dalton,
Project B.”

Summarization is crucial for making sense of our finances. We need to
know how much we owe to all suppliers as much as we need to know how
much we owe to each individual one. Each company has a unique detailed
list of accounts (and subaccounts), collectively called its Chart of Accounts.
A typical Chart of Accounts for a construction company is given in Appendix
A. Various trade and professional organizations publish standard Charts of
Accounts that may be adopted by a particular construction company. One
characteristic of construction accounting is that much of the revenue and
expense activity is generated by projects and, therefore, most expense and
revenue accounts are maintained by project. A typical set of project-related
expense accounts is shown in Figure 2.1.

It can be observed that the numbers used to designate the accounts have
been divided into major groups. For example, all accounts between 100 and
699 refer to project work. The level of detail depends on the specific needs
and preference of each company. The makeup of the accounts in Figure 2.1
suggests that this company is interested in tracking its concrete costs in detail.
Account 240, Poured concrete, includes 14 subaccounts, from .01 to .90 (or,
more properly, 240.01 to 240.90. The initial 240 is omitted to avoid visually
cluttering the chart). This allows keeping an individual record of the costs
incurred for the concrete in footings, grade beams, and the other subaccounts
shown.

FINANCIAL REPORTS

As instruments in an aircraft reflect the speed, altitude, and attitude of the
plane, financial reports reflect the financial position of a person or a finan-
cial entity (e.g., company, organization, project, etc.). The two main finan-
cial reports that give us the financial picture are the Balance Sheet and the
Income Statement. Both reports show specific broad-scope accounts and their
balances (subaccounts are usually omitted), arranged into groups of similar
accounts, such as all accounts that list money that the company owes. There
are six account groups, or categories. Three categories are shown in the Bal-
ance Sheet and three in the Income Statement.

1 A broad scope account can be viewed as an account that summarizes or consolidates the balances or
values of a number of subaccounts.
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MASTER LIST OF PROJECT COST ACCOUNTS
Subaccounts of General Ledger Account 80.000

PROJECT EXPENSE
Project Work Accounts Project Overhead Accounts
100–699 700–999

100 Clearing and grubbing 700 Project administration
101 Demolition .01 Project manager
102 Underpinning .02 Office engineer
103 Earth excavation 701 Construction supervision
104 Rock excavation .01 Superintendent
105 Backfill .02 Carpenter foreman
115 Wood structural piles .03 Concrete foreman
116 Steel structural piles 702 Project office
117 Concrete structural piles .01 Move in and move out
121 Steel sheet piling .02 Furniture
240 Concrete, poured .03 Supplies

.01 Footings 703 Timekeeping and

.05 Grade beams .01 security

.07 Slab on grade .02 Timekeeper

.08 Beams .03 Watchmen

.10 Slab on forms 705 Guards

.11 Columns .01 Utilities and services

.12 Walls .02 Water

.16 Stairs .03 Gas

.20 Expansion joint .04 Electricity

.40 Screeds 710 Telephone

.50 Float finish 711 Storage facilities

.51 Trowel finish 712 Temporary fences

.60 Rubbing 715 Temporary bulkheads

.90 Curing 717 Storage area renta!
245 Precast concrete 720 Job sign
260 Concrete forms 721 Drinking water

.01 Footings 722 Sanitary facilities

.05 Grade beams 725 First-aid facilities

.07 Slab on grade 726 Temporary lighting

.08 Beams 730 Temporary stairs

.10 Slab 740 Load tests

.11 Columns 750 Small tools

.12 Walls 755 Permits and fees
270 Reinforcing steel 756 Concrete tests

.01 Footings 760 Compaction tests

.12 Walls 761 Photographs
280 Structural steel 765 Surveys
350 Masonry 770 Cutting and patching

.01 8-in. block 780 Winter operation

.02 12-in. block 785 Drayage

.06 Common brick 790 Parking

.20 Face brick Protection of adjoining property

.60 Glazed tile 795 Drawings
400 Carpentry 796 Engineering
440 Millwork 800 Worker transportation
500 Miscellaneous metals 805 Worker housing

,01 Metal door frames 810 Worker feeding
.20 Window sash 880 Genera! clean-up
.50 Toilet partitions 950 Equipment

560 Finish hardware .01 Move in
620 Paving .02 Set up
680 Allowances .03 Dismantling
685 Fencing .04 Move out

Figure 2.1 List of typical project expense (cost) accounts.
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The Balance Sheet shows the value of all the items that a company owns and
the money that the company owes, to either lenders or the company owners,
at a given point in time. It is composed of these three account categories:

1. Assets. Accounts in this category keep track of everything that the
company owns. This can also be referred to as “holdings” or “what you
have.”

2. Liabilities. These accounts list all the company’s debts, except those
related to company ownership. This category covers what you owe or
are committed to pay or perform.

3. Owners’ Equity. This account category records all the money that the
company owes to its owners.

The Income Statement shows how much money the company earned and
spent over a period of time. The difference between the amounts earned and
spent is the profit made by the company during the reported period. If the
company spent more than what it earned, then the difference is called a loss for
the period. The Income Statement encompasses the other three main account
categories:

1. Revenues. Accounts here keep track of the money that the company
makes over a period of time.

2. Expenses. This category lists all the money that the company spends
over a period of time.

3. Profit (or income, earnings). This is a short but all-important category,
consisting of the difference between revenues and expenses for the
period covered by the Income Statement.

Understanding the details and nuances of these two reports, their categories
and subtotals, and the accounts composing each category will be the object of
our attention throughout much of this book. There are other financial reports
that support these two cornerstone reports, which we will introduce later in
this chapter.

BOOKKEEPING

We have defined the Balance Sheet and Income Statement as the end prod-
ucts of a summarization process. But, how is this summarization process
performed? The process of entering (“posting”) the value of financial trans-
actions into a company’s various accounts is a specialty within accounting,
called bookkeeping. Furthermore, bookkeeping keeps track of all changes in
a company’s financial composition, and checks the integrity of a financial
system. We will discuss bookkeeping fundamentals in Chapter 4.
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THE BALANCE SHEET

As previously discussed, a Balance Sheet shows everything that a company
owns or owes at a point in time. The last part of this definition is very
important. A company’s Balance Sheet is dynamic and constantly varies as
it acquires new items, sells or depletes them, increases the money it owes
(for example, by purchasing an item on credit), pays off some of its debts, or
disburses part or all of its profit to its owners.

Since the Balance Sheet shows a company’s financial structure at an instant
in time, it is frequently said that it is like taking a photograph of the company’s
financial status. To illustrate the idea, let’s consider a TV monitor in an airport
terminal showing airplane arrivals and departures. This screen will change
frequently, as airplanes arrive or leave the terminal. Imagine that we take a
picture of this screen at a point in time of our choosing, say midnight. This
picture would be quite useful: It would reveal which airlines were operating in
this airport, how many gates were in use, how many airplanes were expected
to arrive soon, and the times of departures. However, looking at this picture
we would not know if an airplane had just arrived or if a flight was delayed
an hour ago. All the information would be true at exactly the instant that we
took the picture, but possibly five arrivals and two departures were added in
the minute after we took our picture. There would be no way to tell.

Imagine now that our screen shows the accounts and balances of a given
company. Similarly, we would watch the screen changing as the company
operates. If it pays a bill, the balance of its Accounts Payable decreases2 and
its Cash also decreases by the same amount; if it receives a progress payment,
its Accounts Receivable decreases3 and its cash increases. If we take a picture
of this screen at a time of our choosing, it would show the balance of each
account. As with the airport screen, much useful information would appear
in the picture; however, we would not know anything about events happening
after the picture is taken, or even whether an account balance has changed in
the previous minute (as we would not know whether a flight was rescheduled
a minute or a day before our picture).

While the picture of the airport screen has no special name, we do give a
very specific title to the picture showing our account balances. It is called the
company Balance Sheet at time X, X being the moment at which we took the
picture. The purpose of this mental exercise is to help you clearly understand
the gist of a Balance Sheet and its limitations. A most common confusion is
to assume that the balance of a particular account shown on a Balance Sheet
gives a reliable indication of its average balance in the past. It does not.

2 Since an account payable indicates we owe a certain amount, if we make a payment the balance of the
A/P will decrease.
3 If we receive as payment, the outstanding balance of the Accounts Receivable will get smaller since
someone paid us what we are expecting to receive.
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Assets Liabilities

Owner’s
Equity

Figure 2.2 Schematic Balance Sheet.

BALANCE SHEET LAYOUT

As mentioned, a Balance Sheet consists of three major account categories,
namely Assets, Liabilities, and Owners’ Equity. These categories (and their
balances) are the broadest level of detail shown in any Balance Sheet, as
shown in Figure 2.2.

The Balance Sheet in Figure 2.2 shows Assets on the left and Liabilities
and Owners’ Equity on the right. Alternatively, they could be shown in one
column, beginning with Assets, then Liabilities and finally Owners’ Equity.
As is true of almost all financial reports, any Balance Sheet (in the United
States) must follow one of these two arrangements. Accounting is based
upon standardization, and for good reasons: it makes it easier to compare
information across companies, and makes it harder to hide information in a
maze of accounts.

BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNT CATEGORIES IN DETAIL

Let us revisit, in more detail, the definitions of the three main categories con-
stituting a Balance Sheet. This more detailed view will lead us to the so-called
Fundamental Accounting Equation. This equation shows that all accounts are
mathematically linked and balanced by a fundamental relationship. Our tour
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of the Balance Sheet ends by describing the sub-categories within the three
main account categories discussed in this section.

Assets are everything of value that the company owns. This definition makes
clear that a company’s physical possessions such as furniture, equipment, or
inventory are assets. Some assets are, however, not physical in the sense of
a computer or a bulldozer. These assets pertain to value in terms of cash
(e.g., a checking account) or legal obligations on the part of a client of the
company (e.g., a bank note documenting a loan). Even more abstract are
items representing value such as patents or copyrights. These items are called
intellectual property, and are assets because they do have value. The company
can collect royalties from selling the use of patents and copyright.

Some things may appear to be assets. It is common to hear a company
owner state that “Our valued employees are our greatest assets.” Although
this may be true from one perspective, financially a company does not own its
employees. Owning employees went out of fashion following the Civil War.
Therefore, employees cannot be viewed as financial assets on the Balance
Sheet. In general, if a company does not control an entity for purchase or sale
or have authority for its use, that entity cannot be viewed as an asset.

Liabilities encompass commitments (e.g. money, contractually required
work performance, etc.) that the company has made to others. This definition
extends to all the money that the company must expect to pay. Normally, the
receipt of a request for payment or similar document generates recognition
of need to pay or perform. In some cases, the obligation is inherent in a
contract and is recognized within the liability section of the Balance Sheet
even though an invoice for payment has not been received. Businesses to
which the company owes money are called creditors.

Owners’ Equity is the last main category listed in the Balance Sheet. It
comprises a special type of liability, namely the money that the company
owes its owners. More accurately, Owners’ Equity is the residual money
amount after deducting the value of all company liabilities from the value
of its assets. This definition recognizes that a company must give priority
to paying its creditors over any competing request of an owner to remove
his or her investment in the company. This perspective of how company
owners relate to their investment has resulted in another common name for a
company’s Owners’ Equity, namely Net Worth.

Owner’s Equity includes two main accounts: the Initial Capital that owners
provided to start up the company and all the profit that they have chosen to
retain and reinvest in it. This reinvested money is registered in an account
named Retained Earnings.

THE FUNDAMENTAL ACCOUNTING EQUATION

Returning to Figure 2.2, one can see that the area shown for Assets is the
same as the areas of the Liabilities plus Owners’ Equity. In other words,

Assets = Liabilities + Owners’ Equity
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This equality is called the Fundamental Accounting Equation.4

Why is this equation true? Assets consist of the value of everything that a
company owns, and Liabilities plus Owner’s Equity are everything a company
owes (owner’s equity is a special type of liability). Replacing the two sides
of the equation by the words in italics above, the equation means that:

Everything a company owns = Everything a company owes

Could there be anything that a company owns but does not owe to either
its creditors or its owners? Think about what happens when a company goes
out of business, that is, it ceases to exist either because its owner decides to
break it up or it is terminated under bankruptcy. Every single truck, pencil,
and the cash in the bank will be claimed by someone. First, all liabilities must
be paid off with the money resulting from sale of the company’s assets. Then,
owners will distribute among themselves every remaining penny.

ASSET VALUES

Assets appearing in a Balance Sheet are valued at their purchase price or a
reasonable estimate of their initial value. The purchase price or other initial
value (historical cost) of an asset is called its book value. Changing an asset’s
book value is unusual and complicated (the asset’s value must be impaired),
and for practical purposes, it can be said that assets keep their book value re-
gardless of factors such as inflation and current market price. The exception to
this historical cost rule applies to construction equipment and similar assets,
whose economic life is intrinsically short. The value of these assets appearing
in a Balance Sheet is reduced over time in a process called depreciation. For
example, a truck may have a purchase price of $40,000. After one year, it is
normally allowable to reduce its book value by 20%. The truck depreciation
is then reduced by 20% of $40,000 = $8,000, and its new book value be-
comes $40,000 – $8,000 = $32,000 (the allowable depreciation percentage
is regulated and usually varies for each year of the truck’s life).

An asset’s book value is usually different from its market value. An asset’s
market value is determined by how much money the asset would make if it
were put up for sale at a given point in time. The market value of an asset
can vary from day to day and may have little relation to its book value. The
subjectivity of assigning a market value to any asset can easily result in a
misleading assessment of the value of a company’s assets. This is a main
reason for listing assets at their net book value and not their market value.

4 Since owners’ equity is also called net worth, the Fundamental Equation is also written as Assets =
Liabilities + Net Worth.
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THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION AND OWNERS’ RISK

The Fundamental Equation holds true for any Balance Sheet. It does not
matter if the company is large or small, profitable or near bankruptcy, has
just received a large amount of money or paid a large sum of money. The
accounting balance must be maintained so that Assets (listed at their book
value) always equal Liabilities plus Owner’s Equity.

The Fundamental Equation ceases to be applicable when a company is
closed and its assets are liquidated at their market value. Creditors expect to
be paid in full what is owed to them. Owners hope to receive the net worth or
residual value of the company based on the equation:

Owner’s Equity (Net Worth) = Assets − Liabilities

What happens if the sale of assets is considerably less that the value shown
in the Balance Sheet? In other words, what happens if the market value of
the assets is much lower than the book value shown in the Balance Sheet? In
such a case, the following equation would hold true:

Assets (Market Value) < Liabilities + Owner’s Equity

Creditors must be paid first, and the remaining value in the company
(if any) is distributed to the owners or stockholders (if the company is a
corporation). In a worst case scenario, the market value of the assets may
not even cover the amount of the liabilities. In this case, the owners receive
nothing (e.g., the Enron collapse), and the creditors receive only a percentage
of the outstanding liabilities. The amounts paid out have to be determined
by a bankruptcy court. Therefore, the creditors and owners of a company are
always at risk of not collecting the money owed by the company or invested
in the company, respectively.

The risk of not only failing to realize a profit but of losing part or all of
their investment, justifies the special role of company owners in a capitalist
enterprise. Owners take the glory and financial gains when their company
succeeds, but as this section shows, they receive not only the infamy but also
the financial consequences of a failure.

BALANCE SHEET FOR FUDD ASSOCIATES, INC.

Fudd Associates, Inc. is a privately held corporation that your favorite uncle,
Amadeus T. Fudd, has developed over the past 20 years. The firm specializes
in light commercial construction and has been reasonably successful in its
market niche. Like most companies, however, it has had its “ups and downs.”

Table 2.1 shows the Balance Sheet for Fudd Associates, Inc. It shows
accounts typical of most construction companies together with representative
(example) balances. In this expanded Balance Sheet, you can see that the
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TABLE 2.1 Balance Sheet as of December 31, 20XX for Fudd Associates, Inc.

Fudd Associates, Inc
BALANCE SHEET

At December 31, 20XX

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents 2,494,298
Account receivables 8,535,901
Costs & recog’d earnings in excess of billings 933,165
Inventories 222,106
Other current assets 695,080

Total current assets 12,880,550
Noncurrent assets

Property, plant, and equipment 4,261,559
Less accumulated depreciation (2,344,097)
Property, plant, and equipment, net 1,917,462

Other noncurrent assets 1,180,837
Total noncurrent assets 3,098,299

Total assets 15,978,849
Current liabilities:

Current maturity on long-term debt 215,714
Notes payable and notes of credit 356,328
Accounts payable 6,078,354
Accrued expenses 913,990
Billings in excess of costs & recog’d earnings 1,738,499
Other current liabilities 471,376

Total current liabilities 9,774,261
Long-term liabilities

Long-term debt, excluding current maturities 1,017,853
Other long-term liabilities 453,799
Total long-term liabilities 1,471,652

Total liabilities 11,245,913
Net Worth:

Common stock 1,073,779
Retained earnings 3,659,156

Total net worth 4,732,935
Total liabilities and net worth 15,978,849

Assets category has two sections. Current Assets and Non-Current Assets.
Liabilities are similarly divided into Current Liabilities and Non-Current
Liabilities. Current, as used in accounting, usually means near in time or
short term. A current asset is one that can be generally converted to cash
within one year. Accounts Receivable, for example, are considered to be
current assets because, in general, companies collect their bills within one
year of requesting payment.5

5 The key issue identifying a current asset account is that its underlying assets are intended to be liquidated
within a year.
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Land and real property, on the other hand, are non-current assets (also
called fixed assets) because in many cases companies cannot count on selling
real property quickly. Similarly, current liabilities are understood to be due
within one year from receipt of request for payment (i.e., an invoice or
billing).

The accounts with each asset category are in their approximate order
of liquidity. That is, they are listed by how easy it is to convert their
value to cash. On the liability side, accounts are listed in their approxi-
mate order of payment immediacy, meaning how quickly their balance is
due for payment. The Owner’s Equity section is subdivided as discussed
below.

Although accounts within each section generally follow their order of liq-
uidity or payment immediacy, this sorting is ultimately a matter of tradition.
Current Assets is a case in point. Accounts Receivable, for example, is al-
ways listed before inventories and construction equipment. This is the case
even though certain contractors may contend that the effort to sell a mate-
rials inventory or a piece of equipment is less than that required to collect
outstanding accounts.

KEY ACCOUNTS

Several accounts are unique to the construction industry and are shown dif-
ferently in the Balance Sheets of other industries. Moreover, some accounts
tend to have more significance, or less significance, than they are afforded
in other industries. We will provide a detailed explanation for a few cases of
interest.

The following are significant accounts in the Assets side.
Cash and Accounts Receivable are the largest asset accounts for most con-

tractors. Construction companies need a lot of cash to operate. Contractors
may buy materials and services from as many as 80 to 100 vendors and sub-
contractors in addition to managing multiple payrolls for in-house personnel.
This requires a high degree of skill in cash flow management. Failing to
budget cash requirements is one of the most common reasons for the high
incidence of business failures in construction.

Inventory, as shown on a construction Balance Sheet, is typically a small
account referring to materials inventories.6 Materials are incorporated into the
project immediately and contractors typically maintain very small materials
inventories. Inventory in the sense used in manufacturing firms (i.e. finished
units ready for shipment and sale) does not exist in construction since the
finished unit is the entire project. With the exception of residential home

6 In manufacturing companies, inventory refers to units of production finished and on hand to be sold. For
instance, an electronics manufacturer will have a number of finished TV sets in factory ready to be shipped
and considered to be inventory.
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builders, building, industrial, and engineering contractors do not build spec-
ulative projects and then try to sell once they are completed (see Chapter 1).
These contractors do not maintain an inventory of finished projects which are
carried as assets on the Balance Sheet.

Cost and Estimated Earnings in Excess of Billings is an account unique to
construction. It recognizes work performed or materials installed that have
not yet been billed to the client. In manufacturing firms, this account would be
called “Work in Progress – Expense” or a similar name. In construction, it is
common to have materials on-site which have not been billed. However, these
materials are recognized as assets held by the contractor prior to installation.
The value of such materials would be carried in this account. Similarly, work
performed for rough grading a parking lot on a project were payment is based
upon square meter of finished asphalt parking surface would be reflected
in this account. Because this account is used to show work performed or
materials and services procured but not yet billed, it reflects an “underbill”
and can be viewed as an “underbilling” account.7

This account is also utilized to show work performed by the contractor
that occurred following the submission of a progress payment request (i.e.,
billing) at the end of one month in a Balance Sheet prepared at a date prior to
the next billing. In other words, work has been performed but not yet billed.
Say that a Balance Sheet for the firm is prepared on the 20th of July and
the last billing was submitted on June 30th. The value of work performed
after June 30th and before July 20th) is posted in this account. The following
payment request will include the value of this unbilled work. When this next
payment request is submitted, the balance of Cost and Estimated Earnings
in Excess of Billings will be reduced by the previously unbilled value of
this work, which now will be added to the balance of Accounts Receivable
(in turn, the balance of Accounts Receivable will be reduced and Cash will
increase when the owner pays this progress payment request).

Fixed Assets are normally smaller in construction than in other industries,
since construction firms typically don’t maintain a large physical plant to man-
ufacture something or provide services to customers (e.g., a car-manufacturing
plant or a chain of fast-food restaurants). Heavy engineering and highway con-
tractors tend to hold large fleets of trucks, cranes, and earth movers. This can
lead to a larger amount of value held in the Fixed Asset accounts. Building
and industrial contractors tend to rent most of the on-site equipment needed
for the construction.

Heavy construction companies, dependent upon fleets of large earth-
moving machines and haulers, often establish companies from which they
“rent” equipment. Certain advantages (e.g. consolidation of depreciation, etc.)
accrue by establishing a subsidiary company from which equipment is rented.

7 Some contracts, as an exception, allow the contractor to bill for materials purchased for installation stored
on-site but not yet installed.
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This is particularly profitable for a firm that works mainly on cost reimburse-
ment projects.

Most fixed assets are depreciable and most classes of depreciable assets are
shown on the Balance Sheet. The book value, the accumulated depreciation,
and the net value of each fixed asset class (e.g., equipment, real estate, etc.)
are shown in separate lines. The concepts of depreciation and amortization
will be discussed later in this text.

On the Liabilities side, the following accounts are especially important for
construction contractors:

Accounts Payable refer to obligations incurred in payroll, subcontractor,
and vendor accounts that are due for payment. Since contractors must control
project expenditures for labor, equipment, subcontracts and materials these
are very large and active accounts moving funds from cash to project expense
accounts (this will be described in detail when discussing bookkeeping pro-
cedures). A considerable amount of financial management and oversight is
required to ensure that these accounts are paid in a timely manner. Cash flow
management is a key issue when dealing with Accounts Payable.

Billings in Excess of Costs and Estimated Earnings is the mirror opposite
of the asset account entitled Costs and Estimated Earnings in Excess of
Billings, which we have already addressed in this section. In this case, the
company has billed the owner for more than was actually earned. The progress
payment request exceeded the earned value of the project. In almost all cases,
this overbilling situation results from differences in the estimates by owner
and contractor as to the amount of work performed. The overbilled amount
usually disappears in the next progress payment request. An overbilling is
almost always a matter of estimating and accounting conventions and not of
bad faith by the contractor.

Both underbillings/overbillings accounts (Billings in Excess of Costs and
Estimated Earnings and Costs and Estimated Earnings in Excess of Billings)
may have balances in a contractor’s Balance Sheet. This may appear puzzling,
since a project cannot have both situations simultaneously. The explanation
is that a contractor normally has more than one ongoing project, and some
projects may be underbilled and vice versa.

Long-Term Liabilities is an account with a relatively small balance in a
construction contractors’ Balance Sheet compared to many other industries.
Long-Term Liabilities are usually loans used for purchasing capital assets,
that is, plant and equipment, which in many industries constitute a large
proportion of a company’s total assets. As we discussed before, construction
contractors tend to have a small amount of fixed assets. The colossal machines
and large spaces required for making an automobile or a bulldozer do not have
an equivalent in the construction world.

The amount of the long-term debt due within a year of a Balance Sheet’s
cutoff date is deducted from the balance of Long-Term Liabilities and added
to a short-term liability account entitled Current Portion of Long-term Debt.
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Finally, let’s look at some issues concerning the Owner’s Equity section
of a Balance Sheet. We already discussed some important issues about the
special position of owners in claiming their investment in case of bankruptcy.

The Initial Capital of a company (also called its paid-in capital) has many
more nuances than the intended level of coverage of this book. The degree
of ownership of each company investor largely depends on how this section
is structured. Consequently, this section also determines the percentage of
the company’s net profit received by each investor, and their authority for
decision making.

Corporations are owned by their shareholders. A shareholder’s (or stock-
holder’s) level of ownership depends on the type and amount of their shares
in the company’s stock. Common shares usually make up the majority of a
corporation’s total stock, and provide proportional, full stakes to the com-
pany’s rights and risks, including their fraction of dividends (money from
the company’s profit distributed to owners). Preferred shares,8 as the name
suggests, give priority to their owners for recovery of their investment in case
of bankruptcy. Creditors, however, still have priority in payment even over
these types of shares.

Smaller companies are usually proprietorships, which are a one-owner
company, and partnerships, essentially a proprietorship shared by several
partners (and subject to explicit statutory rules). In both cases, the value of
any owner(s) contribution is directly incorporated in the Balance Sheet, and
the accounts under Initial Capital are much simpler, such as “Elmer Fudd
Initial Contribution.” In the case of a partnership, the contribution of each
partner is registered under a separate account. Chapter 9 addresses in more
detail these legal forms of company organization.

Retained Earnings is an account that keeps track of all the money remaining
after owners are paid part (or all) of the profit that the company realized during
the year. It is, from another perspective, the profit that owners reinvest in the
company.

THE INCOME STATEMENT

The second basic report in any financial system is the Income Statement, also
known as the Profit and Loss Statement. The Income Statement keeps track
of the financial activity of a company over a period of time, typically one year
or a quarter (i.e., three months). For example, a company’s Income Statement
shows how much a company spent on subcontracts last year, or how much it
received from performing contracts in the same period.

8 Preferred shares normally do not provide voting rights to their owners. They do, however, guarantee that
dividends will be paid in years that the company is profitable.
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An Income Statement has three main components:

1. Revenue is the value earned by the company through the sales of its
goods and services during the period being analyzed. Clients accept
obligations to pay a company because they expect to get goods or
services in exchange.

2. Expenses are the cost (to the company) of goods and services that are
used up by the company to generate revenue. All expenses have an
associated cost, but not all costs are expenses. There are four important
types of expenses shown in an Income Statement:
1. Cost of Goods Sold, frequently addressed in the construction industry

as direct costs.
2. General and Administrative Expenses, usually referred to in the con-

struction industry as General Overhead.
3. Interest expenses, conceptually the “rent” for the money borrowed

by the company.
4. Tax expenses, in short, the share of a company’s profit that must be

paid to the government.
3. Net Income, Profit or Earnings (all three are synonymous) is the money

left after all expenses have been subtracted from revenue. This leftover
belongs to the company owners and is their reward for tying up their
money in the company and taking the risk of a loss.

These three components are related by the very definition of net income:

Net Income = Revenue − Expenses

Figure 2.3 shows these components in their broadest form. In the next
section, you will see how this basic layout is expanded in any real-life Income
Statement.

What is the difference between a cost and an expense? Many people use the
words cost and expense as if they were synonymous. In accounting, however,
they have fundamental differences. All expenses have an associated cost, but
not all costs are expenses. Cost is the value of the money paid, or promised
to be paid, to acquire a good or service. If you pay $10 for a ream of paper,
its cost to you is $10. It doesn’t matter if you buy the paper on credit: the
premise is that you will pay the $10 at some point. Expense is the cost of a
good or service that is consumed by the company to generate revenue.

If you store the ream of paper, then it is not considered an expense, because
it has not been used to generate revenue. You have exchanged one asset, that
is, cash, for another asset, in this case paper. If you use right away 40% of
the ream and stock the rest, the expense is $4, and the remaining $6 increases
the company’s inventory. As the stored paper is taken out from inventory and
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Revenue

Cost of Goods
Sold (Direct Cost)

Administrative
and General
Expenses

Profit

Figure 2.3 Conceptual layout of an Income Statement.

used, its cost is gradually expensed out. The concept and meaning of expense
is directly tied to the generation or revenue.

Revisiting the Airport Screen

The airport screen analogy that we made for the Balance Sheet is not applicable
to the Income Statement without introducing important distinctions. The Balance
Sheet, as we discussed, has been compared to a picture of a company at an instant
in time. The Income Statement is closer, in this analogy, to making a video tape of
the airport screen and tallying specific data on a sheet of paper divided into two
sections, Arrivals and Departures.

As before, our screen will be flickering with the information of incoming and
departing flights. We will add a checkmark each time a flight arrives and another
each time one departs. The difference between arrivals and departures can tell us
how many flights arrived, departed, and were on the ground over a given period of
time. We would have many spaces in each sheet, with the names of the airlines
and the number of embarking or arriving passengers. We could even track how
many flights were ahead of schedule or delayed during the time of the video taping.
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COMPONENTS OF AN INCOME STATEMENT – MORE DETAILS

An Income Statement is useful to assess the financial performance of a com-
pany. By looking at the amounts, and the proportion of amounts shown in
this report, we can see whether the company has grown (i.e., has increased
its revenue), whether its profit has increased over the years, whether its net
income is reasonable proportionally to its revenue, and many other pieces
of information. (Chapter 3 discusses how financial reports are used to make
these comparisons).

The Income Statement for Fudd Associates, Inc. is shown in Table 2.2. We
will use it to discuss in more detail the accounts found in this report.

Revenue. This item, also referred to as Net Sales or Turnover, is the value
earned by a company during the period covered by an Income Statement.
Most of the revenue generated by a construction company is attributable
to work on the company’s projects and is referred to as operating revenue.
Some revenue may occur through non-project related activities. A building
contractor may sell a truck during the period covered by an Income Statement.
The proceedings would be considered as revenue. However, this money is
called non-operating revenue, and is usually reported in a separate line under
the heading of Revenue. Operating revenue refers to the money earned by a
company by performing its main line of business, and non-operating revenue
results from incidental, one-of-a-kind financial transactions.

TABLE 2.2 Income Statement for Year Ending December 31, 20XX for
Fudd Associates, Inc.

Fudd Associates, Inc.
Income Statement

For Year Ending December 31, 20XX

Total revenue 45,226,102
Contract direct cost

Labor (4,974,871)
Materials (4,563,314)
Subcontracts (31,106,513)
Other direct costs (827,638)

Total contract direct cost (41,476,336)
Gross profit 3,749,766

Selling, general, and admin. expenses
Variable overhead costs (1,103,517)
Fixed overhead costs (1,655,275)

Total selling, general, and admin. expense (2,758,792)
Net income (loss) before income taxes 990,974

Income tax (203,517)
Net Income 1,194,491
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Cost of Goods Sold (COGS). In general, this component refers to the
money spent to purchase the objects that are in turn sold to the client, or paid
for operations directly related to this purchase. For example, Wal-Mart may
purchase 1,000 tubes of toothpaste from a manufacturer for $950 and pay $50
in transportation. The cost of goods sold for this particular transaction would
be $1,000 or $1.00 per tube. The total cost of goods for Wal-Mart will be the
sum of the cost of all the purchases products for sale.

Often, Cost of Goods Sold is called Direct Costs in a construction com-
pany’s Income Statement. This heading typically reports the cost of labor,
material, equipment, and subcontracts. This nomenclature is better aligned
with terms of the construction industry for estimating and procurement.

Gross Profit. This is the difference between the total revenue and total cost
of goods sold (i.e., direct costs). In the case of the toothpaste transaction, Wal-
Mart may sell each tube for $1.50, resulting in a revenue of $1,500. The gross
profit in this case would be $1,500 − $1,000 = $500. If a contractor receives
$1,000,000 for completing a project, and its direct costs were $850,000, then
the gross profit for this project would be $1,000,000 − $850,000 = $150,000.

Gross profit is not the same as net profit. There is a big component sepa-
rating gross profit from net profit, namely all overhead costs. If a company
could eliminate all overhead costs, then its gross profit would be the same as
its net profit. This is impossible: salaries for management must be paid, along
with the office rent, electricity, and other normal operation items. Notice in
the preceding examples that Wal-Mart enjoys a much larger (fictitious) gross
profit than our construction contractor, $500/$1,500 = 33% in the former and
$150,000/$1,000,000 = 15% in the latter. These are reasonable proportions.
Retailers have much higher overhead expenses than construction companies.

General and Administrative (G&A) Expenses. These are the administra-
tive costs incurred in the normal operation of any business, such as office
salaries, rent, electricity, and so forth. Frequently, these expenses are called
general overhead in the construction industry.

To contrast the concepts of direct costs and overhead, consider a contractor
with several ongoing projects. Each project will have its own separate tally
of the cost of labor, materials, equipment and subcontracts. As discussed
before, these four components are the direct costs of a project. However, the
salaries of the company owner and secretaries cannot be associated with a
particular project. Contractors usually obtain the funds to pay these latter
costs by allocating a fraction of their total to each project. However, these
allocations are intrinsically subjective. When an expense cannot be associated
with a particular project or product, it is considered to be overhead.

Construction companies have small overhead proportions compared to
other industries, rarely more than 15 cents of each contracted dollar. In the
manufacturing sector, the plant (housing) and equipment required for its
operations constitute a significant proportion of total costs. In retailing, in-
ventories, salesperson salaries and store space can make up to 40% of the
total cost of each dollar of sales. This disparity in the proportion of indirect
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costs has very significant implications for management priorities in the con-
struction industry. While in most industries managers are judged largely by
their ability to control overhead costs, construction managers concentrate on
the control of direct costs.

Interest Expenses. Sometimes the cost of borrowing money, that is, the
cost of interest during the reported period for all loans taken by the company,
is reported in a separate line. Managers may be unfairly penalized for poor per-
formance when interest is included along with other indirect costs. They may
have efficiently controlled the company’s overhead costs, and the decision to
borrow money may be outside their responsibility. When interest expenses
are reported separately, a subtotal called Net Income Before Interest and Taxes
is included. It is computed by subtracting G&A expenses from gross profit.
Fudd’s Income Statement does not have a separate line for this item.

Taxes and NEBIT. Following the same rationale discussed in relation to
interest expenses, it is very common to have a separate line for the cost of taxes
during the period. This line is usually called “Provision for Income Taxes”
because its amount is based on what the company’s accountants estimate that
it will pay as a result of the profit (income / earnings) made during the period.
Again here, notice the effect of accrual basis accounting. It is immaterial
whether or not the tax amount has been paid; what matters is that it is owed.

The line immediately before tax expenses is called Net Earnings before In-
come Taxes (NEBIT) or Operating Profit. When interest expenses are reported
separately from other overhead expenses, NEBIT is placed immediately be-
low the interest line. Even when interest is merged with other expenses in
the overhead section, NEBIT is always included right before the tax expenses
line. Management performance is usually measured based on NEBIT and not
on net income after taxes.

Net Income. The company’s bottom line, also known as net profit and net
earnings, is computed as NEBIT minus tax expenses. Let’s review how we got
here. All revenue (operating and non-operating) is the positive amount from
which costs are subtracted. We discussed that, universally, cost of goods sold
(i.e., direct costs) are subtracted first, arriving at the company’s gross profit.
All other costs are then subtracted, first overhead, then interest, then taxes.
Subtotals are shown after subtracting overhead and after interest expenses.
This journey takes us back to the original point of this section: Net Income =
Revenue – Expenses.

The Accounting Tower of Babel

The many synonyms used to refer to the same accounting elements can be daunt-
ing. A commonly used financial term in an industry or in part of the world may be
rarely used in another. Think of the words revenue, sales, and turnover , which are
essentially synonymous. In American construction, the preferred term is revenue.
In Asia and to some extend the UK, the most common way to address the same
account is turnover . Whereas American accountants like to refer to the bottom line
as Net Income, their British colleagues frequently use Net Profit instead.
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THE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

The Balance Sheet and the Income Statement are the main financial reports
discussed in this book, because they play such a critical role in the everyday
financial management and operation of a company. An accountant, however,
deals with additional financial reports, which also contribute to the under-
standing of a company’s financial situation. The Statement of Cash Flows
is the most important of these additional reports. It provides a summary of
the changes in the amount of available cash during the period covered by
an Income Statement. Its last line is the amount of cash that the company
has available at the end of the reported period. This report is especially im-
portant from an investor’s perspective. The disastrous collapse of Enron in
the early 2000’s could have been averted if its auditors had noticed that the
company’s available cash was decreasing year after year, despite the excel-
lent (but untrue) Net Income shown in its Income Statement in the same
period.

Table 2.3 shows the Statement of Cash Flows for Fudd Associates at the
end of 20XX.9 It shows the changes in cash for three types of company
activities, followed by a summary that ends with the amount of cash available
at the end of the period covered by the underlying Income Statement. Notice
that many lines refer to changes in the balance of Balance Sheet accounts.
To develop a Statement of Cash Flows, we need the Balance Sheets at the
beginning and the end of the reported period, as well as the Income Statement
for the period.

Notice that the balance for the Cash and Cash Equivalents account is
exactly the same as the line for Cash and Cash Equivalents at the End of the
Period in the Balance Sheet shown in Table 2.1 The two must be the same—
otherwise, the company would claim two different amounts when referring
to the same physical item, namely Fudd’s cash in hand at the end of 20XX.
Why is the same information shown in two separate reports? The Statement
of Cash Flows summarizes the sources and uses of the company’s cash, and
provides a perspective that the Balance Sheet and the Income Statement miss
altogether.

Let us examine in detail Fudd Associates’ Statement of Cash Flows. Oper-
ating Activities analyzes the cash flow resulting from the company’s business
operations. This section begins with the company’s Net Income for the period,
and then adds or subtracts all non-cash items.

The change in Accounts Receivable is subtracted from the starting Net
Income because this amount does count in the computation of the Net Income,

9 The format shown is called the Indirect Method. The alternative presentation is the Direct Method, which
differs in the way of presenting the cash from operating activities. Instead of beginning this section with
the Net Income and then adding and subtracting all non-cash items to get to the Net Cash Flow from
operations, the Direct Method has two basic lines in this section: Cash Inflows and Cash Outflows. The
difference between these two lines provides the same Net Cash Flow from operations as the Indirect
Method. The vast majority of companies use the Indirect Method.
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TABLE 2.3 Statement of Cash Flows for Fudd Associates, Inc.

Fudd Associates, Inc.
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

For the Year ending December 31, 20XX

Operating Activities
Net Income (From the Income Statement) 1,194,491
Adjustments

Depreciation 234,410
Change in Accounts Receivable (426,795)
Change in Inventories (11,105)
Change in Accounts Payable 303,918
Change in other current expenses 91,399

Net cash flow from operating activities 191,826
Investing Activities

Expenditures for fixed assets (359,344)
Other: Sale of company vehicles 45,034

Net cash flow from investing activities (314,310)
Financing activities

Borrowings 750,000
Cash distribution to owners (236,000)
Payments on Borrowings (473,294)

Net cash flow from financing activities 40,707
Net change of cash and cash equivalents in period (81,777)
Cash and cash equivalents:

At the beginning of period 2,576,075
At the end of period 2,494,298

but does not involve any cash. The subtraction must account for the algebraic
sign of the change. If the change is negative (a decrease in the balance from
one year to the next), then its subtraction increases Net Income.

The change in Accounts Payable is added to the initial Net Income, since
it was subtracted when the Net Income was computed, but did not result in
any change in cash.

Other accounts affecting cash are treated similarly, and their treatment is
shown with a “+” when their change is added to the initial Net Income, and
with a “−” when it is subtracted. Numbers in parentheses are subtracted.

Depreciation for the period is of special interest for construction. This
account is an allowance for the decline in value over time of equipment and
other capital assets. Companies consider their asset depreciation as a cost,
and it is deducted from Net Income. However, since it does not involve any
cash, depreciation is added back to the original Net Income in these cash flow
adjustments

The second major section of the Statement of Cash Flows is entitled
Investing Activities, and includes all changes in non-current assets. For a
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construction company, this section typically would include the purchase and
selling of equipment and real estate. A company’s net income is not affected
when a company buys a new piece of equipment, since it is the even exchange
of one asset called cash for another asset called equipment (or the same in-
crease in the asset called equipment and the liability called Accounts Payable,
which does not change Net Income, either). However, the amount of available
cash is reduced by the purchase. The cost of all non-current assets purchased
in the analyzed period is included as a negative amount. The revenue from
selling any non-current asset, say a pickup truck, is added to this cash flow
subtotal.

The third and last section shown in Table 2.3 is Financing Activities. Any
cash received from new loans is included here. This money increases the cash
flow for the period. Conversely, loan payments are considered negative. This
section also includes any issued company stock, which results in the infusion
of new money and therefore, increases the cash flow. Cash distributions to the
company owners reduce the availability of cash, and are shown as negative
amounts.

The algebraic addition of the three section subtotals is the Net Change
in Cash and Cash Equivalents for the company during the period cov-
ered by the Statement of Cash Flows. The Ending Cash Balance is
found by adding the Beginning cash balance to the computed Net change
in cash.

CONTRACT BACKLOG

You may have noticed a problem with the financial statements that we have
discussed so far. If revenue includes only the value that the company has
already generated during a specific period of time, then where do companies
place the value of their contracts pending to be earned? This amount is
reported as the contract backlog of the company. This is an important report
for understanding the condition of a construction company going forward.
A contractor may appear to be doing perfectly well so far, but if it has no
backlog, it will be in trouble in the immediate future.

This was the case of many homebuilders at the end of 2006. They had
experienced an excellent market for years. However homebuilding construc-
tion suffered a significant decline beginning in 2007. The lack of incoming
contracts should have been a red flag to investors that there might be trouble
ahead. The backlog can also indicate the opposite situation. A company’s
resources may be overstretched if too many contracts are in the backlog.
Adequate resources may not be available to support a rapidly increasing port-
folio of projects. In this case, an over abundance of projects in the company
backlog would alert investors and lenders to the potential risk reflected by
this abnormal situation.
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PUBLIC CORPORATIONS

A public corporation offers its shares for sale to the general public in a stock
market such as the New York Stock Market or NASDAQ. Alternatively, a
company can organize as a privately held corporation. Stock in such compa-
nies is not offered for sale or traded publicly.

Relatively few construction companies choose to organize as public cor-
porations. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) imposes strict report-
ing requirements, so that potential investors have a clear picture of each
company’s financial position (and other management issues) before invest-
ing in it. Among the many requirements for financial transparency, public
companies must formally report their financial position each quarter (i.e.,
every three months) by submitting the FTC’s form 8-K, and filing an au-
dited annual detailed report (10-K) with the FTC. Every major manage-
ment event must be reported. These requirements are cumbersome by any
standard.

Almost always, public corporations begin as private entities which at one
point decide to expand and open their stock to the general public in the
stock market. The money from the sale of shares injects new capital into the
corporation, and consequently, enhances its ability to undertake expanded
operations.

The original shareholders of a private corporation which decides to “go
public” have good financial incentives for the move. The first batch of pub-
licly offered shares is called a corporation’s initial public offering (IPO).
Investors may be willing to pay more than the face value (par value) of each
share. This extra income is part of the owners’ equity, specifically under the
account called Additional Paid-In Capital. The difference between the par
value and what investors pay to the company for each share can be huge. For
example, the par value of the first 19,605,052 shares of Google’s IPO was
$0.001 (0.1 cent per share), and its selling value in the stock market was $85
per share.

In addition to improving the cash position of the corporation, the original
shareholders can pocket extra money, sometimes becoming “instant million-
aires,” when there is a difference in the price that they paid for their shares
and the price that the shares can command if they are sold in the stock market.
Anyone who acquired Google stock at its IPO value made a very good deal,
even if they paid $85 additional dollars per share. That person could have
sold each share for $747 at the end of 2007. The down side is, of course, that
this profit of $747 – $85 = $662 per share would be taxed as a capital gain
for the seller.

Public corporations must report their contract backlog as part of their
filings to the FTC. A section of the 10-K is entitled Management’s Discussion
and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operation. This section
provides a table listing the reporting company’s projects under contract and
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their earned and pending values. This table is obviously of interest to potential
investors.

Public companies also publish an annual report geared to investors. The
annual report presents a more attractive version of much of the information
given in the 10-K filing. It includes financial information regarding the past
year’s performance with additional narrative highlighting the company’s ac-
complishments. An annual report is an excellent source of information and
it is designed to be easier to read than the austere format of Form 10-K. It
must be kept in mind, however, that an annual report is designed to present
the company in the best possible light. Negative factors must be reported (by
statute) but generally are not printed in big letters.

Privately held corporations do not have the reporting requirements of public
corporations. Every company knows its backlog, but it is private information
not available to the general public.

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. At the end of the fiscal year 20X2, Rainer Construction Co., Inc. has the
following financial profile (all figures are in dollars):

Total assets 1,200,000
Total liabilities 850,000
Total revenue before taxes 300,000
Total expenses 265,000

(a) What is the total net worth of this company?
(b) Did the net worth increase, decrease or remain the same compared to

FY 20X1? Why?
(c) What is the income after taxes? (Assume a 50% tax rate.)

2. Define in your words the difference between a Balance Sheet and an
Income Statement.

3. The following Balance Sheet figures are available on the Cougar Con-
struction Company:

Current Long-Term Total

Assets $100,000 $100,000 $200,000
Liabilities 80,000 70,000 150,000

(a) Find the total net worth of the company.
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4. The following data regarding Atlas Construction Company are available:

Current assets $300,000

Current liabilities 200,000
Long-term liabilities 500,000
Total net worth 200,000

What is the value of the company’s fixed assets?
5. Name three accounts typical of the liability side of a Balance Sheet. In

what side would you enter “discounts earned?”
6. How are the Balance Sheet and Income Statement related? Discuss the

pattern of information flow between these two documents.
7. Given the data shown in Tables P2.7a and P2.7b for Pegasus Interna-

tional, Inc., what method of accounting is being used? How has the
working capital of Pegasus International changed from 20X4 to 20X5?
Interpret this development considering the increase in revenue from
20X4 to 20X5.

TABLE P2.7a Pegasus International, Inc., Summary of Consolidated
Operations (Dollar Amounts and Shares Are in Thousands, Except Per Share
Amounts)

20X5 20X4

Revenue $1,325,423 $801,322
Costs and expenses
Cost of revenue 1,211,402 726,937
Corporate administrative and

general expenses
19,392 14,881

Other (income) and expenses
Interest on indebtedness 1,354 1,671
Interest income −6,565 −7,089
Provision for estimated losses on

planned disposition of assets
— 400

Total cost and expenses 1,225,583 736,800
Earnings before income taxes 99,480 64,522
Total income taxes 52,429 31,277
Net earnings 47,411 33,245
Preferred dividend requirements 1,803 1,558
Earnings applicable to common

stock
$45,608 $31,687
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TABLE P2.7b Pegasus International, Inc., Consolidated Balance Sheet

Assets 31 December, 20X5 and 20X4 20X5 20X4

Current assets Cash $10,138,000 $13,063,000
Short-term investments at

cost, which approximates
market

101,310,000 49,298,000

Accounts and notes receivable 90,526,000 83,442,000
Costs and earnings in excess

of billings on uncompleted
contracts

65,745,000 44,728,000

Inventories at lower of cost
(average and FIFO
methods) or market

30,011,000 24,210,000

Other current assets 7,751,000 9,005,000

Total current assets 305,481,000 223,746,000
Property, plant,
and equipment at

Land

cost 11,162,000 11,744,000
Buildings and improvements 39,622,000 26,909,000
Machinery and equipment 50,650,000 51,597,000
Drilling and marine

equipment
107,617,000 71,300,000

Construction in process 42,834,000 44,230,000

Subtotal 251,885,000 205,780,000
Less accumulated

depreciation and
amortization

75,441,000 76,732,000

Net total property, plant, and
equipment

176,444,000 129,048,000

Oil and gas
properties at cost

Subtotal 59,814,000 50,683,000

Less accumulated depletion
and depreciation

30,455,000 20,105,000

Net total oil and gas properties 29,359,000 30,578,000
Other assets Excess of cost over net assets

of acquired companies, less
accumulated amortization

15,105,000 16,351,000

Other 12,058,000 12,542,000

Total other assets 27,163,000 28,893,000
Total $538,447,000 $412,265,000

(continued )
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TABLE P2.7b Pegasus International, Inc., Consolidated Balance Sheet (Continued )

Liabilities and
Shareholders’
Equity 20X5 20X4

Current liabilities Accounts payable $66,050,000 $54,124,000
Billings in excess of costs and

earnings on uncompleted
contracts

69,082,000 53,375,000

Accrued liabilities 58,089,000 37,393,000
Current portion of long-term

debt
1,395,000 1,385,000

Income taxes currently
payable

24,895,000 8,209.00

Deferred income taxes 49,599,000 31,989,000

Total current liabilities 269,101,000 186,385,000
Long-term debt

due after one
year

Total 4,242,000 7,311,000

Other noncurrent
liabilities

Deferred income taxes 11,623,000 11,792,000

Other 9,162,000 4,400,000
Total $20,785,000 $16,192,000

Contingencies and
Commitments

Shareholders’
equity

Capital stock

Series B preferred $567,000 $663,000
Common 9,368,000 9,203,000
Additional capital 116,636,000

115,184,000
Retained earnings 117,748,000 77,327,000

Total shareholders’ equity 244,319,000 202,377,000
Total $538,447,000 $412,265,000
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYZING COMPANY
FINANCIAL DATA

INTRODUCTION

Every financial report tells something about a company’s financial health. If
the company reports a large profit, it may be a better investment than another
that reports a smaller profit. But which one is better also depends on other
factors. If a company makes one million dollars in annual profit by performing
100 million dollars of work, and another company can make a half a million
dollar profit on 25 million dollars of work, it would seem that the latter is a
more attractive investment, since the first gets one cent in profit from each
dollar of work performed, while the second gets a five-cent profit on each
dollar of work performed.

The rationale above seems solid, but in fact it wouldn’t be wise to act based
solely in the information provided so far. What if each company had the same
amount of owners’ equity, say five million dollars? From our perspective as
investors, the first company now appears to be better: for each dollar invested,
the first company gives a profit of 20 cents to the company’s owners, but
the second company gives only 10 cents on the dollar to the owners. The
decision can get even more complicated. What if the second company has
been a quite consistent money maker over time, while the first one has had an
erratic record, losing money in some years? Or if the second company has a
50 million dollar bank note due in two years? Or if either company is making
less profit than its competitors? It is virtually impossible to judge the financial
status of a company just by looking at its Balance Sheet, Income Statement,
and other primary financial reports without some further point of reference.

This chapter addresses standard metrics, or indicators, for analyzing a set of
financial documents. These indicators greatly simplify the understanding of a
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company’s financial status, since they consist of simple ratios and percentages
instead of the many and large dollar amounts found in a typical financial
statements.

Vertical and Horizontal Analyses

There are many reasons for being interested in the financial status of a com-
pany. Lenders and investors are particularly interested in determining the risk
of losing the money that they are lending or investing, respectively, in the
company. Sureties, labor unions, and even state and federal tax agencies also
need to understand a company’s financial health. All these parties have de-
veloped ways to get a meaningful picture of a company’s finances using the
primary reports discussed in the previous chapters. These analysis procedures
can be grouped into two main categories, namely:

1. Vertical Analysis. A vertical analysis simplifies the interpretation of
financial information by developing a relatively small number of key
indicators from the numbers presented in a company’s Balance Sheet
and Income Statement. This type of analysis takes its name from the fact
that since it works with line items from financial statements, it usually
requires reading pages “from top to bottom.” The bulk of this chapter
concerns vertical analysis.

2. Horizontal Analysis. The purpose of a horizontal analysis is detecting
the direction and trends of key financial information. We can make much
more sense of vertical analysis if we compare its results over a period of
time. Since time is normally shown graphically on the horizontal axis,
this type of time-based analysis is called “horizontal.” As you will see,
we can express these trends using their absolute values, or in proportion
to an initial point in time. Notice that although different, vertical and
horizontal analyses do not exclude each other. Any good exploration of
the significance of a company’s financial reports should include both
types of analyses if at all possible.

VERTICAL ANALYSIS: FINANCIAL RATIOS

Many financial indicators consist of ratios of items taken from the Balance
Sheet and the Income Statement. These ratios provide clues and symptoms
of undesirable conditions or highlight issues requiring further investigation.
The analysis of an indicator can disclose relationships as well as bases for
comparison that reveal conditions and trends that cannot be properly detected
by reading the individual items in its formula.

Four main categories of ratios are commonly identified: Liquidity, Prof-
itability, Efficiency and Capital Structure. Each one of these categories, in
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turn, comprises several ratios. No company needs all possible indicators,
since each industry has its own needs and preferences. For example, a com-
mon indicator for a retailing business such as its inventory turnover may be
near useless in construction. The reverse is also true; some common ratios
for construction companies are rarely used in retailing. We will examine only
the most common and useful ratios for a typical construction company. The
formula and explanation of many others are widely available and follow the
same rationale discussed here.

The numerical value of any ratio is in itself of limited value, since it does
not furnish a context to understand the financial position of the company. The
ratio becomes much more meaningful when it is combined with a horizontal
analysis, which shows its range and its trend over time. Furthermore, ratios
should be compared with industry averages, which are published by the Con-
struction Financial Management Association (CFMA), Standard and Poor’s,
Robert Morris Associates and independent consultants. Most public libraries
carry at least one of these sources.

LIQUIDITY INDICATORS: CAN THIS COMPANY GET CASH
IN A HURRY?

Liquidity refers to the ability of a company to maintain a sound financial
position over the short term. In practical terms, good liquidity means that the
company can pay its liabilities due in the relatively near future, usually within
a year. In turn, paying off a liability requires cash. From a lender’s perspective,
a company should have more cash and assets that can be easily converted to
cash than the amount of liabilities that it needs to pay in the near future. Easily
sellable assets are grouped as Current Assets; short-term liabilities are found
under Current Liabilities. It follows that a company should have more current
assets than current liabilities.

We will look at three financial indicators that deal with the relative liquidity
of a company, and are collectively known as Liquidity Indicators. The three
of them, namely the Current Ratio, Quick Ratio and Working Capital, address
a company’s liquidity by relating its Current Assets to its Current Liabilities.

Current Ratio

The Current Ratio can be visualized as the “safety factor” for a creditor’s
money loaned to a company, computed as the ratio between the total amount
of Current Assets and Current Liabilities. Its formula is:

Current Ratio = Current Assets/Current Liabilities

When a company’s Current Ratio is greater than one, it means that the
company has more cash, or assets easily convertible to cash, than the amount
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TABLE 3.1 Current Ratio Computations for Fudd
Associates, Inc

From the Balance Sheet
Total current assets $12,880,550
Total current liabilities $9,774,261

Current Ratio =
Current Assets / Current Liabilities
= $12,880,550 / $9,774,261 = 1.32

of money that it will have to pay in the near future. A lender wants this ratio
to be as large as possible.

The typical desirable range for a construction company’s Current Ratio is
between 1.5 and 3.0. A value of less than 1.5 means that the company may
struggle to find enough cash or easily convertible assets to pay its current
liabilities. The reason for an upper limit for this and other financial indicators
is more subtle. An unusually large Current Ratio may indicate an excessively
conservative management—which is not desirable.

Table 3.1 shows the current ratio computations for Fudd Associates, Inc.
The Balance Sheet and Income Statement used for these computations, as well
as for the others in the remainder of this chapter, are taken from Tables 2.1
and 2.2.

The average Current Ratio of most construction companies, even those
soundly managed is low compared to the usually acceptable range for other
industries. In most industries, a Current Ratio of less than 2.0 raises a red flag
with lenders. Construction is a risky line of business, and its relatively low
industry averages reflect this fact. Moreover, most contractors have minimal
amounts of inventory, relying instead on a pretty tight supply chain from their
subcontractors and material suppliers. The larger Current Ratio averages for
other industries derive in part from their larger inventories and a much higher
proportion of their business done with in-house resources.

Quick Ratio

The Quick Ratio’s rationale and computation are very similar to the Current
Ratio’s, with the difference that the Quick Ratio is more stringent than the
Current Ratio. Its formula is:

Quick Ratio = (Near-cash Current Assets)∗/Current Liabilities

The Quick Ratio has exactly the same denominator of the Current Ra-
tio, namely the company’s Current Liabilities. In the numerator, it also has

∗ Near-Cash = Easily liquidable
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TABLE 3.2 Quick Ratio Computations for Fudd Associates, Inc.

From the Balance Sheet
Current near-cash assets (above Inventories)

Cash and cash equivalents $2,494,298
Account receivables $8,535,901
Costs & recog’d earnings in excess of billings $933,165

Total current near-cash assets $11,963,364
Total current liabilities $9,774,261

Quick Ratio =
Current near-cash assets / Current Liabilities
= $11,963,364 / $9,774,261 = 1.22

accounts from Current Assets, with the difference that it uses only the most
liquid (easily convertible to cash) of the Current Assets accounts as opposed
to the Current Ratio, which includes all Current Assets in its formula.

The near-cash current assets considered by the Quick Ratio are, more
specifically, all those listed above the Inventories account (not including
Inventories). The accounts in the Current Assets section of a Balance Sheet are
listed in order of liquidity, beginning with Cash itself. Although Inventories is
a Current Assets account, it is not as easily liquidable as Cash (the account) and
near-cash accounts such as Accounts Receivable. Should a company declare
bankruptcy, its inventories could be difficult to sell, and even harder to price.

Since the Quick Ratio includes only the most liquid Current Assets in the
numerator, its value will always be less than the Current Ratio of the same
company. The Quick Ratio is also called the Acid Ratio because like acid, it
is “corrosive” (more demanding) than the Current Ratio. Table 3.2 shows the
Quick Ratio computations for Fudd Associates, Inc.

The standard recommended range for Quick Ratio is between 1.0 and 2.0.
Construction companies tend to have quite good Quick Ratios. The small
amount of inventory carried by most construction contractors makes their
Current and Quick Ratios numerically close, and consequently, although
their Current Ratio is low as previously discussed, their Quick Ratio is high
compared to typical retailers’ and manufacturers’.

Working Capital

The Working Capital indicator and the Current Ratio use exactly the same in-
formation in their formulas, but instead of dividing Current Assets by Current
Liabilities, Working Capital subtracts the balances of these accounts:

Working Capital = Current Assets − Current Liabilities

This indicator shows the dollars that a company could use to increase
its business. Any leftover of Current Assets minus Current Liabilities is in
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TABLE 3.3 Working Capital Computations for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From the Balance Sheet
Total current assets $12,880,550
Total current liabilities $9,774,261

Working Capital =
Current Assets – Current Liabilities
= $12,880,550 − $9,774,261 = $3,106,289

theory a wasted opportunity: If these two amounts were equal (and therefore
there was no Working Capital left), theoretically the company would have
exactly enough money during the coming year to pay its liabilities for the
year. However, this would be true only if the company’s performance for
the coming year is exactly equal to that of the previous year. The natural
variations over time of all account balances make it absolutely necessary to
have a safety factor between the two—which is why the Current Ratio should
have a value of more than 1.0.

The term “working capital” can mean many things in lay language. Even
financial management students are prone to use this term improperly (many
times mistakenly considering it synonymous with “owners’ equity”). Make
sure that you understand the meaning of this term as used for financial
purposes. Table 3.3 shows the computations for this indicator for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

PROFITABILITY INDICATORS: IS THIS COMPANY
MAKING ENOUGH PROFIT?

The ratios considered in this section are called Profitability indicators and
provide useful information about a company’s ability to make money. As
discussed in the introduction to this chapter, knowing a company’s profit in
itself is not very helpful for a person considering investing in a company or
lending money for its operation. It is also not enough information to help a
manager assessing the financial success or failure of a particular project. A
more important issue is how much money the company generates relative to
some key quantity such as its owners’ equity or its volume of work performed.
Various industry profitability averages are shown in Table 3.4.

Return on Equity

Return on Equity (ROE) is the ratio between a company’s Profit (net income)
divided by its Owners’ Equity, expressed as a percentage. Profit is generally
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TABLE 3.5 Return on Equity Computations for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

(Net Worth = Owners’ Equity)
From the Balance Sheet

Total net worth $4,732,935

From the Income Statement
Net Income $1,194,491

Return on Equity =
Net Income / Total Owner’s Equity
= $1,194,491 / $4,732,935 = 0.2524 or 25.24%

considered here as the profit remaining after paying taxes but before paying
dividends to owners. The formula for this indicator is:

Return on Equity = Profit/Owners’ Equity

For an investor considering whether a particular company is a good invest-
ment, its ROE is usually the deal maker or breaker. ROE can be visualized as
the interest that the investor gets on his money. If the company shows a 10%
ROE, it means that the investor gets a 10 cents profit in one year for each
dollar invested. If a totally similar company has an ROE of, say, 12%, the
investor would probably opt for the latter, unless noneconomic factors play a
major role in the decision.

Table 3.5 shows the ROE computations for Fudd Associates, Inc.
There are many factors to consider other than ROE when investing op-

portunities do not refer to comparable business schemes. If a bank offers a
10% return on certificates of deposit, most investors would choose this op-
tion over investing in a construction company with a 10% ROE, since the
bank’s offer is much less risky than the option of investing in a construction
company. The higher risk of investing in construction companies may be well
rewarded. The average ROE for construction compares favorably to many
other industries. The management quality of an individual company heavily
influences its ROE. For example, Robert Morris Associates (RMA) Annual
Studies (2007) shows that Industrial Building Construction contractors have
an average ROE of 25.5%. However, the top quartile earns 46.4%, and the
bottom quartile earns 5.9%, a quite significant difference.

Return on Revenue

Return on Revenue (ROR) indicates how many cents of profit a contractor is
getting from each dollar of revenue. The formula for this ratio is, therefore:

Return on Revenue = Profit/Revenue
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TABLE 3.6 Return on Revenue Computations for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From the Income Statement
Net Income $1,194,491
Total Revenue $45,226,102

Return on Revenue =
Net Income / Total Revenue
= $1,194,491 / $45,226,102 = 0.0264 or 2.64%

The ROR computations for Fudd Associates, Inc. are shown in Table 3.6.
ROR is most interesting to internal managers, while ROE is crucial for

investors and creditors. Since profit and revenue can be tracked for each
individual project, ROR can tell the profitability of each one. For individual
project managers, ROR can have a great personal impact. A manager whose
projects have a high ROR is likely to get a higher bonus than another manager
with lower project ROR, if their projects are comparable.

Construction companies have a relatively low ROR compared to other
industries, as you can see in Table 3.6. However, construction contractors can
perform very large projects with little capital of their own. This makes the
denominator in the ROR formula comparatively large and, therefore, the ROR
comparatively low. The low ROR construction company average does indicate
an intrinsic problem of the industry—just a few cents’ difference between the
estimated and actual project unit costs makes the difference between a profit
or a loss. The business of construction is, indeed, risky.

Return on Assets

A company’s Return on Assets (ROA) is computed similarly to its ROE
and ROR:

Return on Assets = Profit/Total Assets

If a company is considering borrowing money, its ROA provides a very
useful control value. If the money will be borrowed at an interest rate below
the company’s ROA, then the company will make a profit from taking the
loan. If the loan requires paying a greater interest than the company’s ROA,
then the loan should not be taken, because the company will pay more in total
interest than the profit it can realize. The ROA for Fudd Associates, Inc. is
shown in Table 3.7.

Earnings Per Share

A corporation keeps track of its Earnings per Share (EPS). Its formula is:

Earnings per Share = Profit/Company stock shares
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TABLE 3.7 Return on Assets Computations for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From the Income Statement
Net Income $1,194,491

From the Balance Sheet
Total Assets $15,978,849

Return on Assets =
Net Income / Total Assets
= $1,194,491 / $15,978,849 = 0.0748 or 7.48%

The profit, as in the previous cases, normally refers to the net income after
taxes. The company stock shares refers, more precisely, to the average number
of shares of common stock outstanding.1

If a company makes a profit of $50 million for the year and has 40 million
shares of common stock in circulation, then its EPS will be 50/40 = $1.25
per share. A shareholder owning 10,000 shares of common stock can easily
figure that her investment in this company resulted in an individual profit of
$12,500 for the year.

Public corporations report their EPS quarterly. This indicator is the
most closely watched by public corporation shareholders. Few construc-
tion companies are incorporated as public corporations. The exceptions
are real estate developers, which need large amounts of money for their
operation and frequently take advantage of the influx of cash resulting
from offering their stock in stock markets such as the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE).

EFFICIENCY INDICATORS: HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE A COMPANY
TO TURN OVER ITS MONEY?

The indicators under the category of Efficiency consider the time that a
company needs to circulate the money it has, owes or is owed. Since this
money circulation is the essential activity of any company (a company is a
“money pump”), these statistical measures are also called Activity Indicators.
The unit for the indicators discussed here is time, usually expressed in days,
or cycle times per year.

1 The number of shares can vary during the period reported by the EPS, and, therefore, the number of
shares for the period must be averaged. Moreover, there can be several types of shares, such as preferred
stock and common stock. Outstanding stock is the number of shares actually held by shareholders.
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The rationale for the formulas of ratios in this category is pretty straight-
forward, as the following two examples show.

A) Suppose that a car has traveled a total of 24,000 miles last year, and the
average trip was 2,000 miles long. How long did it take on average to
complete each trip? The answer is:

2,000 miles / 24,000 miles per year = 0.08333 years,
or in months, 0.08333 × 12 = 1.0 months,
or in days, 0.08333 × 365 = 30.4 days.

B) Suppose that you have spent a total of $24,000 in materials last year, and
the average inventory of materials was $2,000. How long did it take on
average to deplete your inventory? The answer is:

$2,000 / $24,000 per year = 0.08333 years,
or in months, 0.08333 × 12 = 1.0 months,
or in days, 0.08333 × 365 = 30.4 days.

As you can see, the two examples above are virtually identical; the only
difference being that the first one deals with distance and the second one with
money. You can also approach the second example from a different angle.
The inventory was depleted 12 times in the year ($24,000 per year / $2,000).
Therefore, it took 1/12 of a year, or one month, or 30.4 days, to deplete or
turn-over the inventory.

Table 3.8 shows the average ages for several construction specialties for
items discussed below.

Average Age of Inventory

This indicator was introduced in the preceding example. The formula that
follows formalizes the concept.

Average Age of Inventory

= (Average Inventory Balance/Total Cost of Inventory) × 365

TABLE 3.8 Important Average Ages for the Construction Industry (in days)

Industrial and Heavy and
Specialty All Companies Nonresidential Highway Specialty Trade

Days in Acct. Receivable 51.4 48.4 45.5 67.7
Days in Inventory 3.2 0.2 3.8 2.6
Days in Acct. Payable 41 46.8 34.7 29.2
Operating Cycle 31.5 22.1 37.2 49.6

© 2007 Construction Financial Management Association in RMA Annual Statement Studies
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The Average Inventory Balance is found by averaging the balance for
the Balance Sheet account called Inventory as many times as possible over
the period covered by the Income Statement. If this period is one year, the
Average Inventory Balance could be found by averaging out the balances
of the Inventory account at the end of each quarter: March 31, June 30,
September 30, and December 31.

The denominator of the formula comes from the Income Statement, which
contains an account called Cost of Inventories. This account shows the cost
of the entire inventory purchased in the year. It is the equivalent of the total
mileage in the first example above. Finally, the 365 in the formula comes
from the days in a year. If the Income Statement covered a semester, then
instead of 365 we would use 180, the days usually assumed for one half year.
These steps can be seen in Table 3.9, which consists of the computations of
the Average Age of Inventory for Fudd Associates, Inc.

Materials and parts required for a project are kept in inventory, on average,
for the number of days shown by this indicator. Having parts sitting idle in the
warehouse is not necessarily bad, since the more parts are available, the less
likely it is that the project will stop for lack of materials or parts. However,
a company’s inventory is not generating any money. On the contrary, the
company may be paying interest if it was purchased on credit.

As previously mentioned, most construction contractors don’t keep large
inventories, and this indicator is not as critical in the construction industry as
most of the others discussed here. Some specialties do keep sizable inventories
and should pay close attention to their Average Age of Inventory. Large
homebuilders maintain large inventories (since they tend to provide materials
to their subcontractors). Specialty contractors such as electrical contracting
companies also maintain large inventories.

TABLE 3.9 Average Age of Inventory Computations for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From the four most recent quarterly Balance Sheets
Inventory at 3/31/XX $139,788
Inventory at 6/30/XX $91,899
Inventory at 9/30/XX $115,550
Inventory at 12/31/XX $122,106

Average Inventory $117,336

From the Income Statement
(Assuming Cost of Inventory = Cost of Materials)

Cost of Inventory $9,563,314

Average Age of Inventory =
(Average Inventory / Cost of Inventory) × 365
= ($117,336 / $9,563,314) × 365 = 4.5 days
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The average age of inventory is important to manufacturing companies that
fabricate products and hold them in inventory prior to sale. This is not the way
the construction of a project proceeds. We do not say that the work completed
to date on a project is held in inventory. Therefore, inventory-based ratios are
not as directly applicable in construction as in the manufacturing sector.

Average Age of Accounts Receivable (Collection Period)

The rationale for the Average Age of Accounts Receivable is conceptually
similar to the previous examples. Revenue is our “total mileage” for this
indicator because for practical purposes, in construction all the revenue is
first billed and then collected.

If the Income Statement covers one year, the formula for this indicator is:

Average Age of Accounts Receivable

= (Average balance of Accounts Receivable/Revenue) × 365

As in the previous case, if the Income Statement does not summarize a
year of operations, the 365 would be replaced by the number of days of the
period covered by the Income Statement.

The computations for Fudd Associates, Inc. shown in Table 3.10 can help
in understanding these computations.

Keeping a short collection period is of utmost importance to any construc-
tion company. A company can be rich in assets, and yet go bankrupt if it has
large balances of Accounts Receivable but no cash to pay its immediate obli-
gations. Construction companies are at constant risk of exhausting their cash
reserves due to the standard contract payment terms and the large amount of
subcontracted work on a typical job.

TABLE 3.10 Average Age of Accounts Receivable
Computations for Fudd Associates, Inc

From the four most recent quarterly Balance Sheets
A/R at 3/31/XX $6,588,333
A/R at 6/30/XX $5,375,100
A/R at 9/30/XX $6,590,000

A/R at 12/31/XX $8,635,901
Average A/R $6,797,334

From the Income Statement
Total Revenue $45,226,102

Average Age of Accounts Receivable =
(Average A/R / Total revenue) × 365
= $(6,797,334 / $45,226,102) × 365 = 54.9 days
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Average Age of Accounts Payable

The same approach used for the average ages of Inventory and Accounts
Receivable is applicable here once more. The formula for this indicator is:

Average Age of Accounts Payable

= [Average balance of Accounts Payable/

(Direct Costs − Cost of Labor)] × 365

As before, an average balance for the Accounts Payable must be computed
for the analyzed period. The 365 is replaced by the number of days covered
by the Income Statement if the period is not one year.

The denominator in the above formula is a bit different from the previous
indicators because the equivalent of “total miles” discussed on the example
at the beginning of this section is not as straightforward. The majority of
purchases for any project are initially posted as Accounts Payable, since they
are purchased on credit and later paid off. The big exception to this rule is the
cost of labor, which normally doesn’t pass through Accounts Payable since it
is paid virtually as soon as it is incurred. To compare apples to apples, then, the
cost of labor must be deducted from the total Direct Cost. If a project has other
accounts paid on a cash (non-credit) basis, they should be subtracted as well.
Table 3.11 consists of the Average Age of Accounts Payable computations
for Fudd Associates, Inc.

The practical effect of the Average Age of Accounts Payable is the opposite
to its Accounts Receivable counterpart. The more you delay paying a debt,
the more money you have to operate your company.

TABLE 3.11 Average Age of Accounts Payable for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From the four most recent quarterly Balance Sheets
A/P at 3/31/XX $4,546,338
A/P at 6/30/XX $2,786,200
A/P at 9/30/XX $4,300,290
A/P at 12/31/XX $3,659,156

Average A/P $3,822,996

From the Income Statement
Direct costs $41,476,336
Labor Costs $4,974,871

Average Age of Accounts Payable =
(Average A/P / (Direct costs − labor costs)) × 365
= ($3,822,996 / ($41,476,336 − $4,974,871)) × 365 = 38.2 days
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TABLE 3.12 Average Age of Underbillings for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From previous Balance Sheets (not shown)
Average Underbillings $937,486

From the Income Statement
Total Revenue $45,226,102

Average age of Underbillings =
(Average Underbillings / Total revenue) × 365
= ($937,486 / $45,226,102) × 365 = 7.6 days

Other Average Ages

The computation of average ages for Costs and Estimated Profit in Excess of
Billings (Underbillings) and Billings in Excess of Costs and Estimated Profit
(Overbillings) follow a similar logic, resulting in similar formulas, as you can
see in Table 3.12 and Table 3.13.

Similar to previous examples, the average amounts for Fudd’s Under-
billings and Overbillings were computed as the simple average of the respec-
tive balances for these Balance Sheet accounts at the end of each quarter. The
amount of Revenue, as in previous examples, comes from Fudd’s Income
Statement.

Operating Cycle

What happens to a dollar invested in a construction project? As shown in Fig-
ure 3.1, the dollar sits on each of the arrows for the number of days found for
each indicator in the Efficiency category, either increasing the time that it takes
for the dollar to come back to us (Inventory, Underbillings, and Accounts Re-
ceivable) or decreasing this time (Underbillings and Accounts Payable). This
total time is called the company’s operating cycle, usually expressed in days.

TABLE 3.13 Average Age of Overbillings for Fudd Associates, Inc.

From previous Balance Sheets (not shown)
Average Overbillings $742,820

From the Income Statement
Total Revenue $45,226,102

Average age of Overbillings =
(Average Overbillings / Total revenue) × 365
= ($742,820 / $45,226,102) × 365 = 6.0 days
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        Inventory Accounts Receivable
     Under-
     billings

Accounts Payable
 Over-
 billings

Operating Cycle

Avg.Agei  Avg.Ageub  Avg.Agear  

Avg.Ageap Avg.Ageob  

Figure 3.1 Operating cycle.

Turnover Ratios

Although the use of average ages is very common in construction, other
industries tend to use the inverse of the average ages computed in this section.
These inverse amounts are called Turnover Ratios, and show how many times
in a year a company cycles its inventories, accounts receivable, or any other
of the items discussed in this section. Accounts Receivable Turnover, for
example, is the inverse of the Average Age of Accounts Receivable. If this
age is expressed in years (say 0.10 years), then its turnover is simply its
numerical inverse (1/0.10 = 10.0 times per year). If the age is in days, then a
conversion is needed, as shown in the following example.

A company has an average age of inventory of 30.4 days. The inventory
turnover for this company is:

(365 days in a year)/(30.4 days) = 12.0 times/year

An inventory turnover of 12.0 times per year means that the company’s
inventory was used up and replenished 12 times.

Some ratios are customarily computed as turnovers and virtually never as
average ages. They have the same conceptual framework as the previously
discussed turnovers. They show how many times an item has been leveraged
(i.e., multiplied) compared to another during the period covered by the Income
Statement.

Revenue to Assets Turnover

One ratio that is frequently expressed as a turnover instead of as an average
age is the Revenue to Total Assets Turnover. It indicates how much annual
volume of work a company did compared to its Total Assets. A large value
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TABLE 3.14 Revenue to Assets Turnover for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From the Balance Sheet
Total Assets $15,978,849

From the Income Statement
Total Revenue $45,226,102

Revenue to Assets turnover =
Total Revenue / Total Assets
= $45,226,102 / $15,978,849 = 2.83

for this ratio is desirable to the company owners but implies added risk to
potential creditors. Its formula is:

Revenue to Assets Turnover = Revenue/Total Assets

Table 3.14 shows the computations of this indicator for Fudd Asso-
ciates, Inc.

CAPITAL STRUCTURE INDICATORS: HOW COMMITTED
ARE THE OWNERS?

The final indicator category that we will address here is called Capital Struc-
ture. It addresses the relative size of a company’s assets, liabilities, and own-
ers’ equity. The indicators in this category are useful for internal managers
because they show whether the company is borrowing too much money com-
pared to the amount of its total assets and owner’s equity. That is, is the
company overinvested?

Investors and creditors may stay away from a construction company that
has borrowed, for example, 10 million dollars and whose owners have a total
equity of, say, half a million dollars. To understand the rationale here, compare
such a company with another that has borrowed the same dollar amount but
whose owners have five million dollars of equity in the company. Should a
financial crisis arise, two very negative things can happen in the case of the
first company. First, since all creditors must be paid off by liquidating the
company’s assets, there would be a real possibility that the proceedings of
the sale plus the company’s owners’ equity would not be enough to pay all
liabilities. Second, owners would have little incentive to remain in business
during the crisis, and could just “cut and run” with a small personal loss
compared to the amount of trouble they might incur. In the case of the second
company, creditors would have to count less on the money generated by the
sale of assets to get paid, and the company owners would think twice before
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TABLE 3.15 Debt to Equity for Construction Specialties

All Industrial and Heavy and Specialty
Specialty Companies Nonresidential Highway Trade

Debt to Equity 2.5 3.8 1.4 1.7

© 2007 Construction Financial Management Association

leaving behind the company and its creditors. They would stand to lose more
of their $5 million equity stake.

Debt to Equity

The term debt as used here is synonymous with Total Liabilities (which
is admittedly confusing). The Debt to Equity ratio, therefore, shows the
relation of a company’s Total Liabilities compared to its Owners’ Equity.
The introductory discussion for this ratio category in the previous paragraphs
implicitly pointed out the importance of this indicator, since it establishes how
committed the owners are to their company. The formula for this ratio is:

Debt to Equity = Total Liabilities/Total Owners’ Equity

The higher the value of a company’s Debt to Equity, the riskier the company
is in the eyes of potential creditors. Table 3.15 compares this ratio across
several construction specialties.

Assets to Equity (Leverage)

Instead of using Debt to Equity, some companies use the Assets to Equity
ratio, which is also called Leverage or Gearing. This formula is:

Assets to Equity (Leverage) = Total Assets/Total Owners’ Equity Leverage

Debt to Equity and Assets to Equity are related as follows:

Assets to Equity (Leverage) = Debt to Equity + 1

Table 3.16 gives a brief proof of this relationship.
Table 3.17 shows the computation of this ratio for Fudd Associates, Inc.,

which numerically checks with the above equation.

OTHER INDICATORS

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, there are dozens of financial
indicators, each one being of more relevance to some industries than to others.
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TABLE 3.16 Proof of Assets to Equity = Debt to Equity + 1

Assets to Equity = Total Assets / Owners’ Equity ①
But, Total Assets = Total Liabilities + Owners’ Equity ②
Replacing Total Assets in ①,
Assets to Equity = (Total Liabilities + Owners’ Equity) / Owners’ Equity ③
Distributing the denominator,
Assets to Equity = (Total Liabilities / Owners’ Equity)

+ (Owners’ Equity / Owners’ Equity) ④
Since Debt to Equity = Total Liabilities / Owners’ Equity ⑤
and Owners’ Equity / Owners’ Equity = 1 ⑥

Assets to Equity = (Debt to Equity) + 1 ⑦

One indicator of particular importance for heavy/highway contractors relates
to the quality of assets.

This indicator provides a rough idea of how new or depleted a company
equipment fleet is, by dividing the depreciated value of the equipment by its
purchase value. A value close to one indicates a newer (nondepreciated) fleet.
The formula for this indicator is:

Asset Newness

= (Purchase Value − Accumulated Depreciation)/Purchase Value

As the formula implies, this indicator varies from 1.0 for a totally new fleet
to 0.0 to a completely depreciated one. Although values in between these
two extremes provide an idea of a fleet’s age, it is not intended to accurately
reflect its maintenance and condition. Accounting practices do not consider
the market value of any asset, and, therefore, the book value of any piece of
equipment (purchase value minus accumulated depreciation) is only a crude
approximation of its practical worth. Table 3.18 shows the computations for
the asset newness of Fudd Associates, Inc.

TABLE 3.17 Assets to Equity Computations for Fudd
Associates, Inc.

From the Balance Sheet
Total Assets $15,978,849
Total Owners’ Equity $4,732,935

Assets to Equity =
Total Assets / Total Owners’ Equity
= $15,978,849 / $4,732,935 = 3.38
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TABLE 3.18 Asset Newness Computations for Fudd Associates, Inc.

From the Balance Sheet
(PP&E = Property, Plant and Equipment)

PP&E purchase cost $4,261,559
PP&E Accum. Depreciation $(2,344,097)

$1,917,462
Asset Newness =
(PP&E purchase cost) − (PP&E Accum. Depreciation)

PP&E purchase cost

= $1,917,462

$4,261,559
= 0.45

HORIZONTAL ANALYSIS: TRACKING FINANCIAL TRENDS

A critical factor revealed by comparative financial statements is trend. Track-
ing how the numerical value of a financial item such as Return on Equity
or Accounts Receivable has changed over time provides information regard-
ing the performance of a company. As previously mentioned, this type of
analysis is called “horizontal” analysis since the parameters of interest are
plotted against time and time is usually shown on the horizontal axis. We will
consider two types of graphs used in a horizontal financial analysis: Time
Series and Index-Number Trend Series.

TIME SERIES GRAPHS

A comparison of the value of a financial item over a number of years can
reveal much about its direction (improving or worsening), its velocity (fast
or slow), and its amplitude (large or small). This graph is more revealing
and easier to understand than any narrative, and shows this information in an
extremely compact way. Figure 3.2 shows the trend of the Return on Equity
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Figure 3.2 Fudd, Inc. Return on Equity for the past 10 years.
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Figure 3.3 Index series for bridge construction in California.

for Fudd Associates, Inc. You can readily appreciate not only that Uncle Fudd
has been successful in keeping an acceptable ROE, but that it has improved
over time.

Index-Number Trend Series

When a comparison of financial statements is made over a longer multiyear
period, a year-to-year numerical assessment such as the side-by-side com-
parison becomes cumbersome. The best way to perform such longer-term
comparisons is by means of index numbers. A year’s index number is simply
the ratio between the value analyzed for that year and a reference year called
the base year.

Figure 3.3 consists of the indexes for the cost of bridge construction in
California from 1967 to 2007. In this particular series, 1967 is assigned
a value of 100, and the number in each following years is computed by
comparing the cost of building the same bridge in the year with its cost in
1967. The index for 2007 is 960. This means that the standard bridge used for
the index costs 960/100 = 9.6 times more in 2007 than in 1967. The index
for 1987 is 441, which means that it would cost 960/441 = 2.18 times to build
the same bridge in 2007 compared to 1987.

CONCLUSION

Financial indicators and all techniques developed to gain insight into a com-
pany’s financial health are empirical by nature. They are the result of dis-
tilling from a company’s Balance Sheet and Income Statement a compact
representation of the company’s performance and value. Anyone can in-
vent a new indicator, as is the case of private financial analysts (e.g., the
Fails Management Institute), who keep track of unconventional statistics that
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they have found to be useful for their practice. For example, a company
could calculate the ratio between its Total Revenue and its number of su-
perintendents. This metric could be used to assess whether the company
has too few superintendents for its current revenue, or vice versa, if it has
too many.

We have considered a number of financial indicators in this chapter, and
yet they are but a fraction of the metrics available to a company. For exam-
ple, some companies compute their revenue to fixed assets ratio and their
book value per share (total owners’ equity/common shares outstanding).
These ratios are important for manufacturing plants and public corporations,
respectively, and could be included in a construction financial management
text. But, inevitably, a selection must be made of the most useful indicators.
The reader is encouraged to investigate and even create additional metrics
that could be valuable for their particular case.

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. Name and discuss four principal tools of financial analysis.
2. Give two examples of an activity ratio. What do these ratios reflect?
3. Analyze the operations of the Jumbo Construction Company across a

five-year period based on the data in Table P3.1.
(a) Plotting significant times and ratios of your choice aid in your anal-

ysis. What is your assessment of the financial health of Jumbo Con-
struction?

4. Given the balance sheet in Table P3.2, calculate the following ratios:
(a) Current ratio
(b) Quick ratio
(c) Debt-equity ratio

5. How does trend analysis supplement the basic financial ratio calculations
and their interpretation?

6. Given a current ratio of 1.7, to which percentage of book value would you
have to liquidate current assets to be able to pay off current liabilities?

7. Given that the current ratio (i.e., current assets/current liabilities) for a
company over the years is as shown, what can you say about the operation
of this company?

20X1 20X2 20X3 20X4 20X5
1.50 1.51 1.42 1.20 0.95
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TABLE P3.3 Balance Sheet, Peachtree Construction (31 December 2016)

Assets
Current assets
Cash $243,146
Accounts receivable

Trade accounts 201,573
Retainage 42,147

Total accounts receivable 243,720
Material inventory 1,873
Work in process (costs and estimated earnings in excess of 76,142
billings)
Prepaid expenses 6,148
Other current assets 782

Total current assets 571,811
Fixed assets

Machinery and equipment 542,173
Cars and trucks 49,214
Furniture and fixtures 5,812

Total depreciable assets 597,199
Less accumulated depreciation 291,314

Net fixed assets 305,885
Total assets 877,696

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable 236,144
Retainage payable 21,312
Notes payable 84,211
Accrued liabilities 15,827
Work in process (billings in excess of costs and estimated 5,163
earnings)
Other current liabilities 1,421

Total current liabilities 364,078
Long-term liabilities 138,481

Total liabilities 502,559
Net worth

Capital stock 15,000
Retained earnings 360,137

Total net worth 375,137
Total liabilities and net worth $877,696
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TABLE P3.4 Income Statement, Peachtree Construction (Year ended 31
December 31, 2015)

$ % of Sales

Net sales-total revenue costs 2,143,761 100
Materials 1,013,913 47.3
Labor (includes all payroll taxes

and union fringes)
548,271 25.57

Subcontracts 201,798 9.41
Other direct costs 51,450 2.4
Total direct costs 1,815,432 84.68
Gross profit 328,329 15.32
Operating expenses
Variable overhead
Auto and truck 12,089 0.57
Communications 5,575 0.26
Interest 1,275 0.05
Miscellaneous 213 0.01
Office supplies 1,943 0.09
Travel and entertainment 871 0.04
Total variable overhead 21,966 1.02
Fixed overhead
Contributions 675 0.03
Depreciation 8,238 0.38
Dues and subscriptions 514 0.02
Insurance 12,475 0.58
Legal and audit 2,315 0.1
Licenses and taxes 175 0.01
Payroll taxes (office only) 51,790 2.42
Rent 2,506 0.12
Repairs and maintenance 375 0.02
Salaries-office 23,418 1.1
Salaries-officers 38,410 1.79
Total fixed overhead 140,891 6.57
Total overhead 162,857 7.59
Net profit before taxes 165,472 7.73
State and federal taxes 77,076 3.6
Net profit 88,396 4.13

8. Given the financial statement shown here as Table P3.3 calculate the:
(a) Current ratio
(b) Quick ratio

9. Based on the Income Statement for Peachtree Construction, shown in
Table P3.4, what is the ratio of operating profit to completed contract
sales. Is this ratio acceptable? Explain.
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TABLE P3.5 Key Financial Data, Clairmont Constructors

(000’s) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Sales 2,460 2,560 2,830 2,835 2,850
% Sales growth 4 10.5 1 1
Labor 800 820 780 810 900
Material 925 900 1,010 1,010 1,040
Cubcontr. 500 550 720 765 680
Gross margin 235 290 320 250 230
Gross margin % 9.5 11.3 11.3 8.8 8
G & A 133 172 202 218 220
G & A % sales 5.4 6.7 7.1 7.7 7.7
Income before tax 102 118 118 32 10
Income before tax% 4.1 4.6 4.2 1.1 0.4
Admin. salary 24 27 32 38 39
Assets 800 812 830 850 830
Sales to assets 3.07 3.15 3.4 3.33 3.43
Equity 350 287 285 280 205
Sales to equity 7.03 8.92 9.93 10.12 13.9
Current Assets 520 532 475.8 510 511.5
Investments 100 110 120 110 120
Investments 100 110 120 110 120
Property and 280 280 354.2 360 338.5

equipment
Accu. depreciation 100 110 120 130 140
Current liabilities 325 380 390 425 465
Long term 125 145 155 145 160

liabilities
Current ratio 1.6 1.4 1.22 1.2 1.1
Debt to equity 1.28 1.83 1.91 2.04 3.04
Income to equity % 29.1 41.1 41.4 11.4 4.8
Income to assets % 12.7 14.5 14.2 3.8 1.2
Sales to current assets 4.73 4.81 5.94 5.56 5.57

Source: J. J. Adrian, Construction Accounting (Reston, Va.: Reston, 1978).

10. A five-year summary of key financial data for a construction firm is shown
in Table P3.5. Evaluate and analyze the performance of this company
during the period. What actions, if any, should be taken to improve the
company’s position?

11. Discuss why a firm’s current ratio may differ from another in the same
industry.

12. Illustrate how a decrease in working capital can be accompanied by an
increase in the current ratio.
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CHAPTER 4

ACCOUNTING BASICS

INTRODUCTION

In order to understand how revenue and expenses are accounted for on a
day-to-day basis, a basic knowledge of the bookkeeping process is necessary.
Most construction students have very little contact with courses related to
accounting and business management. On the other hand, business students
take many courses addressing the minutiae of bookkeeping and financial ac-
counting. The unique nature of construction, as discussed in Chapter 1, makes
construction accounting quite different from that encountered in the manu-
facturing and service sectors. Therefore, students who have been exposed to
standard bookkeeping protocols can still profit from this brief introduction
to, what we might call, construction accounting procedures.

This chapter introduces some of the fundamental concepts that govern
the acquisition and flow of financial data through the accounting system of
a construction-oriented firm. This introductory treatment is amplified using
simple flow diagrams. Appendix B uses this flow-graphing approach to illus-
trate the processing of various types of transactions typical of a construction
company.

TRANSACTION PROCESSING

A simplified diagram reflecting the sequence of actions that occurs during a
typical bookkeeping operation is shown in Figure 4.1.

The flow unit that is processed in the accounting sequence is called a trans-
action. A transaction occurs when a source document such as a billing from

71
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Figure 4.1 Transaction processing.

a subcontractor or a time based obligation (e.g., payroll payment deadline)
occur. Transactions are also generated in the course of closing accounts to
prepare Balance Sheets, Income Statements, and associated reports. Some
typical types of source documents that lead to the generation of a transaction
are listed in Table 4.1. By monitoring the flow of transactions through the
accounting system, the manager can derive information regarding the com-
pany’s balance of revenue versus expense as well as the financial status of the
company.

Transactions are processed to reflect increase or decrease in the balances in
accounts maintained by the company. As discussed in Chapter 2, an account
can be viewed as a record used to accumulate and monitor the balance fluctua-
tions generated by some source of financial activity. The initial documentation
of this activity is accomplished through entries made to the accounting system.

Accounts are categorized in accordance with what they pertain to as previ-
ously discussed in Chapter 2: Assets, Liabilities, Net Worth, Revenues, and
Expenses. These categories are, of course, the main components of a Balance

TABLE 4.1 Source Documents

Examples Provide Information About

(A) Check stubs or registers Cash disbursements
(B) Purchase invoices received from vendors Purchases of materials or services
(C) Invoices from subcontractors for payment Progress payment requests
(D) Equipment records Rates of depreciation
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Sheet and an Income Statement. Appendix A contains the typical accounts in
a construction company’s Chart of Accounts.

Accounts may be maintained manually by using a standard form in a
loose-leaf binder or similar physical document. Presently, all construction
companies of any size use computerized accounting systems. This notwith-
standing, it is important to understand how data (transactions) are acquired
and processed either manually or using a computer.

JOURNALIZING THE TRANSACTION

As shown in Figure 4.1, a new transaction is initially recorded or journalized.
Conceptually, journalizing is a matter of chronologically recording trans-
actions as they occur (or are recognized) on a day-by-day basis. Journals
establish the time at which transactions are recognized and enter the account-
ing system. That is, the journal lists the point in time at which transactions
are acquired and enter the accounting system.

The most widely used protocol for transaction processing is referred to as
the “double-entry” system. In this protocol each transaction causes an increase
or decrease in two different accounts. In effect, the two entries balance each
other. Using this approach, all accounts can be checked at any time to ensure
that all accounts are “in balance.” The “balance” here is the balance given by
the basic equation:

Assets = Liabilities + Net Worth + (Revenues − Expenses)

At the time a transaction is journalized, a decision must be made as to
which two accounts will be affected, and, whether the accounts involved will
increase or decrease in value.

Accountants utilize the terms debit and credit to refer to the way in which
the transaction will ultimately affect the individual account balances. Debit
and credit refer to different effects, depending on what type of account (e.g.,
Asset, Revenue, etc.) is being addressed. Debits cause an increase in the
balance of Asset and Expense accounts, while causing a decrease in the
balance of Liability, Net worth, and Revenue accounts. Conversely, credits
decrease the balance of Asset and Expense accounts, while increasing the
balance of Liability, Net Worth, and Revenue accounts. This relationship is
summarized as shown in Table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2 Debits and Credits by Account Type

Asset Liability Net Worth Revenue Expense

Debit Credit Debit Credit Debit Credit Debit Credit Debit Credit
+ − − + − + − + + −
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Each transaction causes one account to be debited and another account
to be credited. The effect on the balance of the accounts affected varies in
accordance with the types of accounts involved. That is, a transaction may
cause the balance in one account to decrease, while increasing the balance of
the second account. However, some transactions cause the balances of both
accounts to increase. Other transactions cause the balances of both accounts to
decrease. For instance, if a transaction causes an asset to be debited (e.g., cash)
and a revenue account to be credited (e.g., revenue Project 101), the effect
is to increase the balances of both accounts. If another transaction causes a
liability to be debited and an expense account to be credited, the effect is to
decrease the balance in both accounts. Transactions affecting accounts of the
same type cause an increase in one and a decrease in the other.

As noted above, the double-entry method of bookkeeping is a method
of maintaining balances between accounts. These balances are ultimately
reflected in the Balance Sheet. A result of using the double-entry method
of bookkeeping is that pairs of entries are recorded chronologically in the
company journals.1 We will now introduce some typical transactions and
describe how they are journalized.

A Transaction to Enter Initializing Capital

In order to gain an overview of the construction accounting flows, consider
the schematic diagram shown in Figure 4.2. Let us assume that Cousin Elmer
and Uncle Fudd have decided to form Fudd Associates, Inc., and each has
contributed $10,000 cash as initial capital. This leads to entries in the Asset
account and the Net Worth accounts, as shown in Figure 4.2. The $20,000
contributed to form the company results in debits to the Asset account called
cash and balancing credit entries in the Net Worth account called Capital
Stock. Here is a case where the transactions increase the balances in both
accounts affected. The entry of these two transactions in the company journal
would appear as Shown in Table 4.3.

A Vendor Billing Transaction

Let us assume now that the first billing to arrive at Fudd Associates, Inc. is
an invoice (request for payment) from Ace Electric Company for work done
on wiring in the job site trailer on Fudd Associates Project 101. The charge
of $265 must be booked again the “Work-in-progress (expense)” account for
this mobilizations cost on Project 101.2 That is, it is a project expense and
must be recorded as such. Therefore, a debit (increase in balance) to the
work-in-progress (expense) account must be made. The company now has an

1 Larger companies have multiple profit centers and many journals are maintained.
2 Mobilization is actually a subaccount or subsidiary account of the general ledger account “Work-in-
progress expense – Project 101.”
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76 ACCOUNTING BASICS

TABLE 4.3 Initial Capital Journal Entries

Journal

Date Description Debit Credit
1 Dec. 1 20XX Cash $10,000

Elmer T. Fudd capital $10,000
2 Dec. 1 20XX Cash $10,000

Ferdinand Fudd, capital $10,000

obligation to pay Ace Electric for the work performed. This obligation must
also be reflected by the accounting system. Therefore, a balancing entry—a
credit to the outstanding balance payable to Ace Electric—must also be made.
Obligations to pay vendors, subcontractors, and other suppliers are reflected
in the Accounts Payable area of the Liability general ledger accounts. As
noted in Figure 4.2, the total of all active accounts is referred to in accounting
parlance as the general ledger. The entries to the company journal generated by
the billing from Ace Electric are shown in Table 4.4. Convention in recording
transactions requires that the debit be entered first and then the credit. This
leads to a debit upper left, credit lower right appearance in the journal.

A Billing to the Client

Now let us assume that there is a mobilization payment clause on Contract
101 and Fudd Associates sends a billing to the client, Donut Factory, Inc.,
requesting payment for the mobilization amount of $5,000. As shown in
Figure 4.3, this will cause the project billings account (Billings – Project 101)
to be credited and the asset account—Accounts Receivable—to be debited.
The request for payment is dated 7 December 20XX, and the journal entry
for this transaction is shown in Table 4.5.

In the last two transactions, we have made entries based on the fact that
obligations to make payment have occurred. In journalizing the invoice from
Ace, Electric Co., Fudd Associates, Inc. was recognizing an obligation to
pay for something. However, payment has not been made; cash has not been

TABLE 4.4 Vendor Billing Journal Entries

Journal

Date Description Debit Credit
1 5 Dec 20XX Work-in-progress expense-Project 101 $265

2 Ace Electric Invoice #101-1 $265
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78 ACCOUNTING BASICS

TABLE 4.5 Billing to Client Journal Entries

Journal

Date Description Debit Credit
1 7 Dec 20XX Accounts Receivable – Job 101 $5,000
2 Billings – Job 101 $5,000

transferred. The obligation to pay has been noted in the accounts payable
designated Ace Electric. It is recognized effective 5 December 20XX.

In sending a billing to Donut Factory, Inc., for a mobilization payment,
Fudd Associates is establishing an obligation on the part of the client to
pay generating revenue. Again, no monies have been transferred. However,
for accounting purposes, the impact on the various account balances of this
transaction has been recognized effective 7 December 20XX.

POSTING ENTRIES TO THE LEDGER

Periodically, data are transferred from the journal(s) to the appropriate account
in the ledger. This process is called posting. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate
schematically the accounts in the ledger that will be posted. The objective
of posting is to record to the appropriate general ledger accounts the impact
of various transactions so that at selected times the balance of entries in all
accounts can be checked. As mentioned previously, accounting is the process
of maintaining the balance implied by the basic equation assets = liabilities +
net worth + (revenue – expense). This is usually done following the posting
process to verify the entries that have just been transferred. Information
reflected by the general ledger regarding the financial status of the company
is not considered reliable until posting of all entries from the journal has been
accomplished.

In order to illustrate posting, let us post the entries for the month of
December journalized for Fudd Associates, Inc. The flow of the entries from
the journal to the various ledger accounts is shown in Figure 4.4. The account
as shown in the figure can be thought of a page in a loose-leaf ledger book.

Based on the eight entries (four transactions) in the journal, posting re-
sults in four entries in the cash ledger and individual entries in (1) the Net
Worth capital accounts for Elmer and Ferdinand Fudd, (2) the Billings ac-
count for Project 101, and (3) the Mobilization Expense account for Project
101. Manually, this transfer can be time-consuming and tedious. Therefore,
bookkeeping operations are ideally suited for automation. Computers handle
most bookkeeping tasks once data has been acquired.

In order to verify the entries made up to any point in time, a trial balance can
be made by summarizing the entries in all active accounts and checking to see
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80 ACCOUNTING BASICS

TABLE 4.6 Trial Balances

Fudd Associates, Inc. (31 December 20XX)

Account Account No. Debit Balance Credit Balance

Cash $24,735.00
E. Fudd-capital $10,000.00
F. Fudd –capital 10,000.00
Billings – Project 101 5,000.00
Expense – Project 101 265.00 265.00

$25,000.00 $25,000.00

that the sum of debits and credits in all accounts balance. Assume that a trial
balance for the posting activity in Figure 4.4 is accomplished in connection
with closing3 the books as of 31 December 20XX. The trial Balance Sheet is
shown in Table 4.6.

As can be seen, as of 31 December, Fudd Associates has five active ac-
counts. The account balances have been summarized and entered on the trial
Balance Sheet. Since four accounts have single entries, these are entered di-
rectly. The cash account balance is based on four entries, and the account
has a debit balance of $24,735.00. The balance of accounts and of the basic
accounting equation is verified, since the debit and credit balances both equal
$25,000. It is reassuring that the accounts balance. However, this does not
ensure that the entries have been made to the correct accounts. Whether or
not the debits and credits are posted to the proper accounts requires further
review.

The operations required to organize the data contained in the general ledger
for financial statement production are referred to as closing activities. Closing
activities are discussed in the following sections.

RELATIONSHIP OF WORK-IN-PROGRESS AND
REVENUE/EXPENSE ACCOUNTS

Terminology regarding project revenues and expenses varies from firm to
firm and project to project, depending upon the method of accounting used.
However, the term “work-in-progress” is used broadly in accounting for
billings and costs associated with projects under accrual based systems of
accounting. In general, billings (revenue-generating requests for payment)
and costs are accounted for as work-in-progress (WIP) transactions until such
time as revenue (based on billings) and expenses (based on invoices, etc.) are
recognized in a formal sense. This formal recognition of revenue and expense

3 The process and objective of closing accounts will be discussed in detail later.
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RELATIONSHIP OF WORK-IN-PROGRESS AND REVENUE/EXPENSE ACCOUNTS 81

typically occurs at the point in time at which accounts are closed in order to
generate the Income Statement.

When income recognition occurs in the course of closing accounts, the
WIP billings become revenue and the WIP costs become expenses. In this
sense, the WIP accounts can be viewed as holding accounts in which revenue
and expense information is gathered so that at closing the amount of revenue
and expenses can be compared to calculate income. As you will see later, this
calculation is the basis for recognizing income and calculating the associated
taxes which must be paid. This progression of collecting billings and cost
information and, at closing, transforming it into revenue and expenses is
shown schematically in Figure 4.5.

The terminology “work-in-progress” (as a prefix) may appear in a com-
pany’s books as construction in progress (CIP), contracts in process, or some
similar phrase. The general idea is, however, that both billings and costs are
“in progress” until the moment at which they are declared revenues and ex-
penses for purposes of income recognition. Therefore, at the time billings
and costs enter the bookkeeping system, they are typically carried in work-
in-progress accounts until the point at which the closing of accounts occurs.
This is a subtle point that has not been emphasized previously in discussing
the flow of project-related transactions. A better understanding can be gained
by studying transactions 2, 3, 6, and 8 in Appendix B.

One additional point deserves comment. At the time of closing accounts
(i.e., the end of an accounting period—month, quarter, etc.), some revenue
earned has not been billed to the client, and some expenses incurred may
not have been documented in terms of an invoice from the vendor or a
billing from the appropriate subcontractor. Although these transactions have

Income
(+ or –)

Journalizing

and
posting

Point in time

of income recognition
(closing of accounts or

 completion of job)

*Invoices and payroll.

Billings

source

document

Cost*
source

documents

WIP

billings

WIP
costs

Revenue

Expense

Figure 4.5 Concept of work-in-progress.
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82 ACCOUNTING BASICS

accrued, they have not been documented in terms of source documents. Since
they have occurred, it is important include them in the financial statements.
Payroll is a good example. Assume that closing to prepare financial reports
occurs on the 15th of the month. If the office staff is paid monthly, half
of their pay will have accrued as an obligation by the 15th of the month.
Similarly, half of a month’s rent will accrue on the company’s building and
must be reflected in any financial statement prepared as of the 15th of the
month.

The key idea is that, even though a transaction is not documented in
terms of a source document, if, in fact, a revenue or expense has accrued,
this transaction should be accounted for at the time of closing accounts.
Therefore, revenue earned but not billed should be recognized at closing.
Expenses incurred at accrued for which invoices or billings have not been
received should also be recognized.

CLOSING THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE

At certain times, normally at the end of accounting periods, it is necessary to
check on the financial health of the firm and its operations. Accounting periods
are determined on the basis of management needs and the requirements
of outside agencies for information concerning the financial status of the
firm. Accounting periods may be as short as one week or as long as one
quarter. Government regulations impacting most firms require that reports
be submitted for tax purposes on a quarterly basis. The so-called accounting
cycle is terminated at the end of the accounting period by closing accounts
and generating financial statements.

At the end of the accounting period, accounts are closed so as to recognize
revenue and expense flows that should be picked up in the Balance Sheet,
Income Statement, and other relevant financial documents. The process of
closing accounts causes revenues and expenses to be transferred from nominal
accounts to real accounts. Real accounts remain open from period to period
and their period end balances are reflected in the financial reports (e.g.,
Balance Sheet, etc.). Nominal accounts are closed at the end of the accounting
period by bringing their balances to zero. Revenue and expense accounts, such
as those associated with projects and other profit centers, are referred to as
nominal accounts. At the end of the accounting period, the balances of these
accounts are cleared out or transferred to real accounts, which link to reported
items of summary information in the Balance Sheet and Income Statement.
This process of clearing the nominal accounts brings the balance in these
accounts to zero. The summarization of this clearing action appears in the
real accounts. Real account balances are reflected in the Income Statement
and Balance Sheet. This act of closing nominal accounts results in income
recognition (based on earned value).
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RECOGNITION OF INCOME

The assessment of income earned on a construction project is complicated
since the “sale” is, in effect, occurring across the life of the project. That
is, the project itself is a large end item that will be paid for in increments
throughout the period of construction. If the project extends over several
accounting periods, the question is “How much income should be recognized
in a given period?”

If the accrual basis of account is being used, it is possible to sum
billings to the client during a given period and view this as revenue for
income recognition purposes. However, on longer-term contracts use of
the billings method can lead to deviation from the actual revenues earned
base on work performed. That is, the amount billed may not be the amount
earned.

The billings that are submitted by the construction contractor are called
progress payment requests. These partial payments for a given period (usually
a month) of the total amount bid are calculated by estimating the amount of
work performed in a given pay period. The client then pays the corresponding
portion of the total work for the period just completed. Many factors (includ-
ing the accuracy of the estimate of work completed) can cause a condition
referred to as overbilling or underbilling. When revenue is based on progress
payments billed to a particular point in the project, the revenue (and associated
income) billed may be either great than or less than the revenue earned. If the
cumulative amount billed is greater than the revenue earned, an overbilling
has occurred. If the cumulative amount billed is less than the revenue earned,
an underbilling condition exists.

Therefore, the billings method does not reflect the true financial position of
the project (and the firm) because the income earned has been misrepresented.
This problem develops on contracts that run over many progress payment
periods. The problem of over and underbilling is typical of the long-term
(multiperiod) construction projects.

Percentage-of-Completion Method of Income Recognition

In order to better reflect the actual revenue earned on a particular project at
a given time, the percentage-of completion (POC) method can be used. In
the POC method, gross revenue is recognized on each contract in proportion
to the progress made on that contract. The revenue (and income) generated
based on the progress is recognized whether or not it is billed to the client.
The key criterion for recognizing revenue is that it has been earned. This
gives a better indication of the firm’s position in the financial statement and
is, therefore, the recommended method for income recognition and statement
preparation.
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Several methods are used, in practice, to establish the percentage completed
in terms of value earned at a particular point in the project’s life cycle. These
are:

Cost-to-cost method
Effort-expended method
Units-of-work-performed methods

The cost-to-cost or cost-completion method calculates the percentage com-
plete on the basis of the following ratio:

Cost incurred to date on project/Estimated total cost of project

Another way of calculating this ratio is:

Cost incurred to date/Cost incurred to date + estimated cost to complete

In the effort-expended method, the percentage is based on the ratio of
units of resource effort (e.g., man-hours or similar measure) to the total effort
estimated to complete. This ratio can be expressed in terms of labor hours or
labor cost. Based on man-hours, the calculation could be made as follows:

Man-hours to date expended on project/Total estimated

man-hours on project

or, in terms of labor cost, as follows:

Labor cost incurred/Labor cost incurred + estimated labor cost to complete

This method of calculation tends to offset distortions in the cost-to-cost
method, which occur when materials are delivered to the site (and therefore
cost is incurred) but are not installed (i.e., the revenue is not yet earned).

The problems inherent in both the cost-to-cost and effort-expended meth-
ods relate to the fact that inefficient work during the early phases of the project
(and the consequent higher expenses and/or resource expenditure) generates
apparently higher revenues by increasing the numerator of the ratios above.
This tends to inflate the earned revenue amount.

To correct for inflated earned revenue, the percentage of completion
can be calculated by using physical units of production as the basis for
calculation. Using the units-of-work-performed method, we find that the POC
ratio becomes:

Units of work performed to date/Estimate total units of work in project
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On a heavy construction earthwork job, this ratio might be:

Cubic yards of material excavated to date/Estimated total cubic

yards in project

This physical completion method of determining the POC is appropriate
on projects where a single unit of work (e.g., cubic yard, lineal foot) can be
identified as representative of the work to be accomplished on the total project.
It does, however, assume that revenue is generated and earned in proportion
to the extent of physical completion of the selected work item. This method
neglects earned revenue associated with mobilization and demobilization of
the job. For instance, if extensive haul and access roads must be constructed
before the first lineal foot of pipeline can be constructed, using the footage
of pipeline as the work unit would result in no revenues earned during the
extended period of access road construction.

Clearly, all of the methods used to determine the percentage of completion
are based on estimates. The American Institute of Certified Public Accoun-
tants (AICPA) Construction Contractors: AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide
indicates that the use of the percentage-of-completion method depends on the
ability to make reasonably dependable estimates.

In general, the POC method is the preferred method of income recognition
and should be used for all projects unless the unique and risk-associated
aspects of a particular project are so significant as to preclude development
of reliable estimates.

Completed-Contract Method of Income Recognition

The basic idea underlying the completed-contract method is that the recog-
nition of income is deferred until the end of the project. In general, for all
projects of any size and continuing over more than one quarter (e.g., three
month period), use of this method is not allowed and, if used, is carefully
scrutinized by the federal and state tax agencies.

The advantage from the contractor’s point of view is that, at the end
of the project, actual as-built information regarding the costs incurred and
the revenues generated is available. Therefore, a “settling up” can occur,
which gives the most accurate evaluation of income generated by the project.
The determination of project income is no longer dependent upon estimates.
Income recognition and tax liability does not occur until the contract is
completed.

In general, this deferment of tax payment is not viewed favorably by
federal and state tax agencies. In fact, this method has been misused to defer
tax payments over multiyear periods on billion dollar contracts. Litigation has
established that this use of the completed contract method is not appropriate
and tax law has been modified to disallow the use of this method in such
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cases. As a practical matter, the method can only be used by small contractors
(e.g., small electrical and plumbing firms) who operate primarily on a work
order basis.

If the method is used for a project in progress during the generation of finan-
cial reports, revenues and expenses are reported and maintained in “holding
accounts” (e.g., Construction in progress – Job 103, etc.) until the project
is complete. In such cases, until the job is completed, progress payments
received are considered as “advances” against the ultimate successful com-
pletion of the work. These accumulated advances are shown as liabilities
and are ultimately cleared as the end of the standard accounting period (e.g.,
quarter).

The project expenses are considered to be contractor-owned assets until
the project is accepted as complete by the owner. The accumulation of ex-
penses is captured in appropriate accounts (e.g., Construction in progress –
expenses – job 103). At completion, progress payments accumulated (i.e., all
progress payments received) are compared with the total cost accumulation
to determine the income recognized.

TRANSACTIONS DURING A PERIOD

In order to understand the process of closing and statement preparation, it
is necessary to consider the activity during an accounting period. During a
given period revenues and expenses occur randomly or on an “as scheduled”
basis (e.g., submission of a progress payment request at the end of the month).
These revenues and expenses are journalized and ultimately transferred to the
general ledger accounts. The Chart of Accounts (see Appendix A) being used
by a firm is a listing of all of the ledger accounts. In the following discussion,
the general ledger accounts and the Chart of Accounts can be viewed as
synonymous. As stated previously, the Chart of Accounts is organized into
the following:

Revenue accounts
Expense accounts
Asset accounts
Liability accounts
Net worth (or equity) accounts

In other words, the Chart of Accounts is organized so as to provide
feeder information to the financial statements. By examining the accounts in
Appendix A, it is possible to recognize this breakdown of accounts into the
five categories listed above. The movement of transactions to the general
ledger accounts is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 General accounting flows.

Since in construction the focus of production is job- or project-oriented, the
generation of revenue and expense transactions is generally associated with
a particular job or project. As can be seen in Figure 4.6, most of the expenses
associated with a project are generated in the form of payroll transactions or
from the Accounts Payable area. These expense transactions are journalized
in the payroll and accounts payable journals and ultimately posted to the ap-
propriate general ledger accounts in the Chart of Accounts. Similarly, billings
to the client are journalized in the accounts receivable journal and posted to
the appropriate general ledger accounts.

Posting of these transactions to the general ledger occurs as a batch pro-
cessing operation, which lumps different expenses together without trying to
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sort them for purposes of identification. That is, the weekly expenses of Job
101 will be consolidated and batch posted to the single GL Work-in-progress
account for a given project (i.e., Work-in-progress – expense – Job 101). This
procedure means that no attempt is made to relate the particular expense to a
physical or cost component.

Alternatively, a set of job cost accounts can be maintained to allocate costs
to various cost centers (e.g., concrete—slab on grade, hand excavation, etc.).
These job cost accounts can be thought of as Work-in-progress subsidiary
accounts established to provide detailed cost reporting for each project. The
specific purpose of these project accounts is to capture information linking
various costs to the detailed cost centers of the project with which they are
associated. Project cost accounts will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. A
typical listing of project cost accounts is shown in Figure 5.4.

The simultaneous flow of information to the Chart of Accounts (GL ac-
counts) and to the Job Cost accounts is shown schematically in Figure 4.6. The
cost accounts are established to obtain detailed information relating expenses
to particular cost centers within the job.

POSTING TO THE GENERAL LEDGER DURING
THE ACCOUNTING PERIOD

In order to understand the operation of the general ledger during a given
accounting period, consider the situation presented in Figure 4.7.

It is assumed that Apex Construction has three projects in progress during
the period under consideration. These three projects are numbered from 101
to 103. The terminology used for Revenue- and Expense-related accounts is
given in Table 4.7.

For purposes of demonstration, projects will use both the Percentage-of-
Completion and Completed-Contract methods of income recognition. The
general ledger account names used to record revenue and expense accumu-
lation when using each method are given in Table 4.7. Projects 101 and 102
will use the POC method. Project 103 will use the completed contract or CC
method. This is summarized in Table 4.8.

As can be seen from Figure 4.7, billings associated with Projects 101
and 102 are posted to revenue accounts within the Chart of Accounts (i.e.,
billings -101 and billings-102). Similarly, expenses associated with these jobs
are posted to the appropriate expense accounts (i.e., WIP – expense-101 and
WIP-expense-102). The accumulation of these billings and expenses will be
used at the end of the period to calculate the incremental amount of income
to be recognized.

The billings on the completed-contract job are not recognized at this time
as revenues. Recognition is deferred until the project is completed. Therefore,
the billings for the CC project are posted to the appropriate advanced billings
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Figure 4.7 During-the-period transactions.
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TABLE 4.7 General Ledger Accounts Posted When Using POC and CC

Method of income recognition

Type of transaction General Ledger under POC General Ledger under CC

Revenue Billings - Job X Advanced Billings - Job Y
Cost Work-in-progress expense - Job X Construction in Progress - Job Y

account (i.e., AB 103). The costs and expenditures associated with this job
are not recognized at this time as expenses. They are, therefore, posted to
the appropriate construction-in-progress account (e.g., CIP-103), as shown in
Figure 4.7.

The revenue postings when the POC method is used are balanced by
appropriate entries to the asset account—Accounts Receivable. The Advance
Billings postings when the CC method is used are also offset by balancing
entries to Accounts Receivable, as shown by the arrow labeled A in Figure
4.7. The expense posting under the POC method result in balancing entries to
the appropriate accounts payable ledge accounts (e.g., payroll, Jones Lumber,
and the like). Similarly, the construction-in-progress amounts posted on the
CC project are offset by entries to the appropriate accounts payable. These
balancing entries are shown by the arrows labeled B in Figure 4.7. The
Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable themselves are general ledger
accounts (that is, they are listed in the Chart of Accounts) and are shown in
Figure 4.7 “pulled out” of their positions as asset and liability accounts for
clarity of presentation.

The CC Project 103 is completed during the period under consideration.
Since it is completed during this period, income will be recognized at the end
of the period. When the project is completed, the accumulated expenses in the
asset account “construction-in-progress – 103” are recognized as expenses
and transferred to the account expense – 103.

Similarly, the accumulated billings in advanced billings -103 are recog-
nized as revenues and transferred to the account Revenue 103. These actions
essentially consolidate entries and clear these “holding” accounts preparatory

TABLE 4.8 Example Summary Data

Method of Income Estimated
Project Recognition Amount Billed Bid Price Expense

101 POC $20,000 $100,000 $75,000
102 POC $110,000 $200,000 $160,000
103 CC Completed $250,000 $225,000
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to income recognition at the end of the period. These flows are shown by
arrows connecting the appropriate accounts in Figure 4.7.

General and Administrative costs are assumed to recognized on a period-
by-period basis. Postings of these overhead-type costs are shown as entries
to the expense account G&A expenses.

CLOSING ACTIONS AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

At the end of the period, actions must be taken to “settle up” and recognize
the amount of income to be reported for the period. These are the closing
actions that clear the revenue and expense accounts and lead to calculations
of income. In the case of Jobs 101 and 102, income is being recognized
period by period (i.e., on percentage-of-completion basis.) When recognizing
income with the Completed-Contract method, income is recognized only in
the period in which the job is completed. In this case, job 103 in completed
in the period under consideration. Therefore, the profit achieved on the entire
project will be recognized in this period. Actions occurring at closing for
these three projects are shown schematically in Figure 4.8.

Income calculation for Projects 101 and 102 requires the calculation of
the percentage complete. The cost-to-cost basis is used in this example. The
period expenses for Project 101 amounts to $25,000 versus the total esti-
mated expense of $75,000. This means that the percentage complete is 33.3
percent and the earned revenue is $33,333. The amount of income recognized
is (33,333 minus 25,000) $8,333. This is recognized in the account Income
Summary and ultimately in the Income Statement. Comparing the amount
billed, $20,000 with the earned revenue, $33,333, indicates that an under-
billing has occurred. This underbilling is posted to the asset account Costs
and estimated earnings in excess of billings, and amounts to $13,333. Similar
actions relating to Project 102 result in the recognition of $20,000 in income.
The total estimated cost of $160,000 versus $80,000 expenses incurred indi-
cates that the percentage complete is 50%. The earned revenue is $100,000
and a profit of $20,000 is recognized in the Income Summary. On this project,
an overbilling has occurred, since the amount billed ($110,000) is greater than
the amount earned ($100,000). This overbilling of $10,000 is reflected in the
liability account Billings in excess of costs and estimated earnings.

Project 103, which was completed during the period and on which the
deferred income will now be recognized is handled in a manner similar to the
two percentage-of-completion contracts. The exception is that the expenses
are compared to the total project bid price (i.e., the project is 100% complete).
This is, of course, the advantage of the of Completed-Contract method. We
know the expenses so the calculation of income recognized is not based on an
estimate, but rather on final as-built amounts. Restrictions have been placed
on the use of the CC method, however, and it can be used only in very special
situations. As a practical matter, for projects that are completed over several
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accounting periods the POC method is the method of income recognition
required by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

In this case, the bid price (modified by any change order amounts) is
compared to the actual expenses of $225,000. The earnings of $25,000 are
transferred at this time to the income summary. Earnings recognized on
Projects 101,102, and 103 for this period amount to $53,333.

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. What is the difference between journalizing and posting?
2. Is it possible to post into an asset account and a revenue account? Give

two examples with debiting and crediting an asset account.
3. Today is 3 February 20XX. You are using the accrual method of account-

ing. You have received an invoice from Halco Industries in the amount
of $565 for work performed on Project 101. You also mailed an invoice
to Ajax International for payment of work performed by your company
in the amount of $6,238 on Project 101. On 10 February you send a
check to Halco to cover their billing and receive a check from Ajax on
12 February in the amount of your billing to them.
Make the proper journal entries on a sheet captioned as in Table P4.1.

TABLE P4.1 Company Journal

Transaction# Date Description Debit Credit

4. Journalize the transactions shown in Table P4.2 for Tip Top Associates,
Inc., incurred during the month of July 20XX (assume accrual basis).

TABLE P4.2 Transactions for Tip Top Associates

6-Jul Initializing capital deposited in bank $12,000
10-Jul Office supplies purchased 250
12-Jul Purchase computer 3,500

(paying $1000 with balance on account)
15-Jul Office rent 425
20-Jul Billing to Jones County Board of Education 1,255
25-Jul Salaries—employee payroll 655
28-Jul Paid on account for computer 800
30-Jul Cost of expended supplies 145
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5. Transactions during the period 1 December 2015 to 30 November 2016
are given below for ABC Construction.

(1) Total income (fees) from construction contracts $400,000
(2) Material inventory purchased on account 80,000
(3) Total office rent paid 20,000
(4) Salaries paid to engineers 90,000
(5) Accounts receivable collected 60,000
(6) Account payable paid 30,000
(7) Subcontractor accounts paid 70,000
(8) Bidding expenses 20,000
(9) Building depreciation 40,000
(10) Construction equipment depreciation 30,000

Using the transactions presented in Appendix B as a guide:
� Journalize all of the above transactions.
� Post journal entries to appropriate accounts.
� Develop the Income Statement for period 1 December 2015 to 30

November 2016.
� Develop the Balance Sheet for ABC Construction as of 30 November

2016.
6. What is a “real” account? How does it differ from a nominal account?
7. What is the reason for closing accounts?

TABLE P4.3 Balance Sheet, CPM Construction Company (31 December, 2013)

Assets Liabilities
75,000 Accounts payable 85,000

Cash
110,000 Notes payable 50,000

Accounts receivable
300,000 Long-term loans 60,000

Buildings
Less accumulated depreciation
on the buildings

(150,000) Total liabilities 195,000

240,000 Net worth
Construction equipment

Less accumulated
depreciation on equipment

(80,000) Capital stocks 250,000

20,000 Retained earnings 70,000
Other assets

515,000 Total net worth 320,000
Total assets

Total net worth and liabilities 515,000
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TABLE P4.4 Transaction for CPM Construction Company

Transaction Date Transaction
Number

1 1/2/X4 CPM Co. bought construction equipment for $130,000 for which
the company paid $15,000 cash and remaining on account.

2 2/4/X4 CPM Co. was billed $20,000 by Smith Material Supplier for cost
of material.

3 3/4/X4 CPM paid $20,000 to Smith Material Supplier related to
transaction #2.

4 3/8/X4 CPM billed client for $320,000 (bill #1 on Job 101).
5 4/7/X4 CPM was billed $60,000 by National Rental Co. for renting

construction equipment.
6 5/8/X4 CPM received $290,000 from client for bill #1 on Job 101.
7 6/7/X4 CPM paid $60,000 to the National Rental Co. for the bill received

on 4/7/X4.
8 7/3/X4 CPM paid $70,000 cost of labor.
9 8/16/X4 CPM was billed $45,000 by subcontractor.

10 9/16/X4 CPM paid $45,000 to the subcontractor for the bill received on
8/16/X4.

11 10/1/X4 CPM billed client for $280,000 (bill #2 on Job 101).
12 10/20/X4 Accounts receivable of $20,000 are collected.
13 11/15/X4 CPM received $265,000 from client for bill #2.
14 12/15/X4 Accounts payable of $40,000 are paid.
15 12/25/X4 CPM paid $145,000 in payroll expense.
16 12/30/X4 Dividends paid in the amount of $20,000 to stockholders.
17 12/30/X4 Building depreciation of $30,000 recognized for the year.
18 12/30/X4 CPM depreciates its construction equipment for the total of

$65,000 each year (this includes also the depreciation of the
equipment bought on 1/2/X4.)

8. Can you think of construction contractors who can use the Completed-
Contract method on a regular basis due to the type of contracts that they
normally undertake?

9. How are the Income Statement and Balance Sheet linked when closing
accounts?

10. The Balance Sheet of CPM Construction Company as of 31 December
2013 is given in Table P4.3. Assume that this company is using the POC
method of income recognition. Further, assume that 65% of the projects
with total bid price of $850,000 have been completed in 2014.
(a) Journalize the following transactions. Identify each transaction as

asset, liability, revenue, expense, and so forth (Table P4.4).
(b) Establish relevant accounts for posting. Divide them into categories

as Assets, Liabilities, and Net Worth.
(c) Close accounts as of 31 December 2014.
(d) Develop the Income Statement for the year 2014.
(e) Develop the Balance Sheet as of 31 December 20X4.
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CHAPTER 5

PROJECT-LEVEL COST CONTROL

OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT-LEVEL COST
CONTROL IN CONSTRUCTION

As had been emphasized in the first four chapters, construction is a project-
based activity. In dealing with financial accounting, the focus has been on the
company and the generation of revenue and income at the level of the firm.
The company income is the aggregate of income generated from the projects
in progress (and completed) as well as other revenue-generating activities
(e.g., equipment rental, etc.). We now must address the project level to better
understand how revenue and the associated income flows from these profit
centers are tied into the company-level accounting system.

Within the project format, there are a number of issues that are critical to
making a given job profitable:

� Tracking costs to date is one of the primary jobs of a successful project
manager.

� On more sophisticated projects, finding the earned value to date is essen-
tial to avoiding cost overruns.

� Projection of profit to date, based on revenues and costs to date allows
the PM to assess the profitability of the project.

� Actual costs must be compared to budgeted costs in order to determine
whether the project is on the cost profile originally predicted.
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� A viable cost control system must be developed to ensure the early
detection and assessment of financial problems on the project.

� An effective cost control system must be able to detect and reflect both
profitable and negative cost trends.

� A good cost control system can be the basis for accurate calculation of
unit costs, which can be used for pricing future work.

UNIQUE ASPECTS OF CONSTRUCTION COST CONTROL

Cost control in the manufacturing and service sectors is dealt with prior
to the sale of the product or service. The manufacturer of a refrigerator or
TV set knows the direct cost of manufacturing a given unit prior to sale. In
construction, the project is “sold” first, before the costs of construction are
incurred. Since the cost is fixed on a manufactured item or service prior to
sale, profit can be influenced by increasing or decreasing the sale price based
on the strength of the market.

In the manufacturing and service sectors, pricing may, and typically does,
vary as units are sold over time. Both the retail and wholesale prices of a
lawn mower, for instance, vary over time based on market conditions. If the
market is strong and demand is high, the sales price of the product or service
can be increased. In discussing the sale of bicycles in the Chapter 1, it was
noted that if the initial sale price leads to low sales volume (customers are not
attracted to purchase), the price can be reduced. Simply stated, if the market
is weak, the price of the unit of sale may be reduced. Conversely, a strong
market usually supports an increase in price.

In construction, the price and revenue from the project are effectively fixed
at the time the bid is quoted and accepted. Therefore, decisions, regarding
pricing and profit are agreed to by the client and the contractor prior to
beginning construction.1 Since the price and levels of expected revenues are,
as a practical matter, fixed when the bid is accepted, construction project
managers are primarily involved with management and control of costs. The
quoted price cannot be changed or renegotiated unless major deviation from
the conditions, as shown in the contract documents, can be established.

Once the bid price is accepted by the client, project managers are focused
on cost control. The lower the cost, the greater the profit generated on a given
project. Pricing is subject to very little variation. Therefore:

Project Profit = Bid Price as adjusted (Fixed) − Cost of Work (Variable)

1 Certain contracts (Unit price, Cost plus, etc.) do provide for small adjustments based on field conditions
and quantities installed.
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Because “cost of work” is the variable in this equation, management
is heavily involved in data collection, reporting, and analysis with the ob-
jective of controlling and reducing (where possible) the project cost. Most
construction companies have developed cost control systems to capture vari-
ations as they occur during construction.

TYPES OF COSTS

Contractor-incurred costs associated with the construction of a given facility
relate to:

1. Direct cost consumed in the realization of a physical subelement of the
project (e.g., labor and material costs involved in pouring a footer).

2. Production support costs incurred by project-level support resources or
required by the contract (e.g., the superintendent’s salary, site office
costs, builder’s risk insurance, etc.).

3. Costs associated with the operation and management of the company as
a viable entity (i.e., General and Administrative “G & A” costs) such
as the costs associated with preparation of payroll in the home office,
preparation of the estimate, marketing, and salaries of company officers.

The production support costs are normally referred as project indirect costs
or field overhead. G & A costs are also referred to as home office overhead.
All of these charges must be recovered before income to the firm is generated.

The term overhead is used loosely to refer to all non-direct costs (i.e., 2
and 3 above) on the project. Overhead costs in construction are typically less
than 5% of total project costs. Conversely, the direct cost percent of total
cost in construction is relatively high. By comparison, overheads in other
industries tend be much higher than those in construction. For this reason,
careful management of direct costs is critical to success in completing a
construction project. (Why would overheads in the fast-food industry be
higher than those in construction?)

THE CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATE

Project cost control starts with the estimate prepared to support submittal
of a bid for any given project. In order to bid on a job, an estimate of all
direct, indirect, and home office overhead costs for the project is prepared.
The line items and quantities required to complete the project are estimated
(“taken off”) from its plans and specifications. The total cost associated with
each direct cost line item is the product of its quantity times its unit cost.
Ideally, unit costs are based on data from past projects of a similar nature
performed by the company. In most cases, however, a project includes new
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Figure 5.1 Typical estimate summary.

items whose unit cost must be obtained from published references or from a
detailed analysis of each resource required by the item. A typical summary
estimate is shown in Figure 5.1.

The line items in the estimate can be referred to as estimating accounts.
The costs developed during the estimating period form the basis of the project
budget, which consists of cost accounts establishing target values and cost
goals for the project.

When the estimate of costs is distributed across the life of the project by
plotting cost amounts during each period of the project against time, the cost
estimate is transformed into a time-scaled budget. The budget also reflects
corrections and refinements made to the estimate following acceptance of the
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bid and prior to commencement of the work. There is normally a one-to-one
relationship between the estimating accounts in the estimate and the cost
accounts in the project budget. The costs developed during the estimating
phase are transferred to the budget and represent target values against which
field costs and performance can be measured.

COST CONTROL SYSTEM

In construction, each project is unique and requires a customized cost con-
trol system. The project cost control system is a management information
system that gathers cost data designed to aid the manager in controlling the
project. As such, the project cost control system is to the manager what the
cockpit dials and instruments are to the pilot of an airplane. It is a monitoring
system designed to provide timely feedback to management regarding actual
performance on a given project vis-à-vis project performance goals, such as
those contained in the project budget. A secondary function of the job cost
system is the collection of data to be used as a basis for estimating future jobs.
The system collects historical data on actual costs of labor, equipment, and
materials, which provide reference information in pricing out future projects.
Therefore, the cost control system serves two major functions: (1) cost mon-
itoring and control versus the project budget, and (2) collection of data for
estimating future projects.

As construction proceeds, field data are collected in the appropriate job
cost accounts. At this point, the project manager is in a position to compare
actual field data with the expectations reflected in the budget. Variances
are monitored between expected costs and actual field production rates and
charges. By examining the variances, the manager can detect which accounts
are seriously deviating from planned progress and can take corrective action.
This approach is often referred to as management by exception. A conceptual
diagram of the relationship of the financial accounting and cost accounting
systems is shown in Figure 5.2. Cost management focuses on monitoring and
controlling the cash flowing into and through the project cost accounts.

BUILDING A COST CONTROL SYSTEM

The form and design a of a cost control system depends upon the needs of the
contractor and the effort that must be expended to implement and maintain
the system. As with all management systems, the effort and time expended
in operating the system must be weighed against the savings achieved by
using the system. To be effective, the cost control system must produce the
right amount of information at the right time (e.g., think pilot and aircraft
instruments). The extent to which project management supports a project
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Figure 5.2 Cost control system layout.

control system depends upon management attitude, the financial risks inherent
in the form of contract and the size of the profit margin.

The design, implementation, and maintenance of a project cost control sys-
tem can be considered a multistep process. The five steps shown schematically
in Figure 5.3 form the basis for establishing and maintaining a cost control
system. The following questions regarding each step in the implementation
of the cost control system must be addressed:

1. Chart of cost accounts. What will be the basis adopted for developing
estimated project expenditures, and how will this basis be related to
the firm’s general accounts and accounting functions? What will be the
level of detail adopted in defining the project cost accounts, and how
will they interface with the general ledger accounts of the company’s
financial accounting system?

2. Project cost plan/budget. How will the cost accounts be utilized to allow
comparisons between the project estimate and budget with actual costs
as recorded in the field? How will the project budget estimate be related
to the construction plan and schedule in the formation of a project cost
control framework?

3. Cost data collection. How will cost data be collected and integrated into
the cost-reporting system?
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Step 1 Chart of cost accounts

Step 2 Project cost plan

Step 3 Cost data collection

Step 4 Project cost reporting

Step 5 Cost engineering

1
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Figure 5.3 Steps in cost control.

4. Project cost reporting. What project cost reports are relevant and re-
quired by project management in its cost management of the project?

5. Cost engineering. What cost engineering procedures should project
management implement in its efforts to minimize costs?

These are basic questions that management must address in setting up the
cost control system.

COST ACCOUNTS

Cost accounts define the level of detail at which job cost information will be
maintained. Cost accounts can be very rudimentary or very detailed, depend-
ing on the complexity of the project and the needs of management. Cousin
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Elmer and Uncle Fudd of Fudd Associates may decide to define just four cost
accounts for each project as follows:

1. Labor Cost
2. Equipment Cost
3. Material Cost
4. Other Costs

This amounts to keeping four physical folders into which documents for
each of the four types of costs are aggregated. This level of detail is, of course,
very coarse and is not particularly helpful in locating potential cost overruns
or for estimating future jobs.

The more complex the project, the finer the level of detail must be. The
numerical or alphanumeric designations of individual line items defined for
control purposes are called cost codes. Therefore, cost accounts are defined
in terms of a cost code or numbering system.

The cost accounts can be thought of as a subsection of the overall chart of
accounts (which includes revenue and other general ledger accounts). Project
cost accounts link to the Project expense accounts in the general ledger (G/L).
Depending upon the desires of management and the purpose of the project
cost control system, these accounts can be fully integrated into the general
ledger.

Many contractors find it desirable to maintain the cost accounts separately
from the G/L accounts. The aggregate amounts of the individual cost accounts
are posted to summary (work in progress) expense accounts for each project.
This approach is shown conceptually in Transaction 3 of Appendix B.

COST ACCOUNT STRUCTURE

The first step in establishing a project cost control system is the definition of
project-level cost centers. The primary function of the cost account breakdown
is to divide the total project into significant units of work that can be measured
in the field (see Figure 5.4).

In most construction firms, cost systems have a structured sequence cor-
responding to the order of appearance of the various trades or types of con-
struction processes typical of the company’s construction activity. Heavy
construction contractors are interested in earthwork-related accounts such as
grading, ditching, clearing and grubbing, and machine excavation. References
and information published by the American Road and Transportation Builders
Association (ARTBA) emphasize these type of accounts. The MasterFormat
published by the Construction Specifications Institute focuses on building
or vertical construction accounts. A breakdown of the major classifications
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MASTER LIST OF PROJECT COST ACCOUNTS
Subaccounts of General Ledger Account 80.000

PROJECT EXPENSE
Project Work Accounts Project Overhead Accounts
100–699 700–999

100 Clearing and grubbing 700 Project administration
101 Demolition .01 Project manager
102 Underpinning .02 Office engineer
103 Earth excavation 701 Construction supervision
104 Rock excavation .01 Superintendent
105 Backfill .02 Carpenter foreman
115 Wood structural piles .03 Concrete foreman
116 Steel structural piles 702 Project office
117 Concrete structural piles .01 Move in and move out
121 Steel sheet piling .02 Furniture
240 Concrete, poured .03 Supplies

.01 Footings 703 Timekeeping and

.05 Grade beams .01 security

.07 Slab on grade .02 Timekeeper

.08 Beams .03 Watchmen

.10 Slab on forms 705 Guards

.11 Columns .01 Utilities and services

.12 Walls .02 Water

.16 Stairs .03 Gas

.20 Expansion joint .04 Electricity

.40 Screeds 710 Telephone

.50 Float finish 711 Storage facilities

.51 Trowel finish 712 Temporary fences

.60 Rubbing 715 Temporary bulkheads

.90 Curing 717 Storage area renta!
245 Precast concrete 720 Job sign
260 Concrete forms 721 Drinking water

.01 Footings 722 Sanitary facilities

.05 Grade beams 725 First-aid facilities

.07 Slab on grade 726 Temporary lighting

.08 Beams 730 Temporary stairs

.10 Slab 740 Load tests

.11 Columns 750 Small tools

.12 Walls 755 Permits and fees
270 Reinforcing steel 756 Concrete tests

.01 Footings 760 Compaction tests

.12 Walls 761 Photographs
280 Structural steel 765 Surveys
350 Masonry 770 Cutting and patching

.01 8-in. block 780 Winter operation

.02 12-in. block 785 Drayage

.06 Common brick 790 Parking

.20 Face brick Protection of adjoining property

.60 Glazed tile 795 Drawings
400 Carpentry 796 Engineering
440 Millwork 800 Worker transportation
500 Miscellaneous metals 805 Worker housing

.01 Metal door frames 810 Worker feeding

.20 Window sash 880 Genera! clean-up

.50 Toilet partitions 950 Equipment
560 Finish hardware .01 Move in
620 Paving .02 Set up
680 Allowances .03 Dismantling
685 Fencing .04 Move out

Figure 5.4 List of typical project expense (cost) accounts.
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within the MasterFormat account system is shown in Table 5.1. A por-
tion of the second level of detail for the classifications 0 to 3 is shown in
Figure 5.5.

PROJECT COST CODE STRUCTURE

Once project cost accounts are established, each account is then assigned
an identifying numeric or alphanumeric code known as a cost code. Once
segregated by associated cost centers, all the elements of expense constituting
a work unit can be properly recorded by cost code.

A variety of cost-coding systems exists in practice, and standard charts
of account are published by organizations such as the National Association
of Home Builders (NAHB), Associated General Contractors (AGC), and the
Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) These standardized codes are very
useful when a contractor needs to use manuals or other types of published
information to estimate a unit of price for a line item. Standardization allows
a uniform definition of the item, its unit of measure, and even its location in
the estimate. Furthermore, sections in project specifications usually follow
the structure of a standard code, thus simplifying the cross-referencing of
items in the project’s cost estimate and its drawings.

The MasterFormat code as used in the R.S. Means Building Construction
Cost Data identifies three levels of detail. At the highest level, the major
work classification, as given in Table 5.1, is defined. Also at this level, major
subdivisions within the work category are established. For instance, 030-level
accounts pertain to concrete, while 031 accounts are accounts specifically
dealing with concrete forming. In a similar manner, 032 accounts are reserved
for cost activity associated with concrete reinforcement.

At the next level down, a designation of the physical component or subele-
ment of the construction is established. This is done by adding three digits
to the work classification two-digit code. For instance, the three-digit code
for footings is 158. Therefore, the code 031158 indicates an account dealing
with concrete forming costs for footings.

At the third and lowest level, digits specifying a more precise definition
of the physical subelement are used. For instance an account code of 031
158 5000 can indicate that this account records costs for forming concrete
footings of a particular type (see Figure 5.6). This level of refinement is
very great, and the account can be made very sensitive to the peculiarities
of the construction technology to be used. Further refinement could differ-
entiate between forming different types of footings with different types of
material.

At this level, the cost engineer and construction manager have a great
deal of flexibility in reflecting unique aspects of the placement technology
that lead to cost fluctuations and thus must be considered in defining cost
centers.
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TABLE 5.1 Major Divisions in CSI’s MasterFormat Uniform
Construction Index 2004

Procurement ands Contracting subgroup
00 – Procurement and Contracting Requirements

General Requirements subgroup
01 – General Requirements

Facilities Construction subgroup
02 – Existing Conditions
03 – Concrete
04 – Masonry
05 – Metals
06 – Wood, Plastics, and Composites
07 – Thermal and Moisture Protection
08 – Openings
09 – Finishes
10 – Specialties
11 – Equipment
12 – Furnishings
13 – Special Construction
14 – Conveying Equipment
15 – Reserved for future use in Mechanical
16 – Reserved for future use in Electrical

Facilities Services subgroup
21 – Fire Suppression
22 – Plumbing
23 – Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning
25 – Integrated Automation
26 – Electrical
27 – Communications
28 – Electronic Safety and Security

Site and Infrastructure subgroup
31 – Earthwork
32 – Exterior Improvements
33 – Utilities
34 – Transportation
35 – Waterway and Marine Construction

Process Equipment subgroup
40 – Process Integration
41 – Material Processing and Handling Equipment
42 – Process Heating, Cooling, and Drying Equipment
43 – Process Gas and Liquid Handling, Purification and Storage Equipment
44 – Pollution Control Equipment
45 – Industry-Specific Manufacturing Equipment
48 – Electrical Power Generation
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MasterFormat Mediumscope

MasterFormat Division

031 CREW DAILY
OUTPUT

LABOR-
HOURS UNIT

MAT.

305 .105 SFCA 1.51 2.50 .09 4.10 5.75

LABOR
1996 BARE COSTS

158

5000 Spread footings, 1 use

FORMS IN PLACE, FOOTINGS Continuous wall, 1 use    C-1

EQUIP. TOTAL
TOTAL

INCL.  O&P
Struct C.I.P. Formwork

031

031 Concrete Formwork

031
100
158 5000

Means Subdivision

Means Major Classification
Means Individual Line Number

Figure 5.6 Cost (line item) structure in the MasterFormat code.

Large and complex projects in industrial and energy-related construction
may require cost codes that reflect additional information, such as the project
designation, the year in which the project was started, and the type of project.
Long and complex codes in excess of 10 digits can result. An example of such
a code is shown in Figure 5.7. This code, consisting of 13 digits, specifically
defines the following items:

1. Year in which project was started (2014).
2. Project control number (15).
3. Project type (5 for power station).
4. Area code (16 for boiler house).
5. Functional division (2, indicating foundation area).
6. General work classification (0210, indicating site clearing).
7. Distribution code (6, indicating construction equipment).

Project classification

1 4 1 5 5 – 1 6 2 – 0 2 1 0 – 6

6

Specific

classification

Construction

equipment

General work classification

0210 – Site clearing

Functional division within project

Boiler house

foundation area

16

2

Project initiation year

Project number

Project type 5 = power

Figure 5.7 Classification of accounts: Typical data structure.
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The distribution code establishes what type of resource is being costed to
the work process (i.e., clearing), the physical subelement (i.e., foundations) in
what area of which project. Typical distribution codes might be as follows:

1. Labor
2. Permanent materials
3. Temporary materials
4. Installed equipment
5. Expendables
6. Construction equipment
7. Supply
8. Subcontract
9. Indirect

Clearly, these codes “slice and dice” the project into a very high level of
detail. This makes the four cost folders used by Fudd Associates, Inc. look
pretty paltry. An impressive concentration of information can be achieved by
proper design of the cost code. Such codes are also ideally suited for data
retrieval, sorting, and assembly of reports on the basis of selected parameters
(e.g., all construction equipment costs for concrete forming on project 10
started in a given year). The desire to cram too much information into cost
codes, however, can make them so large and unwieldy that they are confusing
to upper-level management.

COST ACCOUNTS FOR INTEGRATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT

In large and complex projects, it is advantageous to break the project into
common building blocks for control both of cost and time. The concept of
a common unit within the project that integrates both scheduling and cost
control has led to the development of the work breakdown approach. The
basic common denominator in this scheme is the work package, which is a
subelement of the project on which both the cost and time data are collected
for project status reporting. The collection of time and cost data based on work
packages has led to the term integrated project management. That is, the status
reporting function has been integrated at the level of the work package. The
set of work packages in a project constitutes its work breakdown structure
(WBS).

The work breakdown structure and work packages for control of a
project can be defined by developing a matrix similar to the one shown in
Figure 5.8. The columns of this matrix are defined by breaking the project
into physical subcomponents. Thus, we have a hierarchy of levels that begins
with the project as a whole and, at the lowest level, subdivides the project into
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General expense resources

Small tools

Construction equipment

Construction materials

Permanent materials

Craft labor

Project breakdown

DF441 Place & vibrate

concrete in foundations
direct chute

121002 Boiler building foundation

(None this work package)

(None this work package)
(None this work package)

6000 Smalls tools
5104 Vibrators

2121 Concrete
1110 Laborers

1190 Cement workers

T
a
s
k
/r

e
s
p
o
n
s
ib

ili
ty

b
re

a
k
d
o
w

n

Reso
urc

es

Work packages

Figure 5.9 Three-dimensional visualization of work-package-oriented cost ac-
counts.

physical end items such as foundations and areas. As shown in Figure 5.8, the
project is subdivided into systems. The individual systems are further divided
into disciplines (e.g., civil, mechanical, electrical). The lowest level of the
hierarchy indicates physical end items (foundation 1, etc.). Work packages at
this lowest level of the hierarchy are called control accounts.

The rows of the matrix are defined by technology and responsibility. At
the lowest level of this hierarchy, the responsibilities are shown in terms of
tasks, such as concrete, framing, and earthwork. These tasks imply various
craft specialties and technologies. Typical work packages then are defined,
for example, as concrete tasks on foundation 1 and earthwork on foundations
1 and 2.

This approach can be expanded to a three-dimensional matrix by consider-
ing the resources to be used on each work package (see Figure 5.9). Using this
three-dimensional breakdown, we can develop definition in terms of phys-
ical subelement, task, and responsibility, as well as resource commitment.
A cost code structure to reflect this matrix structure is given in Figure 5.10
This 15-digit code defines units for collecting information in terms of work
package and resource type. Resource usage in terms of monetary units, quan-
tities, man-hours, and equipment-hours for a foundation in the boiler building
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Project breakdown (length and
format varies with projects)

Task/responsibility code
1st alpha–direct (D) or indirect (I)

2nd alpha–major category of work
3rd–5th digits–detail

Resources
1st digit–major accounting category

2–4th digits–detail

(As required for a

given work package)Work package

N N N N N N – A A N N N N N N N

N N N N
N N N N

Figure 5.10 Basic cost code structure.

would be collected under work package code 121002. If this work relates
to placement and vibration of concrete by using a direct chute, the code is
expanded to include the alphanumeric code DF441. The resource code for
the concrete is 2121. Therefore, the complete code for concrete in the boiler
building foundations placed by using a chute would be 121002-DF441-2121.

This code allows collection of cost data at a very fine level. Schedul-
ing of this work is also referenced to the work package code as shown in
Figure 5.11. The schedule activities are shown in this figure as subtasks
related to the work package.

EARNED VALUE ANALYSIS

Earned Value Analysis (EVA), also known as Earned Value Management
(EVM), is the main formal project cost control technique currently used in
construction. It also integrates elements of schedule control, using simple
measures that can be understood by most construction professionals.

To illustrate the context for EVA, consider a situation where a carpet
installing subcontractor has agreed to complete a contract for a six-story
building. The owner will furnish all materials and pay the subcontractor by
time billed. The contract specifies a duration of three weeks at a cost of
$450,000. Two weeks into the job, two stories have been carpeted, but four
stories remain untouched. Furthermore, the carpet installed so far has cost
half of the total budget for this item. Most people will conclude that it is very
likely that this subcontractor will take longer than planned to complete its
contract and will end up with a cost overrun. If finishing two floors out of six
has taken two weeks, isn’t it reasonable to infer that the total job will take six
weeks? Or that the total cost will be 150% of the budget, since one third of
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the work has taken half of the budget? These figures are simple extrapolations
of the performance so far, and reflect the assumption that the cost and time
performance rates up to now are representative of the rates for the remainder
of this subcontractor’s job.

EVA uses exactly the preceding thought process to assess whether a project
is ahead or behind schedule, and whether it will cost less or more than its
budget. It compares the value of the work performed to date (its “earned”
value) with the value of the work planned to have been done to date and
with the actual cost of the work to date. If the earned value is less than the
planned value, EVA will report that the project is behind schedule. If the
earned value is less than the actual cost, it will report that the project is over
budget.

EVA’s rationale for tracking cost and schedule is as simple as it is power-
ful. Its validity is confirmed by its use throughout many years and in many
projects. It was originally implemented by the Department of Defense in the
late 1970s to help better control complex projects. This original system was
called the Cost and Schedule Control Systems Criteria or C/SCSC. It proved
to be so effective that other government agencies (e.g., Department of En-
ergy, etc.) adopted C/SCSC as a means of maintaining oversight on complex
projects such as nuclear and conventional power plants. Private owners such
as power companies implemented similar systems, since reporting to various
government authorities encouraged or required the use of C/SCSC and earned
value concepts. Nowadays, EVA is supported by virtually all scheduling and
cost control packages such as Primavera Project Planner R© and Microsoft
Project R©. Its principles permeate the management of virtually all large con-
struction projects, even in cases where their project managers may not be
explicitly aware of the technique as discussed in this section.

The idea of earned value is based upon a rigorous development of percent
complete of the budgeted costs associated with individual work packages or
line items. Each work package has an initial budget or estimate which is
defined as the Budgeted Cost at Completion or BCAC. As work proceeds on
an individual work package or account, assessment of the percent complete is
made at various study dates. The initial schedule establishes an expected level
of work completion as of the study date. The level of expected production
is often shown as an S-curve plotting the cost or units of production (e.g.,
units produced, work hours expended, etc.) against time. This cost/production
curve is referred to as the baseline. At any given time (study date), the units
of cost/production indicated by the baseline are called the Budgeted Cost of
Work Scheduled (BCWS).

The tracking system requires that field reports provide information about
the Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) and the Actual Quantity of
Work Performed (AQWP). The “earned value” is the Budgeted Cost of Work
Performed (BCWP). The relative values for a given work package or account
at a given point in time (see Figure 5.12) provide information about the status
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Cost/Prod. Units

Baseline

BCAC

TimeStudy Date

BCWS

Schedule
Variance Cost

Variance

ACWP

BCWP

Figure 5.12 Control values for Earned Value Analysis.

in terms of cost and schedule variance. The six parameters that form the
foundation of the “earned value” concept are:

1. BCWS. Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled = Value of the baseline at
a given time ACWP: Actual Cost of Work Performed; Measured in the
field.

2. ACWP. Actual Cost of Work Performed – Measured in the field.
3. BCWP. Budgeted Cost of Work Performed = [% Complete] × BCAC.
4. BCAC. Budgeted Cost At Completion = Contracted Total Cost for the

Work Package.
5. AQWP. Acutal Quantity of Work Performed – Measured in the field.
6. BQAC. Budgeted Quantity at Completion – Value of the Quantity Base-

line as Projected at a Given Point.

In order to put these terms into context, consider the small project shown
in Figure 5.13 The project consists of two control accounts: A and B. “A”
consists of two subaccounts, A.1 and A.2. The study date (e.g., September 1,
etc.) information for these work packages is given in TABLE 5.2. In this
example, the budget is expressed in worker hours so the baseline for control
is in worker hours. The estimated total number of worker hours for this scope
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PROJECT

A

A. 1 A. 2

B

Figure 5.13 A simple project hierarchy.

of work is 215 (the sum of the estimated worker hours for A.1, A.2, and B).
The BCWP, or earned value for a given work package, is given as:

BCWPi = PCi × BCACi

Where i is the work package or account label, and PC is the percent complete
as of the study date.

The percent complete (PC) for each package is based on the ratio of the
Actual Quantities (AQWP) divided by the Budgeted Quantity at Completion
(BQAC) based on the latest quantity assessment. If we know that the original
quantity estimate is 100 units, but updated information indicates that a total
of 120 units will be required to complete the work, completion of 50 units
would not indicate 50 percent complete. The correct PC would be 50/120
(e.g., AQWP/BQAC).

Based on the information in Table 5.2, the PC for each work package in
the small project would be:

PC(A.1) 35/105 = 0.333

PC(A.2) 60/77 0.780

PC(B) = 100/125 0.800

TABLE 5.2 Study Date Data for Simple Project

BCAC ACWP BQAC AQWP PC (%) BCWP ECAC

A
A.1 100 40 105 35 33.3 33.3 120
A.2 50 35 77 60 78.0 39.0 45
B 65 50 125 100 80.0 52.0 62.5
Total 215 125 — — 57.8 124.3 227.5

Project PC (PPC) = Total BCWP = 124.3 ÷ 215 = 57.8%
ECACi = Estimated Cost at Completion for Work Package i = ACWPi/PCi
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Then

BCWP (Project) = .333 (100) + .78 (50) + .8 (65)

= 33.3 + 39 + 52 = 124.3

Therefore, the Project Percent Complete (PPC) for the small project is:
PPC = [ 124.3

215 ] × 100 = 57.8 percent.
This simple example illustrates several points:

1. The PC for a given package is based on the ratios of the AQWP/BQAC.
2. The PPC is calculated by relating the total BCWP (i.e., earned value) to

the total BCAC for the project scope of work.
3. The total work earned is compared to the work required. The values

of units to be earned are based on the originally budgeted units in an
account/work package and the percent earned is based on the latest
projected quantity of units at completion.

Worker hours are used to here to demonstrate the development of the PPC.
However, other cost or control units may be used according to the needs of
management.

It is very important to know that schedule and cost objectives are being
achieved. Schedule and cost performance can be characterized by cost and
schedule variances as well as cost performance and schedule performance
indices. These values in C/SCSC are defined as follows:

CV, Cost Variance = BCWP − ACWP

SV, Schedule Variance = BCWP − BCWS

CPI, Cost Performance Index = BCWP/ACWP

SPI, Schedule Performance Index = BCWP/BCWS

Figures 5.14 a, b, and c plot the values of BCWP, ACWP, and BCWS for
the small project data given in Table 5.2. At any given study date, management
will want to know what are the cost and schedule variance for each work
packages. The variances can be calculated as follows:

CV(A.1) = BCWP (A.1) − ACWP (A.1) = 33.3 − 40 = −6.7

CV (A.2) = BCWP (A.2) − ACWP (A.2) = 39 − 35 = +4

CV (B) = BCWP (B) − ACWP (B) = 52 − 50 = +2
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Since the CV values for A.2 and B are positive, those accounts are within
budget (i.e., the budgeted cost earned is greater than the actual cost). In
other words, less is being paid in the field than was originally budgeted. The
negative variance for A.1 indicates it is overrunning budget. That is, actual
cost is greater than the cost budgeted.

This is confirmed by the values of the CPI for each package:

CPI (A.1) = 33/40 < 1.0 A value less that 1.0 indicates cost overrun of
budget.

CPI (A.2) = 39/35 > 1.0
CPI (B) = 52/50 > 1.0 Values greater than 1.0 indicate actual cost less

than budgeted cost

The schedule variances for each package are as follows:

SV (A.1) = BCWP (A.1) − BCWS (A.1) = 33.3 − 50 − 16.7

SV (A.2) = BCWP (A.2) − BCWS (A.2) = 39 − 32 = +7

SV (B) = BCWP (B) − BCWS (B) = 52 − 45 = +7

These computations are summarized in Figure 5.14.
The positive values for A.2 and B indicate that these items are ahead of

schedule. The negative value for A.1 indicates a scheduling problem. The
calculation of the SPI values will confirm this assessment. Overall, it can be
stated that A.2 and B are ahead of schedule and below cost, while A.1 is
behind schedule and over cost.

Six scenarios for permutations of ACWP, BCWP, and BCWS are possible
as established by Singh (Singh, 1991). The various combinations are shown
in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16.

The reader is encouraged to verify the information in Figure 5.16.
The earned value approach requires a comprehensive knowledge of

work packaging, budgeting, and scheduling. It is a data-intensive pro-
cedure and requires the acquisition of current data on the ACWP and
AQWP for each work package or account. It is a powerful tool, how-
ever, when management is confronted with complex projects consisting
of hundreds of control accounts. In large projects consisting of thousands
of activities and control accounts, it is a necessity. Without it, projects
can quickly spiral out of control. A more detailed presentation of this
topic is beyond the scope of this chapter. The interested reader should
refer to more detailed publications that describe the Earned Value Man-
agement System (EVMS) and the inherent procedures associated with its
implementation.
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WH/Cost
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33.3
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CPI =              =          <1.0
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TimeStudy Date
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50 WH
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(b) Baseline for A.2

32 = BCWSACWP = 35

BCWP = 39

BCWP
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33.3
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Figure 5.14 States of Control account for single project.
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Figure 5.15 Scenarios for permutations between ACWP, BCWP, and BCWS
(Singh, 1991).
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LABOR DATA COST COLLECTION

The purpose of the payroll system is to (1) determine the amount of and
disburse wages to the labor force, (2) provide for payroll deductions, (3)
maintain records for tax and other purposes, and (4) to provide information
regarding labor expenses. The source document used to collect data for payroll
is a daily or weekly time card for each hourly employee similar to that
shown in Figure 5.16. This card is usually prepared by foremen, checked by
the superintendent or field office engineer, and transmitted via the project
manager to the head office payroll section for processing. The makeup of
the cards is such that the foreman or timekeeper has positions next to the
name of each employee for the allocation of the time worked on appropriate
cost subaccounts. The foreman in the distribution made in Figure 5.17 has
charged 4 hours of A. Apple’s time to an earth excavation account and 4 hours
to rock excavation. Apple is a code 15 craft, indicating that he is an operating
engineer (equipment operator). As noted, this distribution of time allows the
generation of management information aligning work effort with cost center.
If no allocation is made, these management data are lost.
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Figure 5.17 Foreman’s daily labor distribution report.

The flow of data from the field through preparation and generation of checks
to cost accounts and earnings accumulation records is shown in Figure 5.18.

This data structure establishes the flow of raw data or information from the
field to management. Raw data enter the system as field entries and are pro-
cessed to service both payroll and cost accounting functions. Temporary files
are generated to calculate and produce checks and check register informa-
tion. Simultaneously, information is derived from the field entries to update
project cost accounts. These quantity data are not required by the financial
accounting system and can be thought of as management data only.
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Figure 5.18 Payroll data structure.

From the time card, the worker’s ID (badge number), pay rate, and hours in
each cost account are fed to processing routines that cross check them against
the worker data (permanent) file and use them to calculate gross earnings,
deductions, and net earnings. Summations of gross earnings, deductions, and
net earnings are carried to service the legal reporting requirements placed on
the contractor by insurance carriers (Public Liability and Property Damage,
workmen’s compensation), the unions, and government agencies (e.g., Social
Security and Unemployment).
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. As a construction project manager, what general categories of informa-
tion would you want to have on a cost control report to properly evaluate
what you think is a developing overrun on an operation, “place foun-
dation concrete,” that is now under way and has at least 5 weeks to go
before it is completed?

2. What are the major functions of a project coding system?
3. List advantages and disadvantages of the MasterFormat coding system.
4. Assume that you are the cost engineer on a new $12 million commercial

building project. Starting with your company’s standard cost code, ex-
plain how you would develop a project cost code for this job. Be sure that
the differences in purpose and content between these two types of cost
codes are clear in your explanation. Specify any additional information
that may be needed to draw up the project cost code.

5. Develop a cost code system that gives information regarding:
� When project started
� Project number
� Physical area on project where cost accrued
� Division in Uniform Construction Index
� Subdivision
� Resource classification (labor, equipment)

6. The following planned figures for a trenching job are available: The
amount of excavation is 100,000 cubic yards. The resource hours and
cost are shown in Table P5.1.

TABLE P5.1 Project Effort and Costs

Resources (hours) Cost

Machines 1000 $100,000
Labor 5000 $100,000
Trucks 2000 $62,500

At a particular time during the construction, the site manager realizes
that the actual excavation will be in the range of 110,000 cu yd. Based
on the new quantity, he figures that he will have 30,000 cu yd left.

TABLE P5.2 Actual Effort and Costs

Resources Cost

Machines 895 hours $85,000
Labor 6011 man-hours $79,000
Trucks 1684 hours $50,140
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From the main office, the following job information is available (Table
P5.2):
What would concern you as manager of this job?

7. Categorize the following costs as (a) direct, (b) project indirect, or (c)
fixed overhead:
� Labor
� Materials
� Main office rental
� Tools and minor equipment, field office
� Performance bond
� Sales tax
� Main office utilities
� Salaries of managers, clerical personnel, and estimators

8. Calculate the cost and scheduling variances for each of the work packages
shown in Table P5.3. What is the percent complete for the entire package?

TABLE P5.3 Data for Problem 8

Work Hours Quantities

EST ACT Forecast EST ACT Forecast

A 15000 8940 15500 1000 600 1100
B 2000 1246 1960 200 93 195
C 500 356 510 665 540 680

9. Draw a Hierarchical diagram of the work packages A.00 and B.00. Fi-
nally, compute the total percent complete of given, using the WBS code
values. Calculate the BCWP and the project percent complete for all
codes and work packages to include A.00 and B.00. Finally, compute the
total percent complete of the project (see Table P5.4).

TABLE P5.4 Data for Problem 9

Work Hours Quantities

Code Description EST ACT Forecast EST ACT Forecast

A.00 E/W Duct 440
A.10 Partitions 230 150 225 25 14 25
A.20 Hangers 210 130 220 3 2.2 3.8
B.00 N/W Duct 645
B.10 Partitions 370 75 390 50 12 48
B.20 Hangers 275 85 260 16 4.5 16
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10. Given the diagrams in Figure P5.1 of progress on individual work pack-
ages of a project, answer the following questions:
� For Case 1, is the project ahead or behind schedule?
� For Case 2, is the project over or under cost?
� For Case 3, is the Cost Performance Index greater than 1?
� For Case 1, is the SPI greater than 1? Explain by calculation.
� For Case 4, is the project on schedule and budget or not? Explain.
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Case III

Cost

Time
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ACWP

BCWP

Case II

Cost
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Time

Figure P5.1 Diagrams for Problem 10.
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CHAPTER 6

FORECASTING FINANCIAL NEEDS

IMPORTANCE OF CASH MANAGEMENT

A construction company may be rich on paper and yet go bankrupt if it does
not have enough liquidity to pay for its financial obligations. More companies
fail for lack of liquidity than for any other reason. It can be argued that cash
is the most important resource that any contractor can manage.

A key issue in managing cash is the forecasting of cash needs over time.
The construction industry is extremely project-oriented, and, therefore, much
of the planning involves the forecasting of cash at the individual project
level. The cash requirements for the overall company is the summation of the
cash needed for all projects, plus the cash used by the central office and any
strategic purchases that the company decides to undertake.

UNDERSTANDING CASH FLOW

The progression from the moment at which a project item or resource1 is
acquired by a contractor to the moment that the project owner pays for it can
be traced as follows:

1. The item or resource is purchased or acquired. From an accountant’s
viewpoint, the contractor incurs the cost of the item or resource at this
point.

1 The term “Resource” covers payroll, payments associated with equipment usage, subcontract payment re-
quests and other overhead related charges in contrast to materials or equipment procured to be incorporated
into the finished project.
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2. The item is placed in inventory or the resource is assigned to the project.
From the owner’s perspective, no value is achieved until the purchase
is incorporated into the project or the resource performs work related to
the project.

3. The item or resource is used in the project. The contractor earns value.
This value can be billed to the client. In the vast majority of cases,
however, this value sits idle until the next progress payment is submitted
to the project owner.

4. Value is billed to the project owner. The owner takes some time to
review and prepare the payment.

5. Payment is made to the supplier, subcontractors, worker, and so forth.
This is when the contractor disburses cash to offset the cost that has
been incurred.

6. Payment is made by the project owner. The contractor receives cash for
the value incorporated in the project.

This sequence is shown in Figure 6.1. Notice that the cash available to the
contractor is not affected by any but the last two steps. If all transactions were
paid in cash immediately, the last two steps would become the first two. A
cash-only business environment is, as a practical matter, difficult to achieve. In
the preceding sequence, the contractor generates value, and the project owner
sees the project becoming more valuable before any cash is exchanged.

The difference between the point in time at which the items or resources are
paid for by the contractor and the point in time at which payment is received
from the client is called payment lag. Payment lag determines the amount of
time that the item or resource will have to be financed with the contractor’s
cash.

To illustrate this concept, suppose that an HVAC rooftop unit (RTU) costs
$10,000 and is received on April 10th. Its cost is added to the cost to date
of the project immediately. When it is installed on the 20th, its value (the
price charged to the client) of $11,000, is counted as revenue right away. The
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Figure 6.1 Accrual and cash cycles of a purchase.
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contractor pays the supplier the full cost of $10,000 on May 15th and receives
progress payment from the client on May 25th, of which $9,900 is for the
RTU. The payment lag for $9,900 out of the $10,000 paid by the contractor
is 10 days (May 15th to May 25th).

RETAINAGE

The contractor in the example above earned $11,000 of the total contract
when the RTU was installed but received only $9,900 from the project owner
for this line item. $1,100 (10% of $11,000) was retained by the client until
a point in time specified in the contract, such as the date of the project’s
substantial completion. It is common practice for owners to keep or hold
back a percentage of the progress payment amount requested. The amount
held back in escrow is called a retainage or retention. Retainage is intended
to serve as a guarantee that the contractor will not walk away from the
contract without a substantial effect on income. This is a rather large amount
(e.g., often 5 to 10% of the bid price) held by the owner until the project is
satisfactorily completed as required by the contract. Retainage is an incentive
and motivation for the contractor to cooperate in completing the project in a
timely and professional manner.

Retainage has a considerable effect on the amount of cash that the contrac-
tor has available to build a project. In the case of the RTU, the $1,100 kept
as retainage will have a much longer payment lag than the $9,900 included
in the progress payment. It is viewed as a deferred account receivable to be
collected when the entire project is satisfactorily completed (see examples in
Appendix B, Transactions 2 and 4).

PROJECT COST, VALUE, AND CASH PROFILES

Curves for the total project value and project costs to date are shown in Figure
6.2. It is common that a project’s execution begins at a relatively slow pace,
then speeds up to a steady rate for most of the construction, and decreases
its tempo in its last stages. These changes in the rate of execution result in
cumulative curves having a shape approximating a letter S. Consequently,
these graphs are called “lazy S” curves.

The cumulative value curve is normally higher than the cost incurred curve
because (hopefully) at any given point the value generated by a project is
higher than its cost to date. The disbursements flow tends to lag the cumulative
cost curve because of the payment lag.

Figure 6.3 shows the disbursement flow and includes two additional curves.
The receipts flow is a stair-step plot which reflects the cumulative amount of
money received to date. The cash position (also called net cash flow) curve
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Figure 6.2 Value earned and cost incurred.

shows the difference between the receipts and disbursements flows. If the
cash position is negative, it is called an overdraft.

The disbursements flow is shown as a lazy S curve for simplicity. An actual
disbursement curve would have a more jagged appearance (due to discrete
day to day cash outflows). The curve would, however, have the same general
shape. As will be demonstrated later in this chapter, disbursements continue
to occur even after the project execution is complete, since the contractor can
delay payment for items taken on credit. The disbursement flow is also called
the outflow curve.

As noted above, the receipts flow has a stair-step shape, as shown in
Figure 6.3. The payment amount is depicted by the jump at the beginning of
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Figure 6.3 Receipts, disbursements and cash position/overdraft.
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each month. Due to the payment lag in any contract, each received payment
pays for work earned several weeks or even months before. The billing-
payment cycle leads to this payment lag. Figure 6.3, for example, shows the
first payment occurring at the beginning of the third month. This would be a
reasonable payment lag for a contractor requesting payment of the work done
in the first month. The request is submitted at the beginning of the second
month. The remaining of the second month is spent preparing the payment
request (which is reviewed by the owner’s representative and then sent to the
client, who will take days to prepare the payment check).

The project’s net cash flow is the lower, saw tooth curve shown in
Figure 6.3. It is the difference between the receipts and disbursements, and
shows the contractor’s cash position throughout the project execution. This
curve can be visualized as the balance of a “checking account” for the project.
Because of “payment lag” and retainage, the balance of this accounting ac-
count is negative for most of the project until the cumulative progress pay-
ments are sufficient to offset expenditures. This normally doesn’t occur until
the retainage, held by the owner, is released at the end of the job. This negative
balance must be financed by the contractor. The contractor establishes a line
of credit at the bank to cover this negative balance. The line of credit operates
much like a personal credit card. Expenditures are made against the line of
credit and interest is paid for the outstanding negative balance, as shown in
the following simple example.

CASH FLOW CALCULATION—A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

Consider the simple four-activity example shown in Figure 6.4.
The base cost of the project is $200,000. Assume that the contractor origi-

nally included a profit or markup in the bid of $10,000 (i.e., 5%) so that the
total bid price was $210,000. The owner retains 10% of all validated progress
payment claims until one half of the contract value (i.e., $105,000 × 0.10)
has been built, approved, and accepted as complete. The progress payments
will be billed at the end of the month, and the owner will transfer the billed
amount minus any retainage to the contractors account 30 days later. The
amount of each progress payment can be calculated as:

Pay = 1.05 × (indirect expense + direct expense)

−0.10 × 1.05 (indirect expense + direct expense)

The minus term for retainage drops out of the equation when 50% of the
contract has been completed. Because of the delay in payment of billings
by the owner and the retainage withheld, the income profile lags behind the
expense S-curve, as shown in Figure 6.5.

The calculations required to define the overdraft profile are summarized
in Table 6.1. The information in the table is plotted in Figure 6.6. The table
indicates that the payment by the owner occurs at the end of each month,
based on the billing at the end of the previous month. It is assumed that a
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Figure 6.6 Plot of the maximum overdraft.

simple interest of 1% is applied to the overdraft to obtain the total amount
financed ($101,303). To obtain the overdraft at the end of the second month,
the progress payment of $28,350 is applied to reduce the overdraft at the
beginning of the third month to $72,953. The overdraft at the end of the
period is, then, $72,953 plus the costs for the period. Therefore, the overdraft
is $72,953 plus $80,000, or $152,953. The overdraft profile is shown below
the base line. This profile shows that the maximum requirement for borrowing
by the contractor is $154,483. Therefore, for this project the contractor must
have a line of credit of at least $155,000 plus a margin of safety, say $170,000
to cover expenses.

PEAK FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

Since the owner pays progress payments, the contractor can successfully
complete a project without paying the total cost of the project from his own
funds. As shown in the four-activity project in Figure 6.4, the contractor must
pay interest at the bank to temporarily finance the project until full payment
is received. For the simple example project, the maximum amount that must
be borrowed is $154,483. It is important for the contractor to be aware of this
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peak financial requirement so that the available line of credit at the bank is
high enough to cover this maximum. (The limit of the line of credit should
be greater than say $170,000).

For the $10 million job shown in Figure 6.3, the maximum overdraft that the
contractor of that job needs to cover is about $3.3 million (see the maximum
point of the saw tooth curve). The project total cost is $8 million. Luckily, this
peak amount is needed only in months 5 through 8. However, interest is being
paid throughout the project, since there is some level of overdraft (see the
sawtooth plot) until the end of the project. The good news is that the progress
payments received from the project owner can be leveraged to cover project
expenditures to reduce the overdraft amount. The bad news, however, is that
the contractor must borrow from the bank to cover the overdraft throughout
the project. The amount of interest paid to the bank for this financing must be
estimated and included in the project bid amount. Otherwise, the contractor is
paying the interest (i.e., financing the project) without being reimbursed by the
owner. This interest charge is a cost of doing business and industry protocols
assume that the owner must pay for this project cost. Similar examples of
this so-called inventory financing can be found in many cyclic commercial
undertakings. Automobile dealers, for instance, typically borrow money to
finance the purchase of inventories of new car models. The borrowing is
repaid as cars are sold over time.

GETTING HELP FROM THE OWNER

The best cash flow scenario for any project, from the contractor’s view-
point, would be to reduce the amount of contractor financing to zero. For
example, if the project owner agrees to directly pay all payroll and provide
advance funding for all materials and subcontractor charges, the contrac-
tor would be able to avoid financing the project overdraft. Some publicly
funded projects allow the contractor to charge a mobilization item at the be-
ginning of the project. For instance, if the owner agrees to pay the contractor
of the simple example project of Figure 6.4 a mobilization payment, this
has the effect of reducing the amount of the overdraft. As can be seen in
Figure 6.7, the area between the revenue profile and the expense curves is
reduced.

In some public projects, certain special material items or unique assemblies
can be more efficiently purchased by the owner. This leads to the idea of
government provided equipment or components. These items are specified
in the contract documents as being provided by the owner. This relieves the
contractor from the requirement of purchasing or procuring certain materials
or components that will be incorporated into the final constructed facility.
For instance, on large and complex NASA projects, tracking and electronic
gear can be purchased by the government and provided to the contractor for
assembly and inclusion into the project. The assumption is that the owner, the
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Figure 6.7 Influence of mobilization payment on payments and disbursements
profiles.

government, can procure these items at a better price or more easily than the
contractor constructing the project.

Thought Problem. Can you think of a privately owned project where
the owner would provide materials to the contractor, rather than having the
constructor shop for these items on the open market?

OPTIMIZING CASH FLOW

Realistically, a project’s cash flow is optimized, from its contractor’s per-
spective, when it ties up as little of the contractor’s money as possible. This
means that the amount of the project overdraft would be as close to zero
as possible throughout the project execution (i.e., the sawtooth curve would
virtually disappear).

Since the Cash Position curve is the distance between the disbursements
and receipts flow curves, it follows that a project has an optimum cash flow
when the disbursements curve is as close as possible to the payments curve.
The issue is, then, to develop strategies that would minimize the distance
between these two curves. Figure 6.8 helps understand the basic rationale
underlying a cash flow optimization strategy.

One strategy consists of minimizing the distance between the payment and
disbursements curves. Overdraft is reduced if the payment curve is shifted as
much as possible to the left. This implies that money is received as soon as
possible or as an advance payment (e.g., a mobilization payment.)

When the disbursements curve is moved as much as possible to the right,
the distance between the two curves is reduced, also resulting in a reduction
of the maximum cash overdraft. This is achieved when payments (by the
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Figure 6.8 Cash flow optimization strategies.
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contractor) are delayed as much as possible (e.g., delaying payment to vendors
and subcontractors).

Some measures to optimize cash flow include the following.
One effective measure shifts the payments curve to the left by implementing

an efficient collection system. Construction contractors have notoriously poor
collection practices. If the contractor can reduce the delay between work
placement and cash payment by the client, this immediately reduces the area
between the disbursement curve and the receipts profile. Many contractors
are not aggressive enough in policing outstanding accounts receivable. In
contrast, credit card companies are very aggressive in policing card holders
when their accounts are in arrears.

Payments to vendors can be done in a timely manner, to take advantage
of discounts. Vendors provide incentives for timely payment in the form of
trade credit. For example, a vendor invoice may offer a 2/10 net 30 discount.
This contract terminology establishes that a discount of 2% can be taken if
payment is received within 10 days. After 10 days, full payment is required
and must be paid by the 30th day. A contractor may decide to pass on the 2%
discount and wait until the 30th day to send payment. These discounts are
discussed further in Chapter 8.

Similarly, contractors can arrange to pay subcontractors when progress
payment covering their work is received. This pushes the payment lag down
to the subcontractor level. Subcontractors are increasingly subject to these
“pay when paid” terms, in which payment is delayed until the contractor
receives payment from the owner. This can be difficult to implement since
subcontractors may choose not to work for “pay when paid” contractors.

Another way to move the receipts flow curve to the left is to unbalance the
bid. This is possible only with unit price contracts. On unit price contracts,
a schedule of unit prices for the work is agreed to by the owner at bid time.
This schedule becomes the basis for payment of work placed.2

Essentially, for items that occur early in the project, inflated unit prices are
quoted at the time of bid submittal. Closeout items such as landscaping and
paving will be quoted at lower than cost prices. This has the effect of moving
reimbursement for the work forward in the project construction period. It
unbalances the cost of the bid items, leading to what is called front-end
loading. The increase in prices for the early items is balanced or offset by the
lower than cost prices quoted for the closeout items on the project.

The preceding strategies for optimizing cash flow are not mutually exclu-
sive, and they are often used in tandem. Moreover, there are drawbacks to
most of them. For example, using external financing requires paying interest,
which must be recovered in the bid price. Failure to correctly estimate the
interest costs at bid time can lead to insufficient coverage of these costs. This
directly affects the contractor’s bottom line. Delaying payment to suppliers
(within stipulated credit limits) results in forgoing discounts offered for early

2 For more information, see section 4.6, Halpin, Construction Management 3rd ed., 2006.
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payment. An aggressive collection policy can have a negative effect on obtain-
ing repeat business with the affected client. On the other hand, the contractor
should avoid bidding future work with owners who do not pay in a timely
manner. As noted, delaying payment to subcontractors may lead to the prime
being “blackballed” by the better subcontractors. The prime contractor’s rep-
utation will suffer in such cases. Even reducing in-house costs requires an
organizational effort that some contractors are not willing to undertake.

PROJECT CASH FLOW ESTIMATES

We have already developed a simple cash flow estimate, in which all costs
were assumed to be paid immediately as incurred. While this assumption is
helpful for understanding the conceptual framework of cash flow analysis, a
more realistic procedure must incorporate the impact of contractor payment
delays. Contractors may delay payment of part or all of their costs in order
to be competitive. Therefore, a real-world cash flow estimate must consider
these delays. Such an analysis requires the following information:

Cost incurred and contract value earned per time period. These two
elements are critical and accuracy of the cash flow analysis depends on the
method used to derive period (e.g. monthly) values for these two parameters.

Contractor credit conditions. The contractor’s policy for payment of pay-
roll, vendors, subcontractors and other creditors can greatly influence cash
flow. It is common to use historical percentages to characterize this policy.
For example, a contractor may figure that on average 40% of its costs are paid
immediately after they are incurred, 50% are paid the following month, and
the remaining 10% are paid two months later.

Table 6.2 shows an example of the process and computations required to
study the impact of payment delays. The table simplifies some elements of the
calculation and does not consider the interest costs associated with overdraft
financing as the project proceeds.

The table indicates that the contract value (bid price) of the job under
consideration is $3,000,000.3 The projected cost of the job is $2,800,000.
Retainage of 10% is held back throughout the project and is released to the
contractor after the last progress payment is made. The table shows that the
cash flow on this project occurs across a 7 month period (M1 to M7) and
appropriate columns for each month are provided to show:

1. Monthly percent executed
2. Monthly earned value and payment received
3. Monthly costs and disbursements
4. Monthly net cash flow and cash position

3 Numerical data given in Table 6.2 are shown in thousands of dollars.
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The actual work on the project occurs during a four month period (M1 to
M4) and percent estimates for each of these months is shown in section 2 of
the table.

The earned value during each month is calculated as $3,000,000 ×
(Monthly percent executed). In the first month, the earned value is
$3,000,000 × 15 percent = $450,000. These monthly earned value amounts,
as well as payments received are shown in section 3 of the table.

Client payments received lag the month in which work is performed by
two months. Therefore, payment for month 1 is received in month 3. The
actual payment received is reduced by the amount retained. That is:

Payment (i) = Value Earned (i) − ((0.10) × (Value Earned (i))

The first payment received in M3 is, therefore:

Payment (1) = $450,000 − (0.10 × ($450,000)) = $405,000

Monthly payment continues to occur through month 6 (M6) and the re-
tainage is released in month 7. The amount of the retainage is $300,000 ×
0.10 = $300,000.

Section 4 of the table deals with the costs and disbursement made period by
period from month 1 to month 4. These are calculated by multiplying the total
cost, $2,800,000 by the monthly percent executed as shown for each month
in section 1. For example, the costs and disbursements associated with work
performed in month 1 are $2,800,000 × (0.15) = $420,000. The contractor
credit policy is assumed to be - Pay 60% of the cost incurred immediately and
pay 40 % (the remainder) in the following month. This means that $420,000 ×
(0.60) is paid immediately (i.e. in month 1) and $420,000 × (0.40) is paid in
month 2.

This procedure is followed for costs and disbursements for months 2
through 4:

Month Cost Incurred Paid Immediately Paid in Following Month

2 $840,000 $504,000 $336,000
3 $980,000 $588,000 $392,000
4 $560,000 $336,000 $224,000

The final disbursement of $224,000 occurs in month 5. Adding all dis-
bursements results in a total of $2,800,000.

With this information in hand, it is possible to calculate the net cash flow
for each month as shown in section 5 of the table. The net cash flow or
“check book balance” for the first two months is the same as the amount of
expenditures in these two months since there has been only outflow during
these months and no payments received. Therefore, the net cash flows for
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M1 and M2 are $252,000 and $672,000. The cash position is the cumulative
value of net cash flows to date or $252,000 + $672,000 = $924,000.

As we proceed to month 3, there is a cash inflow (payment) of $402,000.
The expenses during this period are $924,000. These expenditures are offset
by the $405,000 yielding a net outflow for the month of $519,000. This in-
creases the negative value of the cash position (i.e. the overdraft) to $1,443,000
(i.e. $924,000 + $519,000).

As a self study activity, the reader should verify the entries in this table
and develop a plot of the overdraft profile similar to that shown in Figure 6.6.

Section 6 of the table notes that the maximum net cash flow occurs in the
second month and that the peak financial requirement (maximum overdraft)
occurs in month 3.

As might be expected, the negative cash position continues until month 7 at
which time the retainage is released. This results in a positive cash position of
$200,000 which is also the profit (i.e. value earned minus cost) expected for
the project. As was noted earlier in this chapter, the contractor must typically
finance the project throughout its duration only achieving a positive return on
the job upon its completion.

It should be emphasized that this analysis does not consider interest paid
on the overdraft. These interest charges will further reduce the project profit
so that the final take home amount for this job will be less than $200,000.
Even, if the overdrafts were to be financed out of company retained earnings,
the overdraft financing is a de facto charge for the contractor. If internal
company funds are involved, they could have been invested elsewhere in
some interest bearing instrument. Under this scheme, the company funds
committed to cover overdrafts are not available for investment (say, in a
money market account). There is an opportunity cost involved in carrying the
project overdraft. To cover this cost, most contractors include a charge for
overdraft financing in their bid for the project.

USING SOFTWARE FOR CASH FLOW COMPUTATIONS

Computer scheduling software can automate much of the cash flow com-
putations, but nearly none of the existing scheduling packages provides the
complete set of capabilities required for a project-level cash flow estimate.
At a relatively basic level, electronic spreadsheets such as Microsoft Excel
are widely used for calculating the repetitive formulas discussed here. Most
scheduling packages such as Primavera Project Planner, Suretrak (both by
Primavera Systems, Inc.), and MS Project (by Microsoft Corporation) include
the capability to cost-load project activities and can create a cost/month report
(which is the same report used for the BCWS computations in Earned Value
Management). Few programs provide for the simultaneous loading of costs
and contract values, and even fewer allow the specification of credit terms
for paying the various resources included in each activity. Software packages
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combining estimating and scheduling provide the most complete capabilities
for estimating a project cash flow.

COMPANY-LEVEL CASH FLOW PLANNING

Construction companies have complex cash requirements since they have a
relatively small number of ongoing projects, and as discussed in the previous
sections, the cash requirements for each project vary widely, depending on
factors such as overhead. Moreover, a company must plan for salary increases,
the acquisition of fixed assets and similar strategic expenditures. Finally,
any well-managed company must have cash reserves to provide for revenue
downturns and unexpected events. Table 6.3 shows an example of a company-
level cash needs forecast (values are shown in 100s).

STRATEGIC CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT: “CASH FARMING”

A hallmark of well-managed construction companies is their close attention
to cash management. The top management of a large Midwest contractor,
for example, has monthly meetings to plan their upcoming operations and
purchases based on their forecast of cash availability. When a company is so

TABLE 6.3 Company-Level Monthly Cash Flow Estimate

Fudd Associates, Inc
Cash Requirements Estimate

Month April 20XX

1. Active Projects
Project Estimated Estimated Net cash flow

payments expenditures
109–02 21,900 24,336 (2,436)
112–11 79,500 55,733 23,767
212–01 45,333 500 44,833
215–01 25,850 — 25,850
222–00 35,045 42,750 (7,705)
335– 11 90,560 95,666 (5,106)

Net operating cash flow from projects 79,203

2. General and Administrative Expenses
Salaries (45,355)
General office expenses (10,775)

Total G&A expenses (56,130)
—

Total cash requirements 23,073
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keenly aware of their cash movements, it can practice what has been called
cash farming. Cash that is not immediately needed can be invested in money
market funds or short term certificates of deposit (CDs) to generate income.
The profitability of this approach is not trivial. An analysis of Australian
contractors in the 1990s4 found that their available cash was approximately
16.7% of their revenue. This means that a contractor generating one billion
dollars of annual revenue would have $167 million to invest. At a 5% return,
that is $8.3 million, made on top of their regular operating income.

PROJECT AND GENERAL OVERHEAD

As discussed in Chapter 5, three categories of cost are of interest to a con-
tractor: direct costs, production support costs, and general and administration
costs. Production support costs are directly related to on-site project support
and are often referred to as project indirect costs. The home office charges are
referred to as general or home office overhead. All of these costs must be re-
covered before income to the firm is generated. The home office overhead, or
general and administrative (G&A) expense, can be treated as a period cost and
charged separately from the project (direct costing). On the other hand, these
costs may be prorated to the job and charged to the job cost overhead accounts
and the work-in-progress expense ledger accounts (absorption costing).

Job-related indirect costs such as those listed in the labor cost report of
Figure 6.9 (e.g., haul trash) are typically incurred as part of the on-site related
cost associated with realizing the project. As such, they are charged to appro-
priate accounts within the job cost system. The level and amount of these costs
should be projected during the estimating phase and included in the bid as
individual estimate line items. Although it is recommended that job indirect
costs be precisely defined during estimate development, many contractors
prefer to handle these charges by adding a flat rate amount to cover them.
Under this approach, the contractor calculates the direct costs (as defined in
Chapter 5) and multiplies these charges by a percentage factor (a markup)
to cover both project indirect cost items and home office fixed overhead. To
illustrate, assume that the direct costs for a given project are determined to
be $200,000. If the contractor applies a markup of 20% to cover field indirect
costs and home office overhead, the required flat charge would be $40,000. If
10% is added for profit, his total bid amount would be $264,000.

The estimate summary shown in Figure 5.1 establishes line items for
indirect charges and calculates them on an item-by-item basis (rather than ap-
plying a flat rate). Typical items of job-related indirect cost that should be esti-
mated for recovery in the bid are those listed in Figure 5.4 as project overhead
accounts (700–999). This is the recommended procedure when it is felt that

4 Kenley, R (1999). Cash farming in building and construction: a stochastic analysis. Construction Man-
agement and Economics, 17:3, 393–401.
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sufficient information is available to the contractor at the time of bid to allow
relatively precise definition of these job-related indirect costs. The R. S. Means
method of developing overhead and profit represents a percentage rate ap-
proach that incorporates a charge into the estimate to cover overhead on a line
item-by-item basis. This is essentially a variation of the flat rate application.

FIXED OVERHEAD

Whereas the project indirect charges are unique to the job and should be
estimated on a job-by-job basis, home office overhead is a more or less fixed
expense that maintains a constant level not directly tied to individual projects.
In this case, the application of a percentage rate to prorate or allocate home
office expense to each project is accepted practice, since it is not reasonable to
try to estimate the precise allocation of home office charges to a given project.
Rather, a percentage prorate or allocation factor is used to incorporate support
of home office charges into the bid.

The calculation of this home office overhead allocation factor is
based on:

1. The general and administrative (G&A) (home office) expenses incurred
in the past year.

2. The estimated sales (contract) volume for the coming year, and
3. The estimated gross margin (i.e., markup) for the coming year.

This procedure is illustrated in the following example (Adrian, 1978).

Step 1: Estimate of Annual Overhead (G&A Expense)
Last year’s G&A $270,000
10% inflation 27,000
Firm growth 23,000
Estimated G&A $320,000

Step 2: Estimate of $ of Cost Basis for Allocation
Estimated volume $4,000,000
Gross margin 20% = $800,000
Labor and material $3,200,000

Step 3: Calculate Overhead Percent
Overhead Est.

Labor and Materials
= $320,000

$3,200,000
= 10%

Step 4: Cost to Apply to a Specific Project
Estimated labor and material costs $500,000
Overhead to apply (@ 10%) 50,000
Total $550,000
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In the example, the anticipated volume for the coming year is $4,000,000.
The G&A expense for home office operation in the previous year was
$270,000. This value is adjusted for inflation effects and expected expansion
of home office operations. The assumption is that the overhead allocation
factor will be applied to the direct labor and materials costs. These direct
costs are calculated by factoring out the 20% gross margin. Gross margin, in
this case, refers to the amount of overhead and profit anticipated.

Direct costs amount to $3,200,000. The $320,000 in G&A costs to be
recovered indicate a 10% prorate to be applied against the $3,200,000 of
direct costs. This means that an overhead amount of $50,000 would be added
to a contract bid based on $500,000 of direct cost to provide for G&A cost
recovery. The profit would be added to the $550,000 base recovery amount.

CONSIDERATIONS IN ESTABLISHING FIXED OVERHEAD

In considering costs from a business point of view, it is common to categorize
them either as variable costs or fixed costs. Variable costs are costs directly
associated with the production process. In construction, they are the direct
costs for labor, machines, and materials as well as the field indirect costs (i.e.,
production support costs). These costs are considered variable since they vary
as a function of the volume of work underway. Fixed costs are incurred at a
more or less constant rate independent of the volume of work-in-progress. In
order to be in business, a certain minimum of staff in the home office, space for
home office operations, telephones, supplies, and the like must be maintained,
and costs for these items are incurred. These central administrative costs are
generally constant over a given range of sales/construction volume. If volume
expands drastically, home office support may have to be expanded also. For
purposes of analysis, however, these costs are considered fixed or constant
over the year. Fixed costs are essentially the general and administrative costs
referred to earlier.

The level of G&A (fixed) costs can be estimated by referring to the actual
costs incurred during the previous year’s operation. The method of projecting
fixed overhead as a percentage of the estimated total direct costs projected
for the coming year is widely used. Since the fixed overhead incurred in the
previous year is typically available as a percentage of the previous year’s total
sales volume, a simple conversion must be made to reflect it as a percentage
of the total direct cost. The formula for this conversion is:

PC = PS

(100 − PS)

where
PC = percentage applied to the project’s total direct cost for the coming

year, and
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PS = percentage of total volume in the reference year incurred as fixed
or G&A expense.

If, for instance, $800,000 is incurred as home office G&A expense in a
reference year in which the total volume billed was $4,000,000, the P value
would be 20% ($800,000/$4,000,000 x 100). The calculated percentage to
be added to direct costs estimates for the coming year to cover G&A fixed
overhead would be:

PC = 20

100 − 20
= 25%

If the direct cost estimate (e.g., labor, materials, equipment and field indi-
rect costs) for a job is $1,000,000, $250,000 would be added to cover fixed
overhead. Profit would be added to the total of field direct and indirect costs
plus fixed overhead. The field (variable) costs plus the fixed overhead (G&A)
charge plus profit yield the bid price. In this example, if profit is included at
10%, the total bid would be $1,375.000. It is obvious that coverage of the
field overhead is dependent on generating enough billings to offset both fixed
and variable costs.

Certain companies prefer to include a charge for fixed overhead that is
more responsive to the source of overhead support. The assumption here is
that home office support for management of certain resources is greater or
smaller, and this effect should be included in charging for overhead. For
instance, the cost of preparing payroll and support for labor in the field may
be considerably higher than the support needed in administering materials
procurement and subcontracts. Therefore, a 25% rate for fixed overhead is
applied to labor and equipment direct cost, while a 15% rate on materials and
subcontract costs is used. If differing fixed overhead rates are used on various
subcomponents of the field (variable) costs in the bid, the fixed overhead
charge will reflect the mix of resources used. This is shown in Table 6.3 in
which a fixed rate of 20% on the total direct costs for three jobs is compared
to the use of a 25% rate on labor and equipment and a 15% rate on materials
and subcontracts.

It can be seen in Table 6.4 that the fixed overhead amounts using the
25/15% approach are smaller on jobs 101 and 102 than the flat 20% rate.
This reflects the fact that the amount of labor and equipment direct cost
on these projects is smaller than the materials and subcontract costs. The
assumption is that support requirements on labor and equipment will also be
proportionately smaller. On job 102, for instance, it appears that most of the
job is subcontracted with only $200,000 of labor and equipment in house.
Therefore, the support costs for labor and equipment will be minimal, and the
bulk of the support cost will relate to management of materials procurement
and subcontract administration. This leads to a significant difference in fixed
overhead charge when the 20% flat rate is used, as opposed to the 25/15%
modified rates (i.e., $440,000 versus $350,000).
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TABLE 6.4 Comparison of Fixed Overhead Rate Structures

20% on Direct
Costs

25% on Labor
& Equipment;

15% on
Materials and

Subs

Labor and Equipment $800,000 160,000 200,000
Job 101 Materials and subcontracts 1,200,000 240,000 180,000

400,000 380,000

Labor and Equipment 200,000 40,000 50,000
Job 102 Materials and subcontracts 2,000,000 400,000 300,000

440,000 350,000

Labor and Equipment 700,000 140,000 175,000
Job 103 Materials and subcontracts 700,000 140,000 105,000

280,000 280,000

On job 103, the fixed overhead charge is the same with either of the rate
structures, since the amount of labor and equipment cost is the same as the
amount of the materials and subcontract cost.

It should be obvious that in tight bidding situations use of the stylized
rate system, which attempts to better link overhead costs to the types of
support required, might give the bidder an edge in reducing the bid. Of
course, in the example given (i.e., the 25/15% rate versus 20%), the 20%
flat rate would yield a lower overall charge for fixed overhead on labor-
and equipment-intensive jobs. The main point is that the charge for fixed
overhead should be reflective of the support required. Because the multiple
rate structure tends to reflect this better, some firms now arrive at fixed
overhead charges by using this approach rather than the flat rate applied to total
direct cost.

BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS

Both variable and fixed costs (as described in the previous section) must
be recovered by billing to the client. A certain percentage of each billed
dollar must cover the variable costs incurred, while another portion of the
billed dollar must cover the fixed overhead costs (general and administrative
expense). This is shown conceptually in Figure 6.10. If billings exceed a
certain amount (a certain level of volume is achieved), profit will be generated
by the billings. However, up to a certain level of billings, all of the dollars
billed are essentially covering the combined fixed and variable costs. The
point at which billed volume is equal to the fixed and variable cost incurred
to generate it is called the breakeven point.
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Dollar
amount

billed

Profit

% of billed amount to cover
fixed overhead (G&A
expenses)

% of billed 
amount to cover
variable costs
associated with
project

i.e., charges
by subcontractors,
by vendors for
materials, payroll
and equipment

charges

Figure 6.10 Distribution of Billed Dollars to Cover Costs Incurred.

To better understand this concept, consider the portion of each dollar
billed that is to be applied to fixed overhead. As described in the previous
sections, the amount of fixed overhead (G&A) expense is normally projected
from the previous year’s operations. Assume that the amount of fixed
overhead corrected for inflation and expanded operations for the present
year is $400,000. Assume further that the percentage of each billed dollar
required to cover operations costs is 80%. This means that 80 cents of each
billed dollar is expended on variable costs. Twenty cents is left to cover
fixed overhead. How many dollars must be billed to cover the $400,000 of
projected fixed overhead? Based on 20 cents per dollar for fixed overhead, the
minimum amount of billings required to cover the projected G&A expense
would be $400,000 divided by 0.20, or $2 million. That is, until $2 million
has been billed to clients, the fixed overhead has not been recovered. If more
than $2 million is billed over the year, profit will be generated at the rate of
20 cents on the dollar for every dollar in excess of $2 million. On the other
hand, if the volume of billings falls below $2 million, the fixed overhead will
not be fully covered, and a loss will occur. A graphical representation of this
situation is given in Figure 6.11. It is this point, at which billings just cover
fixed and variable costs, that is called the breakeven point. The chart shown
is referred to as a breakeven chart. The slope of the variable cost line is
$0.80/billed dollars. The variable cost line starts on the Y-axis at the level of
projected fixed cost (i.e., projected G&A costs for the year). The broken line
shows the billings amount profile. As the amount billed increases, the variable
costs also increase. At $2 million billed, the “billings amount” line intersects
the total cost line (fixed + variable), indicating that billings equal fixed and
variable costs. The chart is based on a few simple equations. At the breakeven
point, billings volume (BV) must equal fixed costs (FC) plus variable
costs (VC).
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Figure 6.11 Breakeven Analysis Chart.

The BV can be found as follows:

BV = FC + VC

If variable costs (VC) are X percent of the billed dollar (BV), then:

V C = (X/100)(BV )

Replacing VC in (1), BV = FC + (X/100)(BV )

or BV − (X/100)(BV ) = FC

Solving for BV , we obtain:

BV = (FC)/(1 − (X/100))

In the example given, the breakeven point is calculated as:

BV = ($400,000)/(1 − (80/100)) = $400,000/0.20 = $2,000,000
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BASIC RELATIONSHIPS GOVERNING THE BREAKEVEN POINT

Several relationships are clear from a consideration of the breakeven chart in
Figure 6.11 and the supporting equations.

Lowering the fixed overhead amount will move the breakeven point to the
left (reduce the volume require) if the variable cost percentage is constant.
If the fixed overhead amount in the example is reduced to $300,000, the
new breakeven point will be $300,000/0.20 = $1,500,000. This is shown in
Figure 6.12.

If the percentage of each billed dollar required to cover variable costs is
reduced, the breakeven point volume is reduced. This is obvious, since the
total cost curve slope is reduced, while the billings curve slope is constant (i.e.,
always 45 degrees). If in the example the fixed overhead cost is $400,000 as
originally stated, but the variable cost percentage is 75%, the new breakeven
point volume will be $1,600,000. This is shown in Figure 6.13.

Below the breakeven point, the loss associated with a given construction
volume is the difference between the total cost curve and the billings curve.

Total cost

curve with
$400,000 fixed

overhead

Total cost

curve with

$300,000 fixed
overhead

Loss

Breakeven

point with

$300,000 
fixed

overhead

Breakeven point with

$400,000 fixed
overhead

Profit

400,000

300,000

.5 1

Billed amount (in millions of dollars)

1.5 2

T
o
ta

l 
c
o
s
t

Figure 6.12 Variation in breakeven point based on reducing fixed overhead.
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Figure 6.13 Variation in breakeven point based on reducing variable cost.

Above the breakeven point, this difference represents the profit associated
with a given volume. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 6.11.

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. Given the following cost expenditures (see Table P6.1) for a small ware-
house project (to include direct and indirect changes):
A. Calculate the peak financial requirement.
B. Sketch a diagram of the overdraft profile.
C. What would be the impact on the maximum overdraft of giving the

contractor a $25,000 mobilization payment? (Show calculation.)
Assumptions:
� The markup for this project is 12%.
� Retainage is 10% throughout project.
� Finance charge is 1.5% per month.
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� Payments are billed at the end of the month and are received one month
later.

� All expenses are paid immediately.

TABLE P6.1 Monthly Cost

Month 1 2 3 4
Monthly cost∗ 69,000 21,800 17,800 40,900

∗ Direct cost + indirect cost

2. The contract between Ajax Construction Co. and Mr. Jones specifies that
the contractor will bill Mr. Jones at the end of each month for the amount
of work finished that month. Mr. Jones will then pay Ajax a specified
percentage of the bill the same day. The accumulated retainage is to be
paid one month after project completion. The latest cumulative billing
was $5 million, of which Ajax has actually received $4.5 million. The
project is to be finished two months from now. Ajax estimates the bill
for the remaining two months will be $100,000 and $50,000. Mr. Jones,
being short of cash at present, proposed the following alternative: Rather
than follow the contract and make the three payments required, he will
make one final payment (for the two months’ work plus the retainage)
five months from now. Mr. Jones will also pay a 4% monthly interest rate
because of the delay in payment.

Find what would be the total final payment according to the actual
contract and the new final payment according to the new proposal. Should
the contractor accept the new proposal? Why?

3. Can you think of additional strategies to bring closer the payments and
disbursements curves (as discussed for Figure 6.8)?

4. Direct costs of a project are shown on the following bar chart
(see Table P6.2). Assume $500 per month indirect cost and 10% re-
tainage with payment time lag of one month.

Calculate the project’s net cash flow for a 10-percent markup. Estimate
the proper markup for 1%, 1.5%, and 2% rate of return per month, using
methods described in Chapter 7.

5. Given the following cost expenditures (see Table P6.3) for a small bridge
job to include direct and indirect charges (but not bank interest):
A. Calculate the peak financial requirement.
B. Sketch a diagram of the overdraft profile.
Assumptions:
� The markup for this project is 8%.
� Finance charge is 1% per month.
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TABLE P6.2 Project Bar Chart

Month
Activity

54321

1. Survey $2,000

2. Mobilization $1,200

3. Trench $3,000 $6,000

4. Lay pipe $3,000

5. Concrete $500 $500

6. Backfill $500

7. Move out $500

8. Prepare valves $1,000

9. Install valves $1,000

10. Test $1,500

� Retainage is 6% throughout project.
� Payments are billed at the end of the month, and are received one month

later.

TABLE P6.3 Monthly Costs for Bridge Job

Month 1 2 3
Monthly cost∗ 29,000 48,900 16,400

∗ Direct cost + indirect cost

6. A contractor is preparing to bid for a project. He has his cost estimate and
the work schedule. Table P6.4 gives his expected expenses and their time
of occurrence. Other expenses such as insurance, bonds, and payroll taxes
are included. For simplicity of analysis, he assumed that all expenses are
recognized at the end of the month in which they occur.

The contractor is planning to add 10% to his estimated expenses to
cover profits and office expenses. The total will be his bid price. He
is also planning to submit for his progress payment at the end of each
month. Upon approval the owner will subtract 5% for retainage and pay
the contractor one month later. The accumulated retainage will be paid to
the contractor with the last payment (i.e., at the end of month 13). What
is the peak financial requirement and when does it occur?
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TABLE P6.4 Table of Expenses

Month
Mobilization /

Demobilization
Subcon-
tractors Materials Payroll Equipment

Field
Overhead

0 $40,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
1 0 10,000 10,000 10,000 20,000 1,000
2 0 30,000 20,000 15,000 10,000 5,000
3 0 30,000 30,000 20,000 20,000 6,000
4 0 40,000 30,000 20,000 30,000 6,000
5 0 50,000 40,000 40,000 20,000 6,000
6 0 50,000 40,000 40,000 15,000 6,000
7 0 40,000 30,000 40,000 10,000 6,000
8 0 40,000 10,000 20,000 10,000 6,000
9 0 70,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 6,000

10 0 30,000 5,000 5,000 10,000 6,000
11 0 30,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 6,000
12 20,000 50,000 0 5,000 5,000 5,000

Total $60,000 $470,000 $230,000 $230,000 $165,000 $65,000

Total cost = 60,000 + 470,000 + 230,000 + 230,000 + 165,000 + 65,000 = $1,220,000
Profit plus overhead = (10%) (total cost) = $122,000
Bid price = total cost + profit + overhead = $1,342,000

7. Based on the definition of fixed cost, list costs in the main office that are
not really fixed, and field office costs that are fixed.

8. Categorize the following costs as (a) direct, (b) project indirect, or (c)
fixed overhead.
� Labor
� Materials
� Main office rental
� Tools and minor equipment
� Field office
� Performance bond
� Sales tax
� Main office utilities
� Salaries of managers, clerical personnel, and estimators

9. The following data are available on Del Fabbro International, Inc.
What bid price should be submitted to insure proper coverage of fixed
overhead?
� The fixed (home office) overhead for the past year was $365,200.
� Total volume was $5,400,000.
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� Del Fabbro uses a profit markup of 10%.
� The estimating department has indicated that the direct and project

(field) indirect costs will be $800,000.
� Assume a 5% inflation factor and a 12% growth factor.

10. Using the data of the previous problem, calculate the breakeven point for
Del Fabbro International in the present year.
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CHAPTER 7

TIME VALUE OF MONEY AND
EVALUATING INVESTMENTS

INTRODUCTION

The topics that we have covered so far do not consider the fact that the use of
money costs money. If you use your own money you forgo any interest you
might achieve by investing it. If you need to borrow it, you must pay for the
use of the money. The time required to make or spend money has not been
addressed so far in our discussion of financial management. In fact, the cost of
money and the time during which money is tied up in any business decision
process are crucial factors. To illustrate this point, consider the following
cases.

1. Assume that you are buying a new car. The purchase price is $26,050,
and you plan to pay this amount over a 60-month time period. One
option involves a $1,000 cash discount and a loan at the rate of 6.94%.
A second option is to finance the car at with a 5.9% interest loan, but no
discount? Which option is better? (Answer: the two are the same—you’d
pay around $500 per month taking either one).

2. What will be the balance of your mutual funds account when you retire
at 65 if you are 25 now and begin depositing $100 per month right
away? Assume a 12% annual interest. (Answer: Over a million dollars).

3. What would be the balance of the same account, if you begin saving
when you are 35? (Answer: $350,000).

4. What is the down payment for a house worth $250,000, if you can get
a 30-year fixed interest rate of 7.50% and want to cap the payments to
$1,500 per month? (Answer: Exactly $35,473.56).
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Similar decisions are frequently faced by any business enterprise. Should
my company continue leasing this building or should it build a new one?
Which piece of equipment from among these choices should I choose? Is this
3-year project with a profit of $1,000,000 better than this other that can be
finished in a year with a $250,000 profit?

Engineering Economy considers the time and cost of borrowing as they
relate to these and many other questions involving money as a construc-
tion resource. In this chapter, we will discuss the time value of money.
The management of expensive, long-term construction projects definitely
requires a thorough understanding of the principles and techniques discussed
here. Money management on complex long term projects is too impor-
tant to be dealt with using “horseback questimates.” Engineering Econ-
omy is increasingly useful even for small, personal decisions like those
described above. Calculators, software, and thousands of websites provide
support in dealing with the topics covered here. Construction managers must
have a very good working understanding of the concepts discussed in this
chapter.

TIME VALUE OF MONEY

If someone asked you to decide between receiving $1,000 right now or re-
ceiving it 1 year from now, wouldn’t you choose to get the money right away?
You could invest the money, pay back a debt, or simply keep it until there is
a good reason to spend it.

If you were lending $1,000 for 1 year to a perfect stranger, wouldn’t you
expect to receive more than $1,000 back? After all, you could have invested
this money in a Certificate of Deposit or in your own business. The borrower
would have had the potential to invest this money, while you’d have been
deprived from this possibility. In short, it is reasonable that anyone lending
money asks for “rent,” and anyone borrowing money must expect to pay
“rent” for its use. This rationale is at the center of the concepts presented in
this chapter.

INTEREST

Interest is the fee that a lender charges for the use of their money. From
the borrower’s viewpoint, it is the “rent” paid for the use of someone else’s
money. Normally, it is directly proportional to the amount of money loaned
or borrowed. That is, a $2,000 loan almost always earns twice the interest
amount of a $1,000 loan. Interest is also proportional to the time that money
has been loaned or borrowed. A three-year loan earns more interest than
a single year loan for the same amount.
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The money that one dollar earns for each unit of time that it is loaned is
called its interest rate. This rate is expressed as a percentage: If $20.00 earns
$2.40 over a year, then the interest rate in this case is $2.40 / $20.00 = 0.12,
or 12% per year. It is so common to deal with interest rates that often they
are referred simply as “interest,” with the “rate” being implied by the context
of the situation. To avoid confusion, the money earned by charging interest
is frequently called total interest. It should be easy to notice which of these
terms is being used in a specific context. If the interest refers to a percentage,
then the complete term should be interest rate.

The interest rate established for any business transaction is of paramount
importance. Let’s suppose that you take a $200,000 mortgage loan to pur-
chase a house. If you agree to pay back the loan over 30 years at a 15%
interest1, your monthly payment toward repaying the loan will be $2,528.89.
If the interest is 7%, your payment would be $1,330.60, approximately half
the previous amount. While the total interest paid over the 30 years would
be $710,399.70 at 15%, it would be $279,017.80 at 7%. In both cases,
you end up paying more for interest than the original borrowed amount.
But, why would anyone agree to pay 15% instead of 7%? The degree of
investment risk, the inflation rate, and the stability of the market where
the money will be used are important factors determining the interest rate
of a particular loan. For instance, lenders charge higher interest rates to
borrowers with a higher risk of defaulting on the loan. Other factors can
also influence rates, such as the level of competition among lenders and
the cost of the money to them (since often lenders, in turn, borrow their
money).

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND INTEREST

There are two fundamentally different ways to compute interest. Let us sup-
pose that you need $10,000, which you will pay back at the end of 3 years,
plus all the interest accumulated over the 3 years. If you have to pay a 10%
interest rate, how much money will you have to pay back? The original bor-
rowed amount, or loan principal, is $10,000. The total interest, as previously
mentioned, depends on the principal, the time that the money was borrowed,
and the interest rate. Moreover, it depends on the type of interest: whether it
is simple or compound, as discussed here.

Simple Interest. You ask Uncle Fudd to lend you the $10,000. He agrees to
allow you to pay simple interest, as a concession to one of his favorite family
members. Paying simple interest means that you pay interest on the principal
but not on the interest accumulated from previous periods. Therefore, your
debt at the end of each year is computed as shown in Table 7.1.

1 In this context, it is assumed that 15% means 15% per year.
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TABLE 7.1 Simple Interest Calculation

Year n Base for applying i Interest for period Total owed, F

0 (now) 10,000
1 10,000 10,000 × 0.10 = 1,000 11,000
2 10,000 10,000 × 0.10 = 1,000 12,000
3 10,000 10,000 × 0.10 = 1,000 13,000

For simple interest, the future value Fn of a principal P borrowed over n
periods at an interest rate i can be computed as Fn = P + P ∗ i ∗ n, or more
directly,

Fn = P × (1 + i × n)

In this case, we can compute F3 = 10,000 × (1 + 0.10 × 3) = 10,300
without developing the table above.

Compound Interest. You decide to use a bank to borrow the $10,000 instead
of asking your uncle. Banks never use simple interest to compute your debt.
Instead, the interest owed after each time period is computed by adding the
total interest accumulated from previous periods to the loan principal, and
then multiplying this total by the interest rate. The computations in Table 7.2
help to illustrate how this process works.

Using the same notation as for simple interest above, you can see that:

Fn = P × (1 + i)n

Using this formula, we can find F3 directly:

F3 = 10,000 × (1 + 0.10)3 = 13,310

The formula above also works in the opposite direction. One can find the
principal that would result in a future value, F, after n periods at an interest
rate of i using the formula:

P = Fn/(1 + i)n

TABLE 7.2 Compound Interest Calculation

Year n Base for applying i Interest for period Total owed, F

0 (now) 10,000
1 10,000 10,000 × 0.10 = 1,000 11,000
2 11,000 11,000 × 0.10 = 1,100 12,100
3 12,100 12,100 × 0.10 = 1,210 13,310
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The P found here is usually called the Present Value, P, of the future
amount, F.

Compound interest is more logical and equitable than simple interest. Why
would the interest accumulated to date be exempt from consideration, as in
simple interest? In fact, as you can appreciate in the mortgage loan example
of the previous section, many times the earned interest is higher than a loan’s
principal. Simple interest is never used for business transactions.

NOMINAL AND EFFECTIVE RATE

A lender could advertise in big letters a 1% interest rate and then add in very
small letters that it refers to the monthly rate, not the annual rate as many
people would assume. Technically, the lender would be telling the truth: an
interest rate can refer to any time unit, from seconds to decades, but many
people would be deceived by such advertising strategy. To protect consumers,
Congress passed in 1968 the Truth in Lending Act, which, among other issues,
requires that lenders clearly indicate interest rates as an annual percentage
of each received dollar. This Annual Percentage Rate (APR) also includes
upfront commissions and fees converted to equivalent annual percentages.

Requiring that lenders disclose their APR was an important step for con-
sumer protection. However, an APR can still be misleading. The APR simply
adds the interest rates charged in 1 year, instead of compounding these in-
termediate periods. If your credit card charges 1% per month, then its APR
is (1%/month) × (12 months/year) = 12%. This is the nominal interest rate
of your card, but it is not its effective interest rate. If you have $10,000 in
credit card charges, the APR suggests that you will owe $10,000 × (1.12) =
$11,200 a year from now (assuming that you make no payments during the
year). However, since the card company computes financial charges every
month, you would owe $10,000 × (1 + 0.01)12 = $11,268.25 at the end of
the year, using the compound formula for F that we examined in the previ-
ous section. The $68.25 difference is substantial, and perfectly legal for the
credit card company to charge. Almost all credit cards charge interest by the
day, which means that the total annual interest that you’d owe in the above
example almost certainly would be $10,000 × (1 + 0.12/365)365 = $11,274.75.

It is possible to find the effective annual rate that you pay on a loan (usually
called its Annual Percentage Yield, or APY) if you know its APR and the
number of times per year that the interest is compounded. The following
formula finds a loan’s APY when its APR and the number of times per year
that the APR is compounded (the C in the formula below) are known.

APY = (1 +AP R/C )C − 1

If the interest is compounded monthly, then C = 12, the number of months
in a year.
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In the previous example, APR = 12% compounded monthly. Its APY is:

APY = (1 + 0.12/12)12 − 1 = 0.126825 or 12.6825%

An APY is not too different from its APR compounded C times, but a
seemingly small difference can be significant. If you take $100,000 to repay
after 15 years at i = 12.0000% and at12.6825%, the future amounts owed are:

For i = 12.0000% : F = $100,000 × (1 + 0.120000)15 = $547,356.57
For i = 12.6825% : F = $100,000 × (1 + 0.126825)15 = $599,580.20

The difference of $52,223.63 is due exclusively to the difference between
APR and APY.

EQUIVALENCE AND MARR

If you have an offer to receive $100 now or $110 a year from now, which
option would you choose? Assume that you have enough resources to think
about this offer in terms of investing the money, as opposed to spending it on
some “spur of the moment” purchase. Even with enough money to subsist,
many people will choose the $100 now, for the reasons previously discussed
in the section on the time value of money. But, what happens if instead of
$110, you are offered $500 a year from now? What if the future amount
offered is $400? Or $300? Or $150? Deciding which offer to take gets more
tricky. It is quite possible that you’d choose the $500 a year from now, but
some of the lower amounts would probably be attractive enough to prefer
them over the $100 offered now in this hypothetical example.

Let us take this mental exercise to the point that you are offered an amount
that is just high enough to make you indifferent to having it now or in the
future. The two amounts are said to be equivalent to you. The “you” in the
previous sentence is important. Someone else could have a different idea of
what is equivalent to $100 now. You would certainly require a higher amount
two years from now than what you would get a year from now to declare
equivalence in preference.

Equivalence is usually considered in terms of interest rates instead of total
interest. If your equivalent amount for $100 is $150 received a year from now,
then the total interest would be $150 − $100 = $50. The interest rate would
be $50 / $100 = 50%. This particular interest rate is called your Minimum At-
tractive Rate of Return, or MARR. In an actual business environment, MARR
is not found as arbitrarily as shown here. If you are in heavy construction and
in your experience a reasonable Return on Equity is 20%, then you could not
aspire to a 50% MARR. If you are paying 10% interest on your borrowed
money, then your MARR cannot be less than 10%. If your MARR is less
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than 10%, you would lose money when borrowing at 10%—you would pay
more borrowing costs than you would make on the return from your MARR.
If your Uncle Fudd makes 25% on his money and is willing to let you invest
in his company, then you could establish this rate as your MARR. If Uncle
Fudd can consistently offer you 25%, why should you accept less?

Computing MARR is a sensitive and sophisticated issue for any company,
and we will not cover this topic in detail here. However, keep in mind that
when we use an interest rate i in any problem here, usually this rate is the
MARR for at least one of the stakeholders in the problem.

DISCOUNT RATE

What we have called so far interest rate is sometimes called discount rate.
When we discussed the concept of interest, we approached it from the per-
spective of someone beginning with an amount P (at time present) and ending
in the future with an amount F. When we know the value in the future of a
given sum and want to know what its value in today’s currency would be, one
speaks of discounting the future amount, F, to the present at some “i” value.
We want to find P given F. P is equivalent to the known value F when F is
discounted using the formula P = Fn / (1 + i)n. This formula is the inverse of
Fn = P × (1 + i)n.

The equivalence of P and F can be extended to include several Fs. Let
us suppose that we are offered $55.00 a year from now and $60.50 2 years
from now. If our MARR is 10%, we can find that the first future amount
is equivalent to a present amount of $55.00/(1.10)1 = $50, and the second
amount is equivalent to $60.50/(1.10)2 = $50 now. We will be willing to
accept $50 + $50 = $100 now, instead of the two amounts in the future.

IMPORTANCE OF EQUIVALENCE

Equivalence is a very handy way moving values such as P and F from point
to point in time. For instance, we can use this principle to determine payment
or payment required to purchase merchandise on credit. If a seller offers a
10% credit, we can purchase a $100 music player and arrange to pay for it in
two payments, one of $55.00 a year from now and another of $60.50 2 years
from now, since these two payments are equivalent to $100 today, as you saw
previously. The seller will be willing to let us take home the merchandise
with our written promise to pay back these two amounts above the specified
points in time. (More likely, we would prefer to pay two equal payments of
$57.62—such equal amounts are called annuities, as we will discuss later)

The concept of equivalence is central to understanding the rest of this
chapter, so let us work through a final mental exercise about this concept. The
music you listen in your earphones could sound exactly as loud to you as the
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systems in your car or living room, although the earphones are, in decibels,
much quieter than the car or room systems. In our money equivalence, the
dollar amount now is the decibel volume delivered right in your ears; the
distance between you and the speakers of the other systems is the time
between receiving different dollar amounts. And equivalence is equivalence.
You can be as happy quietly listening to a good pair of earphones as to a
good set of speakers. You can be equally satisfied receiving one dollar now
as opposed to $1.10 a year from now or $1.21 2 years from now, provided
that your MARR is 10%.

INFLATION

The cost of goods and services tend to increase over time. This phenomenon
is called inflation and is subject to much consideration by macroeconomists.
The purchasing power of a dollar is progressively reduced by inflation, and,
therefore, a year from now we may need $105.00 to purchase the merchandise
that we can buy today for $100.00. In 2 years, we would have to pay $110.25
for the same article (more than $110.00, because the inflation for the second
year is 105% of $105, not of $100). In general, an inflation rate of “f ” increases
the cost of goods over n periods in accordance with the formula F = P ×
(1 + f )n. You can see that this formula is similar to our familiar F and P
relationship when applying a compound interest rate i over n periods.

Inflation undercuts the practical effect of charging interest. An investor
charging a 5% interest on $100 for a year should be able to purchase an
additional $5 worth of goods at the end of the year. If inflation runs at an
annual 5%, this investor would not be able to purchase any additional goods,
since a $100 today would cost $105 in a year. Inflation would have offset all
the real gains from the interest collected.

The effective interest rate “ i’,” that is, what an investor is actually making
after considering an inflation rate of f is found as follows:

i ′ = [(1 + i)/(1 + f )] − 1

If i = f , as in the previous example, the effective interest rate is zero.
Applying the formula above, a nominal interest of 9% in an economy with
3% inflation would yield an effective interest rate of 5.825%. This result is
close to the difference between the nominal interest rate and the inflation rate:
9% – 3% = 6%. They are not the same—and worse, this incorrect computation
underestimates the effect of inflation. An investor would believe that money
will yield 6.000% when in fact it is yielding less, 5.825%.

Inflation is not considered in many engineering economy analyses, because
all costs, including those charged by the investor, can be passed through to
the purchaser or client. That is, as prices and costs raise, the selling price is
adjusted to pass the inflation increase on to the purchaser. As an example,
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consider the economic analysis of a new toll highway. The analysis must
address a period of 15 or 20 years, and estimating the inflation for such
an extended period would be futile. Tolls, however, can be expected to rise
with inflation, and their price in 20 years is immaterial as long as the analysis
clarifies that figures are in today’s “constant dollars.” The toll will be adjusted
(increased) to pass inflation for operation and other costs through to the user.
Some financial arrangements, however, are fixed and cannot be adjusted over
time for inflation. A typical example is the case of a 30-year fixed interest
home mortgage loan.

SUNK COSTS

We have discussed situations in which all factors involved in the business
decision occur in the present or the future. Engineering economy is not
concerned with past costs or lost benefits. Any cost in the past is called a sunk
cost, and as the name implies, it should be irrelevant to the decision at hand.

Let us illustrate the concept of sunk costs with the following scenario. You
purchased a $2,000 brand new laptop computer 3 months ago. However, a
new model with the same features is available now for $1,000. Cousin Elmer
offers you $1,200 for the old computer. Should you sell the old computer and
purchase the new model?

The cost of the original laptop is irrelevant to the decision of keeping
or selling it. Many people have difficulty in selling a possession at a loss
compared to the price they paid for it. In this case, keeping the computer
would avoid the sense of having made a bad decision by purchasing it in
the first place. But, that is faulty logic. The key point to consider should be
whether you are better off by your decision. What is relevant is that selling
the computer would give you an extra $200, and keeping it would prevent
you from realizing this profit.

There could be other factors not mentioned previously that could sway
your decision toward keeping the computer. Maybe the laptop was a gift of
your dear Uncle Dewey, and you don’t want to offend him by selling it. Or, not
having the hassle of setting up the new computer is worth more than the extra
$200. These are true considerations, not easily quantifiable. But in summary,
using engineering economy principles, you should sell your current laptop
and buy the new model given the scenario of this example.

CASH FLOW DIAGRAMS

So far, we have used only words to describe our examples. In most real
situations, this is a cumbersome approach at best, especially when compared
to using the power and simplicity of graphics to convey information. Cash
flow diagrams are a graphical means used to describe engineering economy
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1 2 3 4 5 n–1 n0

Figure 7.1 Structure of a cash flow diagram.

applications. Developing the appropriate cash flow diagram is often the critical
step in solving an engineering economy analysis. After the proper diagram is
developed, the numerical solution of the problem is straightforward.

A cash flow diagram has the structure shown in Figure 7.1. Specifically, it
consists of the following:

1. A timeline consisting of a horizontal line, which begins at present time,
usually represented as time zero. The end of each future period is drawn
as a tick mark on the line. The timeline normally ends at period n, that
is, the last time period in the analysis. Since n can be relatively large,
the line is frequently broken as shown in Figure 7.1.

2. Arrows placed on the tick marks show each sum of money. An inflow
of money is shown as an arrow pointing up at the point the money or
value of an asset was earned; similarly, the arrow for a money outflow is
drawn pointing down. One person’s inflow is another person’s outflow
(e.g., lender/borrower; seller/buyer), and therefore it is important to
keep track of which side of a transaction applies to the situation at hand.
If a person buys a car and pays for it in two payments of $15,000, then
the value of the car appears as an arrow pointing up (it is a new asset for
the person), and the two payments are shown as arrows pointing down.
From the seller’s perspective, the arrows would point exactly opposite
to the buyer’s.

3. Comments and additional data are written near the main timeline and
arrows. The interest used is usually included in this way.

It is tempting to skip the diagram and jump into the numerical solution just
by reading the problem. This is a relatively safe way to approach a simple
problem, including many of the examples included in this chapter. However,
real-life situations tend to be complicated, with multiple amounts of money
flowing in and out of the scenario. A cash flow diagram is indispensable in
these real-life analyses, since it is quite easy to forget one of the amounts
that must be included. A cash flow diagram is the easiest way of making sure
that the whole cash flow sequence is in view and each individual amount is
included in the computations.
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ANNUITIES

An annuity is a series of equal payments (or receipts) paid out or received
in a sequence over a period of time. Our examples so far have consisted of
single amounts of money in the present or the future. We have discussed
situations such as a $100 article purchased at a 20% interest, which can be
paid as $120 a year from now or $144 in two years. But one-time payments are
the exception, not the norm in a real business environment. Many common
business transactions consist of purchasing an article or service by paying
a number of equal amounts of money (“installments”) over a number of
time periods. For example, a person rarely purchases a $30,000 car on credit
by promising to pay 36 months from now a single payment of $40,446,
based on an APR of 10% compounded monthly. Much more frequently, the
arrangement will be that the person pays $968 per month for 36 months,
assuming the same APR and compounding frequency.

You know by now that the preceding $40,446 can be found with the for-
mula Fn = P × (1 + i)n (F = 30,000 × (1.008333)36 = 40,446)2 But, how
do we know that the 36 payments of $968 are equivalent to $30,000 in the
present with the lending terms presented above? We could check that this is
the case by finding the Present Value, P, of each payment, which we will
call An, and then adding all these individual Ans. Since the APR is 10% com-
pounded monthly, the effective monthly interest is i = 10%/12 = 0.83333%
or 0.008333.

P1 = $968/(1 + 0.008333)1 = $960.00

P2 = $968/(1 + 0.008333)2 = $952.06

P3 = $968/(1 + 0.008333)3 = $944.19

P4 = $968/(1 + 0.008333)4 = $936.40

[. . .]

P36 = $968/(1 + 0.008333)36 = $718.00

The total present value P is:

Ptotal = P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + [. . .] + P36

Ptotal = $30,000

This present value P is exactly the amount of merchandise that can be
purchased by n installments A at an interest i. In this case, the above compu-
tations check that 36 installments of 968 and an APR of 10% compounded
monthly can purchase exactly $30,000 of merchandise.2

2 F = 30,000(1 + 0.1/12)36 = 30,000 × (1.008333)36 = 30,000 (1.34820) = 40446
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It is important to remember when using “i” in a formula, it has decimal
value—for example, 10% is 0.1 and 0.1/12 (to covert APR to a monthly
interest rate) is 0.008333.

Finding the Present Value of a series of equal payments this way is totally
impractical. Instead of a number of individual F to P conversions, we can
find the Present Value of a series of equal payments (for a given interest rate
and a specified number of payment periods) using a simple, single formula.
To develop this formula, we need to consider once more the example above.
You can see that what we did can be expressed as the following mathematical
series:

P = A/(1 + i)1 + A/(1 + i)2 + A/(1 + i)3 + [. . .] + A/(1 + i)n

You may remember from algebra that a series like this can be converted
into a single equivalent formula. In this case, the resulting formula is:

P = A × [(1 + i)n − 1]/[i × (1 + i)n]

For the preceding example,

Ptotal = 968 × [(1 + 0.008333)36 − 1]/[0.008333 × (1 + 0.008333)36]

Ptotal = 968 × 30.99142 = $30,000

The preceding formula is a bit more complicated than the basic P from
F conversion, but it is much more straightforward, especially when a high
number of Fs need to be converted.

Finding A given P. The inverse of the above formula can be used to find
A given P, i, and n. The most common business situation is to know the price
of a merchandise and then to compute the monthly (or more generically, the
“periodic”) amount to be paid for the merchandise. For i = 0.008333 and
n = 36, the preceding A to P formula will always result in the value 30.99142.
The P to A computation consists of using the inverse of this factor. Therefore,
to find the monthly payment of a $30,000 car paid with 36 equal payments
over 36 months at an APR of 10% compounded monthly, the following
computation applies:

A = $30,000/30.99142 = $968

More generally, the formula to convert P to A can be written as follows,
which is simply the inverse of the formula for A to P:

A = P × [i × (1 + i)n]/[(1 + i)n − 1]
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CONDITIONS FOR ANNUITY CALCULATIONS

Let us recapitulate the conditions that a series of payments or receipts must
fulfill to be considered an annuity.

1. All payments must be equal. Figure 7.2a is an annuity, but Figure 7.2b
is not one, because not all payments are equal.

2. Payments must take place uninterruptedly throughout a number of peri-
ods and the periods must be of the same length or duration—for example,
week, month, and so forth. It is not acceptable to have one period of
2 weeks followed by a period of 2 days, and so on. Figure 7.2c is not an
annuity, since one payment is missing. This causes the payment periods
to vary in duration.

3. Payments normally begin at the end of the first period. Figure 7.2d
begins after the first period, and therefore, cannot be directly considered
an annuity.

4. All payments must carry the same interest.

n–143210 n

AA A A A A

43210 n–1 n

F1 F2

F3

F4

Fn–1

Fn

n–143210 n

A A A A

n–143210 n

AA A A A

a. Standard Annuity

b. Unequal Payments

c. Missing Payment

d. First Payment not at Period 1

Figure 7.2 Standard and defective annuity schemes.
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Annuities do not necessarily refer to annual payments. Although the se-
mantics are contradictory (think of annual), any series of payments fulfilling
the above conditions is an annuity regardless of its time unit. An alternative
expression for an annuity sequence is uniform payment series, which although
more technically correct, is not quite as easy to use in everyday language.

CALCULATING THE FUTURE VALUE OF A SERIES OF PAYMENTS

A similar mathematical process can be used to find the future value of an
annuity. Consider the following situation. Assume that a person saves $1,000
per year over 20 years at 10% annual interest. What would be the balance of
this savings account at the end of the 20 years?

In this case, we are interested in the amount of the account at the end of the
n periods instead of at present. The first $1000, deposited at the end of year 1,
would have accumulated interest over 19 years. The last one, at the end of the
20th year, would have no interest gain (in this example, depositing $1,000 at
the end of the 20 years to have it paid back right away does not make much
sense, but in many other situations this is reasonable). This situation is shown
in Figure 7.3.

The balance of the savings account would be:

F1 = $1,000 × (1 + 0.10)19 = $6,115.91

F2 = $1,000 × (1 + 0.10)18 = $5,559.92

F3 = $1,000 × (1 + 0.10)17 = $5,054.47

[. . .]

F19 = $1,000 × (1 + 0.10)1 = $1,100.00

F20 = $1,000 × (1 + 0.10)0 = $1,000.00

The balance would be the sum of all the individual deposit future values:

Ftotal = F1 + F2 + F3 + [. . .] + F19 + F20

Ftotal = $57,275.00

Notice that the last annuity is
at the end of nth period.

Figure 7.3 Future value of an annuity.
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Following a line of reasoning parallel to the one discussed for the present
value of an annuity, we find that a single formula can take care of the 21
individual computations above. The formula for the future value of an annuity
(e.g., to convert A to F) is:

F = A × {[(1 + i)n − 1]/ i}

We would find the same result for Ftotal by directly applying the above
formula:

F = $1,000 × {[(1 + 0.10)20 − 1]/0.10} = $1,000 × 57.2749995

F = $57,275.00

As with present value, we can use the inverse of the above formula to
compute an annuity given a goal future value, that is to convert F to A. To
find the annual payment that would result in a balance of $50,000 after 20
years at 10%,

A = $50,000/57.2749995 = $872.98

Annuity calculations address many practical situations such as:

1. Given an assumed MARR, how much should you save each month to
accumulate $400,000 over 20 years? This is a sinking fund type of
calculation. Assuming an MARR of 10% APR, the answer is $526.75.

2. What is the amount of the monthly mortgage payment you should
expect to pay for a 15-year mortgage in the amount of $100,000 at
a fixed borrowing rate of 6.0%? The answer is $843.85. In a typical
mortgage agreement, taxes and insurance would be added to this interest
amount. If taxes are 2,500 per year and insurance is $1,000 annually,
your mortgage payment would be around $1135.52 per month.

Real estate and financial professionals are involved with calculations sim-
ilar to these examples on a daily basis.

SUMMARY OF EQUIVALENCE FORMULAS

Table 7.3 gives a summary of the formulae and factors we have discussed
linking P to F, F to P, A to F, F to A, A to P and P to A. The factors relating
the principal variables (P, F, and A) have the standard “full” names shown.
Moreover, they are frequently referred to by abbreviations shown in paren-
theses below their full names. The abbreviations are expressed as “fractions,”
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TABLE 7.3 Interest Factors

Type of
cash flow Single Payment Uniform Series (Annuities)

Name Compound Present Compound Sinking Present Capital
Amount Worth Amount Fund Worth Recovery
Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

Description Find F
given P
(F/P)

Find P
given F
(P/F)

Find F
given A
(F/A)

Find A
given F
(A/F)

Find P
given A
(P/A)

Find A
given P
(A/P)

Formula (1 + i)n 1
(1 + i)n

[(1 + i)n − 1]
i

i
[(1 + i)n − 1]

[(1 + i)n − 1]
i∗(1 + i)n

i∗(1 + i)n

[(1 + i)n − 1]

and are borrowed from nomenclature used in statistics. An abbreviation such
as F/P is read “Find F given P.” P/A is read “Find P given A.”

These six conversion factors along, with the concept of equivalence, are
the building blocks that make complex engineering economy calculations
possible. They are sufficient for most financial situations involving time value
of money. Given an interest rate (e.g., a MARR), we can find the amount of
a future payment F based on a P and interest accruing at the rate, i over some
number, n, of time periods (in shorthand, we can convert P to F). Conversely,
given F, i, and n, we can calculate P. We have discussed that annuities (A)
are so common in business that formulas have been developed to allow the
conversion of these sets of payments to an equivalent present value (that is,
converting A to P) or to a point in the future (converting A to F). We also
found that the formulas for these conversions work in either direction. That is,
the formula converting P to A is the inverse of the formula converting A to P.

The formulas we have discussed consist of an amount of money times an
expression involving i and n. For example, Fn = P × (1 + i)n. The expression
(1 + i)n will always result in the same number for a given i and n (e.g., for
i = 10% and n = 2, the result is always (1 + 0.10)2 = 1.21). If we make a
table listing the result of this expression for many combinations of i and n,
we can simply look up its value for a given i and n. Since the formula relating
F and P is relatively simple, the advantage of using tables is not so obvious.
However, in cases where more complicated situations must be analyzed, such
as the one for taking A to P or combinations of calculations are required in
the same problem (e.g., F to P plus A to P, and the result converted to F),
the advantage of using tables is more apparent. Tables for the various interest
factors shown in Table 7.3 are given in Appendix C.

WORTH ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES: AN OVERVIEW

Financial options can be compared by calculating the Present Worth anal-
ysis of each option and determining which is most attractive. Consider the
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following situation, which requires comparison of options. Cousin Thaddeus
offers to pay you $3,000 every year for the next 10 years if you give him
$20,000 now. Let us suppose that your Minimum Attractive Rate of Return
is 10%, and that a local bank is offering this rate. How can you determine
whether Cousin Thaddeus’ offer is better than putting the money in the bank?

There are three techniques which can be used to compare investments
involving time and money. This offer would be attractive:

1. If the present value of a $3,000 annuity over 10 years at your MARR is
greater than the $20,000 that Thaddeus will borrow from you, or

2. If the $3,000 per year is greater than the annuity resulting from investing
$20,000 over 10 years at your MARR, or

3. If the interest that yields 10 payments of $3,000 from an initial invest-
ment of $20,000 is greater than your MARR.

The three options above should result in the same decision to accept or
reject your cousin’s offer, since, after all, they are variants of Present Worth
analysis.

1. Present Worth Analysis (PW) consists of adding up the present value
(or present worth, PW) of all the amounts involved in the investment. If
this sum, which is the net present worth of the entire investment, is less
than $20,000, then you would better off if you placed the $20,000 in a
bank for 10 years at your MARR.
In this case:

PW = −20,000 + 3,000 (P/A, 10%,10)

= −20,000 + 3,000×6.1446 = −1,566.30

Since the present worth of the entire investment is negative (i.e. less
than $20,000), we should reject Thaddeus’s proposition.

2. We can determine the Equivalent Annual Worth Analysis (EAW) of
Thaddeus’ proposal . All the money is converted into equivalent annu-
ities and these annuities are added up. If the resulting net annuity is a
negative number, you would be better off if you placed your money in
a bank for 10 years at your MARR and withdrew $3,000 every year.
For our example,

EAW = −20,000 (A/P, 10%, 10) + 3,000

= −20,000 × 0.1627 + 3,000 = −254.91
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Consistent with the previous finding, and since the annual equivalent
is negative (i.e. less than $3,000), we conclude that the proposed ar-
rangement is not attractive. We can deposit the $20,000 at the bank and
receive $254.91 more than Thaddeus is paying.

3. The method of determining of the effective rate of interest given n, and
two of the values P, F, or A (i.e., P and F, or P and A, or F and A) is
called Internal Rate of Return, frequently abbreviated as IRR.

Based on Uncle Thaddeus’ proposal, you are offered a 10-year annuity of
$3,000 per year based on a payment to him of $20,000. Using this technique,
you can use an interpolation approach to determine which rate of interest
you will be receiving. If this interest rate is less than your MARR, then, by
definition, the investment opportunity yields less than you require. In such
case, you should consider placing your money with an investment firm or
bank offering an interest rate that meets or exceeds your MARR.

To find the investment IRR, we use either of the equations above, with
two differences: We begin with the assumption that PW or EAW is zero, and
second, the interest rate we are calculating is the yet unknown IRR. In other
words, we could use any of the following equations:

PW = 0 = −20,000 + 3,000 (P/A, IRR, 10)

EAW = 0 = −20,000 (A/P, IRR, 10) + 3,000

If we use PW : 20,000 = 3,000(P/A, IRR, 10)

(P/A, IRR, 10) = 20,000/3,000 = 6.6667

Knowing that (P/A, IRR, 10 yr) is 6.6667, we can proceed by looking up in
a compound interest table (see Appendix C) the two values, between which
we find 6.6667. We can then interpolate to find our unknown value of “i.”:
Consulting the tables, we attempt to bracket the (P/A, IRR, 10 yr) value of
6.6667. The value appears to be near 10%, so we could select the Table values
for 11, or 12% (assuming a positive return), or Tables for 10% or lower. Since
we know there was a negative return based on FW and EAW, we would expect
the IRR to be below 10%. Looking at 10% and lower, we see that 6.667 falls
between the Table value for (P/A, 9%, 10) and (P/A, 8%, 10). In other words,
our IRR will be between 8 and 9%.

(P/A, 10%, 10) = 6.1446

(P/A, 9%, 10) = 6.4177

Our value = 6.667

(P/A, 8%, 10) = 6.7101
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Interpolating between 9% and 8%, the IRR in this case is 8.15%. That is,

IRR = 8% + ((6.7101 − 6.667)/(6.7101 − 6.4177)% = 8.15%

Since this interest rate is lower than our MARR of 10%, we conclude that
the offer made by Thaddeus is not attractive for us.

The following sections discuss the use of PW, EAW, and IRR in greater
detail.

PRESENT WORTH ANALYSIS

There are many situations in which it is important to know whether we are
paying too much upfront for something, or how much should we pay for
something. In such cases, PW is a great way to proceed, as we will see in the
following examples. This technique does, however, have its limitations. First,
we need to estimate our MARR, which is a relative quantity, and can change
depending on many circumstances. Second, this is not the simplest approach
when we need to choose between alternatives with different life span: A 10-
year project with present worth of $100,000 is obviously less attractive than
a 1-year project whose present worth is $90,000. We will discuss the case of
comparing investments of different duration later. Finally, the technique may
be difficult to explain to a layperson.

Example: Car Down Payment
How much is the down payment for a $30,000 car, if you want to limit your

payments to $450 per month for 60 months? You will pay a 12.00% APR,
compounded monthly (therefore, i = 1%)

The car dealer doesn’t care whether the car is paid for using a $30,000
check right away or a down payment and a check from the bank financing
your loan. The bank will pay the dealer exactly the present worth of your 60
installments of $450 each compounded at 12%. If you can figure this present
worth, then you can find how much you must pay up front to complete the
$30,000. In other words:

(Down payment) + (PW of installments) = Value of your purchase

(Down payment) + 450 × (P/A, 1%, 60) = 30,000

Down payment = 30,000 − (450 × 44.9550) = 9,770.23

This example is very useful. It applies to any similar situation involving a
down payment and installment payments.

Example: Small Excavator
Fudd and Nephews, Inc. purchased a small excavator for $100,000 2 years

ago. The excavator was supposed to generate a net benefit of $30,000 per
year, but it has generated only $5,000 per year. It is expected to generate the
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same amount of net benefit of $5,000 for the next 4 years, with a negligible
market value after these 4 years. Another contractor offers to purchase the
machine for $15,000 now. Should Fudd sell the machine?

In this case, we have to decide the better of two undesirable options.
Regardless of whether or not Fudd sells the machine, it will end up losing
money. Since the machine has not lived up to expectations, the first impulse
for many people would be to sell the machine and move on. But, the original
plans are water under the bridge. The chief consideration is whether or not
the $15,000 offered for the excavator is more than the Present Worth of the
annuity of $5,000 over 4 years. This Present Worth, of course, is not $5,000 ×
4 = $20,000, since the money is received over a period of time. Using the
formula for the Present Worth of an annuity that we previously discussed, we
find that:

PW at a MARR of 13.0% = $14,872

PW at a MARR of 12.6% = $15,000

PW at a MARR of 12.0% = $15,187

If Fudd’s MARR is less than 12.6%, then the best deal is to keep the
excavator, since the Present Worth of the money stream that it will generate
over its remaining economic life is higher than the $15,000 offered for it now.

In this case, as before, there could be other factors that are not readily
visible that may influence the decision. If Uncle Elmer’s ulcer acts up each
time he receives a repair bill from another breakdown of this excavator, it may
be better to get rid of it. Notice, however, that the whole rationale considers
only what will happen from now on.

INVESTMENTS WITH DIFFERENT LIFE SPANS

If an investment opportunity A results in a benefit of $1,000 per year for each
of the next 15 years, its Present Worth at a MARR of 15% ($5,847) will be
higher than another investment B generating a benefit of $1,500 for the next
5 years ($5,710). However, B can be intuitively seen to be more profitable
than the first. Fifteen hundred dollars per year is better than $1,000/year.
One could reinvest the money at the end of the 5 years and keep making
$1,500/year.

The Present Worth method in the above case leads to the wrong choice
because of the difference in the time span of the two alternatives. The eval-
uation must assume that we are evaluating each scenario over comparable
periods of time. To compare these two alternatives, the second one, B, must
be assumed to operate across the same time span for A of 15 years To accom-
plish this apples-to-apples comparison, it is necessary to assume that B will
be repeated two more times, as shown in Figure 7.4. The Present Worth of
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43210

Investment A: $1,000/year
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5

43210 5

43210 5

Investment B: $1,500/year

Figure 7.4 Common time frame for two investments with different life spans.

three consecutive investments B is $8,771, more than the Present Value of A.
The intuitive preference for B is now reflected in the numerical comparison.

While it may be possible to invest in three consecutive Bs, sometimes
it is impossible to repeat the business opportunity. If a third alternative, C,
becomes available at the end of the fifth year, and it yields a better return than
B, it would be illogical to reinvest in B instead of C.

This approach can be extended to any situation comparing alternatives
with different life spans. To compare alternative X spanning 3 years with
alternative Y having a duration of 4, we must find the least common multiple
for the three, which is 12 years in this case. We then have a new scenario,
in which alternative X is repeated 4 times, and alternative Y is repeated three
times.

A variant of the strategy for dealing with unequal investment time spans is
to shorten the scope of the longer investment to the same length of the shorter
one. This requires an estimation of the future value that the investment would
bring if it were sold at the end of the shorter time span. This approach is often
used when comparing investments with reasonably predictable future values,
such as heavy construction equipment.

EQUIVALENT ANNUAL WORTH (EAW)

The Equivalent Annual Worth (EAW) of an investment is its value expressed
as a uniform dollar amount over a time period. More concisely, it is the
equivalent annuity of an investment. When the cost of an investment is the
main issue under consideration, then the term Equivalent Annual Cost (EAC)
instead of EAW is frequently used. Both terms refer to the same concept.
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If the PW of an investment’s cost at, say 8%, is $15M and the PW of
its revenue is $16M, then the investment is desirable. It will result in more
income than the minimum required by its investors at their MARR: $16M –
$15M = $1M. If you “spread out” $1M Present Value dollars over 10 years at
an interest rate of 8% (8.14%, to be exact), the resulting annuity is $150,000.
Any PW value can be expressed as an EAW by just converting the present
worth of the whole investment into an equivalent annuity. The formula for
this conversion is:

EAW = P × ([i × (i + 1)n] / [(i + 1)n − 1])

Using factors from a compound interest factor table (CRF column in
App. C).

EAW = P × (A/P, i, n)

(A/P, i, n) is called the capital recovery factor.
A future value F can also be converted into equivalent annuities, using a

similar procedure:

EAW = F × ([i]/[(i + 1)n − 1])

Or, using factors from a compound interest factor table,

EAW = F × (A/F, i, n)

(A/F, i, n) is called the sinking fund factor.
A given annuity does not need to be converted at all. It is already in the

desired format.
The EAW of an investment involving initial costs, annuities and future

values is the sum of the EAW of each component.
Example: Best Job Offer
Greg is undecided between two job offers. Fudd Associates, Inc. offers a

$10,000 sign-up bonus and $50,000/year, which will be revised after 3 years.
ABC Contractors, Inc. offers an annual salary of $54,000, which will also be
revised after 3 years. Greg has made 12% on the money invested in the stock
market and believes that he can keep getting the same return if he invests the
entire $10,000 bonus. Both companies offer comparable benefits, and Greg
likes both of them. Based on the salary offer, which offer is better?

Solution: The time frame for the comparison is three years, and the interest
is 12%. The question is whether the extra $4,000/year is more attractive than
the initial $10,000 bonus. The EAW for the $10,000 is:

EAW = 10,000 × (A/P, 12%, 3) = $10,000 × 0.41635 = $4,163.50
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Based exclusively on salary considerations, Fudd Associates, Inc.’s offer
is slightly better ($163.50/yr) than ABC Contractors, Inc.’s offer. Since this
is such a small difference, other considerations will play a role (e.g., office
location, job assignments, etc.), given that the two alternatives are practically
the same.

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of an investment is the interest rate at
which the investment has a Present Worth of zero. The PW of any investment
depends on the interest used for the computations. More specifically, the
higher the interest, the lower the investment’s PW. You can recall that an
investment with a positive PW is desirable and one with a negative PW is not.
An investment with a PW of zero is exactly breaking even at the interest rate
used in the PW calculations. (When an investment’s PW is zero, its EAW is
also zero. The IRR is usually defined as the interest resulting in PW = 0, but
it is also perfectly correct to define it as the interest at which the investment’s
EAW = 0)

The concept of IRR is best understood in the context of an example.
Suppose that an investment consists of the following:

Initial cost: $100,000
Net benefits: $27,057/year
Investment span: 5 years

The PW of this investment can be expressed as:

PW = −100,000 + 27,057 × (P/A, i, 5)

If we look this P/A for several interest rates, we can develop the following
table:

(P/A, 12%, 5) = 3.60478 PW 12%

0 = −$100,000 + $27,057 × (3.79079) = −$2, 465

(P/A, 11%, 5) = 3.69590 PW 11%

0 = −$100,000 + $27,057 × (3.69590) = $0

(P/A, 10%, 5) = 3.79079 PW10%

0 = −$100,000 + $27,057 × (3.79079) = $2,567

The preceding results indicate that if we want to get a return of 12% on
our money, this investment is not desirable, while if we want a 10% return,
the project is generating money above and beyond the desired return. Eleven
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percent is the IRR for this project because it is the interest rate that leaves
exactly no shortfall or surplus money.

The weak point of the IRR is that it is much more difficult to calculate than
the PW or EAW of an investment. The critical effort for computing these two
latter methods is in understanding the problem and creating a correct cash
flow diagram. Once the diagram is made, computations are quite mechanical,
consisting of bringing to time zero (in the case of the PW method) or spreading
over the investment time frame (for the EAW) each arrow in the diagram. The
IRR, in contrast, has the extra requirement that the PW (and therefore the
EAW) of the investment must be zero.

The IRR of very simple investment scenarios can be computed by ma-
nipulating the Time Value of Money formulas that we have discussed. For
example:

Cousin Wolfgang wants to borrow $1,000 and pay you back $1,500 five
years from now. What is the IRR of this investment?

Since F = P × (1 + i)n, we can solve for i:

$1,500 = $1,000 × (1 + i)5

i = ($1,500/$1,000)1/5 − 1 = 8.45%

Unfortunately, most cases involve the use of factors for (P/A, i, n) and (P/F,
i, n). The mathematical formulas for each of these factors involve i multiple
times. It is practically impossible to find a neat solution for i as in the preceding
example for even one of these complex formulas, let alone a combination of
them. The only practical way to find the IRR of most investments is by trial
and error, as in the following example.

Assume that a contractor has purchased a piece of heavy equipment for
$2,000,000. The equipment has a service life of 5 years and a salvage (resale)
value at the end of 5 years of $400,000. The operating cost is $70/hour. The
owner has decided to rent the machine and it is assumed that the machine will
be rented at $350/hour for 2000 hours each year. This will yield revenues in
the amount of $350/hour x 2000 hours/year = $700,000 per year. Operating
cost is $70/ hour x 2000 hours/year or $140,000/year. To determine the IRR,
PW is set to zero.

PW = 0 = (Initial investment) − (PW (Annual Revenue - Annual Cost))

−(PW (Salvage Value))

Therefore 0 = $2,000, 000 − $560,000 (P/A, IRR, 5)

−$400,000 (P/F, IRR, 5)

Let use evaluate this expression for I = 15%, 16%, and 17%. (This range
is selected as a rough guess as to the IRR, we could have selected the range
I = 10%, I = 15%, and I = 20%)
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To simplify the calculations, we will work in thousands of dollars so than
$2,000,000 is taken as $2,000.

I = 15% 0 = $2,000 − $560 (3.35216) − $400 (0.49718)

= $2,000 − $1876 − $198.9

= −$75,8 This is not zero, so the equation is not satisfied.

I = 16% 0 = $2,000 − $560 (3.27429) − $400 (0.47611)

= $2,000 − $1833.60 − $190.44

= −$24.0 Again, the value is not zero.

I = 17% 0 = $2,000 − $560 (3.19925) − $400 (0.45611)

= $2,000 − $1735.64 − $182.44

= + $81.9

Since the expression for 17% yields a positive value, the IRR is between
16% and 17%. The IRR that yields a value of zero is between 16% and 17%.

Interpolating we find IRR = 16% + (17.0 − 16.0) × (24/(24 + 81.9))%

= 16% + 0.226% or 16.226%

A much simpler solution is offered by electronic spreadsheets such as
Microsoft Excel. Among the considerable number of financial functions this
program provides is the IRR function. It requires the payment-expenditure
sequence be listed in order, from 0 to n. In this case, this means that six entries
are required

The function is written as follows:

= IRR{(−2000, 560, 560, 560, 560, 960)}

The result is immediately computed as 16.22%.

LIMITATIONS OF THE IRR METHOD

The IRR method has some limitations. If we need to choose among two
investments A and B, it could happen that A had the higher IRR, indicating
that it is the most desirable. However, B could have the larger PW of the
two when computed using MARR as the interest rate. This is frequently
the case when there are large differences in the size of the investments. For
example, investment A may involve $100,000 and have an IRR of 17%, while
investment B can have an IRR of 15% but involve one million dollars in
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approximately the same time frame. If the company’s MARR is 12% and the
PW of both projects is computed using this interest, it is likely that B will
have the largest PW. The results of the two methods are contradictory in such
case, and most analysts would consider B as the best choice. There are other
more obscure shortcomings, such as the capital reinvestments assumptions
of the method, which are not appropriate for discussion at this introductory
level. In general, IRR is not suited for selecting mutually exclusive options
unless their size and time frame are similar.

The IRR, in summary, is very intuitive and proceeds from having the
expected amounts in an investment to finding which interest rate is implicit in
the investment. In contrast, the PW and EAW methods check these amounts
against a goal interest rate (normally the company’s MARR), and their results
are more difficult to interpret by a nonspecialist. The IRR, as discussed above,
has its share of drawbacks, and must be part of the analysis arsenal instead of
outright replacing the other two methods.

AN EXAMPLE INVOLVING COST RECOVERY

In the purchase of equipment, contractors are confronted with how to recover
the cost of purchase and operation over a given life span. The following
example takes an engineering economy approach to solving this using a
MARR of 10%.

Assume that we buy a small hauler for $80,000. The following data regard-
ing anticipated costs for the operation of the equipment piece are available.

1. Initial Cost $80,0000.
2. Operational Costs (Operator, Fuel, Oil, etc.) $20,000/year.
3. Tire Replacement at the end of years 2 and 4 $11,000.
4. Major Overhaul at the end of year 3 $15,000.
5. Sale at the end of year 5 (Salvage Value) $8,000.

The cash flow diagram for this situation is shown in Figure 7.5.
The first thing we must do is to refer all costs to Present Value. That is,

we calculate the PW for all costs and the resale value. The following Present
Values are calculated:

1. The cost of the unit, $80,000, is at Present Value.
2. The operational costs each year of $20,000 are considered as an annuity.

Therefore A is $20,000, and P is calculated. Find P, given A.

P = A(P/A, 10%, 5) = $20,000 (3.7905) = $75,820.
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Figure 7.5 Cash flow diagram for equipment problem.

3. The tire replacement coasts of $11,000 are assumed to occur at the end
of year 2 and 4. Since the payments are not uniform, we use Find P,
given F for each expenditure. (Why can’t we use Find P, Given A?)

P = F((P/F, 10%, 2) + (P/F, 10%, 4))

= $20,000 (0.8264 + 0.6830)) = $16,603

4. The major overhaul occurs at the end of year 3. Therefore P = F (P/F,
10%, 3) = 0.7512 ($15,000) = $11,200

5. Since the resale or salvage value represents revenue, it is considered
a minus value in this calculation (i.e., costs are plus and revenues are
negative).

Then, P = −8,000 (P/F, 10%, 5) = −$8,000 (0.6209) = −$4,967

Summation of the values calculated in (1) through (5) yields

P = $80,000 + $75,820 + $16,693 + $11,270 − $4,967 = $178,726

To find the amount that must be recovered each year from clients, we spread
the Present Value calculated above across the 5-year period as a annuity or
uniform series using a capital recovery factor (A/P). To find A Given P (see
Figure 7.6), then:

A = P (A/P, 10%, 5) = $178,726(.2638) = $47,100.
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0 1 32 4 5

Years

$47,100/year is equivalent to (recovers) the
$178,726 over 5 years at 10% interest.

$178,726 is the present lump sum amount that is
equivalent to the investment scheme above. 

Figure 7.6 Distribution of costs/revenue using A/P.

COMPARISON USING EAW

Let us consider a situation comparing two alternatives using an MARR of 7
%. A new reservoir has been constructed providing water to a midsized town
called Littleville (see Figure 7.7).

Two options are available for transporting water from the reservoir to
Littleville town. Option A involves building a 10-mile long gravity pipeline
at an initial cost of $2,800,000. Option B envisions using a pumping station
to lift water over some barrier high ground. This option reduced the length of
the pipeline to a length of 2 miles. A 40-year service life is used to compare
these two alternatives.

Cost for Cost For
Pipeline A Pipeline B

Initial Investment Pipeline $2,800,000 $1,500,000
Cost of Pumping Station none $500,000
Operation and Maintenance (O & M) Costs $30,000/year $60,000/year
Power Costs during 1st 10 yrs 0.00 $40,000/year
Power Costs After 10 yrs 0.00 $120,000/year
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Figure 7.7 Alternatives for Littleville water supply.

To compare these two options, we refer all costs to Present Value.
For Plan A, the cash flow diagram is shown in Figure 7.8

P(1) = $2,800,000

P(2) = $30,000 (P/A, 7%, 40) Using the Tables in

Appendix C, Therefore,

P(2) = $30,000 (13.332) = $399,960.

P(tot) = $2,800,000 + $399,960

= $3,199,960

0 321 4 4039

$30,000/yr

$2,800,000

Figure 7.8 Cash flow for Plan A.
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0 321 4 109

$100,000/yr

$2,000,000

1211 13 4039

$180,000/yr

Figure 7.9 Cash Flow for Plan B.

The Equivalent Annual Worth is EAW = $3,199,960 (A/P,7%, 40)

= 3,199,960(.07501)

= $240,029.00

For Plan B, the cost of operating the pumping station must be included.
The diagram above describes this option as a cash flow diagram (see
Figure 7.9).

The present value of the cost of building the pipeline with pumping
state is:

$1,500,000 + $500,000 or $2,000,000. Therefore P(1) = $2,000,000

The cost of O & M plus power for the first 10 years is $60,000 +
$40,000 or $100,000/year. The present value of this as a uniform series over
10 years is:

P(2) = $100,000 (P/A, 7%, 10) = $100,000 (7.024) = $702,400

Cost of O & M and power for the last 30 years is $60,000 + $120,000 or
$180,000/year. This present value is calculated as follows:

First we calculate P(3) by referring the Uniform Series of payments from
years 11 through 40 to year 10. This yields:

P(3) = $180,000(P/A, 7%, 30) = $180,000(12.409) = $2,233,620

This gives the Present Value of the last 30 years of expense consolidated
as a single payment at year 10. This value must now be referred from year 10
to year 0 (i.e., Present Worth at time 0).
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Therefore we have a Given F, Find P situation.

Therefore P(4) = $2,233,620 (P/F, 7%, 10)

= $2,233,620 (.5084) = $1,135,572.

P(tot) = P(1) + P(2) + P(4)

= $2,000,000 + $702,400 + $1,135,572

= 3,837,972

Converting this to EAW over the 40 year life span,

EAW = $3,837,972(A/P, 7%, 40) = $3,837,972(0.07501)

= $287,886.

Since $240,029 is < $287,886, Option A is less expensive and should be
selected.

AN IRR EXAMPLE—OWNER FINANCING USING BONDS

Large corporations and public institutions commonly use the procedure of
issuing bonds to raise money for construction projects. A bond is a kind of
formal IOU issued by the borrower promising to pay back a sum of money
at a future point in time. Sometimes this proviso is supported by pledging
some form of property by way of security in case of default by the borrower.
A series of bonds or debentures, issued on the basis of a prospectus, are the
general type of security issued by corporations, cities, or other institutions,
but not by individual owner-borrowers.

In this discussion, owner financing means financing arrangements made by
those corporations or institutions that are the owners of the project property.
In this illustrative material that follows, “Joe” stands as a surrogate for “any
borrower” (“Joan” would have served as well). During the period in which he
has use of the money, the borrower promises to pay an amount of interest at
regular intervals. For instance, Joe borrows $1000 for 10 years and then pays
back the amount borrowed. The rent is payable at the end of end year. The
sequence of payments for this situation would be as shown in Figure 7.10.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

$1000

$1000

Money from
lender

Money repaid
to lender

$80

$80

Payments

Figure 7.10 Sequence of payments for a bond.
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When a series of bonds is issued, there may be a commitment to pay the
interest due in quarterly installments rather than in one amount at the end
of the year. A bond, as a long-term promissory note, may take any one of
a variety of forms depending on the circumstances; mortgage bonds involve
the pledging of real property, such as land and buildings; debentures do not
involve the pledging of specific property. Apart from the security offered,
there is the question of interest rates and the arrangements to be made for
the repayment of the principal sum. Sometimes a sinking fund may be set up
to provide for the separate investment, at interest, of capital installments that
will provide for the orderly retirement of the bond issue. Investors find this
type of arrangement an attractive condition in a bond issue.

In preparing for a bond or debenture issue, financial statements must be
drawn up, and sometimes a special audit may be required. A prospectus for
the issue may need to be drawn up, and this will involve settling the terms of
issue and of repayment, the interest rates payable, and the series of promises
or conditions related to the issue, such as its relative status in terms of priority
of repayment, limitations on borrowing, the relative value of the security,
and the nomination of a trustee to watch the interests of bond or debenture
holders. These details are usually settled with the aid of specialists such as a
CPA firm or mortgage broker.

Public bodies may need the approval of some local regulatory authority,
and corporations may have to file and have approved a prospectus for the
proposed bond issue. Charters or other constitutional documents must, of
course, confer on the public body or corporation the power to borrow money
in this way; this power is exercised by the council or by the board of directors
or governors. For public offerings that are particularly attractive, banks bid
for the opportunity to handle the placement of the bonds. The banks recover
their expense and profit by offering to provide a sum of money slightly less
than the amount to be repaid. As noted previously, this is called discounting
the loan. The fact that more will be repaid by the borrower than is lent by the
lender leads to a change in the actual interest rate. The rate is established
through competitive bidding by the banks wishing to provide the amount
of the bond issue. The bank that offers the lowest effective rate is normally
selected; this represents the basic cost incurred for the use of the money.

Consider the following situation in which a city that has just received a
baseball franchise decides to build a multipurpose sports stadium. The design
has been completed, and the architect’s estimate of cost is $40.5 million. The
stadium building authority has been authorized to issue $42 million in bonds to
fund the construction and ancillary costs. The bonds will be redeemable at the
end of 50 years with annual interest paid at 5% of the bond principal. Neither
the term nor its rate purport to be representative of current market conditions.
At this time the term for any bond issue would tend to be shorter and its rate
higher. In some commercial dealings “index number” escalation clauses are
also occasionally seen. The banks bid the amounts for which they are willing
to secure payment support. Suppose the highest bid received is $41 million.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 46 47 48 50

$41 x 106

$42 x 106

Revenue

$2.1 x 106

Interest payments of
$2.1 x 106

49

Expenses

Figure 7.11 Cash flow diagram for sports stadium example.

In order to determine the effective rate of interest, a IRR analysis may
be used. The profile of income and expense is shown in Figure 7.11. The
effective rate of interest is that rate for which the present worth of the ex-
penses is equal to the present worth (PW) of the revenue (in this case, $41 ×
10). That is,

PW (revenue) = PW (expenses)

Utilizing the preceding information, this expression for the bond is-
sue problem becomes $41 × 106 = $2,100,000 (P/A, i, 50) + $42,00,000
(P/A, i, 50).

The annual interest is $2.1 million, and this is a uniform series of payments
for 50 years. The $42 million must be repaid as a single payment at the end
of 50 years.

In making this approach to a solution, a trial-and-error method (similar to
that used in the Internal Rate of Return section) must be employed to solve
the equation. That is, values of i must be assumed and the equation solved to
see if the relationship [e.g., PW(revenue) − PW(expenses) = 0] is satisfied.
In this case, two initial candidates for consideration are i = 0.05 and i = 0.06.
Consulting appropriate tables for the present worth factors, the right side of
the equation becomes:

i = 0.05 PW = $2.1 × 106 (18.256) + $42 × 106(0.0872)

= $42 × 106 difference = +1.0 × 106

i = 0.06 PW = $2.1 × 106(15.762) + $42 × 106(0.0543)

= $35.38 × 106 difference = −$5.62 × 106

Since the equation balance goes from plus to minus, the value satisfying
the relationship is between 5 and 6%. Using linear interpolation, the effective
interest rate is found to be:

i = 0.05 + (0.06 − 0.05) × [1.0 × 106/(1.0 + 5.62) × 106)]

= 0.515 or 5.15% as an approximation.
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. If your credit card’s APR is 24% compounded daily, what is the effective
annual interest rate that you are paying?

2. Explain why i sunk costs are not considered in the analysis of investment
alternatives.

3. You want to accumulate $500,000 in a savings account in 20 years. If the
bank pays 6% compounded annually, how much should you deposit in
the account?

4. What is the future value 8 years from now of $2,000 invested today at a
periodic interest rate of 12% compounded annually?

5. What would be the result of the previous problem, if simple interest were
used?

6. You must decide between job offers from CPM Construction and Fudd
Associates. Both companies concentrate on sustainable commercial con-
struction, have similar fringe benefits, and offer comparable salary in-
creases. CPM Construction offers you a $20,000 sign-up bonus, while
Fudd Associates will give you $30,000 after 3 years in the job. Which
offer would you take? Why? Consider engineering economy principles
in your explanation.

7. You want to purchase a car with a sticker price of $25,000. The car dealer
offers you a $2,000 discount and a 48-month, 8.5% APR compounded

TABLE P7.1 Worksheet for Problem 9

APR Monthly Payment Difference

0%

4%

8%

12%

16%
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TABLE P7.2 Worksheet for Problem 10

A B C D E

APR

Monthly
Payment

(From previous
problem)

Total
payment
(1.15 ×

Column B)

Annual
Payment

(12 ×
Column C)

Minimum
Annual
Income

(Column D / 12)

0%

4%

8%

12%

16%

monthly, or no discount with a 4.0% APR on a 48-month loan. Which
offer is better?

8. Repeat the preceding problem, considering an inflation of 4.0%. How
does inflation affect the results of the previous problem?

9. Develop Table P7.1 comparing the monthly payments for a 30-year
$200,000 mortgage loan with its APR compounded monthly.

10. The total monthly payment for a home mortgage loan is affected by the
property tax and insurance. This amount is around 15% of the principal
plus interest payment that you calculated in the previous problem. More-
over, as a rule of thumb, a family should not devote more than 28% of
its gross income for home loan payments. With this information, find the
amount that a family must earn to afford a $200,000 mortgage loan using
the APRs of the previous problem. Table P7.2 should help you in your
computations.

11. Develop Table P7.3 comparing the monthly payments for a $200,000
mortgage loan with an 8.00% APR compounded monthly.

12. Find the minimum amount that a family should earn to afford the mort-
gage loan in the preceding loan scenarios. Use the same assumptions of
the previous similar problem, and Table P7.4.

13. CPM Construction plans to buy a truck for $150,000 and sell it for
$15,000 at the end of five years. The annual operating cost of the vehicle
is $60,000. What is the equivalent annual cost of this truck, if the company
uses a MARR of 12%?

14. What is the present value of the truck described in Question 13?
15. CPM Construction plans to charge $100,000/year for the truck de-

scribed in Question 13 (since the annual operating cost is estimated
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TABLE P7.3 Worksheet for Problem 11

100

30

15

10

5

Years Monthly Payment Difference

TABLE P7.4 Worksheet for Problem 12

A B C D E

Years

Monthly
Payment

(From previous
problem)

Total
payment
(1.15 ×

Column B)

Annual
Payment

(12 ×
Column C)

Minimum
Annual
Income

(Column D / 12)

100

30

15

10

5

at $60,000, this means that the annual income will be $40,000). What is
the IRR of this investment? Given CPM’s MARR, is this an attractive
investment?

16. Suppose that for the multipurpose sports stadium example considered
in the Owner Financing Using Bonds section, the bond issue was
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40 years and the annual interest rate is 9% of the bond principal. Us-
ing the architect’s estimate of cost of $41 million, determine the effective
interest rate.

17. Suppose in the preceding problem that the bonds are financed by a bank
that discounts the bond issue to $40 million. What is the new effective
interest rate?
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CHAPTER 8

CONSTRUCTION LOANS AND CREDIT

INTRODUCTION

The ability to borrow or access funds plays a critical role in the construction
industry. Construction loans and credit can be thought of as the air that inflates
the balloon we call the economy. Without it, the economy shrinks, business
dries up and projects shut down. This chapter addresses the subject of credit
and borrowing and how they provide the monetary flexibility to keep the
industry moving forward.

As has been emphasized in Chapter 1 and throughout this text, construc-
tion is a project-based industry. This strongly influences how construction is
financed. Construction financing is mainly concerned with (1) project financ-
ing and (2) company financing. Project financing is effectively a short-term
activity tied to “line of credit” issues and protocols. Short-term financing, as
the name indicates, has to do with loans or credit, which must be repaid in
the “near future.” This can be defined as anywhere from a week to a year,
depending upon stipulations established by the lender.

Company financing is handled mainly using commercial bank loans and
retained earnings from within the firm or organization. This is in strong con-
trast to other major industries in which development of capital for company
operations and expansion is based upon the issuance of stock and the gen-
eration of new funds from capital markets. Except in the in the very largest
construction companies, generation of new capital by issuing stock is not
the norm. Most construction firms are small to medium-sized closely held
companies that attempt to avoid dilution of ownership by the issuance of
additional stock.

199
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Therefore, development of new external capital for expanded operations
comes through borrowing from commercial banks in the form of long-term
financing. Long-term financing refers to borrowing and loans that are to be
repaid over a multiyear period. It is used for the acquisition of long-term
assets such as equipment or real property.

Rising construction costs have increased the pressure on the industry to
carefully monitor costs and predict cash timing to better balance the flow
of receipts and disbursements. To remain competitive, contractors are being
forced to manage liquidity by using new credit and borrowing strategies. In
this chapter, development of external financing in the form of both short-term
project-oriented financing and long-term financing will be discussed. The
topic of project development will be presented in order to become familiar
with some of the basic terminology and concepts associated with both short-
and long-term financing. This will provide a basis for an in-depth discussion
of credit and borrowing from the contractor’s perspective.

THE CONSTRUCTION FINANCING PROCESS

Money is often referred to as one of the 4 M’s of construction, the other three
being manpower, machines, and material. It is a cascading resource that is
encountered at various levels of project development. The owner or developer
must have money available to initiate construction. The contractor (as you
saw in Chapter 6) must have cash reserves available to maintain continuity
of operations since progress payments lag actual construction expenditures.
The major agents involved in the flow of cash in the construction process are
shown in simple schematic format in Figure 8.1.

The owner’s financing of any significant undertaking typically requires two
types of credit: short-term financing during the development and construction
period and long-term financing during the operational life of the project. The
short-term financing usually occurs in the form of a construction loan. Long-
term financing involves a mortgage loan or similar funding scheme (e.g.,
issuance of bonds, etc.) over an extended period of time (10, 15, 30, or more
years).

Short-term loans may provide funds for items such as facility construction,
land purchases, or land development. Typically, these short-term loans extend
over the construction period of the project. A short-term loan is provided

Construction
lender

Owner/
developer

Prime
contractor

Subcontractor

$

Figure 8.1 Project money flow.
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by a lending institution, based on the assurance that it will be repaid with
interest, by some other loan. This subsequent mortgage loan constitutes the
long-term financing. Therefore, the first objective of any entrepreneur is to
seek a commitment for long-term, or permanent, financing from a mortgage
lender. Regardless of the type of project, this commitment will permit the
construction loan, and any other funding required to be obtained with relative
ease or, at least, more easily.

Unless the development company is in a position to raise the funds required
directly by the issuance of their own securities (e.g. stock, bonds, etc.), it will
seek to obtain a commitment from one of several alternate sources, including
real estate investment trusts (REITs), investment or merchant banks, commer-
cial banks, savings and loan associations, insurance companies, governmental
agencies (VA, FHA), or, in special cases, from one of the international devel-
opment banks. Public institutions, and to an increasing extent private entities,
are raising funds by the sale of bonds.

The choice of lender depends on the type and size of the project. The
choice of the form of security employed depends on a number of factors such
as relative cost, the time period for which the funds will be available, the
degree of flexibility involved (e.g., the freedom to pay out or refinance) and
whether there are any restrictions involved which result in significant sacrifice
of control to the lender. The funding of some larger projects may be handled
by a consortium of international bankers (e.g., the English Channel Tunnel).

Notwithstanding recent developments in financial markets, lending insti-
tutions tend to be cautious: They are not interested in financing failure or in
owning partially completed projects. Therefore, they will undertake a great
deal of research and evaluation prior to providing a commitment for funding.
At a minimum, an entrepreneur will be expected to provide the information
given in Table 8.1.

In response to the recent financial crisis, many lending institutions are also
requiring up to 75% of developmental projects to have lease agreements or
commitments from major occupants in place (i.e., to support the pro forma

TABLE 8.1 Business Plan Documentation

Documents included in a typical Business Plan
1. Company financial statements
2. Company principals financial statements
3. Clear title to land involved in business proposal (if any)
4. Zoning approvals (if appropriate)
5. Preliminary architectural drawings (as appropriate)
6. Preliminary cost estimates
7. Preliminary implementation estimate
8. Market Research
9. Pro forma of expected income and expenses
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Market rent for subject property (unfurnished) 55 two-bedroom A, B,
or C units—1167 sq ft @ 41.0 cents/sq ft = $478.47/mo or $480 × 55 $26,400.00

20 three-bedroom A, B, units—1555 sq ft @ 37.3 cents/sq ft = $580.00/
mo $580 × 20 11,600.00

Total estimated monthly income $38,000.00
Other income: Coin laundry, vending machine 150.00

$38,150.00
× 12 = annual total 457,800.00
Less vacancy factor of 5% (based on historical data) −22,890.00
Adjusted gross annual income 434,910.00
Less estimated expenses @ 29.45% −128,080.00
Net income before debt service $306,830.00

Capitalized value @ 9.5% = $3,229,789.00 =
[

$306,830

(0.095)

]

Requested loan value = $2,422,000.00
Loan/value ratio = 75% (high) governed by low
Long-term debt service @ 9.75% constant = $236,145.00
Debt service coverage ratio = 1.3
Loan per unit = $32,293.33
Loan per square foot = $25.42

Figure 8.2 Pro forma for 75 apartment units.

of expected income and expenses) before entering into a long-term financial
agreement. This, of course, reduces the speculative nature of the income flow
associated with the project. The concept of “Build it, and they will come” is
a thing of the past.

A SAMPLE DEVELOPMENTAL PROJECT

Let’s consider a typical project. An example of a pro forma for a venture
involving the construction and leasing of a 75-unit apartment complex is
shown in Figure 8.2. This document indicates that the annual income from
the proposed apartment project will be $306,830. The requested loan is
$2,422,000, and the annual debt service (i.e., interest) on this amount is
$236,145, realizing an income after debt service of approximately $70,000.
The ratio between income and debt service is 1.3. Lenders normally wish
this ratio to be below 1.3.

The basis for the loan amount is given in Figure 8.3. Items 1 to 34 are
construction-related items and are developed from standard references (e.g.,
R. S. Means, Co., Building and Construction Cost Data [published annually])
based on measures such as square footage. The lender normally has a unit-
price guide for use in verifying these figures. Items 35 to 46 in Figure 8.3
cover non-construction costs that are incurred by the entrepreneur. It should
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Construction-
Ralated
Costs

Non-
Construction
Costs

Total $2,422,000

Excavation and grading
Storm sewers
Sanitary sewers
Water lines
Electric lines
Foundations
Slabs
Lumber and sheathing
Rough carpentry
Finish carpentry
Roofing and labor
Drywall and plaster
Insulation
Millwork
Hardware
Plumbing
Heating and air conditioning
Electrical
Linoleum and tile
Carpeting
Kitchen cabinets
Painting and decorating
Masonry, block
Masonry, brick
Ranges and hoods
Disposals
Exhaust fans
Refrigerator
Paving
Walks and curbs
Landscaping
Fence and walls
Fireplace
Cleanup
Lender’s fee
Surveyor’s fee
Architect’s fee
Land cost
Attorney’s fee
Title insurance premium
Other closing costs
Hazard insurance premium
Construction loan interest
Appraisal
Building permit
Tax

$     67,500
48,000
84,030
28,000
14,000
31,000
96,000

185,000
185,000
81,362
20,035
70,000
28,888

140,556
8,813

165,000
95,025
90,350
17,752

101,881
62,075

107,000
20,680

100,200
29,638
3,139
1,022

35,040
20,915
20,792
30,000
36,792
51,100
29,200
32,000
1,000

12,500
80,000
7,500
5,762

150
4,780

120,000
750

1,500
50,000

Figure 8.3 Construction cost breakdown for 75 apartment units.
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be noticed that the interest for the construction loan is included in the costs
carried forward in the long-term financing.

The method used to calculate the actual dollar amount of the loan is of great
interest to the developer. The interest paid for the use of the borrowed money is
an expense, and it is generally considered prudent business policy to minimize
expenses. One way to minimize the interest expense would be to borrow as
little a possible. The developer is, however, interested in putting as little of his
own capital as possible at risk. Therefore, there is an incentive to use monies
provided by others. This means borrowing as much as possible. That is, the
developer tries to expand his own small initial capital input to start the project
into a large amount of usable capital provided by others. This is the principle of
leveraging. The entrepreneur takes a small amount and expands or leverages
it into a large amount. The more he invests, the more he stands to lose.

Prudent lending organizations are normally careful, however, to ensure
that the developer (i.e. the borrower in this case) has a sufficient amount
of capital in the project so that if it fails, the developer’s losses will be
significant. This is the motivation for the borrower to push the project forward
to a successful and profitable result. It is not prudent to allow the prime
mover for a project to assume that if the project fails, he or she can simple
walk away with minimum damage. There must to painful consequences for
the borrower in the event of a failure.

Lack of attention to this basic concept was one of many elements that
led to failure and worse during the so-called “subprime” financial crisis
of 2008. Loans were made with no down payment and very little or none
of the borrower’s capital at risk. In addition, many borrowers were not
properly vetted and were not able to pay the terms of the loan. The borrowers
defaulted (i.e., failed to make repayment) and lenders were confronted with
the ownership of assets that could not cover the amount of the borrowing.

THE AMOUNT OF THE LOAN

The amount of the mortgage loan should be a happy medium between too
much and too little. If the loan is too small, there will not be enough to
cover the costs of the project. On the other hand, if the loan is too large, the
developer will find that the individual loan payments will exceed the available
revenue, and he or she may be unable to meet their obligations.

The amount the lender is willing to lend is derived from two concepts:
the economic value of the project and the capitalization rate (cap rate). The
economic value of the project is a measure of the project’s ability to earn
money. One method of predicting the economic value is called the income
approach to value and is the method shown in Figure 8.2. Simply stated, it
is the result of an estimated income statement of the project in operation.
Like any income statement, it shows the various types of revenue and their
sum. These are matched against the predicted sums of the different expenses.
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Although the predicted net income is a function of many estimated numbers,
commonly, a fairly reasonable degree of accuracy is achieved. The expected
net income divided by the cap rate produces the economic value of the project.
The cap rate used in this example is 9.5%. The capitalized economic value of
the project is obtained by dividing the net income ($306,830) by the cap rate
factor (0.095). This yields an economic value of $3,229,789.

HOW IS THE CAP RATE DETERMINED?

Of course, the critical factor in the determination of the economic value is
the cap rate. This must be determined for the situation at hand. First, the
lender generally provides a loan that is about 75% of the estimated economic
value of the project. This is done because 25% of the value, or thereabouts,
must be invested by the developer to serve as an incentive for making the
project a success. That is, a prudent lender furnishes 75% and the developer
furnishes 25%. The lender must then decide what the interest rate will be
and considers what will be the developer’s rate of return. The sum of these
numbers, times their respective portions, gives the cap rate.

Assume that the lender decides that an appropriate interest rate, given
market conditions, will be 8.5% and the developer’s planned rate of return
will be 12%. Then the cap rate is taken as the weighted average of these two
values. It is calculated as 8.5% times 75% plus 12% times 25%, which yields
9.375% or 0.09375 as the cap rate factor. Obviously, the value of the cap
rate can be adjusted by the values that the lender places on his interest and
the developer’s rate of return. These numbers are a function of the existing
economic conditions and thus fluctuate with the state of the economy. The
lender, therefore, cannot exert as much influence on their values as might at
first be expected. The lender is not in the business of pricing himself out of
the lending market. He will attempt to establish a rate that is conservative
(from the point of security of the loan) but attractive. The expected income
divided by the cap rate gives us the economic value. The loan value may then
be on the order of 75% of the calculated economic value.

Not every lender, however, will follow this formulaic type of approach.
Some lenders may have a policy of lending a fixed proportion of what they
view as the assessed valuation, which may not be based on the economic
value. The assessment will be made upon the actual market value of the
property as opposed to the potential economic value. This is the approach
used for home and single-family residential mortgage loans.

The long-term financing for a project is critical. For this reason, the com-
pany or individual developing the project may exercise the right to hire a
professional mortgage broker whose business is to find a source of funds
and service mortgage loan activities. The broker’s reputation is based on the
ability to obtain the correct size mortgage loan at the best rate that is also
fair to his client. The broker acts as an advisor to the client, keeping him or
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her apprised of all details of the proposed financing in advance of actually
entering into the commitment. For this service, the mortgage loan broker
receives a fee of about 2% of the loan, although the rate and amount will vary
with the size of the loan.

MORTGAGE LOAN COMMITMENT

Once the lending institution has reviewed the venture and the loan committee
has approved the loan, a preliminary commitment is issued. Most institu-
tions reserve their final commitment approval until they have reviewed and
approved the final construction plans and specifications.

The commitment issued is later embodied in a formal contract between
the lender and borrower, with the borrower pledging to construct the project
following the approved plans, and the lender agreeing that upon construction
completion, and the achievement of target occupancy, he will provide the
funds agreed upon at the stated interest rate for the stated period of time. As
noted earlier, the actual amount of funds provided generally is less than the
entire amount needed for the venture. This difference, called owner’s equity,
must be furnished from the entrepreneur’s own funds or from some other
source. The formal commitment will define the floor and ceiling amounts of
the long-term loan.

During the construction period, no money flows from the long-term lender
to the borrower. Funds necessary for construction must be provided by the
entrepreneur or obtained from a short-term construction lender. Typically, the
lender of the long-term will pay off the short-term loan in full, at the time of
construction completion, thereby canceling the construction loan and leaving
the borrower with a long-term debt to the mortgage lender.

CONSTRUCTION LOAN

Once the long-term financing commitment has been obtained, the negotiation
of a construction loan is possible. Very often commercial banks make con-
struction loans because they have some guarantee in knowing the loan will
be repaid from the long-term financing. However, even in these situations,
there are definite risks involved for the short-term lender. These risks relate to
the possibility that the entrepreneur or contractor may, during construction,
find themselves in financial difficulties. If this occurs, it may not be possible
for the entrepreneur/contractor to complete the project, in which case the
construction lender may have to take over the job and initiate action for its
completion. This risk is offset by a discount (1–2%), which is deducted from
the loan before any money is disbursed. For example, if the amount of con-
struction money desired is $1,000,000, the borrower signs a note that he will
pay back $1,020.000. The borrower, in effect, pays immediately an interest
of $20,000. This is referred to as a discount and may be viewed as an addi-
tional interest rate for the construction loan. The current trend to minimize
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these risks is to require the borrower to designate his intended contractor and
design architect. The lender may also require that all contactors involved in
the construction be bonded as well. Some commercial banks evaluate and
seek to approve the owner’s intended contractor, his prime subcontractors,
and the owner’s architect, as a prerequisite to approving the construction loan.
This evaluation extends to an evaluation of their financial positions, technical
capabilities, and current workloads.

To minimize the risks involved, the banks will also base their construction
loans on the floor of the mortgage loan, and only 75 to 80% of this floor
will be lent. Of course, the developer may need additional funds to cover
construction costs. One way to ensure this is to finance the gap between
the floor and ceiling of the long-term mortgage loan. The entrepreneur
goes to a lender specializing in this type of financing and obtains a standby
commitment to cover the difference or gap between what the long-term
lender provides and the ceiling of the long-term mortgage. Then, if the
entrepreneur fails to achieve the breakeven rent roll or similar requirement,
he still is ensured of the ceiling amount. In this situation, the construction
lender will provide 75 to 80% of the ceiling rather than the floor. If the
floor of the loan is $2,700,000 and the ceiling is $3,000,000, the financing
of the gap can lead to an additional $240,000 for construction (i.e., 80% of
$300,000). Financing of the gap is usually expensive, requiring a prepaid
amount of as much as 5% to the gap lender. In the preceding example, this
would be $15,000 paid for money that may not be required if the rent roll is
achieved. Nevertheless, the additional $240,000 of construction funding may
be critical to completion of the project and, therefore, the $15,000 is well
spent in ensuring that the construction loan will include this gap funding.

Once the construction loan has been approved, the lender sets up a draw
schedule for the builder or contractor. This draw schedule allows the release
of funds in a defined pattern, depending on the site and length of the project.
Smaller projects, such as single-unit residential housing, will be set up for
partial payments based on completion of various stages of construction (i.e.,
foundation. framing, roofing, and interior), corresponding to the work of the
various subcontractors who must be paid. For larger projects, the draw sched-
ule is based on monthly payments. The contractor will invoice the owner each
month for the work he has put in place that month. This request for funds is
usually sent to the owner’s representative or architect, who certifies the quan-
tities and value of work in place. Once approved by the architect and represen-
tative, the bank will issue payment for the invoice, less an owner’s retainage.

The owner’s retainage is a provision written into the contract as an incentive
for the contractor to continue his efforts, as well as a reserve fund to cover
defective work that must be made good by the contractor before the retainage
is released. Typically, this retainage is 10%, although various decreasing
formulas are also used. When the project is completed, approved, cleared,
and taken over by the owner, retainage is released to the builder.

In addition to the funds mentioned, the developer should be aware that
some front money is usually required. These funds are needed to make a
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good-faith deposit on the loan to cover architectural, legal, and surveying
fees and for the typical closing costs.

COMMERCIAL LENDERS

As noted in the Introduction to this Chapter commercial banks are the primary
source of loans for the construction industry. Banks normally have a loan
oversight group, which reviews loan applications. Despite recent develop-
ments in the credit and loan markets, bankers are typically conservative and
study the financial position of potential borrowers very carefully. As noted
above, both personal and company financial statements are key documents
that are reviewed to establish the credit worthiness of potential borrowers.
The supporting documentation required is similar to that required shown in
Table 8.1.

Lending organizations analyze the so-called “Three Cs” of lending:
credit, capacity, and collateral when considering loans to various individuals,
companies and other organizations (i.e., the local church planning to borrow
to expand facilities, etc.). Credit refers to the borrower’s history of loan
repayment. Capacity considers the borrower’s ability to repay the loan given
the borrower’s financial situation both in terms of income and expenses.
Collateral refers to the value and quality of the assets that the borrower offers
to secure a loan in the event it is not repaid. These are relatively quantitative
measures, which provide a good basis for evaluating the potential of a given
borrower to repay the loan. During the recent financial crisis, it became ap-
parent that these measures were subject to manipulation and a lack of clarity
(i.e., transparency), which very nearly led to the shutdown of the national
and international credit markets.

As noted in Chapter 6, retailers typically borrow money to purchase new
inventory. As the inventory is sold, the revenue generated is used to retire the
loan. Farmers borrow money to purchase the seed and equipment required to
plant a crop or raise livestock. When revenues are generated through the sale
of crops or livestock, the debt is retired and any profit is retained. If there is a
fear that borrowers will not be able to repay the loan, the credit markets can
be severely impacted. This occurred during the 2008 crisis to the degree that
even banks were reluctant to lend to each other because of the fear that the
borrowing bank might be on shaky ground.

In addition to the three Cs noted above, two additional and more judgment-
based (i.e., less quantitative) measures are often used by lending institutions
to evaluate potential borrowers. These relate to a qualitative evaluation of
a potential borrower’s credit worthiness. These two Cs are character and
capital. Character refers to the financial reputation of the borrower and to
more subtle qualities such as trustworthiness and issues related to reliability
and reputation. Capital considers the borrower’s total volume of and access
to assets.
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The actual process of applying for a loan, line of credit, or a credit account,
although based on the preceding principles, is much more specific. Tax returns,
credit ratings, job information, and detailed personal data are required in a
personal loan application. A loan application for a real estate development
project requires a business plan explaining the income projections that the
developer anticipates will be used to repay the loan. There are many sources of
information for positive and negative factors that must be taken into account
by the bank when evaluating such loan applications.

LINES OF CREDIT

A line of credit is an arrangement for loosely secured credit up to a certain
amount and operates in a manner similar to a personal credit card. This is a
so-called “revolving” type of credit. This means that monies are withdrawn
and repaid on a continuous basis over the period of the loan. The short-term
financing used by contractors to carry the costs of a project over the period
of a project is an obvious example of a line of credit loan. Interest is paid
on the outstanding balance, with a smaller fee paid on the unused portion of
the credit as discussed below. Payments can be variable, subject to conditions
discussed in this section. Again as with a credit card, the borrower charges
“purchases,” which can include a wide variety of liabilities such as payroll,
material purchases, and business related expenses.

On the other hand, the Maturity Matching Principle is a protocol that
precludes the purchase of major assets such as a piece of heavy equipment
or a major home office computer system using a line of credit. This protocol
dictates that line of credit and similar short-term financing should be used
to realize short-term and clearly defined business activities (e.g., inventory
financing, crop planting, contractor project financing, etc.). As discussed in
the Introduction to this chapter, the intent is that the loan will be repaid over a
short term, (e.g., months as opposed to years). In other words, buying a house
or a private airplane using a credit card is not acceptable. Major purchases of
equipment and real property and similar long-term assets require the use of
long-term financing.

The credit card analogy is useful for explanation purposes, but it must be
noted that there are significant differences between a personal credit card and
short-term financing using a line of credit. Major differences have to do with
the following:

1. Interest paid on outstanding balances
2. Commitment fees paid
3. Maintenance of outstanding balances
4. Clean-up requirements
5. Collateral required
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INTEREST PAID ON OUTSTANDING BALANCE

The interest accrued on a line of credit is computed by multiplying the balance
by the agreed-upon interest rate. An APR of, say, 12% will result in charging
a daily interest rate of 12%/365. This daily interest rate is then multiplied
by the balance that the account had each day of the month. The monthly
statement will be equal to the outstanding balance at the end of the month,
plus all interest accrued for the days in the month.

Example: A line of credit has a balance of $500,000 during the first
15 days of July, and $400,000 during the remaining 16 days. If the agreed
upon APR is 12% compounded daily, what is the total interest for the month?

Answer: the first day of the month accrues an interest of $500,000 ×
(0.12/365) = $164.38. The second day accrues interest on $500,000 +
$164.38, or $500,164.38 × (0.12/365) = $164.44. The third day will have to
consider ($500,000 + $164.38 + $164.44) = $500,328.82. The computation
for the 31 days are summarized in Table 8.2. The total interest for the month
is $4,626.81 for a payable balance of $404,626.81.

This total is very close to the one resulting from multiplying the account’s
average for the month by APR/12. That is:

Average for the month = ($500,000 × 15 + $400,000 × 16)/31

= $448,387.10

Interest for the month = $448,387.10 × (12%/12) = $4483.87

Virtually all banks compute interest using the average daily balance, so
this monthly amount would be technically incorrect.

TABLE 8.2 Interest Computations for Outstanding Balance

Day Principal Added Interest Cumulative Interest New Principal + Interest

1 500,000.00 164.38 164.38 500,164.38
2 500,000.00 164.44 328.82 500,328.82
3 500,000.00 164.49 493.31 500,493.31
4 500,000.00 164.55 657.86 500,657.86
5 500,000.00 164.60 822.46 500,822.46

. . .

15 500,000.00 165.14 2,471.44 502,471.44
16 400,000.00 165.20 2,636.63 402,636.63
. . .

30 400,000.00 132.94 4,493.83 404,493.83
31 400,000.00 132.98 4,626.81 404,626.81
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COMMITMENT FEES

This requirement, as well as others discussed in the following sections, under-
line the differences between lines of credit from credit cards. Lenders impose
a commitment fee on the unused portion of the line of credit. This fee usually
has an APR of between 1/2% and 1%, although it varies with the market and
the client’s credit credentials (large clients with excellent credit may even
have this fee waived).

Example: A line of credit has a limit of $1,000,000 and had an average of
$400,000 for July. How much is the commitment fee for the month, if it has
an APR of 1% compounded daily?

Answer: The formula to find the amount, which is derived from topics
discussed in Chapter 8, is:

Fee = P × (1 + i)n − P, where

P = $1,000,000 − $400,000 = $600,000;

i = 1%/365, and n = 31 days

Fee = [600,000 × (1 + 0.01/365)31] − $600,000 = $509.80

This fee raises the effective interest paid on a line of credit. If a line of
credit maintains a balance of 50% of its limit and has a commitment fee of
1%, the added annual effect on the effective interest paid would be computed
as: i′ = 50% × (1+ 0.01/365) 365 – 50% = 0.5025%

COMPENSATING BALANCES

A line of credit may require that the borrower keeps an account in the same
lending institution with a minimum balance of a given percentage of the
credit limit. This percentage varies depending on the credit worthiness of
the borrower and the lender policy. A 10% minimum is a common figure.
The account can be interest bearing or non-interest-bearing, although lenders
increasingly allow only non-interest-bearing accounts.

A compensating balance is a form of collateralization. It guarantees that
the borrower will have at least some funds under the lending institution’s
control to pay any outstanding balance. From the borrower’s perspective, it
is an undesirable requirement. If the compensating balance is 10%, it means
that the actual money contributed by the line of credit is, in fact, 90% of its
stated limit.

The first 10% of the outstanding balance at any given time would be simply
offsetting the unmovable money sitting in the account as a compensating
balance. A compensating balance increases the effective interest paid by the
borrower.
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Consider the case of a contractor needing $400,000 to cover the peak of the
fluctuations in his cash flow. Suppose that these fluctuations average $200,000.
Assume that he wants to have an extra $100,000 as a cushion for emergencies.
If a 10% compensating balance in a non-interest-bearing account is stipulated
by the lender, it means that instead of the $400,000 + $100,000 = $500,000
that the contractor actually intends to use, he will have to ask for $555,000,
so that the frozen 10% (approximately $55,000) does not hinder its cash
availability. The average balance for the line of credit will be $255,000 instead
of $200,000. This is $255K/$200K = 1.275 or 27.5% more than the intended
average. If the line of credit has an APR of 12%, the contractor will end up
paying, on the average, an APR of 12% × 1.275 = 15.3%.

CLEAN-UP REQUIREMENT

Most lines of credit are required to be paid in full and remain with a balance of
zero for a number of consecutive days each year. This clean-up requirement
is an elegant way of forcing the borrower to keep in mind that a line of credit
is a short-term loan arrangement, not a long-term one. There are several
good reasons to separate these two categories of loans, from the lender’s
perspective. An important reason is that lines of credit and long-term loans
require different collaterals, and therefore, the lender is exposed to different
risk levels. When a line of credit does not contain a clean-up requirement, it
is known in the lending trade as an evergreen loan.

COLLATERALS

A line of credit is considered to be a loosely secured financial arrange-
ment. The assets that are offered as a guarantee for its repayment are called
collateral. For lines of credit, collateral requirements are not a stringent as in
the case of long-term loans. In many cases, a borrower can show that his or
her financial strength is sufficient to allow clean up of the line of credit with-
out materially impacting the borrower’s financial position. In some cases,
the lender may establish additional requirements involving supplementary
collateral.

A common requirement requires that a second party endorse the terms of
the loan, in effect agreeing to repay the loan in the event that the borrower
defaults on payment. This person or entity is referred to as a cosigner. The
cosigner agrees to repay the interest and borrowed amount of the loan in the
event that the primary borrower defaults.

An alternative to cosigning is to pledge a specific asset as collateral. If the
asset is real estate, a mortgage can be filed benefiting the lender. A mortgage
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is a specific form of lien against a property, which will be voided when the
loan is paid, or executed in foreclosure if the borrower fails to follow the
loan agreement. Despite the common misuse of the word, a mortgage is not
a loan. It is a claim allowing foreclosure on the subject property in the event
of default by the borrower.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FINANCING

In very unusual cases, contractors experiencing an urgent cash flow problem
can use accounts receivable as collateral. A lender may accept accounts re-
ceivable as collateral in special situations. This arrangement is called accounts
receivable pledging. Since this type of collateral presents a higher level of
risk (Can collection of the accounts receivable, in fact, be made?), the lender
will charge a high interest for such loans. The maximum amount of the loan
depends on the amount and age of the accounts receivable.

A lender may agree to provide funds up to 75% of the value of accounts
receivable due between 0 and 30 days. Older outstanding balances usually
indicate that the account may be difficult to collect. The lender would view
these accounts as being of higher risk and might lend up to 60% of the balance
of accounts aged between 31 and 60 days.

In extreme financial emergencies, a firm may even sell its accounts re-
ceivable at a discount. This method of raising funds is called factoring. As
discussed previously, the discount depends on the age of the accounts. Funds
generated from factoring are not a loan, but a final transfer of funds to the
buying agency. Clearly, this is a risky business for both seller and purchaser,
and is seldom utilized by construction firms.

One advantage accruing to the seller is that responsibility for collection
of the accounts is transferred to the purchasing entity—the factor. Just
the cost of collecting money from slow or delinquent clients may justify
the use of factoring. It is a quick way to obtain cash, and does not require the
administrative burden of seeking a bank loan.

TRADE CREDITS

Trade credits are, in effect, free money provided to a company by its suppliers.
It has a significant effect on a construction contractor’s cash flow. Suppliers
and subcontractors extend credit to contractors to encourage quick and timely
payment. From the vendor’s perspective, incentives for timely payment lead
to a reduction in the carrying costs associated with inventory financing.

Suppliers have clearly defined credit terms, including the number of days
allowed for payment before interest or fees apply and discounts for early
payment. The typical credit account will stipulate 30, 60, or even 90 calendar
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days for payment, although in some cases credit can be for as few as 10 or
even 7 days. It is important to verify whether credit terms are specified in
calendar days, which is the most common case, or in business days. Lack of
timely payment can lead to a negative reading of the financial “character” of
the purchaser on behalf of creditors.

The leverage provided by trade credit on the availability of cash can dra-
matically improve the viability of any company. These considerations under-
score the importance of having a pristine payment record with all merchants
extending credit to a company. An impeccable record serves as the best
business card to get further credit with other lenders. It also is the best argu-
ment to get an extension of payment terms or to increase the limit of credit
when needed. Simply stated, timely payment leads to an excellent “credit
rating.”

Credit arrangements with subcontractors tend to be less stringent than those
afforded by commercial suppliers. All subcontractors want to be considered
for future jobs by the contractor, and seldom stipulate credit terms such as
those discussed above. Subcontractors are also inclined to accept subcontracts
that include “pay when paid” clauses. With such clauses, the subcontractor
extends credit to the prime contractor for an indefinite period until the project
owner supplies the funds to pay the subcontractor.

Vendors and suppliers deal with many customers and are much more de-
manding in encouraging and requiring timely payment. Invoices from vendors
typically include compact information about payment terms, such as “2/10,
net 30.” The “net 30” means that the merchant expects that the invoice will
be paid in full by the 30th calendar day after the date printed in the invoice.
The “2/10” indicates that if payment is made within 10 calendar days, a 2%
discount will be applied.

For an invoice totaling $1,000, this yields a $20 discount. This amount
may seem insignificant, and a fair proportion of contractors simply do not
take advantage of the offer. This is a great mistake. The annualized interest
for early payment can be computed as:

Effective annualized discount rate = (365/(30 − grace period))

×[Discount%/(100% − Discount%)]

For “2/10, net 30,” using the above formula, the discount rate is:

Effective annualized discount rate = (365/(30 − 10)) × (2%/(100% − 2%))

= 37.24%

This represents a 37.24% recovery on the average outstanding balance of
invoices from vendors offering this discount.
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Terminology relating to trade discounts is as follows:

ROG/AOG: The discount period begins upon receipt of goods (ROG)

2/10 NET 30 ROG: This expression appearing on the invoice means 2% can be deducted
from the invoiced amount if the contractor pays within 10 days of
the arrival or receipt of goods. Full payment is due within 30 days
of AOG/ROG.

2/10 PROX NET 30: A 2% cash discount is available if invoice is paid not later than the
10th of the month following ROG. Payment is due in full by the
end of the following month.

2/10 E.O.M.: The discount (2%) is available to the 11th of the month following
ROG. Payment in full is due thereafter.

It is a longstanding “rule of thumb” in the construction industry that pay-
ments to vendors offering discounts should always be made in a timely fashion
to take advantage of such trade credits.

LONG TERM FINANCING

Banks and other financial institutions can provide term loans. A term loan
must be repaid by a given date, called its maturity date, and is repaid under a
prearranged schedule. Although technically a term loan can be classified as
a short-term loan if it is repaid within a year, such loans are primarily used
for long-term financing. The term can be up to 15 years in most cases and
even more in noncommercial settings. The 30-year loan that many people
take to finance their homes is a term loan, albeit more regulated than normal
commercial loans.

Term loans require an application process which, as noted previously,
is usually quite elaborate. The prearranged timetable established for repay-
ment of a term loan is called an amortization schedule. Most lenders require
equal monthly payments throughout the life of the loan, although there are
exceptions.1

The equal payments to amortize a term loan are computed as an annuity
(paid every month, despite the name suggesting yearly payment). For illus-
tration purposes, and using formulas discussed in Chapter 7, it can be shown
that a $200,000 loan to be repaid in 30 years at a 7.00% APR compounded
monthly results in 360 payments of $1,330.60. The same loan paid over
15 years would have payments of 1,797.66. The difference in payments is
relatively small (35.1%), considering that the payment time is halved for the
15 year option. The reason for this seemingly illogical proportion can be found

1 Production Credit Associations allow the payment of principal in equal amounts, with varying interest
depending on the remaining principal owed at any given time.
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in the interest paid, which grows at a much faster rate than the repayment
period.

A term loan normally has fees that must be paid up front or deducted from
its principal. Some of these fees are quite justifiable, but others may strike the
borrower as subject to negotiation. There are loan origination fees, application,
credit investigation fees, and closing fees, among others. Higher fees are
expressed in points. Each point is 1% of the stated principal and, therefore,
increases the nominal amount of the loan. In the case of the $200,000 loan
at 30 years and APR of 7%, a 2-point fee translates into an extra $4,000,
which usually is paid by increasing the nominal amount borrowed. Instead of
$200,000, the loan would be for $204,000, with payments of $1,357.22. Over
360 payments, the extra $26.62 per month turns into $9,582.15.

Construction contractors, as noted previously, do not need long-term
financing except for the purchase of equipment, which normally leads to
loans of no longer than 5 years. If the purchase of real property is part of
a company’s long-term planning, term loans of 15 to 30 years may be of
interest. In general, however, long-term financing is limited to equipment and
similar purchases.

LOANS WITH END-OF-TERM BALLOON PAYMENTS

When purchasing an item on credit, a contractor may choose to pay a higher
total loan interest if the terms of the load make the monthly installments more
affordable during the first few years of loan repayment. That is the case when
a contractor has a limited amount of cash to execute a project and needs to
purchase a piece of equipment for the project. Instead of paying large monthly
installments, it may be advantageous to pay a smaller monthly amount during
the project execution and then, at the end of a relatively short period, pay a
large lump sum to liquidate the loan principal that has not been repaid by the
smaller installments. The unpaid principal at the end of the period is called
the balloon payment amount and the type of loan that allows this arrangement
is called a loan with an end-of-term balloon payment. The following example
illustrates how this type of borrowing might be implemented.

A heavy construction company plans to purchase a front loader. The initial
cost of the loader is $80,000. The company desires to borrow $90,000 to
pay for taxes and other costs associated with the purchase. The bank offers
a 9.00% APR and the loan must be repaid in no more than 5 years. The
contractor wants to consider a balloon payment scheme to repay the loan.

First we will consider this purchase using a loan that stipulates uniform
monthly payments at 9.00% APR over the 5-year term of the loan. This will
be called Option A.

A second payment scheme will be called Option B. This payment sequence
uses a balloon payment to reduce the monthly payments over the 5 year
(60 month) period of the loan. In this case, the amount of monthly payments
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TABLE 8.3 Fully Amortized and Balloon Payment Loans

A) Fully amortized loan
Amount borrowed $90,000
APR (Compounded monthly) 9.00%
Years for payment computations 5
Monthly payments $1,868.25
Payment due at the end of 5 years 0

B) Loan with balloon payment after 5 years,
amortized on a 20 year schedule
Amount borrowed $90,000
APR (Compounded monthly) 9.00%
Years for payment computations 20
Monthly payments $809.75
Payment due at the end of 5 years $79,836.34

is based on uniform payments over a 20 year (240 month) term. However,
the loan must be paid in full after 5 years. Therefore, at the end of 5 years,
the remaining 15 years of the 20 year term will be paid out as a lump sum or
balloon payment.

These two options (A & B), to include the monthly amounts and balloon
payment to be paid are summarized in Table 8.3.

The calculation of uniform payments for Option A simply requires the
application on the formula A = $90,000 × (A/P, 0.75%, 60). This results in
monthly payments of $1,868.25.

The B Option involves reduced monthly payments (due to the 20 year term).
The monthly payments are calculated as A = $90,000 × (A/P, 0.75%, 240).
The 240 month period leads to a reduced monthly payment of $809.75. But,
of course, the balloon payment must be paid at the end of the fifth year.

Therefore, we must calculate the present value of the remaining 15 years
of payments comprising the balloon payment to be paid at the end of the fifth
year. This involves taking the 15 years of monthly payments to a single PW
value to be paid at the end of year 5. P = $809.75 × (P/A, 0.75%, 180).
N is 180 since there are 12 payments each year for 15 years (i.e.12 × 15) to
be considered. This yields a balloon payment of $79,836.34.

It can be observed that the balloon payment scheme results in payments
of less than half of the uniform payments of Option A—$809.75 versus
$1,868.25. The amount of the balloon payment is very large. After the
five years, the company would owe nothing under the fully amortized plan
(Option A), while $79,836.34 would be still owed as a balloon payment under
the alternative payment scheme (Option B).

The total payment using Option A is 60 months times $1,868.25 or
$112,095. The total pay out for Option B is 60 months times $809.75 plus
the balloon payment of $79,836.34. This amounts to $128,421.34. Reducing
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the monthly payment and using a balloon payment will cost $16,326 more
than Option A. Under certain circumstances, this may be acceptable. The
cost versus the benefit must be carefully considered by the borrower. Lenders
tend to be reluctant about such financing schemes due to the risk that the
borrower may not be disciplined or reliable enough to escrow the required
balloon payment. This where the Character—reliability and reputation—of
the borrower must play a key role.

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. What does it mean when it is said that a company is “excessively lever-
aged?” What could be the effects of excessive leverage? You may want
to search the phrase “effect of excessive leverage” on the Internet.

2. An entrepreneur is considering a new project consisting of an apartment
building with 50 units. Each unit can be rented for $1,000/month. It is
expected to have an average vacancy rate of 10%. Net operating expenses
are budgeted as 30% of the project’s gross annual income. What would
be the economic value of this project, using a cap rate of 8%?

3. How much would be the value of the long-term loan for the preceding
project? How would this amount change if the entrepreneur offers to put
a $100 million hotel as collateral for the loan?

4. A line of credit has a balance of $700,000 during the first 10 days of June,
and $300,000 during the remaining 20 days. If the agreed-upon APR is
10% compounded daily, what is the total interest for the month?

5. A line of credit has a limit of $500,000 and had an average of $200,000
for July. How much is the commitment fee for the month, if it has an
APR of 0.5% compounded daily?

6. Find the effective annualized discount rate offered by a supplier with
payment terms of “1/15, net 30.”

7. What is the monthly amortization of a 5-year term loan with a principal
of $50,000 and an APR of 12% compounded monthly?

8. Find the monthly payment to amortize the balloon payment of $79,836.34
remaining after 5 years for the example developed in Table 8.1. Assume
that the balloon amount must be repaid over 5 years, with an interest of
9.00%.

9. Are construction contractors used as financing sources by project owners?
What would be the terms of a “perfect” contract between a project owner
and a construction contractor, concerning financial resources?

10. Under what circumstances would you take the balloon payment scheme
discussed in Table 8.3?
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CHAPTER 9

THE IMPACT OF TAXES

INTRODUCTION

The profitability of any construction company is significantly affected by the
amount of taxes it is required to pay. More than one third of a company’s
taxable income goes to pay its tax obligations to federal, state, and municipal
entities. Understanding the rationale and conceptual framework of the current
tax system is, therefore, of paramount importance to any contractor. Financial
choices affect the amount of taxes paid and taxes affect the financial decisions
that a construction company makes. This chapter provides an introductory
treatment to this topic. It must be kept in mind, however, that tax law changes
constantly and is continuously in a state of flux. Material presented in this text
is based upon tax law and bulletins as of 2008. Keeping current on changes
to this material is critical to managing the payment of tax obligations. The
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) website at www.irs.gov contains excellent
readable reference material that can help in keeping abreast of current events
in this area. It is always, however, necessary to consult a tax expert before
making important decisions involving taxes.

Taxes are primarily designed to finance government operations and to meet
societal needs. In modern societies, taxes have also been implemented to
influence taxpayers’ behavior. For example, high taxes operate to increase the
price of tobacco, which presumably causes fewer individuals to use tobacco
products. Purchasing hybrid-powered cars results in significant tax credits
meant to spur their use.

An unintended consequence of tax incentives and deterrents is that, once
they are in place, they become extremely difficult to withdraw even when
the issues that they originally addressed are no longer relevant. Obsolete tax
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breaks still abound and are the focus of the activities of countless lobbyists
and politicians.

TYPES OF TAXES

A tax levied on the net income realized by a company or individual is called
an income tax. Income taxes are referred to as direct taxes. Indirect taxes, in
contrast, are levied on the cost, price or value of products or services.1 The
U.S. government relied almost exclusively on taxing resources other than
income until the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitution was passed in
1913 (previous attempts to impose income taxes were short-lived). Although
the focus of this chapter is on income taxes, everyone also pays indirect taxes.

Some forms of indirect taxes relate to:

1. Excise taxes. These taxes are levied on the output (not the price) of a
good. Although historically significant, this tax is currently applied to
a small number of products (e.g., gasoline.). The excise tax on gasoline
is applied to each gallon, independently of its selling price.

2. Import and export taxes. These taxes (or duties) are imposed on mer-
chandise arriving or leaving a country, respectively. These taxes are
popular in many countries with weak institutional administrative frame-
works because they are easy to collect at their ports of entry and depar-
ture. Import duties are frequently used for political leverage with the
exporting country and to protect local industries from cheaper imported
goods.

3. Sales taxes. These taxes are computed as a percentage of the selling
price of goods. In the United States, sales taxes are collected by mer-
chants at the point of sale. In Europe, the Value Added Tax (VAT) is
functionally similar from a consumer’s viewpoint, but the tax is col-
lected progressively up the production and distribution chain of the
product.

4. Ad valorem taxes. These taxes are levied on the estimated value of a
property. The most common form of ad valorem tax is the property
tax imposed on real estate and its improvements. The semantics of the
term ad valorem has been used to argue that all taxes based on value
(including sales and import/export) fall into this classification.

Most indirect taxes can be viewed as location-related in that they depend on
the area or location where the company or individual is based. This supports

1 Some legal scholars define indirect taxes as those collected by an intermediary from the person who
ultimately pays the tax. This is the familiar case of the sales tax collected by a retail store and paid by the
customer.
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the generation of local tax revenue and empowers citizens at the local level.
Alternately, it can also result in a wide range of taxes that may put a brake
on economic activity. Because of this, certain states and municipalities are
viewed as tax friendly, while others are not.

The U.S. government entrusts the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) with the
administration and collection of federal taxes. States and other levels of gov-
ernment have their own tax collection agencies. Outside of the United States,
most countries have agencies similar to the IRS to administer tax collection.
Failure to pay taxes normally results in harsh penalties for tax evasion.

INCOME TAX SYSTEMS

Business entities pay tax on taxable income, which is the revenue earned by a
company minus the expense of doing business and any allowable deductions.
Construction costs (direct costs plus field overhead) and general overhead
costs associated with the operation of a construction company are deductible
in principle, independent of the company’s form of business organization.
However, some expenses are difficult to classify and others are not fully
deductible. For example, the IRS allows deduction of only half of the cost
incurred for business meals and entertainment.

Revenue minus all costs of generating said revenue is the definition of
profit, and it is tempting to conclude that income taxes are applied to a
company’s profit. However, deductions authorized by tax law invariably lead
to a company paying taxes on a lower amount than the amount of net profit
reported to stake and/or stockholders. The net amount used to compute a
company’s tax liability is called its tax base or taxable income.

Tax deductions constitute major administrative tools for influencing tax-
payers to consider and conform to what government authorities view as a
desired behavior. Charitable contributions, solar energy generation systems,
extra costs resulting from locating in certain inner cities and other reputedly
desirable deeds are rewarded by allowing costs associated with these actions
to be deducted from a company’s or individual’s revenue. Deductions are,
however, the source of much of the complexity of the current income tax
system.

ALTERNATIVES FOR COMPANY LEGAL ORGANIZATION

The legal form of organization adopted by a company influences many man-
agement issues, including the level of effort required to start a company,
minimum reporting requirements for its owners and government agencies,
the risks faced by its owners in case of financial default, and the amount
of taxes paid on its profits. This section offers a short summary of major
organizational forms, emphasizing their tax implications.
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Sole Proprietorships

A company organized as a sole proprietorship has a single owner, who is
ultimately responsible for all its liabilities and enjoys all profit, if any, from
its operation. The company’s profit is treated as personal income for tax pur-
poses. For instance, suppose that Elmer Fudd is the sole owner of Elmer Fudd
Construction, a proprietorship whose profit was $500,000 for 2008. Addi-
tionally, he had income of $10,000 from interest generated by his personal
bank savings.

His total personal income would be $510,000. Assuming that he had no
other sources of income, he is married filing jointly with no dependent chil-
dren, and he chooses the standard IRS deduction, the amount of his federal
income tax for 2008 would be around $144,627. The details of this and the
following tax computations are discussed later in this section.

Partnerships

A partnership is similar to a proprietorship in that the owners are ultimately
responsible for all company liabilities and pay taxes on the profit received
by each one. As in the case of proprietorships, a partnership is transparent
for taxation purposes. The company is not independently taxed, nor can
it retain any proportion of its profits. Consequently, the account Retained
Earnings, discussed in the accounting chapters of this book, is meaningless
for partnerships and proprietorships from a legal standpoint.

For comparison, suppose that Elmer Fudd and four nephews have equal
ownership rights in a partnership called Fudd and Nephews Construction
Company. The company had a profit of $500,000 for 2008. Each of the five
partners is married filing jointly with no dependent children and received
$2,000 in interest income. The total income of each one (their respective
gross adjusted income, as discussed later) would be $102,000. Each one
would pay approximately $13,713 of federal income tax, for a combined total
of $68,565. The difference between this figure and the tax paid by Mr. Fudd
as a sole proprietor is quite significant.

Corporations

From a legal perspective, a corporation is considered a unique entity, separate
from its owners. As such, the owners’ responsibility for its liabilities is limited
to their share of company equity. In contrast, a regular partner or a sole
proprietor can lose virtually all personal property if it is necessary to pay
off their company debts. The tradeoff of this substantial advantage is that
corporation profits are taxed before any dividends are distributed to owners.
Owners, in turn, must pay tax on the dividends they receive, albeit at a lower
rate than regular personal income. Most individuals paid a flat rate of 15%
for dividends in 2008, as further discussed later.
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Suppose that Elmer Fudd and his four nephews decide to incorporate their
company as Fudd Associates, Inc. The corporation earnings before income
taxes was $500,000 and all after-tax profit was distributed as dividends to the
five shareholders, each one receiving the same amount. Tax computations in
this case are more complicated than in the previous organizational forms.

The corporation would pay $170,000 in federal income taxes, and therefore,
there would be $330,000 left over to distribute to owners. Each of the five
owners would receive dividends of $66,000. The tax for this dividend amount
(at 15%) would be $9,900. If each one had interest income of $2,000, paying
a marginal tax rate of 28%, the tax levied would be $560. Each shareholder
would pay $10,460 of federal income tax, for a combined total of $52,300.
The total amount paid to the IRS (corporation + owners) would be $222,300,
making this the most expensive of all alternatives.2

The preceding discussion applies to regular (“C”) corporations. Share-
holders can choose to incorporate as an S corporation (or “Subchapter S”
corporation) and be treated as a partnership for tax purposes. S corporations,
combine the limited liability of corporations without having double taxation
(first on the corporation, then on the shareholder). However, this type of cor-
poration has legal limitations in its type of shares, number of shareholders,
and other aspects, while having essentially all the administrative burden of a
regular corporation.

Limited Liability Partnerships and Companies

Recently, two types of increasingly popular legal organizations have come
into fashion. They are regulated by each state, as opposed to by federal statute.
The Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) works as a partnership for tax pur-
poses, but each partner is responsible for any liability under his control and for
a proportional part of all shared liabilities. Partners are not, however, respon-
sible for liabilities arising exclusively from the actions of other partners. LLPs
have other corporation-like stipulations, such as having a managing board.
This type of organization is especially popular with professionals covered
by malpractice insurance, such as medical doctors. This format inherently
protects the other partners from the malpractice or failures of one of the part-
ners. Many states limit LLPs to individually insured professionals and offer
the more general alternative of LLCs, discussed below, for construction and
other types of businesses.

The Limited Liability Company (LLC) works very similarly to an LLP,
but has important differences. In general, LLCs are more closely regulated
than LLPs and must pay an additional “franchise tax” or “capital values tax”
to the state where they are incorporated. The advantages of an LLC include

2 Assuming that three of the owners of the company are active in the operation of the firm and pay
themselves a salary of $100,000 (i.e., $300,000 for the three), how would this impact the amount of tax
paid?
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the option to be taxed as a proprietorship, partnership, or corporation, while
providing the limited liability protection of a corporation to its members.
The main disadvantages common to LLCs and LLPs arise from the legal
framework that varies significantly among states. Moreover, both organiza-
tional forms have limitations similar to those of partnerships. For example,
the death of a member can trigger succession problems or even the termina-
tion of the company. Also, raising capital is harder for LLPs and LLCs than
for corporations. Lenders and potential investors tend to distrust their long-
term stability. The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws adopted the Uniform Limited Liability Company Act in 1996 (revised
in 2006) to address many of these problems for LLCs.

Other Options

A joint venture is a partnership between two or more participants—usually
corporations—to reach an operational goal. They are usually, but not neces-
sarily, temporary in the sense that they exist only for the duration of a given
project or the time required to achieve a given objective. Joint ventures are
common in the construction industry for large or specialized projects that
require the pooling the resources of two or more contracting companies. Joint
ventures between a large foreign company and a local company are frequently
required by financing agencies for international construction contracts.

Another type of partnership is the strategic alliance. It is similar to a joint
venture, but is geared toward a longer-term common goal not necessarily
involving a high level of equity stake. The small and fractured nature of
construction companies makes strategic alliances less popular than in other
industries.

TAXATION OF BUSINESS

For business entities, income is defined by the equation:

Income = Revenue − Expenses

The concept of deductions, however, allows for this amount to be further
reduced for tax purposes through the subtraction of deductions authorized
by the Internal Revenue Service and existing tax law. Therefore, the taxable
amount of income becomes:

Taxable Income = Revenue − Expenses − Deductions

In business organizations, the definitions of revenues and expenses must
be scrutinized carefully and conform to guidelines established by tax law and
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) publications. The amount of expenses and
the definition of deductions greatly impact the amount of taxable income. In
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other words, gross profit as reported in the Income Statement is not the same
as taxable income because of the impact of deductions. As discussed earlier
in this text, construction companies have many expenses that are directly
incurred in the physical construction of projects. Other expenses are required
to support construction and provide for the management of site activities
and for company administration. These are categorized as direct and indirect
expenses:

1. Direct Expenses. These expenses are incurred in operations that lead to
the realization of the physical facility being constructed. Typical direct
expenses are job payroll, project related equipment costs, materials used
for construction of the project, and subcontractor payments.

2. Indirect Expenses. This term relates to costs incurred for the manage-
ment support of the job site and for home office general and administra-
tive costs (e.g., senior management and staff salaries, office equipment
costs such as computer and copying charges, and costs related to the
ownership or rental of office space). These types of indirect expenses
are overheads or overhead expenses.

Expenses measure the expenditure of funds used to generate revenues. As
such, they can be deducted from revenues when determining taxable income.
As noted previously, expenses may be direct or indirect.

In general, most indirect expenses (e.g., field and home office overheads)
are subtracted from revenues to establish the taxable income of a company.
However, certain overhead expenses may not be fully deductible. For instance,
the existing tax law limits travel and entertainment expenses as follows:

“Generally, you can deduct only 50% or your business meal and enter-
tainment expenses, including meals incurred while away from home or
business.”

This, of course, means that these indirect expenses are NOT fully de-
ductible.

To illustrate this, consider the Income Statement shown in Figure 9.1.
This Income Statement lists the revenues and expenses referred to above in

an organized fashion. In this case, revenues are referred to as “Net Sales.” The
Gross Profit is simply calculated as Sales minus Cost of Sales (i.e., Revenues
minus Expenses). Gross Profit is reduced in the amount of “Job Related Indi-
rect Charges” ($562,600) and “Fixed (Home Office) Overheads ($1,265,820).
After subtracting these two Overhead Costs ($1,828,480), Net Profits before
Taxes are shown as $1,454,810. At this point, taxes are subtracted yielding a
Net Profit of $945,627. This amount will either be retained (i.e., held in the
company as Retained Earnings) or distributed as dividends to the owners or
stockholders of the company.

Two items in this report are of interest from a tax standpoint. Under job re-
lated costs, item 3 reports Transportation (Travel, Meals, etc.) costs. Assume
that $60,000 of the reported “Transportation Costs” is related to expenses
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Net Sales (Revenues) $21,427,610
Cost of Sales (Direct Expenses)

Materials 10,139,130
Labor (Includes all payroll taxes & (fringes) 5,482,710
Subcontracts 514,500

Total Cost of Sales $18,159,320
Gross Profit $ 3,283,290

Job Related Indirect Charges
1. Salaries 276,640
2. Job Office Costs 190,430
3. Transportation (Travel, Meals, etc.) 80,710
4. Interest Charges (Job Carrying Costs) 12,750
5. Miscellaneous 2,130

Total Job Indirect Charges $562,660
Fixed (Home Office) Overheads
1. Salaries – Home Office Staff 234,180
2. Salaries – Officers 384,100
3. Home Office Administrative Cost (Equipment, etc.) 516,950
4. Legal and Audit 23,150
5. Rent 25,060
6. Depreciation 82,380

Total Fixed overheads $1,265,820
Total Overheads $1,828,480
Net Profit before Taxes $1,454,810
State and Federal Taxes 509,183

Net Profit $945,627

Figure 9.1 Income Statement, Fudd Construction Co. 3rd Qtr, 2XXX.

for meals and entertainment. As noted above, this amount cannot be fully de-
ducted from revenues. Only half of meal and entertainment costs are available
as a deduction. Therefore, before calculating federal tax, half of this amount
(i.e., $30,000) must be added to net profit before taxes reported in Figure 9.1.
That is, the taxable amount of profit becomes:

Taxable Income = $1,454,810 + $30,000 = $1,484,810

since the total amount of the job related Item 3 is not fully deductible.
On the other hand, the amount shown as Item 6 under Fixed Overhead –

Depreciation is a major deduction allowed by tax law as a way for each firm
to recover the loss of value of equipment due to obsolescence over time.
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Depreciation is one of the most significant deductions available to construc-
tion contractors. For instance, an off-highway truck or hauler will decline in
value over time. After 4 years of use, a $100,000 hauler may have a market
value of only $40,000. This decrease or decline in value is viewed as a cost of
doing business (i.e., a cost of generating revenues). Therefore, the IRS allows
this loss of value to be recovered through a deduction called depreciation. In
Figure 9.1, Fudd Construction is claiming $82,380 for decline in the value
of equipment in the firm used to generate revenues.” The subtraction of this
amount when calculating net profit provides a major way for a company to
reduce its amount of taxable income. In effect, deductions cause:

Income = Revenue − Expenses

to be modified, yielding:

Taxable Income = Revenue − Expenses − Deductions

Obviously, the income and profit reported to stockholders or company
owner is different from the taxable income reported for tax purposes.

BUSINESS DEDUCTIONS IN GENERAL

Deductions allow companies to reduce the amount of income subject to
taxation. They can be viewed as a gift from the government recognizing both
direct and indirect as well as latent costs of doing business. Some deductions,
as noted previously, are designed to provide incentives to trigger certain
actions on the part of business entities.

Construction costs (direct costs plus field overhead) and general (home
office) overhead costs associated with the operation of a construction company
are deductible independent of the company’s form of business organization.
However, some expenses are difficult to classify and others, as noted, are not
fully deductible (e.g., meal and entertainment costs).

Therefore, the calculation of taxable income and the determination of
what items can be deducted and to what degree must be carefully determined.
Deductions such as depreciation typically lead to a company paying taxes
on a lower amount than the net profit before income taxes appearing in
a company’s Income Statement. The net amount considering deductions is
used to compute a company’s tax liability and is referred to as its tax base or
taxable income.

TAXABLE INCOME: INDIVIDUALS

Taxes levied on proprietorships and other forms of business organization are
paid directly by their owners, and their computation is linked to individual tax
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considerations. The taxable income of individuals depends not only on the
amount of money earned but also on their civil status and how they choose to
report their deductions.

For tax purposes, individuals are classified into the following filing sta-
tuses:

� Single. The unmarried individual not falling into the head of household
category below generally pays the highest amounts of tax compared to
the other categories.

� Married filing separately. A married couple may decide to pay taxes
separately, filing their tax returns as essentially two single individuals.
The current tax code results in a so-called marriage penalty for married
couples filing a joint return when both spouses work and earn higher
than average, comparable incomes. In these cases, the couple pays more
taxes by submitting a single joint return than by filing separately.

� Married filing jointly. This filing status comprises the traditional family
of spouses and children, choosing to use a single tax return for the couple
and dependents. Historically, tax codes protected this category, although
such advantages have all but disappeared in the current code.

� Head of household. This category provides certain tax benefits. It in-
cludes persons contributing more than half of their household expenses.
These persons are considered unmarried and have at least one dependent
person. Single parents and single children supporting their parents and
similar individuals are included in this category.

ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS, STANDARD DEDUCTIONS,
AND PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS

Every individual (or family, if filing jointly) can deduct certain items from
their income, thus reducing the tax basis upon which their taxes will be
computed. Contributions to charity, medical expenses over a certain threshold,
and especially the interest paid on the mortgage loan for the individual’s
residence can add up to a substantial amount of money. This item-by-item
reporting is called the itemized deduction approach. Alternatively, individuals
can choose to subtract a standard deduction from their income instead of
performing an itemized deduction calculation.

The amount of the standard deduction is specified by the IRS and varies
according to the filing status. Furthermore, it is adjusted every year. An
advantage of using the standard deduction is that no confirming documenta-
tion is needed compared to the sometimes excruciating exercise of backing
each claimed itemized deduction with some form of proof (typically called
a voucher). Both approaches cannot be taken simultaneously. If a person
takes advantage of the standard deduction, no other deduction can be claimed
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TABLE 9.1 Standard Deductions and Personal
Exemptions, 2008

Filing Status Standard Deduction

Single $5,450
Married filing jointly $10,900
Married filing separately $5,450
Heads of household $8,000

Personal Exemption $3,500

except for a few special cases, such as contributions to individual retirement
accounts (IRAs). The standard deductions for 2008 are provided in Table 9.1.3

The IRS also allows a personal exemption amount to be deducted for the
person filing and those reported as dependent (e.g., spouse and children).
For example, if a married couple with two children files a joint return, they
can claim four personal exemptions. The amount specified for each per-
sonal exemption does not vary with the filing status, but it is adjusted every
year. As can be seen in Table 9.1, the amount for 2008 is $3,500. The per-
sonal exemptions for the family of four, previously mentioned, would reduce
taxable income in the amount of 4 × $3,500 = $14,000. If the taxpayer
pays taxes at the rate of 25%, this yields a reduction in actual tax paid of
(.25) × $14,000 or $3,500.

There are several minor deductions applicable to businesses and/or individ-
uals not discussed here, such as college tuition and fees and the interest paid
on student loans. The taxable income of proprietorship owners and individuals
in general results from applying all deductions and personal exemptions.

THE TAX SIGNIFICANCE OF DEPRECIATION

Deductions benefit the tax payer in that each dollar that can be deducted
results in a reduction in the amount of tax paid. This reduction in tax amounts
to a per dollar savings of $1.00 × (Tax Rate). If a tax payer in the 28%
marginal tax bracket4 can deduct $1,000 for whatever reason, this reduces the
amount of tax by $280.

Most tax agencies accept the concept that property declines in value over
time and is a legitimate cost of doing business that can be claimed as depre-
ciation. Depreciation reflects the loss of value and obsolescence of property
(e.g., equipment) involved in the operation of a business and can constitute a

3 Owners of proprietorships detail their business revenue and costs separately using Schedule C—a
supplemental schedule of IRS Form1040. They can choose to use their standard deduction, independently
of the costs deducted from their revenue to arrive to the business income (or loss) reported in their form
1040.
4 The concept of marginal tax rates is discussed later in the Section entitled “Marginal Tax Rates.”
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very significant tax deduction. It results in a lowering of taxes (e.g., 34 cents
on the dollar for businesses based on a tax rate of 34%).

Depreciation applies to all property that is required for the operation of
a business. Computers, office furniture, heavy equipment, and real estate
are all depreciable assets. Most construction companies, particularly heavy
and highway constructors, own a substantial amount of equipment that can be
depreciated over time. Contractors look at equipment as small “profit centers”
and will apply any depreciation associated with the piece of equipment to
offset the profit generated by that machine or equipment item.

It is important to align the declaration of depreciation so that it can be used
to offset income that is taxable. If a company has $100,000 of depreciation
that can be taken in a given year, but only $80,000 in taxable income in that
year, $20,000 in tax savings are lost. That is, depreciation cannot be carried
over for use in a future tax year. In general, depreciation must be applied in
the tax year in which it occurs.

During the construction of the Alaska Pipeline, a midwestern contractor
successfully received the contract to construct an access road running parallel
to the pipeline. In order to prepare for this job, the contractor purchased a mul-
timillion dollar fleet of equipment. The job was delayed several years because
of impact assessments and studies triggered by environmental action groups.
During this time, the equipment was placed in storage near the construction
site and no depreciation was claimed. Since the fleet was not productive during
this period, it was not generating taxable income. The strategy was to take de-
preciation on the equipment at the time the equipment was productive and gen-
erating income against which the depreciation could be used to reduce taxes.

CALCULATING DEPRECIATION

The method by which depreciation is calculated for tax purposes must con-
form to standards established by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The three
bases available for calculation of depreciation are (1) Straight Line, or Linear,
method, (2) the Accelerated method, and (3) a variant of the Straight Line
method called the Production method. Federal law has introduced the use of
fixed percentages as given in published tables to calculate the amount of de-
preciation for various classes of property when using the Accelerated method.

The major factors to be considered when calculating depreciation of an
asset are shown in Figure 9.2. The three major factors form the three sides of
the depreciation “box” that are linked by the method of depreciation selected.
They are:

1. Initial cost or basis in dollars
2. Service life in years or hours
3. Salvage value in dollars

The amount that can be depreciated or claimed by way of a tax deduction
is the difference between the initial net value of the asset and it’s residual or
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Figure 9.2 Factors involved in depreciation.

salvage value. This is referred to as the depreciable amount and establishes
the maximum number of depreciation dollars available in the asset during its
service life. U.S. tax law provides that salvage value less than 10% of the
initial basis or cost of the item can be assumed to be zero (i.e., neglected). In
such cases, the entire initial net value is considered to be depreciable.

STRAIGHT LINE METHOD

The Straight line method of calculating depreciation is based on the assump-
tion that the depreciation, or loss of value through use, is uniform during the
useful life of the property. This simply means that the net first cost or other
basis for the calculation, less the estimated salvage value (if greater than 10%
of the basis), is deductible in equal annual amounts over the estimated service
life of the property. The depreciable amount is the difference between the
purchase price or initial basis and the salvage value (if any).

Let us assume that we have a piece of equipment that has an initial cost or
base value of $16,000 and a salvage value of $1,000. The service life of this
equipment is 5 years. Since the salvage value of $1,000 is less than 10% of the
initial cost, it is considered to be zero. The depreciable amount is $16,000.
By prorating the depreciable amount over the service life, the amount of
depreciation claimed each year is $16,000/5 years or $3200 per year. This is
illustrated in Figure 9.3.

The remaining amount of depreciation of this asset can be determined by
consulting the stepwise plot of declining value. During the 3rd year of the
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asset’s service life, for example, the remaining base value (also called the
book value) of the asset is $16,000 minus $6,400, or $9,600. If we connect
the points representing the book value at the end of each year, we have the
“straight line.”

The concept of base value, or book value, has further tax implications. For
instance, if we sell this asset in the third year for $13,000, we are receiving
more from the buyer than the book value of $9,600. We are gaining $3,400
more than the depreciated book value of the asset. The $3,400 constitutes
a capital gain. The reasoning is that we have claimed depreciation up to
this point of $6,400, and we have declared that as part of the cost of doing
business. Now the market has allowed us to sell at $3,400 over the previously
declared value, and therefore, we have received taxable income.

THE PRODUCTION METHOD

As was stated previously, contractors try to claim depreciation on a given
unit of equipment at the same time the equipment is generating profit. The
production method allows the declaration of depreciation based on the number
of hours the equipment unit was in production for a given year. The asset’s
cost is prorated and depreciation is recovered on a per-unit-of-output or hourly
basis. If the $16,000 equipment unit we have been discussing has a 10,000
hour service life, the $16,000 is recovered on a per hour of use basis at the
rate of $1.60 per hour. This method is popular with small contractors, since it
is easy to calculate and ensures that the depreciation available from the asset
will be recovered at the same time the unit is generating profit. A reasonable
estimate of the total operating hours for a piece of equipment may be obtained
by referring to the odometer on the unit together with the logbook or job time
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cards. The production method ensures that depreciation is available when the
machine is productive and theoretically profitable or producing income.

DEPRECIATION BASED ON CURRENT LAW

As was noted above, current guidance from the IRS allows property to be
depreciated using (1) the Straight Line method, (2) the Production method, or
(3) the Accelerated method. A set of tables defines the acceptable accelerated
depreciation amounts for equipment based on the appropriate service life
categories. These tables establish rates of depreciation available using the
Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System, or MACRS approach presently
in place. This system defines various classes of property ranging from small
items (e.g., computers, file cabinets, etc.) with a 3-year service life up to a
20-year class for real property. Most construction equipment items fall into the
3-, 5-, or 7-year service life categories given in the IRS tables. For example,
light trucks (less than 6.5 tons) are considered to be 3-year property. Most
average-weight construction equipment is classified as 5-year equipment.
Some heavy construction equipment such as dredging barges are depreciated
over a 10-year life. The MACRS table is shown in Table 9.2.

The amount depreciated is calculated using prescribed depreciation meth-
ods for each class of property. For example 2-, 5-, 7- and 10-year property are
depreciated based on the 200% declining-balance (DB) method with a switch
to Straight Line method at a time that maximizes the deduction. The 15- and
20- classes use the 150% DB method.

When using the declining-balance (DB) method, the amount of depreci-
ation claimed in the previous year is subtracted from the book value at the
beginning of the previous year before computing the next year’s depreciation.
The rate is calculated by dividing either 200% or 150% by the total number
of service life years associated with the property (e.g. 3, 5, 7, etc.). The rate
for a 5-year class of property using the 200% DB method is 200%/5 or 40%.
For a $10,000 piece of equipment with a service life of 5 years, the 200% and
150% DB depreciation for each year is shown below:

200% DB Depreciation 150% DB Depreciation
(Rate = 40%)∗ (Rate = 30%)∗

Year 1 $10,000 × .40 = $4,000 $10,000 × .30 = $3,000
Year 2 $6,000 × .40 = $2,400 $7,000 × .30 = $2,100
Year 3 $3,600 × .40 = $1,440 $4,900 × .30 = $1,470
Year 4 $2,160 × .40 = $864, etc. $3,430 × .30 = $1,029, etc

(Note: The 150% DB method is used only for 15- and 20-year assets, so this calculation is shown only as
a sample calculation. The actual 15- and 20-year 150% DB rates to be used would be 150%/15 = 10%
and 150%/20 =7.5%, respectively).
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TABLE 9.2 MACRS Table for Accelerated Depreciation

Annual recovery (Percent of original depreciable basis)

Recovery 3-year class 5-year class 7-year class 10-year class 15-year class 20-year class
year (200 % d.b.) (200 % d.b.) (200 % d.b.) (200% d.b.) (150% d.b.) (150% d.b.)

1 33.00 20.00 14.28 10.00 5.00 3.75
2 45.00 32.00 24.49 18.00 9.50 7.22
3 15.00 19.20 17.49 14.40 8.55 6.68
4 7.00 11.52 12.49 11.52 7.69 6.18
5 11.52 8.93 9.22 6.93 5.71
6 5.76 8.93 7.37 6.23 5.28
7 8.93 6.55 5.90 4.89
8 4.46 6,55 5.90 4.52
9 6.55 5.90 4.46

10 6.55 5.90 4.46
11 3.29 5.90 4.46
12 5.90 4.46
13 5.90 4.46
14 5.90 4,46
15 5.90 4.46
16 3.00 4.46
17 4.46
18 4.46
19 4.46
20 4.46
21 2.25

MACRS also uses the “half-year convention” to calculate the first-year
depreciation. This means that half of the DB amount is taken in the first year.

Since the MACRS rate for a 5-year class property is 40%, only half of this
percentage, that is, 20%, is taken in the first year. The rate for the second year
then becomes ((1.0 – 0.2) × 0.4) × 100 = 32%. Similarly, the third year rate
is ((0.8 – 0.32) × 0.4) × 100 = 19.2%, and so forth. For a 5-year class item
with base value of $100,000, the depreciation amounts for years 1 to 3 are:

Year Depreciation Book Value

1 $20,000 $80,000
2 $32,000 $48,000
3 $19,200 $28,800

By consulting Table 9.2, it will be noted that although this is a 5-year
property class, it is depreciated out across a 6-year period. Also, following
the third year, MACRS switches from 200-DB to Straight Line method. The
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6th year is assumed to be a half-year so that the depreciation for years 4 and
5 is equal to 28,800 divided by 2.5, or $11,520.

Year Depreciation Book Value

4 $11,520 $17,280
5 $11,520 $5,760

The remaining $5,760 is available for depreciation in year 6. In other
words, the last year is considered to be a half-year. Verify the values for 10-
year property, by using the “Half-Year Convention” and procedure explained
above. The item is depreciated out over 10 + 1 = 11 years. Note that all
categories in Table 9.2 are depreciated over “n + 1” years. In what year, does
the switch from 200 DB to straight line occur for the 10-year asset? All values
in Table 9.2 can be confirmed using this approach.

IRS documents available on the Internet explain the calculation of depre-
ciation. Moreover, the Internet has many websites with tax estimators (search
income tax estimator). While it is perfectly legitimate to use these resources,
they are “black boxes” that offer no guidance about the rationale behind the
computations. The process discussed here provides a limited insight into the
special topic of depreciation and its impact on taxable income.

MARGINAL TAX RATES

The income tax system is progressive. This term is used to indicate that tax
rates do not stay “flat” or constant across all income levels. In a flat system,
all taxpayers are subject to the same tax as a percentage of their income,
regardless of the amount earned. That is, a flat or constant tax rate or percent
is paid by all taxpayers regardless of the level of their income.

In a progressive system, the percentage rate of income tax paid by taxpayers
with high income is greater than the percentage paid by individuals with lower
income. There are a few instances of regressive taxes, which result in lower-
income individuals paying more, as a percentage of their income, than higher
income taxpayers. The excise tax on gas is an example: The tax levied on
each gallon is more significant as a percentage of earnings for lower-income
persons than to upper-income individuals (e.g., $3.00/gallon gasoline is a
higher percent of the income of a person making $25,000/year than of a
person making $180,000/year).

The income tax depends on two main factors: the filing status of the tax-
payer (corporation, single individual, married filing jointly, etc.), and the
taxable income on which the tax is computed. Each filing status has a corre-
sponding tax table, similar to the one shown in Table 9.3. The table is divided
into income brackets, and each income bracket has a different tax percentage
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TABLE 9.3 Tax Table for Single Tax Payers, 2008

Bracket floor Lump Sum Marginal Tax Rate

8,025 0 10%
32,550 802.50 15%
78,850 4,481.25 25%

164,550 16,056.20 28%
357,700 40,052.20 33%
No limit 103,791.75 35%

called the marginal tax rate for the bracket. The column entitled Lump Sum
is derived from other data, as discussed below. The brackets (i.e., lower and
upper limits) are adjusted by the IRS every year. Changing the bracket per-
centages, however, is much more difficult, since percent changes require an
Act of Congress.

Taxes are computed incrementally. Referring to Table 9.3, a single person
with taxable income of $10,000 will pay a 10% tax over the first $8,025 and
15% on the amount over $8,025.

Tax for $10,000 taxable income = 10% × 8,025 + 15% × (10,000 − 8,025)

= $1,098.75

Similarly:

Tax for $50,000 taxable income= 10% × 8,025 + 15% × (32,550 − 8,025)

+25% × (50, 000 − 32, 551)

= $8,843.50

Notice that for a taxable income of $60,000, only the last term would be
different from the above computations, that is, 25% × (60,000 − 32,550). In
fact, only the last term of the tax computations for a taxable income differs
from the computations for any other taxable income within the same bracket.
To simplify the computations, most tax tables include a lump sum equal to
the amount of tax paid up to the bracket base.

The lump sum for the first brackets of Table 9.3 can be found as follows:

For the bracket $0 to $8,025, the Lump sum

= $0, since there are no preceding brackets

For the bracket $8,025 to $32,550, Lump sum = 10% × 8,025 = $802.50
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TABLE 9.4 Individual Taxpayer Income Brackets and Tax Rates, 2008

Married Filing
Jointly or
Qualified Married Filing Head of Marginal Tax

Single Widow(er) Separately Household Rate

$0 $0 $0 $0 10%
$8,025 $16,050 $8,025 $11,450 15%

$32,550 $65,100 $32,550 $43,650 25%
$78,850 $131,450 $65,725 $112,650 28%

$164,550 $200,300 $100,150 $182,400 33%
$357,700 $357,700 $178,850 $357,700 35%

For $32,550 to $78,850: Lump sum = 10% × 8,025 + 15%

×(32,550 − 8,025) = $4,481.25

For incomes in the $78,850 to $164,550 bracket:

Lump sum = 10% × 8,025 + 15% × (32,550 − 8,025) + 25%

×(78,850 − 32,550) = $16,056.20

Using the lump sum column, tax computations are straightforward::

Tax for $10,000 taxable income = 802.50 + 15% × (10,000 − 8,025)

= $1,098.75

Tax for $50,000 taxable income = 4,481.25 + 25% × (50,000 − 32,550)

= $8,843.50

Tax for $60,000 taxable income = 4,481.25 + 25% × (60,000 − 32,550)

= $11,343.75

A summary table for other individual taxpayer filing statuses is shown
in Table 9.4. Notice that although lump sums are not included, the table is
perfectly usable. Table 9.5 includes the brackets and rates for corporations.
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TABLE 9.5 Corporate Income Brackets and Tax
Rates, 2008

Bracket floor Lump sum Marginal tax rate

$0 $0 15%
$50,000 $7,500 25%
$75,000 $13,750 34%

$100,000 $22,250 39%
$335,000 $113,900 34%

$10,000,000 $3,400,000 35%
$15,000,000 $5,150,000 38%
$18,333,333 $6,416,667 35%

TAX CREDITS

A tax credit is an allowance that can be deducted directly from the actual
tax to be paid as computed previously, instead of from the individual’s or
corporation’s income. This is the case, for example, of the Hope credit and
the Lifetime Learning credits, which can be claimed by college students when
complying with given requisites. These credits cause a direct reduction in the
amount of tax due for payment.

Other examples of tax credits are those given for child and dependent
care expenses and the residential energy credit. As stated previously, these
allowances usually subsidize a reputedly desirable behavior (college ed-
ucation and energy saving investments) or attempt to provide relief to
individuals confronted with trying financial circumstances (child and de-
pendent care, etc.). Similarly, corporations can claim credits. These cred-
its tend to encourage business activities in certain regions (e.g., the
American Samoa Economic Development Credit), reimburse taxes paid
overseas, or foster a desirable behavior (e.g., the Rehabilitation Tax
Credit).

It must be repeated that credits are subtracted directly from the computed
tax. To emphasize the effect of a tax credit, consider the case of a person
owing $10,000 in federal income tax who decided to purchase a hybrid car
in 2008. At the time, the IRS allowed a credit of up to $3,000 to foster the
use of this technology. By purchasing a model qualified for the full $3,000
credit the person would have lowered the tax to $7,000 instead of the original
$10,000. In other words, a tax credit results in a direct reduction of the tax
paid, whereas a deduction results in a reduction of the amount that is taxable.
Therefore, a deduction of $3,000 for a person in the 28% tax bracket reduces
the tax actually paid by only $3,000 × 0.28 = $840—not $3,000. Clearly, a
tax credit is more desirable.
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TAX PAYROLL WITHHOLDING

Employers are required to retain an amount from each paycheck that is roughly
enough to cover the employee’s tax liability at the end of the year. This
withholding tax reduces the impact of the thousands of dollars levied in taxes
to any average employee. The amount held back is essentially an escrow
account held for the employee by the employer. At the time of payment, this
escrow, or withheld, amount provides the employee with a basis for paying
tax. As many taxpayers know, it often occurs that the total retention exceeds
the total tax owed, in which case the IRS refunds the amount of over payment
to the individual taxpayer.

TAX PAYMENT SCHEDULES

Corporations and some individuals must pay their taxes in quarterly install-
ments, although their deadlines are slightly different. The requirement to make
quarterly payments is similar, in concept, to withholding taxes for the indi-
vidual employee discussed in the previous section. Installments are intended
to avoid the situation of a company being confronted with a large payment at
the end of the tax period. It ensures that companies and individuals “pay as
they go” and spread tax payments over the tax period. This avoids the shock
of paying a single large “balloon” payment at the end of the tax period.

Corporations can select a fiscal year, which does not need to coincide with
the calendar year. While a calendar year ends on December 31st, a corporate
fiscal year can end on any arbitrary date, usually at the end or the middle
of a month. Many retailers, for example, do not like a December 31st fiscal
year end because they are still occupied with the busy Christmas season.
Nevertheless, about two thirds of American corporations choose to have
their fiscal year end with the calendar year. A corporation with this calendar
must estimate its profit and submit installments on the 15th of April, June,
September, and December. Proprietorships and other organizational forms
without an independent tax standing, as well as individuals with substantial
income that is not subject to withholding, use the same calendar for the
first three installments (15th of April, June, and September) but pay the last
installment on January 15th of the following year. Oddly enough, this means
that there are 2 months between the 1st and 2nd payments, 3 months between
the 2nd and 3rd payment, and 4 months between the 3rd and last payment.

MARGINAL, AVERAGE, AND EFFECTIVE TAX RATES

The previous discussions of taxable income and tax computations yield insight
about the tax paid by an individual or corporation compared to its income. As
mentioned before, a progressive system imposes more taxes as a percentage
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of income on higher income. But, it is also important to view taxes as a
percentage of the money earned by the taxpayer.

� The marginal tax rate is the percentage that an additional dollar earned
by a taxpayer would have to pay. The marginal tax rate is relevant to
correctly analyze the money saved or paid by relatively small changes in
income. In the discussion of organizational forms, it was mentioned in
the partnership form that Elmer Fudd (married filing jointly) would earn
$102,000 and pay taxes for around $13,713 as a partner in a partnership.
Table 9.3 shows that for a couple filing jointly, this income belongs to
the bracket taxed at 25%, that is, its marginal tax rate would be 25%.
This means that if he decides to give $1,000 to charity, he will be able to
reduce his taxes by 25% × $1,000 = $250.

� The average tax rate is the ratio of total taxes paid to taxable income.
The average tax rate paid by any individual with income over the min-
imum bracket will always be lower than the marginal rate, since the
average includes the fraction of the income taxed at the lower tax rate
of the low-income brackets. This is not true for corporations, as can
be observed in its convoluted table. Returning to Mr. Fudd, his taxable
income would be $102,000 (gross adjusted income) − $10,900 (std. de-
duction) – 2 × $3,500 = $84,100. Therefore, his average tax rate would
be $13,713/$84,100 = 16.3%.

� The effective tax rate results from dividing the amount of paid taxes by
the income without considering deductions or exemptions. Elmer Fudd
had an effective rate of $13,713/$102,000 = 13.4%. The spread between
average and effective income taxes is low in this case, compared to many
large corporations with large tax breaks. The IRS reported that in 1999
the effective rate paid (in average) by the top 10,000 largest corporations
was 20%, considerably less than their average tax rate of near 34%.

NET OPERATING LOSSES

A company has a net operating loss (NOL) when it reports a higher amount of
allowable deductions than revenue. NOL is generally close, but not equal, to
the loss (if any) reported in the company’s Income Statement. As previously
discussed, there are deductions for tax purposes that may be computed dif-
ferently in the company’s accounting system (e.g., depreciation) and may not
appear in the Income Statement (e.g., incentives to locate in certain areas), or
vice versa, may not be acceptable for tax purposes (e.g., some public relations
and travel expenses). Individuals and all forms of business organizations can
report a NOL.

No income taxes are levied in the year that an individual or company has
an NOL. Furthermore, the loss can be used to revise the taxable income of
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previous years and to lower the taxable income of future years. The NOL
applied to past years is called a carryback, and the amount applied to future
years is a carryforward.

The rules applied to carryback and carryforward have changed with every
major revision of the tax code, and depend on the type of loss, income, and
even the institution (banks, for example, have their set of rules in this area).
Being aware of the concepts of carryback and carryover should be enough for
the intended level of this book. Carryback has been limited to the previous
3 years and carry forward to the next 15 years for most situations applicable
to construction companies. The following example helps in the understanding
of the process.

Suppose that a company reports a NOL of $1,000,000 for 2009. It had a
taxable income of $200,000 in each of the previous four years. How would
this company apply this NOL to revise previous tax computations and as a
deduction for coming years?

The carryback process is usually performed before the carryforward, be-
cause it results in immediate tax relief (a refund) from the IRS. An excep-
tion happens when a company finds that the marginal tax rate of previous
years is lower than the expected marginal rate for coming years. In such a
(uncommon) case, the difference in rates may justify the wait. In this example,
the company chooses to apply the carryback first. The taxable income of each
of the three previous years is revised to zero:

� In 2008, the amount available to carry back is $1,000,000. After sub-
tracting the $200,000 originally reported as taxable income, the revised
taxable income is zero, and the amount available to further carryback is
$800,000.

� In 2007, the revised taxable income is also zero, and the remaining
carryback is $600,000.

� In 2006, the same process is applied. The revised taxable income is zero,
and the remaining carryback is $400,000

� The taxable income for 2005 cannot be revised, despite the $400,000 of
NOL still available, since this year is more than 3 years before the NOL.

The company will send the IRS revised tax returns showing zero taxable
income for 2008, 2007, and 2006. It will get a refund for all taxes paid in
those years (not $200,000 for each year but the tax amount paid in each year).

The unapplied portion of the NOL is saved as carryforward for the coming
years. If the company has a taxable income before applying the NOL of
$100,000 in 2010, it can set to zero the taxable income and still have $300,000
available. If it has a taxable income of $450,000 in 2011, it would apply all the
remaining funds from the NOL to pay taxes on a taxable income of $150,000.
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TAXES ON DIVIDENDS AND LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINS

Dividends, as discussed in the accounting section of this book, are the pay-
ments made by a corporation to its shareholders. They are the portion of the
corporation’s profit not reinvested as retained earnings.

As noted in the section entitled “Straight Line Method,” when a capital
asset is held for more than a year and then sold at a higher price than its
depreciated or base value, the resulting profit is called a long-term capital
gain. An asset such as a piece of equipment or a building, typically appear in
the Non-Current Assets section of a company’s balance sheet. To qualify as a
long-term capital gain, the capital asset cannot be purchased for the purpose
of being resold.

Dividends and long-term capital gains are taxed under different rules.
Currently, a flat tax of 15% is levied for dividends, as well as for long-term
capital gains with the exception of real estate.5 Since this part of a company’s
or individual’s income is treated differently, dividends and long-term capital
gains are not counted in the regular income tax computations discussed so far.

There are several types of capital gains that result in different rates. Long-
term gains involving real estate are taxed at up to 25%, and collectibles at
up to 28%. Short-term capital gains (those from capital assets held for less
than a year) and stock in many small businesses are taxed at the marginal
rate of regular income. Complicating this topic, current rates are scheduled
to expire in 2010, making these specifics moot unless new legislation extends
their term.

ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX

The tax rules discussed so far can result in some wealthier individuals and cor-
porations paying proportionally less taxes than lower-income taxpayers. The
Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) amounts to a parallel set of rules designed
to avoid any tax loopholes in the federal tax system. This is accomplished
by a simpler, flatter system, which sets the individual or corporation taxable
income at a level much closer to their income as computed by accounting
standards. In other words, it allows fewer exemptions to individuals and cor-
porations falling under its scope. Its tax rates are nearly flat: 26–28% for
individuals, 20% for corporations. If an individual or corporation has a high
level of income, it must perform the AMT calculations. The amount owed
will be the higher of the tax owed using the regular approach or the AMT.

The AMT was first applied in 1970 and revised in 1986. Its original scope
made it applicable to literarily a few dozen very wealthy families and a few
hundred large corporations. Unfortunately, its underlying legislation does not
include a provision to adjust for inflation, and its thresholds have become

5 Individuals with taxable income falling in the 10% or 15% brackets of their applicable tax table are
subject to a long-term capital gain/dividend rate of 5% instead of 15%.
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so low that an upper-middle income family may find itself dealing with this
parallel system. A Faustian dilemma has developed. Although it is clear that
the AMT is changing its fundamental purpose by including upper-middle-
class families, cutting off the tax revenue generated from the AMT paid by
these families would lead to a reduction of billions of dollars now paid into
the coffers of the government.

The corporate AMT is more complex than the individual version. It is not
applicable to small corporations and has its own set of deductions (prefer-
ences) and allows the equivalent of a “personal exemption” that is tapered off
for higher alternative minimum taxable incomes (AMTI)

In order to deal with this and a host of other tax-related issues, even
relatively small construction firms organized in the corporate form, require
the service of experienced tax professionals.

SUMMARY

This chapter has discussed issues related to taxation that influence the bot-
tom line of a construction company and impact financial decisions. Clearly,
minimizing the amount of taxes paid increases the profit and retained earn-
ings controlled by the company and ultimately distributed to the owners and
stockholders. One area, which is often discussed in conjunction with taxa-
tion, is contributions made by companies to ensure the welfare of employees.
Companies are involved in paying Social Security contributions required by
federal law, Unemployment and Workers’ Compensation insurance required
by state governments, and so-called “fringe” benefits required of union con-
tractors by union contracts. Although these are not strictly taxes, they do have
a similar impact on the profitability of the company and must be carefully
analyzed. A cursory introduction to these charges and how they impact labor
costs is presented in Construction Management by Halpin published by John
Wiley and Sons, Inc. (Halpin, 2006). The company’s top management, and
particularly the chief financial officer (CFO), must continuously study and
analyze the impact of taxation on all financial and organizational decisions.
Taxes are business costs which lead to a 34% reduction in before tax income
and must be considered very seriously. These costs require at least the same
level of professional and financial expertise that is required from a technical
perspective to build innovative and successful construction projects.

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

1. Explain in your own words the concept of marginal tax rate.
2. Does a single individual making $500,000 pay the same marginal tax

rate as another making $1,000,000? Explain.
3. You decide to sell a house that you bought five years ago with the purpose

of renting it. Its purchase price was $300,000, and now its market value
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is about $500,000. How much should you expect to pay in taxes for the
sale of this house?

4. What is the average tax rate paid by a single person with a $60,000 AGI
for 2008?

5. What is the name of the amount of money that can be deducted
directly from the computed tax, instead of from the gross adjusted
income?

6. Which business enterprises pay untaxed profits to owners/partners who
then pay the taxes on their individual returns?

7. Peachtree Construction Inc., which is incorporated as a corporation, re-
ported a net operating loss (NOL) of $500,000 in 2008. Given the follow-
ing data, how much of this NOL is likely to be available as a deduction
from its profit in 2009?
� The company was created in 2006.
� It had a NOL of $100,000 in 2006.
� It reported a profit before taxes of $400,000 in 2007.

8. A corporation had a net income before taxes of $1,200,000 for 2008.
Find the tax liability for this company.

9. Pegg Construction, a partnership of three brothers, had a net income
before taxes of $300,000. The brothers have agreed that all profit will
be shared in equal parts. John Pegg is single, and has an income of
$500,000 from other sources. How much will Mr. Pegg pay in taxes for
the $100,000 from the partnership with his siblings?

10. Let us assume that we own our personal residences. One question of
interest is, “If we depreciate real property (e.g. land, buildings, etc.),
can we depreciate the house in which we live?” Depreciation allows for
the recovery of the cost of doing business. Since, in most cases, we do
not “do business” in our home, our residence is not a depreciable asset.
You can, however, think of some instances in which a person conducts
business at home. Can such a person working at home, depreciate the
cost of his/her house?

11. Why are governments willing to agree to accept the concept of deprecia-
tion, which leads in many cases to a considerably lower level of taxation
for business entities? The answer to this question provides an insight
into how modern economies operate. How are economies impacted by
depreciation?

12. Verify the 5- and 7-year property class percentages given in Table 9.2 by
applying the 200% DB approach to a piece of equipment with a nominal
value of $1,000. For the 7-year property class, in what year is the switch
from 200% DB to Straight Line made based on the percentages in the
Table 9.2. Only half of the first and last years are considered in the
computations. This means that for a five-year class property, only half
the 200% DB amount (40%/2 = 20%) is deducted.
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13. Why do you think the 150% DB method is used as the basis for
depreciation for 15- and 20-year classes of equipment, as given in
Table 9.2?

14. Find the yearly depreciation of a $100,000 five-year class concrete mixer,
first assuming that it is new when purchased, and then that it is purchased
as used equipment.
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APPENDIX A

TYPICAL CHART OF ACCOUNTS

TABLE A.1 General Ledger Accounts

Assets

10. Petty cash
11. Bank deposits

.1 General bank account

.2 Payroll bank account

.3 Project bank accounts

.4
12. Accounts receivable

.1

.2 Parent, associated, or affiliated companies

.3 Notes receivable

.4 Employees’ accounts

.5 Sundry debtors

.6
13. Deferred receivables

All construction contracts are charged to this account, being diminished by
progress payments as received. This account is offset by Account 48.0,
Deferred Income.

14. Property, plant, and equipment

Property and General Plant

.100 Real estate and improvements

.200 Leasehold improvements

.300 Shops and yards

(continued )
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TABLE A.1 (Continued )

Mobile Equipment

.400 Motor vehicles

.500 Tractors
.01 Repairs, parts, and labor
.05 Outside service
.12 Tire replacement
.15 Tire repair
.20 Fuel
.25 Oil, lubricants, filters
.30 Licenses, permits
.35 Depreciation
.40 Insurance
.45 Taxes

.510 Power shovels

.520 Bottom dumps

Stationary Equipment

.530 Concrete mixing plant

.540 Concrete pavers

.550 Air compressors .560

Small Power Tools and Portable Equipment

.600 Welders

.610 Concrete power buggies

.620 Electric drills .630

Marine Equipment

.700

Miscellaneous Construction Equipment

.800 Scaffolding

.810 Concrete forms

.820 Wheelbarrows

.830

Office and Engineering Equipment

.900 Office equipment

.910 Office furniture

.920 Engineering instruments
15. Reserve for depreciation
16. Amortization for leasehold
17. Inventory of materials and supplies

.1 Lumber

.2 Hand shovels
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TABLE A.1

.3 Spare parts

.4
These accounts show the values of all expendable materials and supplies.
Charges against these accounts are made by authenticated requisitions
showing project where used.

18. Returnable deposits
.1 Plan deposits
.2 Utilities
.3

Liabilities

40. Accounts payable
41. Subcontracts payable
42. Notes payable
43. Interest payable
44. Contracts payable
45. Taxes payable

.1 Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (withheld from employees’ pay)

.2 Federal income taxes (withheld from employees’ pay)

.3 State income taxes (withheld from employees’ pay)

.4
46. Accrued expenses

.1 Wages and salaries

.2 Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance (employer’s portion)

.3 Federal unemployment tax

.4 State unemployment tax

.51 Payroll insurance (public liability and property damage)

.52 Payroll insurance (workmen’s compensation)

.6 Interest

.7
47. Payrolls payable
48. Deferred income
49. Advances by clients

Net Worth

50. Capital stock
51. Earned surplus
52. Paid-in-surplus
53.

Income

70. Income accounts
.101 Project income
.102
.2 Cash discount earned

(continued )
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TABLE A.1 (Continued )

.3 Profit or loss from sale of capital assets

.4 Equipment rental income

.5 Interest income

.6 Other income

Expense

80. Project expense
.100 Project work accounts
.700 Project overhead accounts

These are control accounts for the detail project cost accounts that are
maintained in the detail cost ledgers.

81. Office expense
.10 Officer salaries
.11 Insurance on property and equipment
.20 Donations
.21 Utilities
.22 Telephone and telegraph
.23 Postage
.30 Repairs and maintenance

82. Yard and warehouse expense (not assignable to a particular project)
.10 Yard salaries
.11 Yard supplies

83. Estimating department expense accounts
.10 Estimating salaries
.11 Estimating supplies
.12 Estimating travel

84. Engineering department expense accounts .10
85. Cost of equipment ownership

.1 Depreciation

.2 Interest

.3 Taxes and licenses

.4 Insurance

.5 Storage
86. Loss on bad debts
87. Interest
90. Expense on office employees

.1 Workmen’s compensation insurance

.2 Old-age, survivors, and disability insurance

.3 Employees’ insurance

.4 Other insurance

.5 Federal and state unemployment taxes

.6
91. Taxes and licenses

.1 Sales taxes

.2 Compensating taxes

.3 State income taxes

.4 Federal income taxes
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APPENDIX B

FURTHER ILLUSTRATIONS
OF TRANSACTIONS

TABLE B.1 Composite of Ledger Entries 1–20

Cash Accounts Receivable

DR + CR − DR + CR −
$ 50,000(1) $330,000(5)

50,000(1) 5,000(5) $414,000(2)
360,000(4) 85,000(5) 112,500(2)
20,000(4) 2,000(5) $360,000(4)
90,000(4) 11,000(9) 27,000(6) 90,000(4)
6,000(4) 2,250(10) 20,000(7)
5,000(7) 33,500(11)

20,000(7) 3,160(13)
4,000(20)

Retainage Receivable Accrued Interest Receivable

DR + CR − DR + CR −
$46,000(2) $4,000(19)

12,500(2) $4,000(20)
$20,000(4)

6,000(4)
3,000(6) 5,000(7)

(continued )
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TABLE B.1 (Continued )

Work-in-Progress Expense (Asset)* Prepaid Insurance

DR + CR − DR + CR −
$370,000(3) $7,200(14)

100,000(3)
11,000(8)
2,250(10)

Fixed Assets Accumulated Depreciation

DR + CR − DR + CR −
$90,000(16) $7,500(18)

Accounts Payable Accrued Liability

DR − CR + DR − CR +
$340,000(3) $3000(15)

92,000(3) 4800(17)
$330,000(5)

85,000(5)
10,000(8)

10,000(9) 3,160(12)
3,160(13) 7,200(14)

Retainage Payable Billings in Excess of Revenues

DR − CR + DR − CR +
$30,000(3)

8,000(3)
$5,000(5)

2,000(5)
1,000(9) 1,000(8)

Notes Payable—Short-term Notes Payable-Long-Term

DR − CR + DR + CR −
$30,000(16) $60,000(16)

*This expense account is a nominal account used to capture expenses on jobs in progress pending
reconciliation at closing of accounts. These expenses are viewed as assets until closed to the real account,
“contract expense.” This occurs at the end of the accounting period.
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TABLE B.1

Advanced Billings Retained Earnings

DR − CR + DR + CR −
$460,000(2)

125,000(2)
30,000(6)

Capital-Common Stock

DR − CR +
$50,000(1)

50,000(1)

Project Revenue (Sales) Project Expense

DR − CR + DR − CR +

General Overhead

DR − CR +
$33,500(11)

3,160(12)
3,000(15)

Interest Income Interest Expense

DR − CR + DR + CR −
$4000(19) $4800(17)

Depreciation Expense

DR + CR −
$7500(18)
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project

B

Project

A

Home

office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense Expense

Expense

Expense

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 1

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)

accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

Liability (ledger)

accounts
Net worth

accounts

Capital stock

Initial

capital
R. Jones

Description of transaction: Initial capital to form Apex Construction Company is contributed

by R. Jones and M. Jackson. Each contributes $50,000. Stock in the amount of 10,000 shares
is issued to each.

DescriptionJournal entry:

 Cash

Capital stock–R. Jones
 Cash

Capital stock–M. Jackson

DR CR

Initial
capital

M. Jackson

Accounts payable

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+

D–

C–

C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Figure B.1
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue–project B

Revenue–project A

Revenue

Project

B

Project
A

Home

office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense–project B

Expense–project A

125,000

429,677

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 2

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)

accounts

D+

Equipment

Accounts receivable

Retainage receivable

Liability (ledger)

accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Billings–B

Billings–A

Billings in excess of

costs and estimated
earnings

Net worth
accounts

414,000
112,500

12,500
46,000

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+ D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

30,323

125,000

460,000

Description

Accounts receivable

Retainage receivable
Billings–project A

Accounts receivable
Retainage receivable

Billings–project B

Billings–project A

Revenue–project A
Billings in excess of costs

    and estimated earnings
Billings–project B

Revenue–project B

CRDR

414,000

46,000

112,500

12,500

429,677

30,323

125,000

460,000

125,000

460,000

125,000

Accumulation of

entries to billings

through period

Closing entries

Description of transaction: The billings on projects A and B for the year 20x1 are shown posted based on

the percentage-of-completion method. The actual billed amounts on A and B are $460,000 and $125,000,
respectively. A retainage of 10 percent is held on each contract. Although many individual billings would be
made over the year, they have been consolidated into single entries for the purpose of this illustration. The
calculated revenues on A and B (with POC) are $429,677 and $125,000, respectively. The overbilling on
A is accounted for in the liability account Billings in excess of costs and estimated earnings.

429,677

30,323

125,000

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Invoices–

billings
project A
$460,000

Invoices–

billings
project B
$125,000

Figure B.2
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue 100,000

Revenue

Project

B

Project
A

Home

office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense–project B

Expense–project A

370,000

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 3

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)

accounts

D+

Equipment

WIP–project B

WIP–project A

100,000

100,000

Liability (ledger)

accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Expense

voucher,
project B

$100,000

Net worth

accounts

370,000 370,000

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–
C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

92,000

340,000

8,000
30,000

D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

WIP– expenses–project A
 Accounts payable
 Retainage payable

WIP– expenses–project B
 Accounts payable

 Retainage payable

Project expenses–project A

Project expenses–project B
WIP–expense–project A

WIP–expense–project B

CRDR

340,000
30,000

92,000
8,00

370,000

100,000

370,000
100,000

370,000
100,000

Accumulation of

expense during
the period

Closing actions

Description of transaction: The cost of projects A and B for the year 20x1 are $370,000 and $100,000, respectively.

Retainage amounts of $30,000 and $8,000 respectively, on A and B are held by Apex from subcontract billings. These
costs are carried as expenses under the appropriate project expense accounts. Although the costs would accumulate
for many individual transactions through the year, they are shown as single lump sum entries in this example.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Retainage payable

Expense

voucher,
project A

$370,000

Figure B.3
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Liabilities

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

Revenue

Project

B

Project

A

Expense

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Transaction 4

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Revenue

Revenue

Home

office

Expense

Revenue

Expense

Expense

D+ C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

Liability (ledger)

accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D– C+ D– C+

Asset (ledger)
accounts

Equipment

D+ C–

Cash

D+

90,000
360,000

20,000
6,000

C–

D+ C–

Real property

D+ C–

20,000

6,000

Retainage receivable

Collectables

D+ C–

360,000
80,000

Journal entry: Description DR CR

360,000

20,000

90,000

6,000

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

360,000

20,000

90,000

6,000

Accounts receivable

Retainage receivable

Accounts receivable

Retainage receivable

Accounts receivable

Description of transaction: Payments received on project A from client amount to $360,000 in billings 

and $20,000 in retainage. Payments received on project B amount to $90,000 in billings and $6,000 
in retainage. These are accumulations of individual collections during the year.

Figure B.4
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Description of transaction: Payments to vendors and subcontractors on project A amount to $330,000 in
regular payments and $5,000 in retainage during period. Payments to vendors and subcontractors on 

Project B amount to $85,000 in regular payments and $2,000 in retainage during the period.

Liabilities

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Revenue

Project

B

Project

A

Expense

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Transaction 5

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Revenue

Revenue

Home

office

Expense

Revenue

Expense

Expense

D+ C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

Asset (ledger)
accounts

Equipment

D+ C–

Cash

D+

330,000
85,000
5,000
2,000

330,000
85,000

C–

D+ C–

Real property

Liability (ledger)

accounts

Accounts payable

Payments

on projects

Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D– C+

5,000
2,000

Retainage payable

D– C+

D– C+

Journal entry: Description DR CR

330,000

5,000

85,000

2,000

Cash

Cash

Cash

Cash

330,000

5,000

85,000

2,000

Accounts payable–A

Retainage payable–A

Accounts payable–B

Retainage payable–B

$

Figure B.5
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Liabilities

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Revenue

Project

B

Project

A

Expense

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Transaction 6

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Revenue

Revenue

Home

office

Expense

Revenue

Billings–101

Expense

Expense

D+ C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D+ C–

30,000

Asset (ledger)
accounts

Equipment

D+ C–

Cash

D+ C–

D+ C–

Real property

Liability (ledger)

accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D– C+

Accounts receivable

D+

27,000

C–

Retainage receivable

D+

3,000

C–

D– C+

Journal entry: Description DR CR

27,000

3,000

30,000

Accounts receivable

Retainage receivables

Billings–project 101

Description of transaction: Billing to a customer on project 101 of $30,000 including $3,000 retainage.
Billing accounts are “work-in-progress–billings.” Accounts during the period prior to clearing and closing.

Invoice due

$30,000

Figure B.6
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5,000

Retainage receivable

D+ C–

20,000

Accounts receivable

D+ C–

Liabilities

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Revenue

Project

B

Project

A

Expense

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Transaction 7

Income statement

(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Revenue

Revenue

Home

office

Expense

Revenue

Expense

Expense

D+ C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

Asset (ledger)

accounts

Equipment

D+ C–

Cash

D+

20,000

5,000

C–

D+ C–

Real property

Liability (ledger)

accounts

Accounts payable
Receipt

5,000

20,000

Capital stock

Net worth

accounts

D– C+ D– C+

Description of transaction: Collection of $20,000 in regular billings and $5,000 in retention from client

on project 101.

Journal entry: Description DR CR

5,000

20,000

5,000

20,000

Cash

Cash

Retainage receivable

Accounts receivable

Figure B.7
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Liabilities

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Revenue

Project

B

Project
A

Expense

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Transaction 8

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Revenue

Revenue

Home

office

Expense

Revenue

Expense

Expense

D+ C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

Asset (ledger)
accounts

Equipment

D+ C–

Cash

D+ C–

D+ C–

Real property

10,000 11,000

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D– C+

1,000

Retainage payable

DR– CR+

D– C+

WIP–expense 101*

D+ C–

Journal entry: Description DR CR

Work in progress–

  expense proj 101

      (Jones Elec)

Accounts payable

Retainage payable

11,000

10,000

1,000

Description of transaction: Billing received from subcontractor in the amount of $10,000, including
$1,000 retainage on project 101.

*Expenses are booked “work in progress–expense.” Accounts prior to closing out of expense accounts
at the end of the accounting period.

Invoice
from subcontrator

Due
$11,000

Figure B.8
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project

B

Project
A

Home

office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Retained earnings

(end of period)

Balance sheet

(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 9

Income statement

(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

To

subcontractors

Liability (ledger)

accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth

accounts

11,000

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

10,000

1,000

D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

Accounts payable

Retainage payable

Cash

CRDR

10,000

1,000

11,000

Description of transaction: Payment of $10,000 in regular billings and $1,000 in retainage on project 101.

Subcontractor billings received previously.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained

earnings

Retainage payable
$

Figure B.9
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
B

Project
A

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 10

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

To workers

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

2,250

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+ D– C+

WIP–expense 101

D+ C–

DescriptionJournal entry:

WIP–expense

   Job 101

   (payroll)

Cash

CRDR

2,250

2,250

Description of transaction: Payment of weekly salary for craft workers on project 101 in the amount of
$2,250.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

$

2,250

Figure B.10
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue 33,500

Revenue

Revenue

Project
B

Project
A

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense General overhead

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 11

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

To home office
staff

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

33,500

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+ D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

General overhead

(monthly home office salary)

Cash

CRDR

33,500

33,500

Description of transaction: Payment of home staff for month of June in the amount of $33,500.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

$

Figure B.11
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue 3,160

Revenue

Revenue

Project
A

Project
B

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense General overhead

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 12

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

$3,160

D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

General overhead

     (heating)

Accounts payable

CRDR

$3,160

$3,160

Description of transaction: Invoice for home office costs for heating headquarters building in the amount
of $3,160.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

Invoice

gas company

$3,160

Figure B.12
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
B

Project
A

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 13

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

To gas
company

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

3,160

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D+ C– D+ C–

3,160

DescriptionJournal entry:

Accounts payable

     (city gas company)

Cash

CRDR

3,160

3,160

Description of transaction: Payment of invoice in Transaction 12.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

$

Figure B.13
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
B

Project
A

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 14

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

Invoice

$7,200

Ajax insurance

D–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C+

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

7,200

D– C+

Prepaid insurance

D+ C–

DescriptionJournal entry:

Prepaid insurance

Accounts payable

CRDR

Decsription of transaction: An invoice for insurance for the coming year is received in the amount
of $7,200. The payment represents a prepayment of insurance.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

7,200

7,200

7,200

Figure B.14
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
A

Project
B

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense General overhead

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 15

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

3,000

Equipment

Cash

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–
C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+ D– C+

Accrued liability

D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

General overhead

Accrued liability

CRDR

Description of transaction: Assume that company security personnel are paid on the fifteenth of the month.
The books must be closed as of the end of December. Since 15 December, $3,000 in payroll to be paid
(presumably on 15 January) has accrued. No specific invoice is received, but this obligation is incurred.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

3,000

3,000

3,000

Accrued
payroll

Figure B.15
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
A

Project
B

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 16

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Note payable-
long-term Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–
C–

D+ C–

D+

90,000

C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

60,000

Note payable-
short-term

D– C+

30,000

D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

Fixed assets–equipment

Notes payable–short-term

Notes payable–long-term

CRDR

Description of transaction: A ditching machine is purchased on 1 July at a cost of $90,000. This company
borrows this amount on a note at the First National Bank. $30,000 is due within one year. The remainder
is due in years two and three of the three-year note.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

90,000

30,000
60,000

Note

Due
    $90,000

Figure B.16
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
A

Project
B

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense Interest expense

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 17

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

4,800

Equipment

Cash

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accrued liability Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–
C+

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

4,800

D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

Interest expense

Accrued liability

CRDR

Description of transaction: Interest due on the note in Transaction 16 is computed to be $4,800 as of
31 December of the year of purchase. This is reflected as an accured liability for statement preparation
purpose.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

4,800

4,800

Accrued interest
$4,800

as of 31 Dec

Figure B.17
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
B

Project
A

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense Depreciation expense

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 18

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

7,500

Equipment

Cash

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accumulated
depreciation

Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–
C+

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

7,500

D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

Depreciation expense

Accumulated depreciation

CRDR

Description of transaction: Depreciation on the ditching machine of Transaction 16 as of 31 December is
$7,500. An account is maintained to accumulate this expense. This type of account is called a contra
account. It allows the original value of the asset to be maintained in the “fixed asset–equipment” account
while placing the accumulated depreciation in the counterbalancing contra account. The contra account
is considered a liability account.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

7,500

7,500

Depreciation
$7,500

Figure B.18
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
B

Project
A

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Interest income

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 19

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

4,000

Equipment

Accrued interest
receivable

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–
C–

D+ C–

D+

4,000

C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+ D– C+

DescriptionJournal entry:

Accrued interest

     receivable

Interest income

CRDR

Description of transaction: Interest in the amount of $4,000 has accrued on a certificate of deposit
(interest-producing-note) at the bank as of 31 December. This must be reflected in the year-end statements
and is revenue to Apex Construction Company.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

4,000

4,000

Calculated
interest on
certificate

of
deposit
$4,000

Figure B.19
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Liabilities Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Project
B

Project
A

Home
office

Expense

Expense

Expense

Expense

Retained earnings
(end of period)

Balance sheet
(31 Dec 20x1)

Transaction 20

Income statement
(4th qtr 20x1)

Revenue

Expense

R.E.

Asset (ledger)
accounts

D+

Equipment

Cash

Liability (ledger)
accounts

Accounts payable Capital stock

Net worth
accounts

4,000

D+

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

C–

D+ C–

D+ C–

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+

D– C+ D– C+

Accrued interest
receivable

D+ C–

DescriptionJournal entry:

Cash
Accrued interest
     receivable

CRDR

4,000

4,000

Description of transaction: Interest in Transaction 19 is paid into construction company account.

Real property

Assets Net worth

Retained
earnings

4,000

$

Figure B.20
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TABLE C.1

0.25% Compound Interest Factors 0.25%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.00250 0.99751 1.00000 1.00250 1.00000 0.99751 1
2 1.00501 0.99502 0.49938 0.50188 2.00250 1.99252 2
3 1.00752 0.99254 0.33250 0.33500 3.00751 2.98506 3
4 1.01004 0.99006 0.24906 0.25156 4.01503 3.97512 4
5 1.01256 0.98759 0.19900 0.20150 5.02506 4.96272 5

6 1.01509 0.98513 0.16563 0.16813 6.03763 5.94785 6
7 1.01763 0.98267 0.14179 0.14429 7.05272 6.93052 7
8 1.02018 0.98022 0.12391 0.12641 8.07035 7.91074 8
9 1.02273 0.97778 0.11000 0.11250 9.09053 8.88852 9
10 1.02528 0.97534 0.09888 0.10138 10.11325 9.86386 10

11 1.02785 0.97291 0.08978 0.09228 11.13854 10.83677 11
12 1.03042 0.97048 0.08219 0.08469 12.16638 11.80725 12
13 1.03299 0.96806 0.07578 0.07828 13.19680 12.77532 13
14 1.03557 0.96565 0.07028 0.07278 14.22979 13.74096 14
15 1.03816 0.96324 0.06551 0.06801 15.26537 14.70420 15

16 1.04076 0.96084 0.06134 0.06384 16.30353 15.66504 16
17 1.04336 0.95844 0.05766 0.06016 17.34429 16.62348 17
18 1.04597 0.95605 0.05438 0.05688 18.38765 17.57953 18
19 1.04858 0.95367 0.05146 0.05396 19.43362 18.53320 19
20 1.05121 0.95129 0.04882 0.05132 20.48220 19.48449 20

21 1.05383 0.94892 0.04644 0.04894 21.53341 20.43340 21
22 1.05647 0.94655 0.04427 0.04677 22.58724 21.37995 22
23 1.05911 0.94419 0.04229 0.04479 23.64371 22.32414 23
24 1.06176 0.94184 0.04048 0.04298 24.70282 23.26598 24
25 1.06441 0.93949 0.03881 0.04131 25.76457 24.20547 25

30 1.07778 0.92783 0.03214 0.03464 31.11331 28.86787 30
31 1.08048 0.92552 0.03106 0.03356 32.19109 29.79339 31
32 1.08318 0.92321 0.03006 0.03256 33.27157 30.71660 32
33 1.08589 0.92091 0.02911 0.03161 34.35475 31.63750 33
34 1.08860 0.91861 0.02822 0.03072 35.44064 32.55611 34

35 1.09132 0.91632 0.02738 0.02988 36.52924 33.47243 35
36 1.09405 0.91403 0.02658 0.02908 37.62056 34.38647 36
42 1.11057 0.90044 0.02261 0.02511 44.22603 39.82300 42
48 1.12733 0.88705 0.01963 0.02213 50.93121 45.17869 48
60 1.16162 0.86087 0.01547 0.01797 64.64671 55.65236 60

72 1.196948E+00 0.83546 0.01269 0.01519 7.877939E+01 65.81686 72
120 1.349354E+00 0.74110 0.00716 0.00966 1.397414E+02 103.56175 120
180 1.567432E+00 0.63799 0.00441 0.00691 2.269727E+02 144.80547 180
240 1.820755E+00 0.54922 0.00305 0.00555 3.283020E+02 180.31091 240
360 2.456842E+00 0.40703 0.00172 0.00422 5.827369E+02 237.18938 360
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TABLE C.2

0.50% Compound Interest Factors 0.50%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.00500 0.99502 1.00000 1.00500 1.00000 0.99502 1
2 1.01003 0.99007 0.49875 0.50375 2.00500 1.98510 2
3 1.01508 0.98515 0.33167 0.33667 3.01502 2.97025 3
4 1.02015 0.98025 0.24813 0.25313 4.03010 3.95050 4
5 1.02525 0.97537 0.19801 0.20301 5.05025 4.92587 5

6 1.03038 0.97052 0.16460 0.16960 6.07550 5.89638 6
7 1.03553 0.96569 0.14073 0.14573 7.10588 6.86207 7
8 1.04071 0.96089 0.12283 0.12783 8.14141 7.82296 8
9 1.04591 0.95610 0.10891 0.11391 9.18212 8.77906 9
10 1.05114 0.95135 0.09777 0.10277 10.22803 9.73041 10

11 1.05640 0.94661 0.08866 0.09366 11.27917 10.67703 11
12 1.06168 0.94191 0.08107 0.08607 12.33556 11.61893 12
13 1.06699 0.93722 0.07464 0.07964 13.39724 12.55615 13
14 1.07232 0.93256 0.06914 0.07414 14.46423 13.48871 14
15 1.07768 0.92792 0.06436 0.06936 15.53655 14.41662 15

16 1.08307 0.92330 0.06019 0.06519 16.61423 15.33993 16
17 1.08849 0.91871 0.05651 0.06151 17.69730 16.25863 17
18 1.09393 0.91414 0.05323 0.05823 18.78579 17.17277 18
19 1.09940 0.90959 0.05030 0.05530 19.87972 18.08236 19
20 1.10490 0.90506 0.04767 0.05267 20.97912 18.98742 20

21 1.11042 0.90056 0.04528 0.05028 22.08401 19.88798 21
22 1.11597 0.89608 0.04311 0.04811 23.19443 20.78406 22
23 1.12155 0.89162 0.04113 0.04613 24.31040 21.67568 23
24 1.12716 0.88719 0.03932 0.04432 25.43196 22.56287 24
25 1.13280 0.88277 0.03765 0.04265 26.55912 23.44564 25

30 1.16140 0.86103 0.03098 0.03598 32.28002 27.79405 30
31 1.16721 0.85675 0.02990 0.03490 33.44142 28.65080 31
32 1.17304 0.85248 0.02889 0.03389 34.60862 29.50328 32
33 1.17891 0.84824 0.02795 0.03295 35.78167 30.35153 33
34 1.18480 0.84402 0.02706 0.03206 36.96058 31.19555 34

35 1.19073 0.83982 0.02622 0.03122 38.14538 32.03537 35
36 1.19668 0.83564 0.02542 0.03042 39.33610 32.87102 36
42 1.23303 0.81101 0.02146 0.02646 46.60654 37.79830 42
48 1.27049 0.78710 0.01849 0.02349 54.09783 42.58032 48
60 1.34885 0.74137 0.01433 0.01933 69.77003 51.72556 60

72 1.432044E+00 0.69830 0.01157 0.01657 8.640886E+01 60.33951 72
120 1.819397E+00 0.54963 0.00610 0.01110 1.638793E+02 90.07345 120
180 2.454094E+00 0.40748 0.00344 0.00844 2.908187E+02 118.50351 180
240 3.310204E+00 0.30210 0.00216 0.00716 4.620409E+02 139.58077 240
360 6.022575E+00 0.16604 0.00100 0.00600 1.004515E+03 166.79161 360
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TABLE C.3

0.75% Compound Interest Factors 0.75%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.00750 0.99256 1.00000 1.00750 1.00000 0.99256 1
2 1.01506 0.98517 0.49813 0.50563 2.00750 1.97772 2
3 1.02267 0.97783 0.33085 0.33835 3.02256 2.95556 3
4 1.03034 0.97055 0.24721 0.25471 4.04523 3.92611 4
5 1.03807 0.96333 0.19702 0.20452 5.07556 4.88944 5

6 1.04585 0.95616 0.16357 0.17107 6.11363 5.84560 6
7 1.05370 0.94904 0.13967 0.14717 7.15948 6.79464 7
8 1.06160 0.94198 0.12176 0.12926 8.21318 7.73661 8
9 1.06956 0.93496 0.10782 0.11532 9.27478 8.67158 9
10 1.07758 0.92800 0.09667 0.10417 10.34434 9.59958 10

11 1.08566 0.92109 0.08755 0.09505 11.42192 10.52067 11
12 1.09381 0.91424 0.07995 0.08745 12.50759 11.43491 12
13 1.10201 0.90743 0.07352 0.08102 13.60139 12.34235 13
14 1.11028 0.90068 0.06801 0.07551 14.70340 13.24302 14
15 1.11860 0.89397 0.06324 0.07074 15.81368 14.13699 15

16 1.12699 0.88732 0.05906 0.06656 16.93228 15.02431 16
17 1.13544 0.88071 0.05537 0.06287 18.05927 15.90502 17
18 1.14396 0.87416 0.05210 0.05960 19.19472 16.77918 18
19 1.15254 0.86765 0.04917 0.05667 20.33868 17.64683 19
20 1.16118 0.86119 0.04653 0.05403 21.49122 18.50802 20

21 1.16989 0.85478 0.04415 0.05165 22.65240 19.36280 21
22 1.17867 0.84842 0.04198 0.04948 23.82230 20.21121 22
23 1.18751 0.84210 0.04000 0.04750 25.00096 21.05331 23
24 1.19641 0.83583 0.03818 0.04568 26.18847 21.88915 24
25 1.20539 0.82961 0.03652 0.04402 27.38488 22.71876 25

30 1.25127 0.79919 0.02985 0.03735 33.50290 26.77508 30
31 1.26066 0.79324 0.02877 0.03627 34.75417 27.56832 31
32 1.27011 0.78733 0.02777 0.03527 36.01483 28.35565 32
33 1.27964 0.78147 0.02682 0.03432 37.28494 29.13712 33
34 1.28923 0.77565 0.02593 0.03343 38.56458 29.91278 34

35 1.29890 0.76988 0.02509 0.03259 39.85381 30.68266 35
36 1.30865 0.76415 0.02430 0.03180 41.15272 31.44681 36
42 1.36865 0.73065 0.02034 0.02784 49.15329 35.91371 42
48 1.43141 0.69861 0.01739 0.02489 57.52071 40.18478 48
60 1.56568 0.63870 0.01326 0.02076 75.42414 48.17337 60

72 1.712553B+00 0.58392 0.01053 0.01803 9.500703E+01 55.47685 72
120 2.451357E+00 0.40794 0.00517 0.01267 1.935143E+02 78.94169 120
180 3.838043E+00 0.26055 0.00264 0.01014 3.784058E+02 98.59341 180
240 6.009152E+00 0.16641 0.00150 0.00900 6.678869E+02 111.14495 240
360 1.473058E+01 0.06789 0.00055 0.00805 1.830743E+03 124.28187 360
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TABLE C.4

1.00% Compound Interest Factors 1.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.01000 0.99010 1.00000 1.01000 1.00000 0.99010 1
2 1.02010 0.98030 0.49751 0.50751 2.01000 1.97040 2
3 1.03030 0.97059 0.33002 0.34002 3.03010 2.94099 3
4 1.04060 0.96098 0.24628 0.25628 4.06040 3.90197 4
5 1.05101 0.95147 0.19604 0.20604 5.10101 4.85343 5

6 1.06152 0.94205 0.16255 0.17255 6.15202 5.79548 6
7 1.07214 0.93272 0.13863 0.14863 7.21354 6.72819 7
8 1.08286 0.92348 0.12069 0.13069 8.28567 7.65168 8
9 1.09369 0.91434 0.10674 0.11674 9.36853 8.56602 9
10 1.10462 0.90529 0.09558 0.10558 10.46221 9.47130 10

11 1.11567 0.89632 0.08645 0.09645 11.56683 10.36763 11
12 1.12683 0.88745 0.07885 0.08885 12.68250 11.25508 12
13 1.13809 0.87866 0.07241 0.08241 13.80933 12.13374 13
14 1.14947 0.86996 0.06690 0.07690 14.94742 13.00370 14
15 1.16097 0.86135 0.06212 0.07212 16.09690 13.86505 15

16 1.17258 0.85282 0.05794 0.06794 17.25786 14.71787 16
17 1.18430 0.84438 0.05426 0.06426 18.43044 15.56225 17
18 1.19615 0.83602 0.05098 0.06098 19.61475 16.39827 18
19 1.20811 0.82774 0.04805 0.05805 20.81090 17.22601 19
20 1.22019 0.81954 0.04542 0.05542 22.01900 18.04555 20

21 1.23239 0.81143 0.04303 0.05303 23.23919 18.85698 21
22 1.24472 0.80340 0.04086 0.05086 24.47159 19.66038 22
23 1.25716 0.79544 0.03889 0.04889 25.71630 20.45582 23
24 1.26973 0.78757 0.03707 0.04707 26.97346 21.24339 24
25 1.28243 0.77977 0.03541 0.04541 28.24320 22.02316 25

30 1.34785 0.74192 0.02875 0.03875 34.78489 25.80771 30
31 1.36133 0.73458 0.02768 0.03768 36.13274 26.54229 31
32 1.37494 0.72730 0.02667 0.03667 37.49407 27.26959 32
33 1.38869 0.72010 0.02573 0.03573 38.86901 27.98969 33
34 1.40258 0.71297 0.02484 0.03484 40.25770 28.70267 34

35 1.41660 0.70591 0.02400 0.03400 41.66028 29.40858 35
36 1.43077 0.69892 0.02321 0.03321 43.07688 30.10751 36
42 1.51879 0.65842 0.01928 0.02928 51.87899 34.15811 42
48 1.61223 0.62026 0.01633 0.02633 61.22261 37.97396 48
60 1.81670 0.55045 0.01224 0.02224 81.66967 44.95504 60

72 2.047099E+00 0.48850 0.00955 0.01955 1.047099E+02 51.15039 72
120 3.300387E+00 0.30299 0.00435 0.01435 2.300387E+02 69.70052 120
180 5.995802E+00 0.16678 0.00200 0.01200 4.995802E+02 83.32166 180
240 1.089255E+01 0.09181 0.00101 0.01101 9.892554E+02 90.81942 240
360 3.594964E+01 0.02782 0.00029 0.01029 3.494964E+03 97.21833 360
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TABLE C.5

1.25% Compound Interest Factors 1.25%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.01250 0.98765 1.00000 1.01250 1.00000 0.98765 1
2 1.02516 0.97546 0.49689 0.50939 2.01250 1.96312 2
3 1.03797 0.96342 0.32920 0.34170 3.03766 2.92653 3
4 1.05095 0.95152 0.24536 0.25786 4.07563 3.87806 4
5 1.06408 0.93978 0.19506 0.20756 5.12657 4.81784 5

6 1.07738 0.92817 0.16153 0.17403 6.19065 5.74601 6
7 1.09085 0.91672 0.13759 0.15009 7.26804 6.66273 7
8 1.10449 0.90540 0.11963 0.13213 8.35889 7.56812 8
9 1.11829 0.89422 0.10567 0.11817 9.46337 8.46234 9
10 1.13227 0.88318 0.09450 0.10700 10.58167 9.34553 10

11 1.14642 0.87228 0.08537 0.09787 11.71394 10.21780 11
12 1.16075 0.86151 0.07776 0.09026 12.86036 11.07931 12
13 1.17526 0.85087 0.07132 0.08382 14.02112 11.93018 13
14 1.18995 0.84037 0.06581 0.07831 15.19638 12.77055 14
15 1.20483 0.82999 0.06103 0.07353 16.38633 13.60055 15

16 1.21989 0.81975 0.05685 0.06935 17.59116 14.42029 16
17 1.23514 0.80963 0.05316 0.06566 18.81105 15.22992 17
18 1.25058 0.79963 0.04988 0.06238 20.04619 16.02955 18
19 1.26621 0.78976 0.04696 0.05946 21.29677 16.81931 19
20 1.28204 0.78001 0.04432 0.05682 22.56298 17.59932 20

21 1.29806 0.77038 0.04194 0.05444 23.84502 18.36969 21
22 1.31429 0.76087 0.03977 0.05227 25.14308 19.13056 22
23 1.33072 0.75147 0.03780 0.05030 26.45737 19.88204 23
24 1.34735 0.74220 0.03599 0.04849 27.78808 20.62423 24
25 1.36419 0.73303 0.03432 0.04682 29.13544 21.35727 25

30 1.45161 0.68889 0.02768 0.04018 36.12907 24.88891 30
31 1.46976 0.68038 0.02661 0.03911 37.58068 25.56929 31
32 1.48813 0.67198 0.02561 0.03811 39.05044 26.24127 32
33 1.50673 0.66369 0.02467 0.03717 40.53857 26.90496 33
34 1.52557 0.65549 0.02378 0.03628 42.04530 27.56046 34

35 1.54464 0.64740 0.02295 0.03545 43.57087 28.20786 35
36 1.56394 0.63941 0.02217 0.03467 45.11551 28.84727 36
42 1.68497 0.59348 0.01825 0.03075 54.79734 32.52132 42
48 1.81535 0.55086 0.01533 0.02783 65.22839 35.93148 48
60 2.10718 0.47457 0.01129 0.02379 88.57451 42.03459 60

72 2.445920E+00 0.40884 0.00865 0.02115 1.156736E+02 47.29247 72
120 4.440213E+00 0.22521 0.00363 0.01613 2.752171E+02 61.98285 120
180 9.356334E+00 0.10688 0.00150 0.01400 6.685068E+02 71.44964 180
240 1.971549E+01 0.05072 0.00067 0.01317 1.497239E+03 75.94228 240
360 8.754100E+01 0.01142 0.00014 0.01264 6.923280E+03 79.08614 360
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TABLE C.6

1.50% Compound Interest Factors 1.50%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.01500 0.98522 1.00000 1.01500 1.00000 0.98522 1
2 1.03023 0.97066 0.49628 0.51128 2.01500 1.95588 2
3 1.04568 0.95632 0.32838 0.34338 3.04522 2.91220 3
4 1.06136 0.94218 0.24444 0.25944 4.09090 3.85438 4
5 1.07728 0.92826 0.19409 0.20909 5.15227 4.78264 5

6 1.09344 0.91454 0.16053 0.17553 6.22955 5.69719 6
7 1.10984 0.90103 0.13656 0.15156 7.32299 6.59821 7
8 1.12649 0.88771 0.11858 0.13358 8.43284 7.48593 8
9 1.14339 0.87459 0.10461 0.11961 9.55933 8.36052 9
10 1.16054 0.86167 0.09343 0.10843 10.70272 9.22218 10

11 1.17795 0.84893 0.08429 0.09929 11.86326 10.07112 11
12 1.19562 0.83639 0.07668 0.09168 13.04121 10.90751 12
13 1.21355 0.82403 0.07024 0.08524 14.23683 11.73153 13
14 1.23176 0.81185 0.06472 0.07972 15.45038 12.54338 14
15 1.25023 0.79985 0.05994 0.07494 16.68214 13.34323 15

16 1.26899 0.78803 0.05577 0.07077 17.93237 14.13126 16
17 1.28802 0.77639 0.05208 0.06708 19.20136 14.90765 17
18 1.30734 0.76491 0.04881 0.06381 20.48938 15.67256 18
19 1.32695 0.75361 0.04588 0.06088 21.79672 16.42617 19
20 1.34686 0.74247 0.04325 0.05825 23.12367 17.16864 20

21 1.36706 0.73150 0.04087 0.05587 24.47052 17.90014 21
22 1.38756 0.72069 0.03870 0.05370 25.83758 18.62082 22
23 1.40838 0.71004 0.03673 0.05173 27.22514 19.33086 23
24 1.42950 0.69954 0.03492 0.04992 28.63352 20.03041 24
25 1.45095 0.68921 0.03326 0.04826 30.06302 20.71961 25

30 1.56308 0.63976 0.02664 0.04164 37.53868 24.01584 30
31 1.58653 0.63031 0.02557 0.04057 39.10176 24.64615 31
32 1.61032 0.62099 0.02458 0.03958 40.68829 25.26714 32
33 1.63448 0.61182 0.02364 0.03864 42.29861 25.87895 33
34 1.65900 0.60277 0.02276 0.03776 43.93309 26.48173 34

35 1.68388 0.59387 0.02193 0.03693 45.59209 27.07559 35
36 1.70914 0.58509 0.02115 0.03615 47.27597 27.66068 36
42 1.86885 0.53509 0.01726 0.03226 57.92314 30.99405 42
48 2.04348 0.48936 0.01437 0.02937 69.56522 34.04255 48
60 2.44322 0.40930 0.01039 0.02539 96.21465 39.38027 60

72 2.921158E+00 0.34233 0.00781 0.02281 1.280772E+02 43.84467 72
120 5.969323E+00 0.16752 0.00302 0.01802 3.312882E+02 55.49845 120
180 1.458437E+01 0.06857 0.00110 0.01610 9.056245E+02 62.09556 180
240 3.563282E+01 0.02806 0.00043 0.01543 2.308854E+03 64.79573 240
360 2.127038E+02 0.00470 0.00007 0.01507 1.411359E+04 66.35324 360
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TABLE C.7

1.75% Compound Interest Factors 1.75%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.01750 0.98280 1.00000 1.01750 1.00000 0.98280 1
2 1.03531 0.96590 0.49566 0.51316 2.01750 1.94870 2
3 1.05342 0.94929 0.32757 0.34507 3.05281 2.89798 3
4 1.07186 0.93296 0.24353 0.26103 4.10623 3.83094 4
5 1.09062 0.91691 0.19312 0.21062 5.17809 4.74786 5

6 1.10970 0.90114 0.15952 0.17702 6.26871 5.64900 6
7 1.12912 0.88564 0.13553 0.15303 7.37841 6.53464 7
8 1.14888 0.87041 0.11754 0.13504 8.50753 7.40505 8
9 1.16899 0.85544 0.10356 0.12106 9.65641 8.26049 9
10 1.18944 0.84073 0.09238 0.10988 10.82540 9.10122 10

11 1.21026 0.82627 0.08323 0.10073 12.01484 9.92749 11
12 1.23144 0.81206 0.07561 0.09311 13.22510 10.73955 12
13 1.25299 0.79809 0.06917 0.08667 14.45654 11.53764 13
14 1.27492 0.78436 0.06366 0.08116 15.70953 12.32201 14
15 1.29723 0.77087 0.05888 0.07638 16.98445 13.09288 15

16 1.31993 0.75762 0.05470 0.07220 18.28168 13.85050 16
17 1.34303 0.74459 0.05102 0.06852 19.60161 14.59508 17
18 1.36653 0.73178 0.04774 0.06524 20.94463 15.32686 18
19 1.39045 0.71919 0.04482 0.06232 22.31117 16.04606 19
20 1.41478 0.70682 0.04219 0.05969 23.70161 16.75288 20

21 1.43954 0.69467 0.03981 0.05731 25.11639 17.44755 21
22 1.46473 0.68272 0.03766 0.05516 26.55593 18.13027 22
23 1.49036 0.67098 0.03569 0.05319 28.02065 18.80125 23
24 1.51644 0.65944 0.03389 0.05139 29.51102 19.46069 24
25 1.54298 0.64810 0.03223 0.04973 31.02746 20.10878 25

30 1.68280 0.59425 0.02563 0.04313 39.01715 23.18585 30
31 1.71225 0.58403 0.02457 0.04207 40.69995 23.76988 31
32 1.74221 0.57398 0.02358 0.04108 42.41220 24.34386 32
33 1.77270 0.56411 0.02265 0.04015 44.15441 24.90797 33
34 1.80372 0.55441 0.02177 0.03927 45.92712 25.46238 34

35 1.83529 0.54487 0.02095 0.03845 47.73084 26.00725 35
36 1.86741 0.53550 0.02018 0.03768 49.56613 26.54275 36
42 2.07227 0.48256 0.01632 0.03382 61.27236 29.56780 42
48 2.29960 0.43486 0.01347 0.03097 74.26278 32.29380 48
60 2.83182 0.35313 0.00955 0.02705 104.67522 36.96399 60

72 3.487210E+00 0.28676 0.00704 0.02454 1.421263E+02 40.75645 72
120 8.019183E+00 0.12470 0.00249 0.01999 4.010962E+02 50.01709 120
180 2.270885E+01 0.04404 0.00081 0.01831 1.240506E+03 54.62653 180
240 6.430730E+01 0.01555 0.00028 0.01778 3.617560E+03 56.25427 240
360 5.156921E+02 0.00194 0.00003 0.01753 2.941097E+04 57.03205 360



P1: OTA/XYZ P2: ABC

JWBT106-APP-C JWBT106-Halpin June 26, 2009 8:56 Printer: Sheridan Books

COMPOUND INTEREST TABLES 283

TABLE C.8

2.00% Compound Interest Factors 2.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.02000 0.98039 1.00000 1.02000 1.00000 0.98039 1
2 1.04040 0.96117 0.49505 0.51505 2.02000 1.94156 2
3 1.06121 0.94232 0.32675 0.34675 3.06040 2.88388 3
4 1.08243 0.92385 0.24262 0.26262 4.12161 3.80773 4
5 1.10408 0.90573 0.19216 0.21216 5.20404 4.71346 5

6 1.12616 0.88797 0.15853 0.17853 6.30812 5.60143 6
7 1.14869 0.87056 0.13451 0.15451 7.43428 6.47199 7
8 1.17166 0.85349 0.11651 0.13651 8.58297 7.32548 8
9 1.19509 0.83676 0.10252 0.12252 9.75463 8.16224 9
10 1.21899 0.82035 0.09133 0.11133 10.94972 8.98259 10

;11 1.24337 0.80426 0.08218 0.10218 12.16872 9.78685 11
12 1.26824 0.78849 0.07456 0.09456 13.41209 10.57534 12
13 1.29361 0.77303 0.06812 0.08812 14.68033 11.34837 13
14 1.31948 0.75788 0.06260 0.08260 15.97394 12.10625 14
15 1.34587 0.74301 0.05783 0.07783 17.29342 12.84926 15

16 1.37279 0.72845 0.05365 0.07365 18.63929 13.57771 16
17 1.40024 0.71416 0.04997 0.06997 20.01207 14.29187 17
18 1.42825 0.70016 0.04670 0.06670 21.41231 14.99203 18
19 1.45681 0.68643 0.04378 0.06378 22.84056 15.67846 19
20 1.48595 0.67297 0.04116 0.06116 24.29737 16.35143 20

21 1.51567 0.65978 0.03878 0.05878 25.78332 17.01121 21
22 1.54598 0.64684 0.03663 0.05663 27.29898 17.65805 22
23 1.57690 0.63416 0.03467 0.05467 28.84496 18.29220 23
24 1.60844 0.62172 0.03287 0.05287 30.42186 18.91393 24
25 1.64061 0.60953 0.03122 0.05122 32.03030 19.52346 25

30 1.81136 0.55207 0.02465 0.04465 40.56808 22.39646 30
31 1.84759 0.54125 0.02360 0.04360 42.37944 22.93770 31
32 1.88454 0.53063 0.02261 0.04261 44.22703 23.46833 32
33 1.92223 0.52023 0.02169 0.04169 46.11157 23.98856 33
34 1.96068 0.51003 0.02082 0.04082 48.03380 24.49859 34

35 1.99989 0.50003 0.02000 0.04000 49.99448 24.99862 35
36 2.03989 0.49022 0.01923 0.03923 51.99437 25.48884 36
42 2.29724 0.43530 0.01542 0.03542 64.86222 28.23479 42
48 2.58707 0.38654 0.01260 0.03260 79.35352 30.67312 48
60 3.28103 0.30478 0.00877 0.02877 114.05154 34.76089 60

72 4.161140E+00 0.24032 0.00633 0.02633 1.580570E+02 37.98406 72
120 1.076516E+01 0.09289 0.00205 0.02205 4.882582E+02 45.35539 120
180 3.532083E+01 0.02831 0.00058 0.02058 1.716042 E+03 48.58440 180
240 1.158887E+02 0.00863 0.00017 0.02017 5.744437E+03 49.56855 240
360 1.247561E+03 0.00080 0.00002 0.02002 6.232806E+04 49.95992 360



P1: OTA/XYZ P2: ABC

JWBT106-APP-C JWBT106-Halpin June 26, 2009 8:56 Printer: Sheridan Books

284 COMPOUND INTEREST TABLES

TABLE C.9

2.50% Compound Interest Factors 2.50%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.02500 0.97561 1.00000 1.02500 1.00000 0.97561 1
2 1.05063 0.95181 0.49383 0.51883 2.02500 1.92742 2
3 1.07689 0.92860 0.32514 0.35014 3.07563 2.85602 3
4 1.10381 0.90595 0.24082 0.26582 4.15252 3.76197 4
5 1.13141 0.88385 0.19025 0.21525 5.25633 4.64583 5

6 1.15969 0.86230 0.15655 0.18155 6.38774 5.50813 6
7 1.18869 0.84127 0.13250 0.15750 7.54743 6.34939 7
8 1.21840 0.82075 0.11447 0.13947 8.73612 7.17014 8
9 1.24886 0.80073 0.10046 0.12546 9.95452 7.97087 9
10 1.28008 0.78120 0.08926 0.11426 11.20338 8.75206 10

11 1.31209 0.76214 0.08011 0.10511 12.48347 9.51421 11
12 1.34489 0.74356 0.07249 0.09749 13.79555 10.25776 12
13 1.37851 0.72542 0.06605 0.09105 15.14044 10.98318 13
14 1.41297 0.70773 0.06054 0.08554 16.51895 11.69091 14
15 1.44830 0.69047 0.05577 0.08077 17.93193 12.38138 15

16 1.48451 0.67362 0.05160 0.07660 19.38022 13.05500 16
17 1.52162 0.65720 0.04793 0.07293 20.86473 13.71220 17
18 1.55966 0.64117 0.04467 0.06967 22.38635 14.35336 18
19 1.59865 0.62553 0.04176 0.06676 23.94601 14.97889 19
20 1.63862 0.61027 0.03915 0.06415 25.54466 15.58916 20

21 1.67958 0.59539 0.03679 0.06179 27.18327 16.18455 21
22 1.72157 0.58086 0.03465 0.05965 28.86286 16.76541 22
23 1.76461 0.56670 0.03270 0.05770 30.58443 17.33211 23
24 1.80873 0.55288 0.03091 0.05591 32.34904 17.88499 24
25 1.85394 0.53939 0.02928 0.05428 34.15776 18.42438 25

30 2.09757 0.47674 0.02278 0.04778 43.90270 20.93029 30
31 2.15001 0.46511 0.02174 0.04674 46.00027 21.39541 31
32 2.20376 0.45377 0.02077 0.04577 48.15028 21.84918 32
33 2.25885 0.44270 0.01986 0.04486 50.35403 22.29188 33
34 2.31532 0.43191 0.01901 0.04401 52.61289 22.72379 34

35 2.37321 0.42137 0.01821 0.04321 54.92821 23.14516 35
36 2.43254 0.41109 0.01745 0.04245 57.30141 23.55625 36
42 2.82100 0.35448 0.01373 0.03873 72.83981 25.82061 42
48 3.27149 0.30567 0.01101 0.03601 90.85958 27.77315 48
60 4.39979 0.22728 0.00735 0.03235 135.99159 30.90866 60

72 5.917228E+00 0.16900 0.00508 0.03008 1.966891E+02 33.24008 72
120 1.935815E+01 0.05166 0.00136 0.02636 7.343260E+02 37.93369 120
180 8.517179E+01 0.01174 0.00030 0.02530 3.366872E+03 39.53036 180
240 3.747380E+02 0.00267 0.00007 0.02507 1.494952E+04 39.89326 240
360 7.254234E+03 0.00014 0.00000 0.02500 2.901293E+05 39.99449 360



P1: OTA/XYZ P2: ABC

JWBT106-APP-C JWBT106-Halpin June 26, 2009 8:56 Printer: Sheridan Books

COMPOUND INTEREST TABLES 285

TABLE C.10

3.00% Compound Interest Factors 3.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.03000 0.97087 1.00000 1.03000 1.00000 0.97087 1
2 1.06090 0.94260 0.49261 0.52261 2.03000 1.91347 2
3 1.09273 0.91514 0.32353 0.35353 3.09090 2.82861 3
4 1.12551 0.88849 0.23903 0.26903 4.18363 3.71710 4
5 1.15927 0.86261 0.18835 0.21835 5.30914 4.57971 5

6 1.19405 0.83748 0.15460 0.18460 6.46841 5.41719 6
7 1.22987 0.81309 0.13051 0.16051 7.66246 6.23028 7
8 1.26677 0.78941 0.11246 0.14246 8.89234 7.01969 8
9 1.30477 0.76642 0.09843 0.12843 10.15911 7.78611 9
10 1.34392 0.74409 0.08723 0.11723 11.46388 8.53020 10

11 1.38423 0.72242 0.07808 0.10808 12.80780 9.25262 11
12 1.42576 0.70138 0.07046 0.10046 14.19203 9.95400 12
13 1.46853 0.68095 0.06403 0.09403 15.61779 10.63496 13
14 1.51259 0.66112 0.05853 0.08853 17.08632 11.29607 14
15 1.55797 0.64186 0.05377 0.08377 18.59891 11.93794 15

16 1.60471 0.62317 0.04961 0.07961 20.15688 12.56110 16
17 1.65285 0.60502 0.04595 0.07595 21.76159 13.16612 17
18 1.70243 0.58739 0.04271 0.07271 23.41444 13.75351 18
19 1.75351 0.57029 0.03981 0.06981 25.11687 14.32380 19
20 1.80611 0.55368 0.03722 0.06722 26.87037 14.87747 20

21 1.86029 0.53755 0.03487 0.06487 28.67649 15.41502 21
22 1.91610 0.52189 0.03275 0.06275 30.53678 15.93692 22
23 1.97359 0.50669 0.03081 0.06081 32.45288 16.44361 23
24 2.03279 0.49193 0.02905 0.05905 34.42647 16.93554 24
25 2.09378 0.47761 0.02743 0.05743 36.45926 17.41315 25

30 2.42726 0.41199 0.02102 0.05102 47.57542 19.60044 30
31 2.50008 0.39999 0.02000 0.05000 50.00268 20.00043 31
32 2.57508 0.38834 0.01905 0.04905 52.50276 20.38877 32
33 2.65234 0.37703 0.01816 0.04816 55.07784 20.76579 33
34 2.73191 0.36604 0.01732 0.04732 57.73018 21.13184 34

35 2.81386 0.35538 0.01654 0.04654 60.46208 21.48722 35
36 2.89828 0.34503 0.01580 0.04580 63.27594 21.83225 36
42 3.46070 0.28896 0.01219 0.04219 82.02320 23.70136 42
48 4.13225 0.24200 0.00958 0.03958 104.40840 25.26671 48
60 5.89160 0.16973 0.00613 0.03613 163.05344 27.67556 60

72 8.400017E+00 0.11905 0.00405 0.03405 2.466672E+02 29.36509 72
120 3.471099E+01 0.02881 0.00089 0.03089 1.123700E+03 32.37302 120
180 2.045034E+02 0.00489 0.00015 0.03015 6.783445E+03 33.17034 180
240 1.204853E+03 0.00083 0.00002 0.03002 4.012842E+04 33.30567 240
360 4.182162E+04 0.00002 0.00000 0.03000 1.394021E+06 33.33254 360



P1: OTA/XYZ P2: ABC

JWBT106-APP-C JWBT106-Halpin June 26, 2009 8:56 Printer: Sheridan Books

286 COMPOUND INTEREST TABLES

TABLE C.11

4.00% Compound Interest Factors 4.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.04000 0.96154 1.00000 1.04000 1.00000 0.96154 1
2 1.08160 0.92456 0.49020 0.53020 2.04000 1.88609 2
3 1.12486 0.88900 0.32035 0.36035 3.12160 2.77509 3
4 1.16986 0.85480 0.23549 0.27549 4.24646 3.62990 4
5 1.21665 0.82193 0.18463 0.22463 5.41632 4.45182 5

6 1.26532 0.79031 0.15076 0.19076 6.63298 5.24214 6
7 1.31593 0.75992 0.12661 0.16661 7.89829 6.00205 7
8 1.36857 0.73069 0.10853 0.14853 9.21423 6.73274 8
9 1.42331 0.70259 0.09449 0.13449 10.58280 7.43533 9
10 1.48024 0.67556 0.08329 0.12329 12.00611 8.11090 10

11 1.53945 0.64958 0.07415 0.11415 13.48635 8.76048 11
12 1.60103 0.62460 0.06655 0.10655 15.02581 9.38507 12
13 1.66507 0.60057 0.06014 0.10014 16.62684 9.98565 13
14 1.73168 0.57748 0.05467 0.09467 18.29191 10.56312 14
15 1.80094 0.55526 0.04994 0.08994 20.02359 11.11839 15

16 1.87298 0.53391 0.04582 0.08582 21.82453 11.65230 16
17 1.94790 0.51337 0.04220 0.08220 23.69751 12.16567 17
18 2.02582 0.49363 0.03899 0.07899 25.64541 12.65930 18
19 2.10685 0.47464 0.03614 0.07614 27.67123 13.13394 19
20 2.19112 0.45639 0.03358 0.07358 29.77808 13.59033 20

21 2.27877 0.43883 0.03128 0.07128 31.96920 14.02916 21
22 2.36992 0.42196 0.02920 0.06920 34.24797 14.45112 22
23 2.46472 0.40573 0.02731 0.06731 36.61789 14.85684 23
24 2.56330 0.39012 0.02559 0.06559 39.08260 15.24696 24
25 2.66584 0.37512 0.02401 0.06401 41.64591 15.62208 25

30 3.24340 0.30832 0.01783 0.05783 56.08494 17.29203 30
31 3.37313 0.29646 0.01686 0.05686 59.32834 17.58849 31
32 3.50806 0.28506 0.01595 0.05595 62.70147 17.87355 32
33 3.64838 0.27409 0.01510 0.05510 66.20953 18.14765 33
34 3.79432 0.26355 0.01431 0.05431 69.85791 18.41120 34

35 3.94609 0.25342 0.01358 0.05358 73.65222 18.66461 35
36 4.10393 0.24367 0.01289 0.05289 77.59831 18.90828 36
42 5.19278 0.19257 0.00954 0.04954 104.81960 20.18563 42
48 6.57053 0.15219 0.00718 0.04718 139.26321 21.19513 48
60 10.51963 0.09506 0.00420 0.04420 237.99069 22.62349 60

72 1.684226E+01 0.05937 0.00252 0.04252 3.960566E+02 23.51564 72
120 1.106626E+02 0.00904 0.00036 0.04036 2.741564E+03 24.77409 120
180 1.164129E+03 0.00086 0.00003 0.04003 2.907822E+04 24.97852 180
240 1.224620E+04 0.00008 0.00000 0.04000 3.061301E+05 24.99796 240
360 1.355196E+06 0.00000 0.00000 0.04000 3.387988E+07 24.99998 360



P1: OTA/XYZ P2: ABC

JWBT106-APP-C JWBT106-Halpin June 26, 2009 8:56 Printer: Sheridan Books

COMPOUND INTEREST TABLES 287

TABLE C.12

5.00% Compound Interest Factors 5.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.05000 0.95238 1.00000 1.05000 1.00000 0.95238 1
2 1.10250 0.90703 0.48780 0.53780 2.05000 1.85941 2
3 1.15763 0.86384 0.31721 0.36721 3.15250 2.72325 3
4 1.21551 0.82270 0.23201 0.28201 4.31013 3.54595 4
5 1.27628 0.78353 0.18097 0.23097 5.52563 4.32948 5

6 1.34010 0.74622 0.14702 0.19702 6.80191 5.07569 6
7 1.40710 0.71068 0.12282 0.17282 8.14201 5.78637 7
8 1.47746 0.67684 0.10472 0.15472 9.54911 6.46321 8
9 1.55133 0.64461 0.09069 0.14069 11.02656 7.10782 9
10 1.62889 0.61391 0.07950 0.12950 12.57789 7.72173 10

11 1.71034 0.58468 0.07039 0.12039 14.20679 8.30641 11
12 1.79586 0.55684 0.06283 0.11283 15.91713 8.86325 12
13 1.88565 0.53032 0.05646 0.10646 17.71298 9.39357 13
14 1.97993 0.50507 0.05102 0.10102 19.59863 9.89864 14
15 2.07893 0.48102 0.04634 0.09634 21.57856 10.37966 15

16 2.18287 0.45811 0.04227 0.09227 23.65749 10.83777 16
17 2.29202 0.43630 0.03870 0.08870 25.84037 11.27407 17
18 2.40662 0.41552 0.03555 0.08555 28.13238 11.68959 18
19 2.52695 0.39573 0.03275 0.08275 30.53900 12.08532 19
20 2.65330 0.37689 0.03024 0.08024 33.06595 12.46221 20

21 2.78596 0.35894 0.02800 0.07800 35.71925 12.82115 21
22 2.92526 0.34185 0.02597 0.07597 38.50521 13.16300 22
23 3.07152 0.32557 0.02414 0.07414 41.43048 13.48857 23
24 3.22510 0.31007 0.02247 0.07247 44.50200 13.79864 24
25 3.38635 0.29530 0.02095 0.07095 47.72710 14.09394 25

30 4.32194 0.23138 0.01505 0.06505 66.43885 15.37245 30
31 4.53804 0.22036 0.01413 0.06413 70.76079 15.59281 31
32 4.76494 0.20987 0.01328 0.06328 75.29883 15.80268 32
33 5.00319 0.19987 0.01249 0.06249 80.06377 16.00255 33
34 5.25335 0.19035 0.01176 0.06176 85.06696 16.19290 34

35 5.51602 0.18129 0.01107 0.06107 90.32031 16.37419 35
36 5.79182 0.17266 0.01043 0.06043 95.83632 16.54685 36
42 7.76159 0.12884 0.00739 0.05739 135.23175 17.42321 42
48 10.40127 0.09614 0.00532 0.05532 188.02539 18.07716 48
60 18.67919 0.05354 0.00283 0.05283 353.58372 18.92929 60

72 3.354513E+01 0.02981 0.00154 0.05154 6.509027E+02 19.40379 72
120 3.489120E+02 0.00287 0.00014 0.05014 6.958240E+03 19.94268 120
180 6.517392E+03 0.00015 0.00001 0.05001 1.303278E+05 19.99693 180
240 1.217396E+05 0.00001 0.00000 0.05000 2.434771E+06 19.99984 240
360 4.247640E+07 0.00000 0.00000 0.05000 8.495279E+08 20.00000 360



P1: OTA/XYZ P2: ABC

JWBT106-APP-C JWBT106-Halpin June 26, 2009 8:56 Printer: Sheridan Books

288 COMPOUND INTEREST TABLES

TABLE C.13

6.00% Compound Interest Factors 6.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.06000 0.94340 1.00000 1.06000 1.00000 0.94340 1
2 1.12360 0.89000 0.48544 0.54544 2.06000 1.83339 2
3 1.19102 0.83962 0.31411 0.37411 3.18360 2.67301 3
4 1.26248 0.79209 0.22859 0.28859 4.37462 3.46511 4
5 1.33823 0.74726 0.17740 0.23740 5.63709 4.21236 5

6 1.41852 0.70496 0.14336 0.20336 6.97532 4.91732 6
7 1.50363 0.66506 0.11914 0.17914 8.39384 5.58238 7
8 1.59385 0.62741 0.10104 0.16104 9.89747 6.20979 8
9 1.68948 0.59190 0.08702 0.14702 11.49132 6.80169 9
10 1.79085 0.55839 0.07587 0.13587 13.18079 7.36009 10

11 1.89830 0.52679 0.06679 0.12679 14.97164 7.88687 11
12 2.01220 0.49697 0.05928 0.11928 16.86994 8.38384 12
13 2.13293 0.46884 0.05296 0.11296 18.88214 8.85268 13
14 2.26090 0.44230 0.04758 0.10758 21.01507 9.29498 14
15 2.39656 0.41727 0.04296 0.10296 23.27597 9.71225 15

16 2.54035 0.39365 0.03895 0.09895 25.67253 10.10590 16
17 2.69277 0.37136 0.03544 0.09544 28.21288 10.47726 17
18 2.85434 0.35034 0.03236 0.09236 30.90565 10.82760 18
19 3.02560 0.33051 0.02962 0.08962 33.75999 11.15812 19
20 3.20714 0.31180 0.02718 0.08718 36.78559 11.46992 20

21 3.39956 0.29416 0.02500 0.08500 39.99273 11.76408 21
22 3.60354 0.27751 0.02305 0.08305 43.39229 12.04158 22
23 3.81975 0.26180 0.02128 0.08128 46.99583 12.30338 23
24 4.04893 0.24698 0.01968 0.07968 50.81558 12.55036 24
25 4.29187 0.23300 0.01823 0.07823 54.86451 12.78336 25

30 5.74349 0.17411 0.01265 0.07265 79.05819 13.76483 30
31 6.08810 0.16425 0.01179 0.07179 84.80168 13.92909 31
32 6.45339 0.15496 0.01100 0.07100 90.88978 14.08404 32
33 6.84059 0.14619 0.01027 0.07027 97.34316 14.23023 33
34 7.25103 0.13791 0.00960 0.06960 104.18375 14.36814 34

35 7.68609 0.13011 0.00897 0.06897 111.43478 14.49825 35
36 8.14725 0.12274 0.00839 0.06839 119.12087 14.62099 36
42 11.55703 0.08653 0.00568 0.06568 175.95054 15.22454 42
48 16.39387 0.06100 0.00390 0.06390 256.56453 15.65003 48
60 32.98769 0.03031 0.00188 0.06188 533.12818 16.16143 60

72 6.637772E+01 0.01507 0.00092 0.06092 1.089629E+03 16.41558 72
120 1.088188E+03 0.00092 0.00006 0.06006 1.811980E+04 16.65135 120
180 3.589680E+04 0.00003 0.00000 0.06000 5.982634E+05 16.66620 180
240 1.184153E+06 0.00000 0.00000 0.06000 1.973586E+07 16.66665 240
360 1.288580E+09 0.00000 0.00000 0.06000 2.147634E+10 16.66667 360
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TABLE C.14

7.00% Compound Interest Factors 7.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.07000 0.93458 1.00000 1.07000 1.00000 0.93458 1
2 1.14490 0.87344 0.48309 0.55309 2.07000 1.80802 2
3 1.22504 0.81630 0.31105 0.38105 3.21490 2.62432 3
4 1.31080 0.76290 0.22523 0.29523 4.43994 3.38721 4
5 1.40255 0.71299 0.17389 0.24389 5.75074 4.10020 5

6 1.50073 0.66634 0.13980 0.20980 7.15329 4.76654 6
7 1.60578 0.62275 0.11555 0.18555 8.65402 5.38929 7
8 1.71819 0.58201 0.09747 0.16747 10.25980 5.97130 8
9 1.83846 0.54393 0.08349 0.15349 11.97799 6.51523 9
10 1.96715 0.50835 0.07238 0.14238 13.81645 7.02358 10

11 2.10485 0.47509 0.06336 0.13336 15.78360 7.49867 11
12 2.25219 0.44401 0.05590 0.12590 17.88845 7.94269 12
13 2.40985 0.41496 0.04965 0.11965 20.14064 8.35765 13
14 2.57853 0.38782 0.04434 0.11434 22.55049 8.74547 14
15 2.75903 0.36245 0.03979 0.10979 25.12902 9.10791 15

16 2.95216 0.33873 0.03586 0.10586 27.88805 9.44665 16
17 3.15882 0.31657 0.03243 0.10243 30.84022 9.76322 17
18 3.37993 0.29586 0.02941 0.09941 33.99903 10.05909 18
19 3.61653 0.27651 0.02675 0.09675 37.37896 10.33560 19
20 3.86968 0.25842 0.02439 0.09439 40.99549 10.59401 20

21 4.14056 0.24151 0.02229 0.09229 44.86518 10.83553 21
22 4.43040 0.22571 0.02041 0.09041 49.00574 11.06124 22
23 4.74053 0.21095 0.01871 0.08871 53.43614 11.27219 23
24 5.07237 0.19715 0.01719 0.08719 58.17667 11.46933 24
25 5.42743 0.18425 0.01581 0.08581 63.24904 11.65358 25

30 7.61226 0.13137 0.01059 0.08059 94.46079 12.40904 30
31 8.14511 0.12277 0.00980 0.07980 102.07304 12.53181 31
32 8.71527 0.11474 0.00907 0.07907 110.21815 12.64656 32
33 9.32534 0.10723 0.00841 0.07841 118.93343 12.75379 33
34 9.97811 0.10022 0.00780 0.07780 128.25876 12.85401 34

35 10.67658 0.09366 0.00723 0.07723 138.23688 12.94767 35
36 11.42394 0.08754 0.00672 0.07672 148.91346 13.03521 36
42 17.14426 0.05833 0.00434 0.07434 230.63224 13.45245 42
48 25.72891 0.03887 0.00283 0.07283 353.27009 13.73047 48
60 57.94643 0.01726 0.00123 0.07123 813.52038 14.03918 60

72 1.305065E+02 0.00766 0.00054 0.07054 1.850092E+03 14.17625 72
120 3.357788E+03 0.00030 0.00002 0.07002 4.795412E+04 14.28146 120
180 1.945718E+05 0.00001 0.00000 0.07000 2.779583E+06 14.28564 180
240 1.127474E+07 0.00000 0.00000 0.07000 1.610677E+08 14.28571 240
360 3.785820E+10 0.00000 0.00000 0.07000 5.408314E+11 14.28571 360
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TABLE C.15

8.00% Compound Interest Factors 8.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.08000 0.92593 1.00000 1.08000 1.00000 0.92593 1
2 1.16640 0.85734 0.48077 0.56077 2.08000 1.78326 2
3 1.25971 0.79383 0.30803 0.38803 3.24640 2.57710 3
4 1.36049 0.73503 0.22192 0.30192 4.50611 3.31213 4
5 1.46933 0.68058 0.17046 0.25046 5.86660 3.99271 5

6 1.58687 0.63017 0.13632 0.21632 7.33593 4.62288 6
7 1.71382 0.58349 0.11207 0.19207 8.92280 5.20637 7
8 1.85093 0.54027 0.09401 0.17401 10.63663 5.74664 8
9 1.99900 0.50025 0.08008 0.16008 12.48756 6.24689 9
10 2.15892 0.46319 0.06903 0.14903 14.48656 6.71008 10

11 2.33164 0.42888 0.06008 0.14008 16.64549 7.13896 11
12 2.51817 0.39711 0.05270 0.13270 18.97713 7.53608 12
13 2.71962 0.36770 0.04652 0.12652 21.49530 7.90378 13
14 2.93719 0.34046 0.04130 0.12130 24.21492 8.24424 14
15 3.17217 0.31524 0.03683 0.11683 27.15211 8.55948 15

16 3.42594 0.29189 0.03298 0.11298 30.32428 8.85137 16
17 3.70002 0.27027 0.02963 0.10963 33.75023 9.12164 17
18 3.99602 0.25025 0.02670 0.10670 37.45024 9.37189 18
19 4.31570 0.23171 0.02413 0.10413 41.44626 9.60360 19
20 4.66096 0.21455 0.02185 0.10185 45.76196 9.81815 20

21 5.03383 0.19866 0.01983 0.09983 50.42292 10.01680 21
22 5.43654 0.18394 0.01803 0.09803 55.45676 10.20074 22
23 5.87146 0.17032 0.01642 0.09642 60.89330 10.37106 23
24 6.34118 0.15770 0.01498 0.09498 66.76476 10.52876 24
25 6.84848 0.14602 0.01368 0.09368 73.10594 10.67478 25

30 10.06266 0.09938 0.00883 0.08883 113.28321 11.25778 30
31 10.86767 0.09202 0.00811 0.08811 123.34587 11.34980 31
32 11.73708 0.08520 0.00745 0.08745 134.21354 11.43500 32
33 12.67605 0.07889 0.00685 0.08685 145.95062 11.51389 33
34 13.69013 0.07305 0.00630 0.08630 158.62667 11.58693 34

35 14.78534 0.06763 0.00580 0.08580 172.31680 11.65457 35
36 15.96817 0.06262 0.00534 0.08534 187.10215 11.71719 36
42 25.33948 0.03946 0.00329 0.08329 304.24352 12.00670 42
48 40.21057 0.02487 0.00204 0.08204 490.13216 12.18914 48
60 101.25706 0.00988 0.00080 0.08080 1253.21330 12.37655 60

72 2.549825E+02 0.00392 0.00031 0.08031 3.174781E+03 12.45098 72
120 1.025299E+04 0.00010 0.00001 0.08001 1.281499E+05 12.49878 120
180 1.038188E+06 0.00000 0.00000 0.08000 1.297734E+07 12.49999 180
240 1.051239E+08 0.00000 0.00000 0.08000 1.314048E+09 12.50000 240
360 1.077834E+12 0.00000 0.00000 0.08000 1.347293E+13 12.50000 360
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TABLE C.16

9.00% Compound Interest Factors 9.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.09000 0.91743 1.00000 1.09000 1.00000 0.91743 1
2 1.18810 0.84168 0.47847 0.56847 2.09000 1.75911 2
3 1.29503 0.77218 0.30505 0.39505 3.27810 2.53129 3
4 1.41158 0.70843 0.21867 0.30867 4.57313 3.23972 4
5 1.53862 0.64993 0.16709 0.25709 5.98471 3.88965 5

6 1.67710 0.59627 0.13292 0.22292 7.52333 4.48592 6
7 1.82804 0.54703 0.10869 0.19869 9.20043 5.03295 7
8 1.99256 0.50187 0.09067 0.18067 11.02847 5.53482 8
9 2.17189 0.46043 0.07680 0.16680 13.02104 5.99525 9
10 2.36736 0.42241 0.06582 0.15582 15.19293 6.41766 10

11 2.58043 0.38753 0.05695 0.14695 17.56029 6.80519 11
12 2.81266 0.35553 0.04965 0.13965 20.14072 7.16073 12
13 3.06580 0.32618 0.04357 0.13357 22.95338 7.48690 13
14 3.34173 0.29925 0.03843 0.12843 26.01919 7.78615 14
15 3.64248 0.27454 0.03406 0.12406 29.36092 8.06069 15

16 3.97031 0.25187 0.03030 0.12030 33.00340 8.31256 16
17 4.32763 0.23107 0.02705 0.11705 36.97370 8.54363 17
18 4.71712 0.21199 0.02421 0.11421 41.30134 8.75563 18
19 5.14166 0.19449 0.02173 0.11173 46.01846 8.95011 19
20 5.60441 0.17843 0.01955 0.10955 51.16012 9.12855 20

21 6.10881 0.16370 0.01762 0.10762 56.76453 9.29224 21
22 6.65860 0.15018 0.01590 0.10590 62.87334 9.44243 22
23 7.25787 0.13778 0.01438 0.10438 69.53194 9.58021 23
24 7.91108 0.12640 0.01302 0.10302 76.78981 9.70661 24
25 8.62308 0.11597 0.01181 0.10181 84.70090 9.82258 25

30 13.26768 0.07537 0.00734 0.09734 136.30754 10.27365 30
31 14.46177 0.06915 0.00669 0.09669 149.57522 10.34280 31
32 15.76333 0.06344 0.00610 0.09610 164.03699 10.40624 32
33 17.18203 0.05820 0.00556 0.09556 179.80032 10.46444 33
34 18.72841 0.05339 0.00508 0.09508 196.98234 10.51784 34

35 20.41397 0.04899 0.00464 0.09464 215.71075 10.56682 35
36 22.25123 0.04494 0.00424 0.09424 236.12472 10.61176 36
42 37.31753 0.02680 0.00248 0.09248 403.52813 10.81337 42
48 62.58524 0.01598 0.00146 0.09146 684.28041 10.93358 48
60 176.03129 0.00568 0.00051 0.09051 1944.79213 11.04799 60

72 4.951170E+02 0.00202 0.00018 0.09018 5.490189E+03 11.08867 72
120 3.098702E+04 0.00003 0.00000 0.09000 3.442891E+05 11.11075 120
180 5.454684E+06 0.00000 0.00000 0.09000 6.060759E+07 11.11111 180
240 9.601951E+08 0.00000 0.00000 0.09000 1.066883E+10 11.11111 240
360 2.975358E+13 0.00000 0.00000 0.09000 3.305954E+14 11.11111 360
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TABLE C.17

10.00% Compound Interest Factors 10.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.10000 0.90909 1.00000 1.10000 1.00000 0.90909 1
2 1.21000 0.82645 0.47619 0.57619 2.10000 1.73554 2
3 1.33100 0.75131 0.30211 0.40211 3.31000 2.48685 3
4 1.46410 0.68301 0.21547 0.31547 4.64100 3.16987 4
5 1.61051 0.62092 0.16380 0.26380 6.10510 3.79079 5

6 1.77156 0.56447 0.12961 0.22961 7.71561 4.35526 6
7 1.94872 0.51316 0.10541 0.20541 9.48717 4.86842 7
8 2.14359 0.46651 0.08744 0.18744 11.43589 5.33493 8
9 2.35795 0.42410 0.07364 0.17364 13.57948 5.75902 9
10 2.59374 0.38554 0.06275 0.16275 15.93742 6.14457 10

11 2.85312 0.35049 0.05396 0.15396 18.53117 6.49506 11
12 3.13843 0.31863 0.04676 0.14676 21.38428 6.81369 12
13 3.45227 0.28966 0.04078 0.14078 24.52271 7.10336 13
14 3.79750 0.26333 0.03575 0.13575 27.97498 7.36669 14
15 4.17725 0.23939 0.03147 0.13147 31.77248 7.60608 15

16 4.59497 0.21763 0.02782 0.12782 35.94973 7.82371 16
17 5.05447 0.19784 0.02466 0.12466 40.54470 8.02155 17
18 5.55992 0.17986 0.02193 0.12193 45.59917 8.20141 18
19 6.11591 0.16351 0.01955 0.11955 51.15909 8.36492 19
20 6.72750 0.14864 0.01746 0.11746 57.27500 8.51356 20

21 7.40025 0.13513 0.01562 0.11562 64.00250 8.64869 21
22 8.14027 0.12285 0.01401 .0.11401 71.40275 8.77154 22
23 8.95430 0.11168 0.01257 0.11257 79.54302 8.88322 23
24 9.84973 0.10153 0.01130 0.11130 88.49733 8.98474 24
25 10.83471 0.09230 0.01017 0.11017 98.34706 9.07704 25

30 17.44940 0.05731 0.00608 0.10608 164.49402 9.42691 30
31 19.19434 0.05210 0.00550 0.10550 181.94342 9.47901 31
32 21.11378 0.04736 0.00497 0.10497 201.13777 9.52638 32
33 23.22515 0.04306 0.00450 0.10450 222.25154 9.56943 33
34 25.54767 0.03914 0.00407 0.10407 245.47670 9.60857 34

35 28.10244 0.03558 0.00369 0.10369 271.02437 9.64416 35
36 30.91268 0.03235 0.00334 0.10334 299.12681 9.67651 36
42 54.76370 0.01826 0.00186 0.10186 537.63699 9.81740 42
48 97.01723 0.01031 0.00104 0.10104 960.17234 9.89693 48
60 304.48164 0.00328 0.00033 0.10033 3034.81640 9.96716 60

72 9.555938E+02 0.00105 0.00010 0.10010 9.545938E+03 9.98954 72
120 9.270907E+04 0.00001 0.00000 0.10000 9.270807E+05 9.99989 120
180 2.822821E+07 0.00000 0.00000 0.10000 2.822821E+08 10.00000 180
240 8.594971E+09 0.00000 0.00000 0.10000 8.594971E+10 10.00000 240
360 7.968318E+14 0.00000 0.00000 0.10000 7.968318E+15 10.00000 360
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TABLE C.18

11.00% Compound Interest Factors 11.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.11000 0.90090 1.00000 1.11000 1.00000 0.90090 1
2 1.23210 0.81162 0.47393 0.58393 2.11000 1.71252 2
3 1.36763 0.73119 0.29921 0.40921 3.34210 2.44371 3
4 1.51807 0.65873 0.21233 0.32233 4.70973 3.10245 4
5 1.68506 0.59345 0.16057 0.27057 6.22780 3.69590 5

6 1.87041 0.53464 0.12638 0.23638 7.91286 4.23054 6
7 2.07616 0.48166 0.10222 0.21222 9.78327 4.71220 7
8 2.30454 0.43393 0.08432 0.19432 11.85943 5.14612 8
9 2.55804 0.39092 0.07060 0.18060 14.16397 5.53705 9
10 2.83942 0.35218 0.05980 0.16980 16.72201 5.88923 10

11 3.15176 0.31728 0.05112 0.16112 19.56143 6.20652 11
12 3.49845 0.28584 0.04403 0.15403 22.71319 6.49236 12
13 3.88328 0.25751 0.03815 0.14815 26.21164 6.74987 13
14 4.31044 0.23199 0.03323 0.14323 30.09492 6.98187 14
15 4.78459 0.20900 0.02907 0.13907 34.40536 7.19087 15

16 5.31089 0.18829 0.02552 0.13552 39.18995 7.37916 16
17 5.89509 0.16963 0.02247 0.13247 44.50084 7.54879 17
18 6.54355 0.15282 0.01984 0.12984 50.39594 7.70162 18
19 7.26334 0.13768 0.01756 0.12756 56.93949 7.83929 19
20 8.06231 0.12403 0.01558 0.12558 64.20283 7.96333 20

21 8.94917 0.11174 0.01384 0.12384 72.26514 8.07507 21
22 9.93357 0.10067 0.01231 0.12231 81.21431 8.17574 22
23 11.02627 0.09069 0.01097 0.12097 91.14788 8.26643 23
24 12.23916 0.08170 0.00979 0.11979 102.17415 8.34814 24
25 13.58546 0.07361 0.00874 0.11874 114.41331 8.42174 25

30 22.89230 0.04368 0.00502 0.11502 199.02088 8.69379 30
31 25.41045 0.03935 0.00451 0.11451 221.91317 8.73315 31
32 28.20560 0.03545 0.00404 0.11404 247.32362 8.76860 32
33 31.30821 0.03194 0.00363 0.11363 275.52922 8.80054 33
34 34.75212 0.02878 0.00326 0.11326 306.83744 8.82932 34

35 38.57485 0.02592 0.00293 0.11293 341.58955 8.85524 35
36 42.81808 0.02335 0.00263 0.11263 380.16441 8.87859 36
42 80.08757 0.01249 0.00139 0.11139 718.97790 8.97740 42
48 149.79695 0.00668 0.00074 0.11074 1352.69958 9.03022 48
60 524.05724 0.00191 0.00021 0.11021 4755.06584 9.07356 60

72 1.833388E+03 0.00055 0.00006 0.11006 1.665808E+04 9.08595 72
120 2.746360E+05 0.00000 0.00000 0.11000 2.496682E+06 9.09088 120
180 1.439250E+08 0.00000 0.00000 0.11000 1.308409E+09 9.09091 180
240 7.542493E+10 0.00000 0.00000 0.11000 6.856812E+11 9.09091 240
360 2.071440E+16 0.00000 0.00000 0.11000 1.883127E+17 9.09091 360
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TABLE C.19

12.00% Compound Interest Factors 12.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.12000 0.89286 1.00000 1.12000 1.00000 0.89286 1
2 1.25440 0.79719 0.47170 0.59170 2.12000 1.69005 2
3 1.40493 0.71178 0.29635 0.41635 3.37440 2.40183 3
4 1.57352 0.63552 0.20923 0.32923 4.77933 3.03735 4
5 1.76234 0.56743 0:15741 0.27741 6.35285 3.60478 5

6 1.97382 0.50663 0.12323 0.24323 8.11519 4.11141 6
7 2.21068 0.45235 0.09912 0.21912 10.08901 4.56376 7
8 2.47596 0.40388 0.08130 0.20130 12.29969 4.96764 8
9 2.77308 0.36061 0.06768 0.18768 14.77566 5.32825 9
10 3.10585 0.32197 0.05698 0.17698 17.54874 5.65022 10

11 3.47855 0.28748 0.04842 0.16842 20.65458 5.93770 11
12 3.89598 0.25668 0.04144 0.16144 24.13313 6.19437 12
13 4.36349 0.22917 0.03568 0.15568 28.02911 6.42355 13
14 4.88711 0.20462 0.03087 0.15087 32.39260 6.62817 14
15 5.47357 0.18270 0.02682 0.14682 37.27971 6.81086 15

16 6.13039 0.16312 0.02339 0.14339 42.75328 6.97399 16
17 6.86604 0.14564 0.02046 0.14046 48.88367 7.11963 17
18 7.68997 0.13004 0.01794 0.13794 55.74971 7.24967 18
19 8.61276 0.11611 0.01576 0.13576 63.43968 7.36578 19
20 9.64629 0.10367 0.01388 0.13388 72.05244 7.46944 20

21 10.80385 0.09256 0.01224 0.13224 81.69874 7.56200 21
22 12.10031 0.08264 0.01081 0.13081 92.50258 7.64465 22
23 13.55235 0.07379 0.00956 0.12956 104.60289 7.71843 23
24 15.17863 0.06588 0.00846 0.12846 118.15524 7.78432 24
25 17.00006 0.05882 0.00750 0.12750 133.33387 7.84314 25

30 29.95992 0.03338 0.00414 0.12414 241.33268 8.05518 30
31 33.55511 0.02980 0.00369 0.12369 271.29261 8.08499 31
32 37:58173 0.02661 0.00328 0.12328 304.84772 8.11159 32
33 42.09153 0.02376 0.00292 0.12292 342.42945 8.13535 33
34 47.14252 0.02121 0.00260 0.12260 384.52098 8.15656 34

35 52.79962 0.01894 0.00232 0.12232 431.66350 8.17550 35
36 59.13557 0.01691 0.00206 0.12206 484.46312 8.19241 36
42 116.72314 0.00857 0.00104 0.12104 964.35948 8.26194 42
48 230.39078 0.00434 0.00052 0.12052 1911.58980 8.29716 48
60 897.59693 0.00111 0.00013 0.12013 7471.64111 8.32405 60

72 3.497016E+03 0.00029 0.00003 0.12003 2.913347E+04 8.33095 72
120 8.056803E+05 0.00000 0.00000 0.12000 6.713994E+06 8.33332 120
180 7.231761E+08 0.00000 0.00000 0.12000 6.026468E+09 8.33333 180
240 6.491207E+11 0.00000 0.00000 0.12000 5.409339E+12 8.33333 240
360 5.229837E+17 0.00000 0.00000 0.12000 4.358198E+18 8.33333 360
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TABLE C.20

13.00% Compound Interest Factors 13.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.13000 0.88496 1.00000 1.13000 1.00000 0.88496 1
2 1.27690 0.78315 0.46948 0.59948 2.13000 1.66810 2
3 1.44290 0.69305 0.29352 0.42352 3.40690 2.36115 3
4 1.63047 0.61332 0.20619 0.33619 4.84980 2.97447 4
5 1.84244 0.54276 0.15431 0.28431 6.48027 3.51723 5

6 2.08195 0.48032 0.12015 0.25015 8.32271 3.99755 6
7 2.35261 0.42506 0.09611 0.22611 10.40466 4.42261 7
8 2.65844 0.37616 0.07839 0.20839 12.75726 4.79877 8
9 3.00404 0.33288 0.06487 0.19487 15.41571 5.13166 9
10 3.39457 0.29459 0.05429 0.18429 18.41975 5.42624 10

11 3.83586 0.26070 0.04584 0.17584 21.81432 5.68694 11
12 4.33452 0.23071 0.03899 0.16899 25.65018 5.91765 12
13 4.89801 0.20416 0.03335 0.16335 29.98470 6.12181 13
14 5.53475 0.18068 0.02867 0.15867 34.88271 6.30249 14
15 6.25427 0.15989 0.02474 0.15474 40.41746 6.46238 15

16 7.06733 0.14150 0.02143 0.15143 46.67173 6.60388 16
17 7.98608 0.12522 0.01861 0.14861 53.73906 6.72909 17
18 9.02427 0.11081 0.01620 0.14620 61.72514 6.83991 18
19 10.19742 0.09806 0.01413 0.14413 70.74941 6.93797 19
20 11.52309 0.08678 0.01235 0.14235 80.94683 7.02475 20

21 13.02109 0.07680 0.01081 0.14081 92.46992 7.10155 21
22 14.71383 0.06796 0.00948 0.13948 105.49101 7.16951 22
23 16.62663 0.06014 0.00832 0.13832 120.20484 7.22966 23
24 18.78809 0.05323 0.00731 0.13731 136.83147 7.28288 24
25 21.23054 0.04710 0.00643 0.13643 155.61956 7.32998 25

30 39.11590 0.02557 0.00341 0.13341 293.19922 7.49565 30
31 44.20096 0.02262 0.00301 0.13301 332.31511 7.51828 31
32 49.94709 0.02002 0.00266 0.13266 376.51608 7.53830 32
33 56.44021 0.01772 0.00234 0.13234 426.46317 7.55602 33
34 63.77744 0.01568 0.00207 0.13207 482.90338 7.57170 34

35 72.06851 0.01388 0.00183 0.13183 546.68082 7.58557 35
36 81.43741 0.01228 0.00162 0.13162 618.74933 7.59785 36
42 169.54876 0.00590 0.00077 0.13077 1296.52895 7.64694 42
48 352.99234 0.00283 0.00037 0.13037 2707.63342 7.67052 48
60 1530.05347 0.00065 0.00009 0.13009 11761.94979 7.68728 60

72 6.632052E+03 0.00015 0.00002 0.13002 5.100809E+04 7.69115 72
120 2.341064E+06 0.00000 0.00000 0.13000 1.800817E+07 7.69230 120
180 3.581953E+09 0.00000 0.00000 0.13000 2.755348E+10 7.69231 180
240 5.480579E+12 0.00000 0.00000 0.13000 4.215830E+13 7.69231 240
360 1.283038E+19 0.00000 0.00000 0.13000 9.869526E+19 7.69231 360
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TABLE C.21

14.00% Compound Interest Factors 14.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.14000 0.87719 1.00000 1.14000 1.00000 0.87719 1
2 1.29960 0.76947 0.46729 0.60729 2.14000 1.64666 2
3 1.48154 0.67497 0.29073 0.43073 3.43960 2.32163 3
4 1.68896 0.59208 0.20320 0.34320 4.92114 2.91371 4
5 1.92541 0.51937 0.15128 0.29128 6.61010 3.43308 5

6 2.19497 0.45559 0.11716 0.25716 8.53552 3.88867 6
7 2.50227 0.39964 0.09319 0.23319 10.73049 4.28830 7
8 2.85259 0.35056 0.07557 0.21557 13.23276 4.63886 8
9 3.25195 0.30751 0.06217 0.20217 16.08535 4.94637 9
10 3.70722 0.26974 0.05171 0.19171 19.33730 5.21612 10

11 4.22623 0.23662 0.04339 0.18339 23.04452 5.45273 11
12 4.81790 0.20756 0.03667 0.17667 27.27075 5.66029 12
13 5.49241 0.18207 0.03116 0.17116 32.08865 5.84236 13
14 6.26135 0.15971 0.02661 0.16661 37.58107 6.00207 14
15 7.13794 0.14010 0.02281 0.16281 43.84241 6.14217 15

16 8.13725 0.12289 0.01962 0.15962 50.98035 6.26506 16
17 9.27646 0.10780 0.01692 0.15692 59.11760 6.37286 17
18 10.57517 0.09456 0.01462 0.15462 68.39407 6.46742 18
19 12.05569 0.08295 0.01266 0.15266 78.96923 6.55037 19
20 13.74349 0.07276 0.01099 0.15099 91.02493 6.62313 20

21 15.66758 0.06383 0.00954 0.14954 104.76842 6.68696 21
22 17.86104 0.05599 0.00830 0.14830 120.43600 6.74294 22
23 20.36158 0.04911 0.00723 0.14723 138.29704 6.79206 23
24 23.21221 0.04308 0.00630 0.14630 158.65862 6.83514 24
25 26.46192 0.03779 0.00550 0.14550 181.87083 6.87293 25

30 50.95016 0.01963 0.00280 0.14280 356.78685 7.00266 30
31 58.08318 0.01722 0.00245 0.14245 407.73701 7.01988 31
32 66.21483 0.01510 0.00215 0.14215 465.82019 7.03498 32
33 75.48490 0.01325 0.00188 0.14188 532.03501 7.04823 33
34 86.05279 0.01162 0.00165 0.14165 607.51991 7.05985 34

35 98.10018 0.01019 0.00144 0.14144 693.57270 7.07005 35
36 111.83420 0.00894 0.00126 0.14126 791.67288 7.07899 36
42 245.47301 0.00407 0.00057 0.14057 1746.23582 7.11376 42
48 538.80655 0.00186 0.00026 0.14026 3841.47534 7.12960 48
60 2595.91866 0.00039 0.00005 0.14005 18535.13328 7.14011 60

72 1.250689E+04 0.00008 0.00001 0.14001 8.932778E+04 7.14229 72
120 6.738794E+06 0.00000 0.00000 0.14000 4.813423E+07 7.14286 120
180 1.749336E+10 0.00000 0.00000 0.14000 1.249526E+11 7.14286 180
240 4.541134E+13 0.00000 0.00000 0.14000 3.243667E+14 7.14286 240
360 3.060177E+20 0.00000 0.00000 0.14000 2.185840E+21 7.14286 360
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TABLE C.22

15.00% Compound Interest Factors 15.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.15000 0.86957 1.00000 1.15000 1.00000 0.86957 1
2 1.32250 0.75614 0.46512 0.61512 2.15000 1.62571 2
3 1.52088 0.65752 0.28798 0.43798 3.47250 2.28323 3
4 1.74901 0.57175 0.20027 0.35027 4.99338 2.85498 4
5 2.01136 0.49718 0.14832 0.29832 6.74238 3.35216 5

6 2.31306 0.43233 0.11424 0.26424 8.75374 3.78448 6
7 2.66002 0.37594 0.09036 0.24036 11.06680 4.16042 7
8 3.05902 0.32690 0.07285 0.22285 13.72682 4.48732 8
9 3.51788 0.28426 0.05957 0.20957 16.78584 4.77158 9
10 4.04556 0.24718 0.04925 0.19925 20.30372 5.01877 10

11 4.65239 0.21494 0.04107 0.19107 24.34928 5.23371 11
12 5.35025 0.18691 0.03448 0.18448 29.00167 5.42062 12
13 6.15279 0.16253 0.02911 0.17911 34.35192 5.58315 13
14 7.07571 0.14133 0.02469 0.17469 40.50471 5.72448 14
15 8.13706 0.12289 0.02102 0.17102 47.58041 5.84737 15

16 9.35762 0.10686 0.01795 0.16795 55.71747 5.95423 16
17 10.76126 0.09293 0.01537 0.16537 65.07509 6.04716 17
18 12.37545 0.08081 0.01319 0.16319 75.83636 6.12797 18
19 14.23177 0.07027 0.01134 0.16134 88.21181 6.19823 19
20 16.36654 0.06110 0.00976 0.15976 102.44358 6.25933 20

21 18.82152 0.05313 0.00842 0.15842 118.81012 6.31246 21
22 21.64475 0.04620 0.00727 0.15727 137.63164 6.35866 22
23 24.89146 0.04017 0.00628 0.15628 159.27638 6.39884 23
24 28.62518 0.03493 0.00543 0.15543 184.16784 6.43377 24
25 32.91895 0.03038 0.00470 0.15470 212.79302 6.46415 25

30 66.21177 0.01510 0.00230 0.15230 434.74515 6.56598 30
31 76.14354 0.01313 0.00200 0.15200 500.95692 6.57911 31
32 87.56507 0.01142 0.00173 0.15173 577.10046 6.59053 32
33 100.69983 0.00993 0.00150 0.15150 664.66552 6.60046 33
34 115.80480 0.00864 0.00131 0.15131 765.36535 6.60910 34

35 133.17552 0.00751 0.00113 0.15113 881.17016 6.61661 35
36 153.15185 0.00653 0.00099 0.15099 1014.34568 6.62314 36
42 354.24954 0.00282 0.00042 0.15042 2354.99693 6.64785 42
48 819.40071 0.00122 0.00018 0.15018 5456.00475 6.65853 48
60 4383.99875 0.00023 0.00003 0.15003 29219.99164 6.66515 60

72 2.345549E+04 0.00004 0.00001 0.15001 1.563633E+05 6.66638 72
120 1.921945E+07 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 1.281296E+08 6.66667 120
180 8.425802E+10 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 5.617202E+11 6.66667 180
240 3.693871E+14 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 2.462580E+15 6.66667 240
360 7.099414E+21 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 4.732943E+22 6.66667 360
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TABLE C.23

20.00% Compound Interest Factors 20.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.20000 0.83333 1.00000 1.20000 1.00000 0.83333 1
2 1.44000 0.69444 0.45455 0.65455 2.20000 1.52778 2
3 1.72800 0.57870 0.27473 0.47473 3.64000 2.10648 3
4 2.07360 0.48225 0.18629 0.38629 5.36800 2.58873 4
5 2.48832 0.40188 0.13438 0.33438 7.44160 2.99061 5

6 2.98598 0.33490 0.10071 0.30071 9.92992 3.32551 6
7 3.58318 0.27908 0.07742 0.27742 12.91590 3.60459 7
8 4.29982 0.23257 0.06061 0.26061 16.49908 3.83716 8
9 5.15978 0.19381 0.04808 0.24808 20.79890 4.03097 9
10 6.19174 0.16151 0.03852 0.23852 25.95868 4.19247 10

11 7.43008 0.13459 0.03110 0.23110 32.15042 4.32706 11
12 8.91610 0.11216 0.02526 0.22526 39.58050 4.43922 12
13 10.69932 0.09346 0.02062 0.22062 48.49660 4.53268 13
14 12.83918 0.07789 0.01689 0.21689 59.19592 4.61057 14
15 15.40702 0.06491 0.01388 0.21388 72.03511 4.67547 15

16 18.48843 0.05409 0.01144 0.21144 87.44213 4.72956 16
17 22.18611 0.04507 0.00944 0.20944 105.93056 4.77463 17
18 26.62333 0.03756 0.00781 0.20781 128.11667 4.81219 18
19 31.94800 0.03130 0.00646 0.20646 154.74000 4.84350 19
20 38.33760 0.02608 0.00536 0.20536 186.68800 4.86958 20

21 46.00512 0.02174 0.00444 0.20444 225.02560 4.89132 21
22 55.20614 0.01811 0.00369 0.20369 271.03072 4.90943 22
23 66.24737 0.01509 0.00307 0.20307 326.23686 4.92453 23
24 79.49685 0.01258 0.00255 0.20255 392.48424 4.93710 24
25 95.39622 0.01048 0.00212 0.20212 471.98108 4.94759 25

30 237.37631 0.00421 0.00085 0.20085 1181.88157 4.97894 30
31 284.85158 0.00351 0.00070 0.20070 1419.25788 4.98245 31
32 341.82189 0.00293 0.00059 0.20059 1704.10946 4.98537 32
33 410.18627 0.00244 0.00049 0.20049 2045.93135 4.98781 33
34 492.22352 0.00203 0.00041 0.20041 2456.11762 4.98984 34

35 590.66823 0.00169 0.00034 0.20034 2948.34115 4.99154 35
36 708.80187 0.00141 0.00028 0.20028 3539.00937 4.99295 36
42 2116.47106 0.00047 0.00009 0.20009 10577.35529 4.99764 42
48 6319.74872 0.00016 0.00003 0.20003 31593.74358 4.99921 48
60 56347.51435 0.00002 0.00000 0.20000 281732.57177 4.99991 60

72 5.024001E+05 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 2.511995E+06 4.99999 72
120 3.175042E+09 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 1.587521E+10 5.00000 120
180 1.789057E+14 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 8.945287E+14 5.00000 180
240 1.008089E+19 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 5.040447E+19 5.00000 240
360 3.200727E+28 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 1.600363E+29 5.00000 360
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TABLE C.24

25.00% Compound Interest Factors 25.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.25000 0.80000 1.00000 1.25000 1.00000 0.80000 1
2 1.56250 0.64000 0.44444 0.69444 2.25000 1.44000 2
3 1.95313 0.51200 0.26230 0.51230 3.81250 1.95200 3
4 2.44141 0.40960 0.17344 0.42344 5.76563 2.36160 4
5 3.05176 0.32768 0.12185 0.37185 8.20703 2.68928 5

6 3.81470 0.26214 0.08882 0.33882 11.25879 2.95142 6
7 4.76837 0.20972 0.06634 0.31634 15.07349 3.16114 7
8 5.96046 0.16777 0.05040 0.30040 19.84186 3.32891 8
9 7.45058 0.13422 0.03876 0.28876 25.80232 3.46313 9
10 9.31323 0.10737 0.03007 0.28007 33.25290 3.57050 10

11 11.64153 0.08590 0.02349 0.27349 42.56613 3.65640 11
12 14.55192 0.06872 0.01845 0.26845 54.20766 3.72512 12
13 18.18989 0.05498 0.01454 0.26454 68.75958 3.78010 13
14 22.73737 0.04398 0.01150 0.26150 86.94947 3.82408 14
15 28.42171 0.03518 0.00912 0.25912 109.68684 3.85926 15

16 35.52714 0.02815 0.00724 0.25724 138.10855 3.88741 16
17 44.40892 0.02252 0.00576 0.25576 173.63568 3.90993 17
18 55.51115 0.01801 0.00459 0.25459 218.04460 3.92794 18
19 69.38894 0.01441 0.00366 0.25366 273.55576 3.94235 19
20 86.73617 0.01153 0.00292 0.25292 342.94470 3.95388 20

21 108.42022 0.00922 0.00233 0.25233 429.68087 3.96311 21
22 135.52527 0.00738 0.00186 0.25186 538.10109 3.97049 22
23 169.40659 0.00590 0.00148 0.25148 673.62636 3.97639 23
24 211.75824 0.00472 0.00119 0.25119 843.03295 3.98111 24
25 264.69780 0.00378 0.00095 0.25095 1054.79118 3.98489 25

30 807.79357 0.00124 0.00031 0.25031 3227.17427 3.99505 30
31 1009.74196 0.00099 0.00025 0.25025 4034.96783 3.99604 31
32 1262.17745 0.00079 0.00020 0.25020 5044.70979 3.99683 32
33 1577.72181 0.00063 0.00016 0.25016 6306.88724 3.99746 33
34 1972.15226 0.00051 0.00013 0.25013 7884.60905 3.99797 34

35 2465.19033 0.00041 0.00010 0.25010 9856.76132 3.99838 35
36 3081.48791 0.00032 0.00008 0.25008 12321.95164 3.99870 36
42 11754.94351 0.00009 0.00002 0.25002 47015.77403 3.99966 42
48 44841.55086 0.00002 0.00001 0.25001 179362.20343 3.99991 48
60 652530.44680 0.00000 0.00000 0.25000 2610117.78720 3.99999 60

72 9.495568E+06 0.00000 0.00000 0.25000 3.798227E+07 4.00000 72
120 4.257960E+11 0.00000 0.00000 0.25000 1.703184E+12 4.00000 120
180 2.778448E+17 0.00000 0.00000 0.25000 1.111379E+18 4.00000 180
240 1.813022E+23 0.00000 0.00000 0.25000 7.252089E+23 4.00000 240
360 7.719776E+34 0.00000 0.00000 0.25000 3.087910E+35 4.00000 360
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TABLE C.25

30.00% Compound Interest Factors 30.00%

Single Payment Uniform Payment Series

Compound Present Sinking Capital Compound Present
Amount Worth Fund Recovery Amount Worth

n Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor n

Find F Find P Find A Find A Find F Find P
given P given F given F given P given A given A

F/P P/F A/F A/P F/A P/A

1 1.30000 0.76923 1.00000 1.30000 1.00000 0.76923 1
2 1.69000 0.59172 0.43478 0.73478 2.30000 1.36095 2
3 2.19700 0.45517 0.25063 0.55063 3.99000 1.81611 3
4 2.85610 0.35013 0.16163 0.46163 6.18700 2.16624 4
5 3.71293 0.26933 0.11058 0.41058 9.04310 2.43557 5

6 4.82681 0.20718 0.07839 0.37839 12.75603 2.64275 6
7 6.27485 0.15937 0.05687 0.35687 17.58284 2.80211 7
8 8.15731 0.12259 0.04192 0.34192 23.85769 2.92470 8
9 10.60450 0.09430 0.03124 0.33124 32.01500 3.01900 9
10 13.78585 0.07254 0.02346 0.32346 42.61950 3.09154 10

11 17.92160 0.05580 0.01773 0.31773 56.40535 3.14734 11
12 23.29809 0.04292 0.01345 0.31345 74.32695 3.19026 12
13 30.28751 0.03302 0.01024 0.31024 97.62504 3.22328 13
14 39.37376 0.02540 0.00782 0.30782 127.91255 3.24867 14
15 51.18589 0.01954 0.00598 0.30598 167.28631 3.26821 15

16 66.54166 0.01503 0.00458 0.30458 218.47220 3.28324 16
17 86.50416 0.01156 0.00351 0.30351 285.01386 3.29480 17
18 112.45541 0.00889 0.00269 0.30269 371.51802 3.30369 18
19 146.19203 0.00684 0.00207 0.30207 483.97343 3.31053 19
20 190.04964 0.00526 0.00159 0.30159 630.16546 3.31579 20

21 247.06453 0.00405 0.00122 0.30122 820.21510 3.31984 21
22 321.18389 0.00311 0.00094 0.30094 1067.27963 3.32296 22
23 417.53905 0.00239 0.00072 0.30072 1388.46351 3.32535 23
24 542.80077 0.00184 0.00055 0.30055 1806.00257 3.32719 24
25 705.64100 0.00142 0.00043 0.30043 2348.80334 3.32861 25

30 2619.99564 0.00038 0.00011 0.30011 8729.98548 3.33206 30
31 3405.99434 0.00029 0.00009 0.30009 11349.98112 3.33235 31
32 4427.79264 0.00023 0.00007 0.30007 14755.97546 3.33258 32
33 5756.13043 0.00017 0.00005 0.30005 19183.76810 3.33275 33
34 7482.96956 0.00013 0.00004 0.30004 24939.89853 3.33289 34

35 9727.86043 0.00010 0.00003 0.30003 32422.86808 3.33299 35
36 12646.21855 0.00008 0.00002 0.30002 42150.72851 3.33307 36
42 61040.88153 0.00002 0.00000 0.30000 203466.27175 3.33328 42
48 294632.67632 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 982105.58773 3.33332 48
60 6864377.17274 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 22881253.90915 3.33333 60

72 1.599268E+08 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 5.330895E+08 3.33333 72
120 4.711967E+13 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 1.570656E+14 3.33333 120
180 3.234472E+20 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 1.078157E+21 3.33333 180
240 2.220264E+27 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 7.400879E+27 3.33333 240
360 1.046181E+41 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 3.487270E+41 3.33333 360
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Absorption costing, 146
Account hierarchy, 16
Accounts payable, 15, 28, 37, 76, 87, 90
Accounts receivable, 15, 26, 35, 87, 90
Accounts receivable pledging, 213
Accrual basis of accounting, 15
Acid ratio. See Financial indicator analysis, Quick

ratio
ACWP. See Earned value analysis, Actual cost of

work performed
Additional paid-in capital, 29, 38
AGC. See Associated General Contractors
AICPA. See American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants
Alaska pipeline, 230
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,

85
American Road And Transportation Builders

Association, 104
AMT. See Taxes, Alternative minimum tax
Annual percentage rate, 165
Annual percentage yield, 165
Annual report, 39
Annuity, 171–175, 177, 178, 180–187
APR. See Annual Percentage Rate
APY. See Annual Percentage Yield
AQWP. See Earned value analysis, Actual quantity of

work performed
Associated General Contractors, 106

Balance sheet, 17–29, 73–74
Balance sheet account categories, 21
Balance sheet layout, 21
Bankruptcy, 23, 24, 29, 47
BCAC. See Earned value analysis, Budgeted cost at

completion

BCWP. See Earned value analysis, Budgeted cost of
work performed

BCWS. See Earned value analysis, Budgeted cost of
work scheduled

Billings in excess of costs and estimated earnings, 28,
57, 91

Bond, 191–193
Book value, 23–24, 28, 61, 232, 233
Book value per share, 64
Bookkeeping

Accounting cycle, 82
Balancing entry, 76
Bookkeeping, 2, 19, 28, 71, 74, 78, 81
Closing accounts, 72, 80, 81, 82
Contract backlog, 37, 38
Double-entry system, 73, 74
General ledger, 76, 78, 80, 86, 87, 88, 90, 102,

104
Journalizing the transaction, 73
Nominal accounts, 82
Posting entries to the ledger, 78
Real accounts, 82
Transaction processing, 71, 72, 73
Transactions during a period, 86
Trial balance, 78, 80

Breakeven analysis, 151, 153
Breakeven point, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155
Breakeven rent roll, 207
Broad scope account, 17
Business plan, 201, 209

C/SCSC. See Earned value analysis, Cost and
schedule control systems criteria

Cap rate. See Capitalization rate
Capitalization rate, 204
Cash basis of accounting, 14
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Cash flow diagram, 169
Cash flow management

Cash farming, 145, 146
Cash position, 131–133, 138, 141–144
Cash profile, 131
Company-level cash flow planning, 145
Disbursements flow, 131–132
Ending cash balance, 37
Front-end loading, 140
Lazy’s curves, 131
Mobilization payment, 76–78, 137–138
Net cash flow, 131, 133, 141–144
Optimizing cash flow, 138
Overdraft, 132–133, 136–138, 141, 144
Payment lag, 130–133, 140
Payment terms, 55, 214
Peak financial requirement, 137, 144
Receipts flow, 131, 132, 138, 140
Retainage, 131–133, 135, 141–144, 207

CCM. See Income recognition, Completed contract
method

CFMA. See Construction Financial Management
Association

Chart of accounts, 17–18, 73, 86–90
Clean-up requirement, 212
Closing the accounting cycle, 82
COGS. See Cost of goods sold
Collateral, 208–209, 212–213
Collection period. See Financial indicator analysis,

Average age of accounts receivable
Commitment fee, 211
Compensating balance, 211–212
Compound interest, 163–182
Conditions for annuity calculations, 173
Constant dollars, 169
Construction accounting, 4, 17, 71, 74
Construction Financial Management Association, 45,

53
Construction-in-progress. See Work-in-progress
Construction loan, 200–207
Construction Specifications Institute, 104, 106
Cost accounts, 88, 100–104
Cost account structure, 104–110
Cost of goods sold, 30, 33–34
Cost of inventories, 54
Costs and estimated earnings in excess of billings,

27–28, 57, 91
CPI. See Earned value analysis, Cost performance

index
Credit (bookkeeping), 73–80
Credit conditions, 141
Creditors, 22–24, 29, 59–60
CSI. See Earned value analysis, Construction

Specifications Institute
Current asset, 25
Current portion of long-term debt, 28
CV. See Cost variance

Debit (bookkeeping), 73–80
Depreciation

Depreciable amount, 231
Depreciation, tax significance, 226–234, 240
Half-year convention, 234

Modified accelerated cost recovery system,
233–234

Production method, 230–233
Direct costs, 30, 33, 99, 146, 149, 150
Discount rate, 167
Dividends, 29, 50, 222, 242

Early payment discount, 214
Earned value (as financial indicator). See Earned

value analysis, Budgeted cost of work performed
Earned value analysis

Actual cost of work performed, 115–116
Actual quantity of work performed, 115
Budgeted cost at completion, 115–116
Budgeted cost of work performed, 115–116
Budgeted cost of work scheduled, 115–116
Cost and schedule control systems criteria, 115
Cost control system, 98, 101–104
Cost performance index, 118
Cost variance, 118
Earned value analysis, 113, 116
Project-level cost control, 97
Schedule performance index, 118
Schedule variance, 116, 118

Earned value management. See Earned value analysis
Earnings per share, 51
EAW. See Equivalent annual worth
Economic value of the project, 204–205
End-of-term balloon payment, 216
Engineering economy definition, 162
Enron Corporation, 13, 24, 35
EPS. See Earnings per share
Equivalence, 166–168, 176
Equivalent annual worth, 177, 181, 190
Estimate summary, 100, 146
EVA. See Earned value analysis
Evergreen loan, 212

Factoring, 14, 149, 213
FASB. See Financial Accounting Standards Board
Federal Trade Commission, 38
Financial accounting defined, 2
Financial Accounting Standards Board, 12
Financial indicator analysis

Asset newness, 61
Assets to equity, 60, 61
Average age of accounts payable, 56
Average age of accounts receivable, 55
Average age of inventory, 54–55
Average age of overbillings, 57
Average age of underbillings, 57
Capital structure indicators, 59
Categories of ratios, 44
Current ratio, 45, 46–48
Debt to equity, 60
Efficiency indicators, 52
Horizontal analysis, 44, 62
Index-number trend series, 62–63
Operating cycle, 57, 58
Profitability indicators, 48
Quick ratio, 45–47
Return on assets, 51–52
Return on equity, 48, 50, 62, 166
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Return on revenue, 50–51
Revenue to total assets turnover, 58
Time series graphs, 62
Turnover ratios, 58
Vertical analysis, 44
Working capital, 45, 47–48

Financing activities, 37
Fixed assets. See Non-current assets
Foreman’s daily labor distribution report, 123
Form 10-K, 38
FTC. See Federal Trade Comission
Fudd Associates, Inc. (example company), 24, 32, 36,

46, 47, 50, 51, 54, 55–57, 60–63, 74, 76, 78, 80,
110, 182–183, 223

Fundamental accounting equation, 21–23
Future value, 164, 174–175, 181–182

G&A. See Overhead, General and administrative
expenses

Gap lender, 207
General ledger, 78
General overhead. See Overhead, General and

administrative expenses
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

Acquisition cost principle, 13
Conservatism, 13
Consistency principle, 13
Full disclosure principle, 13
Generally accepted accounting principles, 12
Matching principle, 13, 209
Materiality principle, 13
Revenue realization principle, 13

Google Corporation, 38
Gross profit, 33, 34, 225

Income approach to value, 204
Impaired asset, 23
Income recognition

Completed-contract method, 85–86, 91
Cost-to-cost method, 84
Effort-expended method, 84
Income recognition in general, 83
Percentage-of-completion, 83–85, 91
Project percent complete, 118
Physical completion method, 85
Units-of-work-performed method, 84

Income statement, 17–19, 29–35, 43–46, 50–59, 63,
73, 81, 82, 91, 204, 225–227, 240

Inflation, 23, 148, 149, 152, 163, 168, 169, 242
Initial capital, 22, 29, 74, 204
Initial public offering, 38
Intellectual property, 22
Interest

Discount rate, 167, 214
Effective interest rate, 165, 168
Nominal interest rate, 165, 168
Simple interest, 136, 163–165
Total interest, 163–166, 210

Interest accrued on a line of credit, 210
Interest expenses, 30, 34
Internal rate of return, 178, 183
Inventory, 22, 26, 45–47, 53–58
Investing activities, 36

Investments with different life spans, 180
IPO. See Initial public offering
IRR. See Internal rate of return
IRS. See Taxes, Internal Revenue Service

Job cost, 15, 88, 101, 103, 146
Journalizing, 73

Key accounts, 26

Labor data cost collection, 122
Legal forms of organization

C corporations, 223
Company legal organization, 221
Joint venture, 224
Limited liability companies, 223
Limited liability partnerships, 223
Partnerships, 29, 222, 224
Privately held corporation, 24, 38
Proprietorships, 29, 222, 227, 229, 239
Public corporation, 29, 38, 52, 64
S corporations, 223
Strategic alliance, 224

Leverage. See Financial indicator analysis, Assets to
equity

Limitations of the IRR method, 185
Line of credit, 133, 199, 209–212
Liquidity, 26, 45–47, 129, 200
LLC. See Legal forms of organization, Limited

liability companies
LLP. See Legal forms of organization, Limited

liability partnerships
Loan origination fees, 216
Loan principal, 163, 164, 216
Long-term financing, 200–206, 209, 215–216
Long-term liabilities, 28

MACRS. See Depreciation, Modified accelerated cost
recovery system

Management’s discussion and analysis of financial
condition and results of operation, 38

Manufacturing vs. Construction, 6
Markup, 133, 135, 146, 148
MARR. See Minimum attractive rate of return
Mass production, 5, 7
MasterFormat, 104, 106, 109
Microsoft Excel, 144, 185
Microsoft Project, 115
Minimum attractive rate of return, 166, 177
Mortgage loan ceiling, 207
Mortgage loan commitment, 206
Mortgage loan floor, 207
MS Project, 144

NAHB. See National Association of Home Builders
Nasdaq, 38
National Association of Home Builders, 106
NEBIT. See Net earnings before income taxes
Net change in cash and cash equivalents, 37
Net earnings. See Net income
Net earnings before income taxes, 34
Net income, 30, 34–37, 48–52, 205
Net profit. See Net income
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Net worth. See Owners’ Equity
New York Stock Market, 38
NOL. See Taxes, Net operating loss
Nominal accounts, 82
Non-current assets, 25–26, 36, 37, 242

Operating activities, 35
Operating profit. See Net earnings before income

taxes
Overbilling. See Billings in excess of costs and

estimated earnings
Overhead

Field overhead, 99, 150, 221, 227
Fixed overhead, 146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 154,

155, 226
Indirect expenses in general, 225
General and administrative expenses, 30, 33, 91,

146, 149, 221
Home office overhead, 99, 146, 148

Owners’ equity, 19, 21–24, 38
Owners’ risk, 24

Paid-in capital. See Initial capital
Par value, 38
Pay when paid, 140, 214
Payroll, 87, 122–124
POC. See Income recognition,

Percentage-of-completion
Posting entries to the ledger, 78
PPC. See Income recognition, Project percent

complete
Preferred shares, 29
Present value, 165, 171–190, 217
Present worth. See Present Value
Primavera Project Planner, 115, 144
Production credit associations, 215
Profit and loss statement. See Income statement
Profit to date, 2, 14, 15, 97
Project budget, 100, 101, 102
PW. See Present worth

R. S. Means Building Construction Cost Data, 106
Real account, 82
Real estate investment trusts, 201
Recognition of income. See Income recognition
REITS. See Real estate investment trusts
Retained earnings, 22, 29, 225, 242
Retention. See Cash flow management, Retainage
Revenue (defined), 19, 30–34, 80–98
RMA. See Robert Morris Associates
ROA. See Financial indicator analysis, Return on

assets
Robert Morris Associates, 45, 50
ROE. See Financial indicator analysis, Return on

equity

Short-term financing, 199–200, 209
Short-term loans, 200
Sixteenth amendment to the constitution, 220
Source documents, 71, 72, 82, 122

SPI. See Earned value analysis, Schedule
performance index

Standard and Poor’s, 45
Statement of cash flows, 35–37
Subaccount, 17
Subprime financial crisis, 204
Summary of equivalence formulas, 175
Sunk cost, 169
Suretrak, 144
SV. See Earned value analysis, Schedule variance

Taxes
Ad valorem taxes, 220
Alternative minimum tax, 242
Average tax rate, 240
Business deductions, 227
Carryback, 241
Carryforward, 241
Direct taxes, 220
Double taxation, 223
Effective tax rate, 240
Excise taxes, 220
Filing statuses, 228, 237
flat system, 235
Import and export taxes, 220
Income brackets, 235, 237–240
Income tax systems, 221
Indirect taxes, 220
Itemized deductions, 228
Internal Revenue Service, 221, 224
Long-term capital gains, 242
Marginal tax rate, 229, 235–236, 240
Net operating loss, 240
Personal exemption, 229, 243
Sales taxes, 220
Standard deduction, 228–229
Straight line method, 231–234, 242
Tax credit, 238
Tax expenses, 30
Tax payment schedules, 239
Tax payroll withholding, 239
Taxes on dividends, 242

Term loan, 215–216
Three C’s of lending, 208
Time value of money defined, 162
Trade credit, 8, 214
Turnover. See Revenue
Types of costs, 99, 104

Underbilling. See Cost and estimated earnings in
excess of billings

Uniform Limited Liability Company Act, 224

Vendor discounts, 140

WBS. See Work breakdown structure
Weekly time card, 122
WIP. See Work-in-progress
Work breakdown structure, 110
Work package, 110–119
Work-in-progress, 74–76, 80–82, 88–90


